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Chapter 1
Introduction

1. Name, classification, and geographical location

The present study is intended to give a full description of Mina phonol-
ogy, morphology, and syntax, including a description of the meanings
and functions of various constructions. It is the first published account of
any kind of the grammatical system of this language. Mina is the self-
name of the language referred to in the literature as Hina or Besleri.
Mouchet 1967 states that Hina is a Fula word, but the speakers of Mina
consider ma, a component of mina, a Mina word. The name "Besleri,"
which can be found in some publications as referring to Mina (Newman
1990, Dieu and Renaud 1983), is unknown to Mina speakers. The word
itself may be related to betale 'leaf cover for lower front and back part of
the body, pubic apron'. There is no reason whatsoever to use this word
in reference to Mina. The term Hina, sometimes used in the literature, is
probably derived from ma, the place name. The self-name -yii desig-
nates people speaking Mina. A single Mina speaker is called l-lna, i.e.
one who belongs to the place ma. The form ma is a productive mor-
pheme deriving, among other nominal expressions, names of languages.
There is a noun mo. 'mouth' that is also a potential candidate for the for-
mation of names of languages. However, such a use would normally re-
quire a genitive construction, which is absent in names of languages. The
initial h in Hina is a result of glottal epenthesis, described in Chapter 2.

The language is spoken in the western part of Northern Cameroon in
the following villages and settlements, some of which very likely do not
bear a Mina name: Hina-Marbak; Goungong [güngorj]; Bamguel [barn-
gel]; Lengel; Mbourdan [mbürdän]; Palva [pälvä]; Mbraf [mbräf]; Wuro-
Gertode (a Fula name); Mouldar [müldär]; Kaftaka [käftäkä]; Bereng
[bererj]; Wanaru-Hina [wänärü hinä]; hakulä; bigidin; and hüva. The old
capital of Hina is called man/a. A dialect of Mina called müdzündziin by
Mina speakers is spoken about 15 kilometers from Hina-Marbak.

The language belongs to the Central branch of Chadic. Newman
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1990 has it in Family A 7 of the Biu-Mandara branch. Hoffmann 1971
has Hina as a member of the Daba group. The only information available
on another language from the same subgroup is Mouchet 1967 and Lien-
hard and Gieger (Ms), both on Daba. Our language assistants report that
there is no mutual intelligibility between Daba and Mina. There are,
however, Daba speakers who live near Mina speakers, and they do un-
derstand Mina. According to oral tradition, when Hina settled in their
present area, the dzundzun were already there. With respect to the origin
of Hina, one tradition has it that they came from the Bagirmi area in
Chad, and another tradition, from what is now Gongola State, in Nigeria.
Thus, the traditions point to diametrically different origins.

Hina are farmers. The main crops are sorghum, peanuts, and cotton,
cultivated by men, and sesame, beans, and green peas, cultivated by
women. Most Hina appear to be Moslems, but there are some Christians
too. In the nineteenth century, Hina were a dominating military force in
their region mainly because of their skillful use of cavalry. Hina raiding
parties were a threat to many neighbors (Christian Seignobos, p.c., and
Hina oral traditions). A description of the demographic situation of Hina
in the early 1960s can be found in Podlewski 1965. The situation de-
scribed in that study has, however, changed in the almost forty years
since Podlewski gathered his data. In particular, the number of speakers,
education, marriage customs, migration patterns, and linguistic situation
are quite different today, according to information provided by knowl-
edgeable observers and by Hina themselves.

There are considerable dialectal variations among speakers even
from the same village. We were able to establish the existence of three
dialects: Marbak, Kefedjevreng, and Dzundzun. The bulk of our de-
scription is based on the Marbak dialect. Data from the Kefedjevreng
dialect are included as recorded, i.e. without any attempt at unification at
the phonological or morphological level. Here are the basic differences
between the Marbak and Kefedjevreng dialects: For nasals in one dia-
lect, there are prenasalized stops in the other dialect. For example, the
habitual marker for Kefedjevreng is ni and for Marbak is ndi. Word-final
back vowels in one dialect have corresponding glides in the other, e.g.,
the word for child is rnbii in Marbak and mbw in Kefedjevreng. In Ke-
fedjevreng, a nasal is systematically inserted between the subject prefix
and aspect-tense markers and auxiliary verbs. In Marbak this rule is not
systematic, e.g., Kefedjevreng focus in past tense, first-person singular,
has the form sa nka, and in Marbak it is sa ko or s kd. These dialectal dif-
ferences account for some variation in the transcription of individual
lexical items and such grammatical morphemes as subject focus, espe-
cially the forms with prefixes, habitual, plural pronouns, demonstratives,
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and perhaps a few others.
Most contemporary speakers of Mina are bilingual, Fula being the

second language. Because of this bilingualism, the Mina of all but the
oldest speakers has a large number of Fula borrowings, including gram-
matical morphemes, particularly conjunctions and complementizers. We
tried to identify Fula borrowings as well as we could, but there might be
some lexical items or even grammatical structures borrowed from Fula
that we did not identify as such.

Hina from Marbak with whom we talked claim that they do not un-
derstand Dzundzun, while Dzundzun claim that they fully understand
Mina. Our very limited tests, consisting of playing a tape with Dzundzun
recordings, showed that Hina do indeed understand Dzundzun.

The data for this grammar were collected in the summer of 1991,
spring of 1993, summers of 1994, 1996, 1997, 1998, and 1999. A list of
language assistants follows: Bouba Abdouraman, born February 18,
1974, had six years of elementary school, and two years of secondary
school in 1991. Apart from three years of school in Mokolo, he spent all
his life in his native village, Marbak, returning there for vacation each
school year. Hamadu Oumaru, born in March 1974 in Hina-Marbak,
graduated from the lycee at Mokolo. Like Abdouraman, Hamadu Umaru
also spent all his life in Hina-Marbak. Saibu, who divides his time be-
tween Hina-Marbak and Maroua, was our assistant for one season.
Hamadou Haman (Konay), born in 1960, who finished the first year of
Lycee in Garoua, has been our main assistant in the last two years of our
work. Keenly interested in his language he has read the examples in the
present work, suggesting some changes in transcription and translation.
Apart from Mina and French, all language assistants also speak Fula, the
vehicular language of Northern Cameroon, and Hamadou Haman can
also read English.

Adrian Edwards has been collecting Mina texts for many years,
many of them from elderly speakers. Five notebooks of these texts were
used in the present grammar. Most examples from Edward's notes have
been checked with language assistants, and they were given a tonal tran-
scription, new segmental representation, morpheme-by-morpheme
analyses, glosses, and sometimes a new interpretation and translation.

The aim of this work is descriptive and explanatory. The description
consists of hypotheses concerning the form of linguistic structures and
hypotheses concerning the functions of linguistic structures. For both
types of hypotheses, we provide supporting argumentation and evidence.
We tried to explain various components of grammar through their rela-
tionship to other constructions or subsystems in the language.

On the sound advice of Bernard Comrie given with respect to an-
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other grammar, we refrained from drawing implications for past and cur-
rent theoretical controversies in linguistics. We have also refrained from
drawing implications for past and current controversies in comparative
Chadic linguistics, an entirely different task, which cannot be made from
the narrow perspective of any single language.

When illustrating grammatical paradigms, rules, and patterns, we use
elicited examples to limit the material to the issue being discussed. When
describing functions we use data from natural texts. The elicited exam-
ples frequently lead to incorrect conclusions when it comes to describing
the function of a form.

2. Outline of Mina grammar

The purpose of this outline of is to give some typological information
and to highlight those elements of the grammar that make this language
interesting for a linguist concerned with typology, language universals,
and linguistic theory, a specialist in African and Afroasiatic linguistics,
or a Chadicist.

2.1 Phonology

The consonantal system of Mina is characterized by the presence of pre-
nasalized and glottalized stops in addition to oral and nasal stops. The
language also has a series of continuants, including voiceless and voiced
lateral continuants, and it has two affricates. There are clusters with dif-
ferent values for the feature voice. No geminated consonants are allowed
except for the lateral liquid. Continuants and affricates are palatalized
before a high front vowel. The underlying glides are deleted in word fi-
nal position after the vowel with identical values for the features [round]
or [front]. The vowel system consists of six vowels, including schwa.
There is a fronting vowel harmony, whereby if a back vowel follows a
consonant that is preceded by a front vowel, the back vowel is fronted. A
palatal glide is a barrier to vowel harmony. There is also a very limited
leftward vowel harmony, whereby the vowel a undergoes fronting when
followed by a consonant and a front vowel. An outstanding feature of the
phonological system of Mina is the interaction between syntax and pho-
nology, whereby all word-final vowels other than grammatical mor-
phemes are deleted in phrase-internal position. This rule is in fact a
marker of phrase-internal position. Its absence marks phrase-final posi-
tion. The language has two tones, high and low. Tone has a lexical and a
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grammatical function. When the final vowel of a word is deleted, its tone
is deleted as well.

2.2 Lexical categories

We take the defining characteristics of lexical categories to be their in-
herent properties with respect to the role they play in a proposition or in
a discourse, as the case may be. Nouns can be derived from verbs and
numerals, and adverbs can be derived from all other lexical categories.
We did not find morphological means to derive verbs from other lexical
categories. The following lexical categories exist in Mina: nouns, whose
inherent function is to serve as arguments of the predication; deictics and
anaphors, which serve as arguments in predication but can also modify
nouns; a limited number of adjectives, whose function is to modify
nouns; verbs, whose function is to serve as predicates in propositions;
adverbs; numerals; prepositions, whose function is to code the gram-
matical relations between the elements of a proposition; and ideophones.

Within the pronominal system, three persons are distinguished:
speaker, addressee, and third-person. There are also three numbers: sin-
gular, dual, and plural. The category dual exists only for the first person.
A description of the lexical categories is included in the chapters dealing
with the noun phrase (Chapter 3) and the verbal roots and stems (Chapter
4).

2.3 Morphology

There are only a few morphological processes that allow the derivation
of one lexical category from another. The stative marker -yi allows the
derivation of nominalized forms of verbs. A full reduplication of any
category derives adverbs of many kinds. This derivation is described in
Chapter 8, Adjuncts.

Deictics and anaphors have phrase-internal forms derived through
vowel reduction and phrase-final forms derived through the addition of
the suffix -n to the underlying form. The category nominal plural is a
syntactic category in that it is added to the end of the noun phrase. If the
noun phrase consists of the noun only, then the plural marker is added to
it.

The inflectional morphology of verbs consists of tonal changes that
code modality; reduplication of verbs to derive aspectual forms; and pre-
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fixes and suffixes to derive adverbs and nominal forms of verbs.

2.4 Syntax

In pragmatically neutral clauses, the subject precedes the predicate, and
the object follows the verb. In object focus constructions, the object fol-
lows the subject but precedes the predicate. Such an object must be
marked by the preposition n, resulting in the structure S PREP O V. The
language makes a clear structural distinction between the categories
subject and object, and between the direct object and other objects, in-
cluding locative complements.

Several syntactic characteristics make this language particularly in-
teresting for typologists. Some tense, aspect, and mood markers occur
before the verb, and others occur after the verb. The markers of inter-
rogative and negative modality occur in clause-final position. The con-
junction used for a conjoined noun phrase in the subject function differs
from the conjunction used for a conjoined noun phrase in all other func-
tions. The genitive construction has a different form when it is an argu-
ment and a different form when it is a complement of locative predica-
tion.

The complex sentences include: Asyndetically conjoined clauses;
sequential clauses coding a temporal or cause-and-effect relationship
between clauses; counter-expectation clauses; embedded clauses, and
relative clauses. The relative clause codes the existential status of its
head through clause-final deictics.

In addition to the coding of argument structure, adjuncts, tense, as-
pect, and mood categories, Mina also codes the category point-of-view.
In Mina, this category has only subject or speaker in its scope.

2.5 Discourse structure

The outstanding characteristic of the discourse structure of Mina is the
existence of the category comment clause, which may be used in both
simple and complex sentences and which overtly marks a speaker's
comment on the proposition. The comment clause may be used in a vari-
ety of syntactic constructions.

Another characteristic is the unmarked value of the principle of unity
of place. If one of the participants in an event changes scene, such a
situation is coded by a special syntactic construction in addition to any
verb of movement that may be used.



Chapter 2
Phonology

1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to provide a set of underlying segments, a set
of allowed phonological structures, and a set of rules to derive the pho-
netic realization of morphemic and phrasal structures. The outstanding
features of the phonology of Mina are limited vowel harmony and vowel
deletion to mark phrase-internal position and vowel retention to mark
phrase-final position. The two rules code in this way the syntactic struc-
ture of the utterance.

2. The consonantal system
Phonetic and underlying consonants

Table 2.1. Phonetic consonants

Stops
Voiceless
Voiced

Prenasalized
Glottalized
(voiceless)
Ejective
Affricate

Nasal
Continuants

Labial

pK
mb
6

P'

m
f
v

Alveolar

t
d
nd
rf

ts
dz
n
s
z

Palatal

v
C
I
V

S
Z

Velar

k
g
Dg

r)
χ

Glottal
1

h
Lateral continuants

Glides w
Liquids

The lateral fricatives end impressionistically with a stop, viz. [it] and
. We have observed this property in several Central Chadic lan-

guages in Mandara mountains.
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2.2 The underlying segments

The underlying set differs from the phonetic set in not having palatalized
obstruents. Those consonants are derived through a palatalization rule,
which is described later. There is only one underlying back continuant,
the glottal voiceless h.

Table 2.2. Underlying consonants

Stops Vless
Voiced
Prenasalized
Glottalized
(voiceless)
Ejecti ve
Affricate

Nasal
Continuant

Lateral
Continuant
Glides
Liquid

labial

1
mb
6

(P')

m
f
V

w

alveolar palatal velar

t k
d g
nd rjg
<f

ts
dz
n
s
z{
b y
r

glot-
tal
(')

h

The evidence for the underlying status of the segments in Table 2.2
is provided by the following near minimal pairs, where the relevant con-
sonants are followed by the same vowels:

Voiceless Voiced Prenasalized Glottalized

Labial stops:
pat 'next day' baytarj 'large' mbal 'to like' 6am 'eat (hard
food)'
pek 'cover a receptacle'
pet 'sharpen'
pipi 'when?' bu 'turn' ngambit 'friend 6dtj 'think'
pits [pic] 'sun' mbe 'close'

The labial voiceless stop/? does not occur before round vowels u and o,
but does occur before the vowel a and before schwa:
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(1) *pu, *pii, *puk
* , *po, *pok

Q roll a mat', 'bandage something'

The voiceless stop before schwa occurs only in the ideophone
which modifies the verb gad 'push' :

(2) pak gad 'push'

There is only one instance of the ejective consonant,/»', in the word
p 'urn or p 'dm 'deep'. The exceptional status of the ejective may well be
due to its origin as an ideophone.

The phonological status of the glottal stop is problematic. We do
have a minimal pair, where the glottal stop in word final position con-
trasts with the glottalized consonant. The meanings of the two verbs, are,
however, very close. Their tones are different, and that is why we are
tentatively postulating the glottal stop to be a part of the underlying seg-
ment:

kopä ' (ends in the glottal stop) 'to dress a corpse'
Q roll a mat', 'bandage something'

Labial continuants
fat 'to skin' va 'spend time'
fin 'remain' v/ 'who?'
föu 'all' (F.) vu 'interrogative marker'

'to abandon'
'grow'

Alveolar stops
/^'forbid' <fö 'cook' ndZ 'go' da 'NEG'
tiki 'where' hidi 'person' ra/z"HAB'
läkwat 'river' ..... - dzcf'puil (weeds)'

The difference between the consonant cluster nd and the prenasalized
stop is that in the cluster the nasal is a tone-bearing unit, and in the pre-
nasalized stop it is not:

(3) ha kd hdd za
2SG INF hit EE
'you hit him'
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(4) ha kd ndd zd ngicf
2SG INF go EE there
'you went there'

Alveolar continuants:
say ' 1SG independent pronoun' za 'end-of-event marker'

Affricates:
tsay 'then' dzarj 'find'

Velars:
a kä ein 'here' gam 'chase out' ngäz 'leg'
häza 'dog'

The glottal voiceless continuant h may occur only in word-initial posi-
tion preceding vowels and in intervocalic position:

(5) nakahä 'remote previous mention marker'
ha 'second-person singular independent pronoun'

The velar and glottal voiceless continuants are allophones of the
same phoneme. The velar continuant occurs before the high front vowel
/'. Thus hldi 'person' is [xidi], hi 'second-person plural pronoun'. There
are instances of word initial a 'third-person singular pronoun' and /, as in
ma 'Hina' and in-yil 'the inhabitants of Hina'. Based on these distribu-
tional facts, we postulate that glottal continuants in word-initial position
are underlying.

A glottal continuant also occurs in word-final position, which is also
pre-pausal position: boh 'split tree by tearing on a branch' and vah 'to
spend time, last'. It is in contrast in this position with words without a
glottal continuant: va 'age of somebody or something', ndä 'go', za
'end-of-event marker', kä 'affected marker'.

The velar nasal y occurs only in word-final position. The alveolar na-
sal n cannot occur in word-final position. We postulate therefore that the
velar nasal derives from the underlying alveolar nasal. Additional evi-
dence that the velar nasal is not underlying is provided by words that
have a velar nasal in word-final position but an alveolar nasal in intervo-
calic position or in position preceding segments other than velar:

(6) birj 'hut, room' bin-yii 'houses'
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Lateral continuants:
la 'measure' faa 'cow'
iah 'tear apart' \a 'cut'

Liquids:
tälärj 'head'
ra 'dependent habitual marker'
kd Ha 'take something from somebody'
kd llah 'bring a girl to marriage'
Glides:
kddwirl 'clay pot' kd way 'to sleep'
kawa'io start'

2.3 Consonant devoicing

In normal speech, a voiced obstruent is devoiced before a voiceless ob-
struent. Here are two examples: The noun haza 'dog' has the word-
medial voiced continuant z. When the final vowel is deleted in phrase-
internal position, the voiced consonant assimilates to the following
voiceless consonant:

(7) häza td bitsl -» häz to bici -» [has ts bici]
dog GEN Bitsi
'adogofBitsi'

The interrogative marker for human participants has the form va. In
phrase-internal position, the vowel of this marker is deleted. The voiced
labiodental continuant may become voiceless when followed by a
voiceless consonant:

(8) a V9 t- ->[ävti]and[äfti]
PRED who GEN-Q
'whose?'

Some speakers devoice stops after a nasal with a different place of ar-
ticulation:

(9) d -* t/q
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(10) täläy ddm-äk rä -» [tälärj dsm-äk rä] and
head hurt-ISO D.HAB [tälärj tsm-äk rä]

have a headache'

2.4 Rhotacization

Glottalized stops may be rhotacized in syllable-final position. This rule
is not obligatory, as rhotacization has been recorded only with some
speakers:

(11) mukadkadarj —> [mükärkädarj]
'upside down'

2.5 Palatalization

Alveolar continuants and affricates s, z, is, and dz are palatalized before
and after front high vowel i, producing j, z, c, andy:

(12) zln —* zin 'return'
bit si —*· bici 'proper name for a first born child'

The voiced continuant z is palatalized in the cluster nz when followed by
stative suffix -yi:

(13) md nz-yi märßak [mo - ]
REL sit-STAT Marbak
'he remained at Marbak'

The palatal glide is a barrier to palatalization. Consider the complemen-
tizer that is pronounced [si] or [syi]. We propose that the underlying
form of the complementizer is syi and that the palatal glide is a barrier to
the palatalization rule. Additional evidence for the proposed hypothesis
is provided by the effects of the addition of the plural marker /yii/, which
does not cause the palatalization of the preceding consonant either:

(14) haz-yil -» [häzi-yi]
dog-PL
'dogs'

Some speakers also palatalize consonants after a front mid vowel. Thus,
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the underlying formfes 'small' is realized as [fes].

2. 6 Affricate formation

Some speakers pronounce the underlying voiced continuant z as an af-
fricate after a nasal stop and before a high vowel:

z -»dz/Vn _ V[+high]

(15) nzd -* ndza
remain, be

(16) ä ndi nzä ä mär6äk— » [ändindzä]
3SG HAB live PRED Marbak
'he lives in Marbak'

If the affricate is followed by the high front vowel, it is palatalized:

(17) z- j/n _ i.

(18) S9 md nz- mbe -*· [ma nj-i]
ISO REL be-STAT close

was close'

2. 7 Labialization

The back round vowel becomes a labial glide when followed by a low
back vowel, i.e., the phonological sequences u + a or + a result in labi-
alization, viz., they both become [waj:

(19) / lu-ä naniy -> [i Iw-a]
3PL say-GO 1PL.EXCL
'they tell us'

When the low vowel that caused the labialization is deleted in
phrase-internal position, the underlying round vowel is realized as such
rather than as a labial glide. Thus the word ykwä 'goat' becomes fjkii af-
ter the final-vowel deletion:
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(20) S3 ki Um rjkü baytb za
ISO INF see goat large EE

saw a large goat'

2.8 Glide realizations

Both labial and palatal glides are deleted in word-final position when
following a vowel with the same values for the features [front] and
[back]:

(21) G[a front] -» 0 /V [a front] _ #.

The evidence for the existence of this rule, and indeed for the existence
of underlying glides in word-final position after high vowels, is provided
by their presence when the words receive a vocalic suffix or a suffix be-
ginning with a glide followed by a vowel.

Thus, the verb whose phonetic form is [ti] 'see' becomes [tiyu] after
the addition of the third person object marker u. We postulate, therefore,
that the underlying form of this verb is tly. An alternative analysis
whereby a glide is inserted when a high vowel is followed by another
vowel is not viable, in view of the rule that deletes final vowels of mor-
phemes when a suffix is added. The fact that vowels of the verbs mbü
'give birth' and ti 'see' are not deleted indicates that these vowels are in
fact not word-final.

The addition of the Stative suffix yi allows us to determine that verbs
that in their phonetic form have the vowel u in fact have the underlying
labial glide in word-final position. The glide, when not followed by an-
other vowel, is realized as the vowel u. The labial glide is realized as a
glide when the suffix is added. The epenthetic schwa is inserted be-
tween the preceding consonant and the glide:

(22) mbd md mbü- zä -» [mbaw-i]
child REL give birth- ST AT EE
'the child is born'

The labial glide /w/ is realized as a round vowel when preceded and fol-
lowed by a schwa. The new vowel assumes the tone of the preceding
syllable:

(23) w -* u/schwa _ schwa
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(24) ko \vd [kuu] zd kd zdm wdda
INF start EE INF eat food
'he started to eat'

(25) sd n kd \vu [sdnkuu] zd kd
ISO PREP INF start EE INF
zdm \vdda
eat food

started to eat' (Kefedjevreng dialect)

The labial glide is also deleted between a consonant and the high round
vowel:

(26) G[+round] -» 0/C u.

(27) tsey hidd wäcin tärj z \vuta -» [zutä]
then man that go EE home
'So that man went home ... '

2.9 Consonant clusters

There are no three consonant clusters in word initial position. Two-
consonant clusters are allowed in word-initial position, word- and
phrase-medial position, and in word-final position. The phrase- medial
clusters emerge as a result of the rule that deletes word-final vowels in
phrase-internal position.

In word-initial position the most frequent are clusters with a sono-
rant, whether an obstruent followed by a sonorant, a sonorant followed
by an obstruent, or a sonorant followed by a sonorant:

(28) zr zrumbä 'proper name, masculine'
rn r-nän 'my hand' or rd nan
rt r-tokorj Our hands' or rd tokon
nk nkwä 'goat'
ndr ndn 'sorghum' (nd is prenasalized stop)
mv mvä 'feces, refuse'

An affricate may be followed by a stop:
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(29) tstöß 'chew'
tskö 'evening'
tspädap 'remain crouched'

In word-medial position the following types of clusters are allowed:

Sonorant and sonorant:

(30) tdrlan 'turn'
mäywä 'pancreas'

Sonorant and continuant:

(31) mddmgwdrze 'donkey'

Sonorant and stop:

(32) bdlc&m 'sweetness, joy, happiness'
borgadan 'millet'
bdrtlk 'dust'
tbrßos 'twist'
mbarkanta 'nine'

Stop and sonorant:

(33) blmbriv 'large
mazeklew 'shadow'

Many clusters with two stops occur as a result of the reduplication of
morphemes with consonantal onsets and codas:

(34) bedbeden 'a type of dance'
birtidblrtid 'quickly'
dddzkddddk 'completely'

However, there are also instances of clusters of two stops with no evi-
dence of a composite structure:

(35) dddkuts 'constellation'

Nasal and stops are very frequent clusters:
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(36) gamtak 'chicken'
wanta 'mahogany tree and its fruits'

Stop-continuant clusters do not occur in intervocalic position unless
they are products of reduplication:

(37) fädfad 'eight'

Continuant-stop clusters occur only as a product of reduplication:

(38) kafkafa 'morning' , with the form A;a/recorded as well.

When the cluster consists of a nasal followed by a stop, the nasal
may assimilate to the following stop: [munburko] and [mumburko]
'yesterday'.

In word-final position only a cluster consisting of two sonorants can
occur:

(39) a \varj-r tiki
3SG sleep-D.HAB where
'where is he sleeping'

An affricate and a stop can also form a cluster, but the only cases re-
corded involve the reduplication of a syllable:

(40) blbicblbic 'all day'

No geminated consonants are allowed, except for a geminated lateral
liquid. If a geminated consonant were to emerge at morpheme boundary,
one consonant is deleted:

(41) an ks zäm mi -> [ankszami]
what INF eat what
'what will he eat?'

3. The vowel system
3.1 Phonetic and underlying vowels

There are seven phonetic short vowels and at least three long vowels, ,
ii, and uu. The following figure represents the short vowels:
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i 9 U
e o

a

Figure 2.1. Phonetic Vowels

The mid vowels are lower mid rather than higher mid. The high
vowels /', a, and u and the low vowel a are much more frequent than the
mid vowels e and o. Moreover, the phonetic vowel e is often the product
of fronting of /a/ in the environment of a front vowel. The high central
vowel, graphically represented by schwa, is the most frequent vowel in
language production. We can predict only one vowel in the system, the
fronted [uj. We therefore postulate that all vowels in Figure 2.1 vowels,
with the exception of , are underlying. However, it should be remem-
bered that not every phonetic vowel represents an instantiation of the
identical underlying vowel. Many instances of phonetic vowels represent
the products of the application of various phonological rules.

3.2 Rightward vowel fronting

If a back vowel suffix follows a front mid or high vowel, with a conso-
nant in between, the back vowel is fronted by the rule:

(42) V -» [+front] /V[+front]C- .

For the vowel a the nearest front vowel is [e]:

(43) ber-ά -» [bere]
sell-GO

(44) llm-a -*· [lime]
see-GO

(45) ί ko llm-a nam ζά -*[ί ks lim-e]
3PL INF see-GO 1DU EE
'they saw us'

(46) sa ber-ά-Υ) fad-nay sk -» [ss ber-e-rj]
1SG sell-GO-3SG cow-lSG NEG
Ί will not sell him my cow'
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The back round vowels become front round. Thus, the third-person
singular object u becomes ü when it follows a syllable with a front
vowel:

(47) mecf-u
swear-3SG
'swear it!'

(48) zed zed a ze6- u. . .
follow follow 3SG follow-3SG
'He followed and followed her ...'

(49) deb-
take-3SG
'take it there!'

The vowel fronting can spread to clitics as well. Consider the fol-
lowing form, which consists of the verb glz 'tell', the goal orientation
marker a, the first-person singular object pronoun kit, and the end-of-
event marker za. All low vowels are fronted under the influence of the
high front vowel of the verb:

(50) i giz-a-k zä -> [i giz-e-k se]
3PL tell-GO-lSG EE

was told'

3.3 Leftward vowel fronting

The vowel of the suffix causes the fronting of the preceding vowel a:

(51) \va-hin-* [wehin]
DEM-DEM
'this one or those ones' (Throughout the book we represent this
form, and other complex determiners, without morphemic divi-
sion, viz. as wahiri)

Vowel fronting operates also across words but only within phrases:

(52) nta gwidin dap -* [nte gwidirj dap]
one only just
Only one'
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If a back vowel directly follows a front vowel, the back vowel is
fronted. In the following example, the goal orientation marker a is
fronted to e following a high front vowel, and then it replaces / as a re-
sult of i deletion:

(53) i md si-a-yi tdtd za
3PL REL run-GO-STAT 3PL EE
'they have returned running' is realized as:

[ r x v / j v j _ ^ 'ma se-y tots za]

(54) i kd si-a-k zä -» [i ks se-k zä]
3PL REL run-GO-lSG EE
'they ran for me'

A slightly different type of vowel fronting involves schwa. Schwa
becomes fronted when separated from the high front vowel by a sono-
rant. The high round vowel, in turn, becomes central:

(55) duwdn Ida -» [dswinda]
back house
'back of the house' (as a part of the prepositional phrase)

3.4 Barriers to vowel fronting

The palatal glide is a barrier to vowel fronting. Consider the behavior of
the verb "to see," which in infinitive form sounds like [ks ti]. The verb
must have an underlying palatal glide, which is realized as such when
the verb is followed by a low vowel. The evidence for the presence of
the palatal glide is provided by the fact that the low vowel is not fronted:

(56) kd tly-a zä -» [ko tiy-ä zä]
INF see-GO EE
'[he went there] to have a look'

(57) kd tly-a-k zä -» [ko tiy-a-k zä]
INF see-GO-1SG EE
'he looked at me'

We interpret the absence of raising in the examples above as further
evidence that the verb 'to look' is in fact tiy, not tl, and that the palatal
glide is a barrier to vowel raising. This property allows us to establish
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that the underlying form of the plural marker is in fact yil and not /, as it
is most often realized, because the addition of the plural marker never
causes vowel fronting, nor does it cause palatalization of the preceding
alveolar continuants:

(58) haz-yil [häz-iyi] and not*[hez-iyi]
dog-PL
'dogs'

Schwa becomes front when followed by a CV sequence where V is
high and front through the following processes (only the relevant part is
illustrated):

Underlying Vowel deletion Schwa insertion Assimilation
(59) hazo-yn—> häz-yii-* haza-yii-» [häziyi]

dog-PL
'dogs'

3.5 Vowel deletion

The single most important rule affecting the phonetic structure of an ut-
terance in Mina is vowel deletion in phrase-internal positions, including
the position before a suffix. Vowel deletion is a grammatical marker of
phrase-internal position, and vowel retention is the marker of phrasal
boundary. The consequences of this rule include not only the emergence
of various consonant clusters but also the emergence of schwa to prevent
a disallowed cluster from emerging because of vowel deletion. Vowels
that are grammatical markers, including derivational morphemes, are
never deleted phrase internally or before a suffix. First an illustration of
vowel deletion:

(60) si tatag -» [i si tstarj ] -> [iststarj ]
3PL run 3PL
'they escaped'

häza to bitsi -* [has to bici]
dog GEN Bitsi
'Bitsi's dog'
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to bitsi -» [{59 t9 bitsi]
cow GEN Bitsi
'Bitsi 's cow'

If the final vowel of a word is a derivational morpheme, as is the
case with fci 'meat', most probably derived from fca 'cow', such a vowel
is not deleted in contexts in which lexical vowels are always deleted:

(61) foi to gdldärn-* [fei to gsldam]
meat GEN pig
'pork'

Vowel deletion is a means of coding phrasal boundary. Retention of
the vowel is a grammatical marker of the syntactic structure of the utter-
ance. The distinction between the predicative construction and the at-
tributive construction, with the same element as either the predicate or
attribute, is coded through the system of vowel deletion and vowel re-
tention. In the predicative construction, the last vowel of the subject is
retained, thus marking phrasal boundary. In the attributive construction,
the final vowel is deleted, thus marking phrase-internal position. Com-
pare the following examples. Equational clauses:

(62) rjkwä baytarj
goat large
'the goat is large'

(63) s tl rjkwä bay tar)
1SG see goat large

see that the goat is large'

In the attributive construction, the final vowel of the noun rjkwa is
deleted:

(64) i da-ha-k ijku baytätj
3PL bring-GO-lSG goat large
'they brought me a large goat'

A fronted object retains its last vowel, and thus it is coded as a sepa-
rate phrase within the clause:
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(65) fei to häza sä mbal skü
meat GEN dog ISO like NEG
'dog meat, I don't like it'

Vowel retention and vowel deletion is a means of coding phrasal
boundary. Focus on the adverb can be coded by setting it apart as a sepa-
rate phrase through retention of the preceding vowel:

(66) S3 lim-e gwafya mumburko
1SG see-GO elephant yesterday

saw an elephant, just yesterday'. The relevant portion is real-
ized as: [gwä^ä mumburko]

The deletion of the preceding vowel indicates that the adverb has the
same information value as the other elements of the clause:

(67) sd lim-e [gwafo mumburko\
1SG see-GO elephant yesterday

saw an elephant yesterday!'

Word-initial vowels which are not grammatical morphemes and
which do not replace preceding vowels, are deleted in phrase-internal
position. In the following phrase the noun hida 'man' in isolation has an
epenthetic [h]. The glottal continuant [h] does not occur in phrase-
internal position. The initial vowel is deleted in phrase-internal posi-
tion:

(68) tsey hida \vacin [tsey dd -waciy] toy z wüta
then man DEM go EE village
'The man returned home'

3.6 Vowel rounding

Schwa and / become round when followed by a round vowel or labial
glide:

(69) V[+high, -round] -» [+round]/ (C) S [+round].

This rule is particularly interesting for schwa, which itself is a prod-
uct of vowel insertion. Thus, the noun t$a has its vowel deleted and
schwa inserted when followed by a word beginning with a consonant,
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and consequently becomes £a in phrase-internal position. The schwa
then becomes u if it is followed by a labial glide:

(70) £ä wehin -> [{311 wehirj]
cow DEM
'this cow'

Here are other examples:

(71) S3 gwacC za -» [sügwäd'zä]
ISO satiate EE

am sated'

abd kwoydum -» [äbü kwoydum]
ASSC ease(F.)
'easily'

Schwa may become round when followed by a round vowel in the
next syllable, even if the two are separated by an obstruent:

(72) kd tok -» [kütok]
INF finish

abd hoy -> [abuhorj]
ASSC 2SG
'with you'

The high front vowel undergoes rounding in the same circumstances:

(73) wüdä -* [duwüdo]
put food
'put food'

4. Syllabification
4.1 Syllable structures

The following syllabic structures are allowed (period marks syllabic
boundary):

V a 'third singular subject', a.bd 'associative marker, singular'
/ 'third person plural subject'
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S (S Stands for a sonorant). Only nasal consonants can be syllabic
peaks: ntsä 'vulva', ntswr 'nose', 'excrement'

VC An example of the VC syllable is the verb //'blow', the form oc-
curring in verb reduplication. Most VC syllables occur across a
morpheme boundaries or as a result of the final vowel deletion in
a VCV structure:

(74) a wta td-kimr) -» [aw.t9.t9.ki.nerj]
PRED village GEN-2PL
'at your place'

CV to 'genitive marker' (to in phrase-internal position)
CVC dok 'horse', tor 'month' (in phrase-internal position)
CSV gra 'find', tra 'month, time'

There are no CSVC syllables.

To prevent a disallowed syllable structure including disallowed con-
sonant clusters from emerging as the result of vowel deletion, a schwa is
inserted in lieu of the deleted vowel. Although various syllabic structures
are allowed, some structures are preferred over others. Thus although
there are structures of the type CSV, in the process of syllabification the
structure CVS is preferred over the structure CSV. Consider the word tra
'month, time'. When it is followed by another word within a phrase, the
final vowel is deleted. The syllabification process does not insert schwa
after the second consonant, but rather after the first. The tone of the
morpheme remains the same:

(75) tra lay -* tr' lay -* [tor lay]

tor lay td
month time GEN hunger
The year of the hunger.'

Similarly the auxiliary verb gr' 'search' is realized as gar:

(76) gär kd nd-ä-k ksom skü
3SG try INF go-GO-lSG body NEG
'It will not touch me' (e.g. about an arrow)

The principles of syllabification make it possible to establish some
phonetic sequences [nd] and [ng] as prenasalized stops rather than se-
quences of two underlying consonants. In the process of syllabification
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the underlying segments nd and ng never become *nad or *ndg but
rather ndd or «ga:

(77) / ndd kd ber-e . . .
3PL go INF sell-GO
'They were going to sell . . . '

ngdcf ngdtf i ngdtf
count count 3 PL count
'They counted . . .'

Syllable-initial sequences of three consonants are not allowed.
The schwa is inserted between words in a clause to prevent a disal-

lowed syllable structure from emerging. In the following example, a verb
borrowed from Fula, naast 'enter', is realized as nastd with final schwa
because it is followed by a preposition with an initial consonant:

(78) nd- nastd nd yam
go-GO enter (F.) PREP water
'and entered into the water' (natural discourse example)

A schwa is also inserted to prevent a disallowed consonantal se-
quence from emerging. The sequence of a continuant followed by an-
other continuant is disallowed, and consequently the schwa is inserted
between the consonants:

(79) kd ndd fä-* kä nd z' fu — » [ka nda zofu]
INF go EE always
'Each time she went . . .'

4.2 Syllable reduction

The problem to be discussed under syllable reduction is presented by the
alternation between the forms wuta and wta 'village'. When this noun is
phrase final, it is realized as wüta:

(80) abd nd- ngdn wüta
ASSC go-GO 3SG village
'Then she returned to her village'
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/ tsu a witta micC
3PL go PRED village but
'They went home but. . .'

When this noun is in phrase-internal position, it is realized as wtä:

(81) a wto ciy
PRED village his father
'at his father's'

The explanation of the phrase-internal form [wto] is as follows: The
high vowel is reduced to 0 after the homo-organic glide if the syllabifi-
cation conditions allow. Thus wuta (citation form) is reduced to wta.
Other examples of the application of high round vowel reduction after
labial glide:

(82) ä zdm-ä wüda or [ä zämä wdä]
3SG eat-GO food
'he ate the food'

Compare the non-reduced second vowel:

(83) wudd nan
food ISO
'my food'

5. Glide formation

There are two sources of phonetic glides. One is the underlying glide;
the other is a product of phonological rules. The presence of underlying
glides is evidenced by the word-initial forms, as illustrated earlier in this
chapter. Here is additional evidence for the underlying glide as the initial
segment of the stative marker -yi which is reduced to [y] in word final
position:

(84) md nd-ä-y za -* [ms ndäy] or [mü ndäy]
REL go-GO-STAT EE
'he has come'

The underlying / becomes a palatal glide following the low vowel:
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(85) a idd tiikorj -> [äydo tükon]
PRED house 2SG
'at your compound'

6. Tone
6.1 The system and the functions of tone

There are two tones, low, marked by grave' and high, marked by acute'.
Tone has lexical and grammatical functions: fca 'cut' and foa 'a single
bovine, cow, bu\\\ydm 'water' and yam 'also', vak 'river sand', häyak
'country, earth'.

Tone also may distinguish between grammatical morphemes. Low
tone on inherently high tone verbs codes imperative mood.

Some morphemes have inherent tone, and others have polar tone, i.e.
the tone opposite to another tone. Some morphemes that have polar tone
are: the end-of-event marker za, the point-of-view of subject marker ka,
the dependent habitual marker ra, all occurring in verb-phrase-final po-
sition. The third person object suffix -« has also polar tone. The infini-
tive marker kd has also polar tone: kd ddm 'to marry' and kd ddm 'pene-
trate, ache, pain' and 'wear trousers, shoes'.

The inherent tone of a morpheme can also undergo a change to code
a number of functions. Thus tones of subject pronouns that are inherently
low become high to code imperative and subjunctive moods. The tones
of verbs that are inherently high become low in the imperative mood and
also in dependent clauses. In the following example the first instantiation
of the verb 6dt 'take' has high tone in the matrix clause. The second in-
stantiation has low tone, as it occurs in a sequential clause. The third in-
stantiation has high tone, as it again occurs in the matrix clause:

(86) kwayäy 6dt gddzdmbdl ngdn 6dt naka
squirrel take guitar 3SG take ANAPH
kd kap-a nd- 6dt ditwdrj
INF break-GO go-GO take back
ngdn dly-a zd ngdn kd kdddm
3SG put-GO EE 3SG PREP calabash
abd nda ngdn a wta
ASSC go:GO 3SG PRED house
'Squirrel took his guitar, the one that he broke, he came to put it
on his back, as his calabash, and then he returned home'

The tone on monosyllabic and polysyllabic words borrowed from Ian-
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guages without tone is not predictable. Most borrowings from Fula have
high tones: gaw 'hunter' -» gaw; \vurt 'leave' -» wurt\ mallum 'teacher'
-»mallum; deft 'book' -*def 'book, Koran'; derewol 'pa-
pef-* derewol. But there are also low-tone borrowed words: gam 'be-
cause' -» ngam; deftere 'book'—» deftere. The same word may have dif-
ferent tones, e.g. nastd and nasfe 'enter'.

6.2 Tone and vowel deletion

If a vowel is deleted the tone of the syllable is also deleted. Consider the
behavior of object pronouns. In phrase final position the first person ob-
ject pronoun is ku:

(87) hidl w md-nd-a-ku de6
man DEM REL-beat-OBJ-lSG lead
na kit
PREP justice(F.)
'It was this person who hit me. Take him to be judged.'

In phrase internal position the final vowel of the pronoun is deleted, and
there is no tonal shift:

(88) kd mdl-a-k za
INF catch-GO-lSG EE
'He caught me'

ί kd lim-e-k za m mb rko
3PL INF see-GO-lSG EE yesterday
'They saw me yesterday'

(89) hidi \vehirj ά ζά van ά η
man DEM 3SG COMP rain 3SG PREP
kd da a gdr kd nd-a-k
INF fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG
kdsdm sku
body NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"
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6.3 Tone and vowel replacement

When a suffix is added to a morpheme ending in a vowel, and the vowel
is by itself not a grammatical marker, such a vowel is deleted before suf-
fixation. The tone that the vowel carried is also deleted. The tone of the
vocalic suffix becomes the tone of the new syllable. Consider the addi-
tion of the goal-orientation marker a. The evidence that this marker has
high tone is provided by its realization after CVC verbs:

(90) ngül-yn Bombay td macirj
3SG COMP husband-PL stick GEN DEM
luw-a-y nidk
say-GO-3SG would you
'She said, my husband, this stick, say to it'

(91) ha ndi dzan- nam skdn
2SG HAB fmd-GO 1DU thing
mdnä wä tiki
like DEM where
'Where do you find us things like this?

Consider now addition of the goal-orientation marker to a monosyllabic
verb ndä 'go'. After vowel deletion in phrase-internal position, the con-
sonant of the verb and the goal-orientation marker form one syllable
with high- rather than low tone:

(92) tsey mbi dew kd bay nda 6dt
so 3SG sit like chief go:GO take
mdmdY) aba ciy
his mother ASSC his father
Then he became a chief, and he came to take his mother and fa-
ther.'

6.4 The operation of the polar tone

The assignment of the tone to a morpheme that has polar tone is based
on the preceding or the following tone. Consider the addition of the third
person object pronoun u. The tone of this pronoun is polar, opposite of
the tone of the preceding verb. The evidence that the tone is polar is pro-
vided the tone of the suffix when added to CVC verbs. First examples of
the third person suffix added to high-tone verbs:
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(93) mbd ä fa- say S3 md kap-u
child 3SG say-GO ISO 1SG RELbreak-3SG
The child said, "It is me that broke it.'"

(94) v/ a mbal-u vi a mbal-ü
who 3SG like-3SG who 3SG like-3SG
'Everybody liked her'

Here is an example of the third person suffix added to a low tone verb.
According to the hypothesis about the tone of the suffix being polar, it
carries high tone:

(95) dzaw i dzaw-u a diiwon madingwdrze
attach 3PL attach-3SG PRED back donkey
'They attached it to the back of the donkey.'

Similarly the point-of-view of subject marker ka has a polar tone, as
evidenced by the following examples:

(96) \väl masalad ndi gam ka
woman lazy 3PL HAB chase POS
'The lazy woman is chased away.'

(97) S9 tarj tarj zä nd-a
3SG COMP 1SG walk walk EE go-GO
widiy tä tak kdtdf ka wäcirj S3
snake INF block road POS DEM 1SG
dlyä ndd tarj
start beat DED
'He said, "I was walking, walking, and there was a snake block-
ing the road, and I started to hit it.'"

The determining factor in assignment of the polar tone is the last pre-
ceding tone as realized in the surface structure, rather than the underly-
ing tone. When the point-of-view of subject marker follows a verb with
object pronoun and with the goal-orientation marker a, i.e. a marker with
high tone, the point of view-of-subject marker has low tone. The tone of
the point-of-view of subject marker would have been high if it were to
be sensitive to the tone of the object marker, which by rule should be
low:
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(98) mbi ma tr-a-k ka
ANAPH REL save-GO-lSG POS
'It is he who saved me!' (tor 'separate people who are fighting';
'save')

Similarly the third person object marker added to the consonantal
root, has the tone opposite of the last preceding tone:

(99) ha tdl kd mal ba \vada mamarj
2SG try INF seize ASSC food his mother
md d-u
REL cook-3SG
'If you try to discipline [children] with food [be refusing food] it
is the mother who cooks it'

If the object were to be sensitive to the underlying tone of the verb,
which is low, the tone of the object marker u would have been high.

7. Conclusions

The consonantal system of Mina is characterized by the presence of pre-
nasalized and glottalized stops in addition to oral and nasal stops. The
language has a series of continuants, including voiceless and voiced lat-
eral continuants, and it also has two affricates. There are clusters with
different values for the feature voice. No geminated consonants are al-
lowed except for the lateral liquid. Continuants and affricates are pala-
talized before a high front vowel. The vowel system consists of six vow-
els, including schwa. There is a fronting vowel harmony whereby if a
back vowel follows a consonant that is preceded by a front vowel, the
back vowel is fronted. A palatal glide is a barrier to vowel harmony.
There is also a very limited leftward vowel harmony, whereby the vowel
α undergoes fronting when followed by a consonant and a front vowel.
An outstanding feature of the phonological system of Mina is interaction
between syntax and phonology whereby all word-final vowels other than
grammatical morphemes are deleted in phrase-internal position. Vowel
retention is a marker of the phrase-final position, and vowel deletion is a
marker of the phrase-internal position. The language has two tones, high
and low. The tone has lexical and grammatical functions. Some mor-
phemes have inherent tones and others have polar tones, determined by
the following or preceding tone. When the final vowel of a word is de
leted, the tone of the vowel is deleted as well.
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We describe the operation of tone in various sections, where the tone
plays the grammatical role or when the underlying tones of morphemes
are affected.





Chapter 3
The structure of the noun phrase

1. Introduction

The noun phrase may have the following structure: Head (Number)
(Modifier) (Determiner) (Number). The head of a noun phrase is that
element that can occur alone in lieu of the noun phrase. The head of the
noun phrase may be a noun, a pronoun, or a demonstrative.

There are four types of modifying constructions: (1) appositional
constructions with no morphological marker; (2) constructions consist-
ing of a noun, the preposition to, and either a noun or an adjective as a
modifier; (3) constructions consisting of a noun and the relative clause
marker ma, which can be followed by either nouns or verbs as modifiers;
(4) constructions of the form (Noun) la Noun. The plural marker may be
added either to the head noun or at the end of the noun phrase, or it may
appear in both positions at the same time. The noun phrase may also
consist of two noun phrases joined by the associative preposition b.

In what follows we describe various components of the noun phrase
and the way they interact with each other. In Chapter 16 (Reference
system) we discuss the system of reference, which includes the coding of
previous mention, deixis, definiteness, coreference, and switch reference.
These functions involve the use of the nouns followed by determiners.

2. The defining features of the category noun

The defining characteristic of the category "noun" is its ability to func-
tion as an argument of a proposition without any morphological modifi-
cations. This characteristic distinguishes nouns from verbs, adjectives,
and adverbs. Verbs and adjectives cannot serve as arguments without
some modification, and this characteristic distinguishes them from
nouns. Nouns cannot perform the adverbial function without some pre-
vious modification or without prepositions, and this characteristic distin-
guishes them from adverbs.
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3. Noun stems

The noun stem may have any of the following forms (phrase-final forms
are quoted):

CV %a 'cow', mbü 'child'
CVC dok 'horse'
VCV ma 'Hina' (place name)
CCV nan 'sorghum'
CCVC kram 'dry season', vrdts 'mosquito'
CVCV damü 'bush'
CVCCV manwa 'pancreas'
CVCVC kztdf'road', zavay 'hump, humpback'
CVC VCV newene or neweni 'salt'
CVCCVCV mafcägä 'cloth'
CVCC(C)VC dungur 'animal hump', wirnßk 'ashes'
CVCVCVC tsltselem [cicelem] 'wood'

More-complex lexical structures appear to be composites of several
morphemes, lexical, derivational and inflectional, described in the next
section.

Some nouns have initial consonant n, which in other Chadic lan-
guages is probably a borrowed marker (Frajzyngier and Ross 1991). The
evidence that the initial nasal is a prefix, even if an old one, is provided
by the fact that some of these nouns have variants without the initial n.
Frajzyngier and Ross note that nouns with a nasal prefix in Chadic lan-
guages often denote animals or parts of animals, and this appears to be
the case in Mina as well.

(1) rjkwa 'goat' nkw-yii
kwä 'goat' kw-yii

For the following nouns only the forms with initial nasals were recorded.
The examples (2a) have non-syllabic nasals and (2b) contain initial syl-
labic nasals:
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(2a) ndüruk 'ram'
nddgwoy 'brain'
nddy 'the bottom; the back'
ngarj 'torso'
ngäwälä 'co-wife'
ngäz 'foot; leg; paw; wheel'
ngäß 'herd; flock; crowd'
ngaßar 'rooster'
ngef 'feather'
ngül 'husband'

(2b) ntek 'sheep'
ntsä 'vulva'
ntsur 'nose'

'excrement'

4. Derivational morphemes

Our data show only three derivational morphemes for the formation of
nouns, two of which are productive, ma and . The noun-final mor-
pheme -/ is not productive. The only example containing this morpheme
is fci 'meat', derived most probably from \a 'a single animal of bovine
family, undetermined for sex', glossed further in this work as 'cow'. The
lack of other examples prevents us from postulating an underlying tone
of this morpheme. The evidence that / is a morpheme rather than part of
a root is provided by the fact that, unlike a lexical word-final vowel, it is
not deleted in phrase-internal position:

(3) fai to gdldäm
meat GEN pig
'pork'

(4) £ t3 ykü-damü
meat GEN goat-bush
'gazelle meat'

The marker may well be a lexicalization of the form that results from
the addition of the plural marker yil to the noun feä, with the ensuing fi-
nal-vowel reduction.
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4. 1 The agentive prefix md

The prefix ma, identical with the relative clause marker, can derive
nouns from other lexical categories, more specifically, from verbs and
numerals.

When a noun is derived from a verb, the marker md precedes the
simple or the reduplicated form of the verb. The verb has the simple
form if it is followed by the object. If the verb has inherently low tone, it
has high tone in the nominalized agentive form:

(5) md lam biy
REL build room
'The one who builds a room . . .'

(6) kd Idm biy ζά
INF build house EE
'Rebuilt a room.'

Disyllabic low-low verbs become high-low in the nominalized agentive
form:

(7) md tewel
REL twirl stick
'the one who twirls the stick'

Cf.:
(8) kd tewel foambay ζά

INF twirl stick EE
'He twirled the stick'

The low-high verbs stay low-high in the nominalized agentive form:

(9) md pdcCak njul
REL split grass
'the one who splits grass'

Cf.:
(10) kd pddak nj l za

INF split grass EE
'He split grass'

The verb has the reduplicated form when it is not followed by the
object. The same tonal rules apply, low tone verbs become high, and
low-low verbs become high-low. Compare the tone on the verb ngdcC
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when used in a nominalized expression and when used in a predicative
expression:

(11) ma ngacf ngacf pal a pal bätakär
REL count count detach 3SG detach bag
ngacf ngacf
count count
'The one who was good at counting detached the bag and
counted [the seeds].'

(12) md mbir mbir
REL jump jump
'the one who jumps'

Cf:
(13) ka mbir za

INF jump EE
'He jumped'

(14) ma frim
REL listen listen
'the one who is a listener'

Cf.
(15) ka faim

INF listen EE
'He listened'

(16) ma tiy tiy
REL look look
'the one who looks'

Cf.:
(17) ka tiy za

INF look EE
'He looked'

High tone verbs stay high in the nominalized agentive form.
While it may be claimed that the nominalized agentive forms are

simply varieties of relative clauses, nevertheless, the marker ma is a
derivational morpheme, and it can be used with nominal stems:

(18) mä-foam 'side, border'
ma-dzalbay 'river shore, steep'

We consider the marker ma to be a derivational morpheme even in
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words for which no form without md has been recorded. Some of them
are names of body parts and animals:

(19) md-nunuk 'forehead'
md-diiywarze 'donkey'
md-namnam 'liver'
md-nddVdrj 'rabbit'
md-kdbdm 'face'

Quite possibly, the noun mdmdrj 'mother of a third-person' is also a de-
rived form, through the addition of the prefix ma. Other semantically re-
lated items display a different form: mätsäh 'your mother', mänärj 'my
mother'.

A form that is probably unrelated, md 'mouth' derives names of lan-
guages from nouns:

(20) md-dziindzün [majünjün] 'the language of the dzundzuniyi'
4.2 The singulative prefix Is

The prefix la, whose tone is low with a few exceptions, is added to
nouns and to property concept words to mean "one who belongs to X" or
"one that has the property X". Nouns derived with the prefix Id are al-
ways [+human]:

(21) ld-daba 'a Daba person' (PL däb-ii)
Id-manvä 'a Maroua person'
Id-käftäkä ' a Kaftaka person'
ld-nasara 'a white man' (PL näsär-ii) from Arabic via Fula
nasaard)

The high tone exceptions are:

ld-mdts 'sick person' (cf. mats 'die', 'sickness')
ld-nya\v 'sick person' (rjyäw 'sick' in Fula; Mina )

5. Modifying constructions

Modifying constructions have different forms, depending on the inherent
semantic and categorial properties of the modifier. Property concept
words have a variety of subclasses, which determine the way they are
used as modifiers. Use of a noun as a modifier requires a still different
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means. The present section is organized according to the class of the
modifier, and this in turn is determined by the coding means required for
its use.

5.1 Property concept -words

There are three classes of lexical items that are referred to as "property
concept words" in the present work. The three classes share the defining
characteristic of adjectives, viz., they have an inherent modifying func-
tion. All classes of property concept words follow the heads they mod-
ify. For all classes the head and modifier are one phrase, as evidenced by
the phonological changes on the head noun, viz. deletion of the final
vowel of the noun and insertion of the epenthetic schwa if so required by
the syllabic structure. The three classes differ in the way they are used in
the attributive function.

The first class consists of lexical items that can modify a noun with-
out use of additional syntactic or morphological means. This class is ex-
ceedingly small. We were able to identify only the following items as
belonging to this class: baytarj 'large', par 'another'. The form baytarj
appears to have the suffix n, the same suffix that is added to pronouns
and deictics in phrase-final position. The evidence for this hypothesis is
the distribution of the form baytarj, which occurs only in phrase-final
position. In phrase-internal position the form is baytd. (The examples
that follow each adjective are provided as evidence of the inherent modi-
fying function of the class of adjectives.)

(22) SB kd lim rjku baytd zd
1SG INF see goat large EE
a idd tdkorj
PRED house 2SG
Ί saw a large goat at your compound'

Compare the phrase above with the predicative construction, which con-
sists of two phrases, the subject phrase and the predicate:

(23) fjku \va baytarj
goat DEM large
'That goat is large.'

The form par 'another' is an adjective:
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(24) skag par
thing another
'another thing'

(25) vl par
rainy season another
'another rainy season'

The adjectival modifier may be reduplicated, for the coding of plurality
of the attribute:

(26) faambay Idkwidldkwid Idkwid lakwicf
stick straight straight straight straight
'a very straight stick.'

The second type of property concept words must have the relative
marker md preceding them. The attributive construction is therefore
quite similar to the attributive construction where the modifier is a rela-
tive clause. The construction forms one phrasal category with the head
noun, as evidenced by the phonological reduction of the head noun:

(27) rjkum fes
goat REL small
'a small goat'

Cf:
(28) rjkwa fes

goat small
'The goat is small.'

Some of the lexical items in this class areyY/; 'tall', dük 'short', cercer
'narrow', p'um or p'dm 'deep' (p is ejective), tcAaday 'shallow, ex-
posed' :

(29) hidd md jirj
man REL tall
'a tall man'

(30) hidd md duk
man REL short
'a short man'
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(31) läkwat md p'dm
river REL deep
'a deep river'

(32) läkwat md täiäday
river REL shallow
'a shallow river'

We also have in our records what appears to be a compound, mbir deded
'multicolor':

(33) riikiit ma mbir deded
dress REL multicolor
'a multicolored dress'

The lexical items of types one and two are not verbs. They do not
allow morphemes that are otherwise associated with verbs, such as as-
pectual markers and tense markers. Although they form predicative con-
structions through linear order, unlike verbs in topicalized constructions,
the property concept predicates do not allow the third-person subject
pronoun a:

(34) hidii \va jin
man DEM tall
'The man is tall.'

(35) läkwat \vä p'um
river DEM deep
'The river is deep.'

(36) rukut wä mbir deded
dress DEM multicolor
'The dress is multicolored.'

The lexical items from classes one and two are not nouns because they
cannot serve as arguments. Lack of the usual morphological and syntac-
tic characteristics of verbs and nouns sets apart these two classes as a
separate lexical category from both nouns and verbs. These two classes
represent inherent adjectives.

The third type is similar to nouns with respect to its attributive and
predicative functions. To this class belong many property concepts de-
rived through the suffix -ek: kwedek 'white', güzek 'red' (covers the
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range of red, orange, yellow, brown), cfelek 'green, blue'. Other color
terms are: üzorj 'dark' (e.g. about a cloud-covered sky), kuloh 'gray'.
The adjective nek 'good' appears to be one of those derived forms. We
do not, however, have independently attested base forms without the
ending -ek. Modification for these property concepts is realized by a
construction consisting of the head noun, followed by the genitive
marker to, followed by the modifier. Color terms belong to this type of
modifier. The lexeme yam 'water' partially overlaps with the term
"color" and is often used in the description of colors:

(37) mcAtägd tä yam tu gwär
cloth GEN water GEN cola nut (F.)
Orange cloth'

(38) rüküt to Ivey
shirt GEN black
'a black shirt'

Property concept words belonging to this group have to be reduplicated
in the predicative construction, a property that is not shared by any other
class of lexical items:

(39) \vlzi bay-yii &dt 6am didek didek
children chief-PL take eat sweet sweet
'The chiefs children took it and ate it. It was sweet.'

For the concept "transparent" an ingenious periphrastic construction is
used:

(40) tly toy
see pass
'transparent'

The reduplication of the adjectival phrase codes intensification of the
adjectival concept:

(41) feambay Idkwidldkwidldkwidldkwid
stick straight straight straight straight
'very straight stick'

Color terms can also be formed through true relative clause con-
structions. The word sigine (no palatalization of s) 'indigo plant', bor-
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rowed from Fula, forms a modifying construction through the relative
marker ma and the verb 'to be like':

(42) rüküt md no. sigine
dress REL like indigo plant
'the dress like an indigo plant' (blue)

5.2 Connecting modifiers by the preposition to

Several types of expressions are formed through the use of the preposi-
tion td, glossed as GEN for genitive. We use the term 'genitive marker'
as an identifying term rather than as a product of analysis. The modify-
ing constructions coded by this marker include possessive expressions,
some attributive modifications, and modification by adverbial expres-
sions. Structurally there is no difference among them, but for a linguist
looking for data for typological research, it is useful to divide the section
into various semantic concepts that in other languages may have separate
formal representations. Hence the subsections below are intended to fa-
cilitate reading rather than to represent different structures of the lan-
guage.

The head noun has final vowels deleted, as amply illustrated in ex-
amples below. This indicates that the head noun forms one phrase with
the following modifying construction.

5.2.1 The modifying construction with noun as a modifier

The modifying construction using the preposition to, has the form Noun
phrase to Modifier. The modifier must be a noun, but the range of func-
tions coded by such modification is quite wide, at least as reflected by
the number of categories that cover the same range in other languages.
No distinction is coded between alienable and inalienable possession. As
per the rule of vowel rounding, the schwa of the marker to is rounded
before a round glide or a vowel.

The construction is used to code relationship between the whole and a
part:

(43) ngäzü \ tu wal närj
foot DEM GEN wife 1SG
That is my wife's foot.'
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(44) tälän td zavarj-yu
head GEN guinea fowl-PL
'the heads of the guinea fowl'

It is also used for family relations, e.g. wife of X:

(45) voäl to kwaykway mesow mesaw
woman GEN hyena grill grill
tok zä
finish EE
'The wife of the hyena finished grilling.'

The construction is used to code the purpose of an object:

(46) mvarj to tapa
stone GEN tobacco
'tobacco stone'

(47) tebey td ndir dahä
granary GEN sorghum exist
'There is a granary of sorghum'

(48) tebey to tötös dahä
granary GEN beans exist
'There is a granary of beans'

The construction is also used to code an attribute of an object:

(49) hal to Bombay ngay
limit GEN stick 3SG
'the area delimited by his stick.'

(50) clkicC td
sesame GEN single
'a single sesame seed'

lay to mltis
time GEN hunger
'time of hunger'

The construction is used to modify an object by its place:
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(51) hid to nfad-yn
man GEN palace (F.)-PL
'the men of the palace'

The construction with the genitive marker may also be used to code
modification through a demonstrative pronoun in topicalization con-
structions:

(52) a za ngul-yn Bombay to maciy
3SG COMP husband-PL stick GEN DEM
lüw-a-y mdk
say-GO-3SG would you
'She said, my husband, this stick, say to it,'

The preposition td is derived from the determiner ta, which other-
wise codes deduced reference. The evidence for the identity of the two
forms is provided by emphatic genitive constructions, when the form ta
is expanded to the phrase final form toy. The importance of this form is
that it is identical with the phrase final form of the deduced reference
marker t a:

(53) mdl ü mdl-a-y faa baytay fad tay
seize 3PL seize-GO-3SGcow large cow GEN
ngiil nd- pa vdl-a-y kddSm
male go-GO give 3PL give-GO-3SG calabash
'They caught a large cow, a bull, for him, and they gave him a
calabash [to fill it with the milk from the bull].'

5.2.2 Multiple modifying constructions

Multiple modifying constructions can be formed through the multiple
use of the genitive marker id:

(54) sey bay 6zi zanä to mic
so chief take cloth wrap GEN corps
te gwidirj pa a na \val
GEN single give PRED PREP woman
waciy
DEM
'The chief took a single shroud and gave it to this woman.'
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6. Possessive pronouns

The modifying structure with pronominal possessors is Noun to Pro-
noun. The marker td does not occur with the first- and third-person sin-
gular, because the preposition t assimilates completely to the initial nasal
consonant of the first and third person pronouns. This fact is an argu-
ment against a potential analysis of schwa being a product of vowel re-
duction rather than vowel insertion. If it were a product of vowel reduc-
tion it would not be deleted. Possessive pronouns have low tone:

(55) 6dt a 6dt defter ngdn
take 3SG take book 3SG
'He took out his Koran.'

(56) wäl nan
wife ISO
'my wife'

A phonetic realization of the genitive marker in these constructions re-
sults in ungrammatical phrases:

(57) *wal td nan
wife GEN 1SG
for 'my wife'

The evidence that the consonant / of the genitive marker is deleted be-
fore an alveolar nasal is provided by the fact it does occur before suf-
fixes beginning with other consonants, including the labial nasal.

If a noun is modified by an adjectival modifier in addition to a pos-
sessive pronoun, the order of modifiers is Possessive Adjective:

(58) wäl ngdn mädaräf
wife 3SG favorite (the most loved)
'His favorite wife'

Possessive pronouns, except for the third-person singular, like other
pronouns in Mina, have different forms in phrase-internal and phrase-
final position. In phrase-final position all pronouns have the nasal suffix.
In phrase-internal position there is no suffix. The following is the set of
possessive pronouns in phrase-final position:
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Possessive pronouns
Singular Dual Plural

1 nay ίέ-mii t-iney EXCL
t-okoy INCL

2 td-korj t-ikiney
3 ngdy tdtay

Illustrated on the noun gMuri 'pot':

Singular Dual Plural
1 gddur-n rj gadur-td-mu gadur-t-mey EXCL

gadur-t-okoy INCL
2 gddur-t-koy gddur-t-ikinerj
3 gdd r-ngdy gddur-t-it-yn

to-tarj

The final vowel of the noun, if any, is deleted before the possessive
suffix, as illustrated by the following partial paradigm for the possessive
form of the noun ra 'hand', which becomes r in phrase-internal position:

(59) r t-okor) Our hands INCL'
r t-ikiniy 'your hands' [r-t-ikinen]
r td-mu Our hands DUAL'
r t-lniy Our hands EXCL'

In phrase-internal position possessive pronouns do not have the nasal
suffix, and the underlying final vowel of pronouns is deleted. The epen-
thetic schwa may be added if required by syllabification conditions. The
third-person singular possessive pronoun has the same form in phrase-
internal and phrase-final position:

Possessive pronouns (phrase internal)

Singular Dual Plural
1 n td-m t-ίη EXCL

t-ok INCL
2 td-k t-ikin
3 ngdy tat

Here is an example of the first-person singular pronoun in phrase-
internal position:
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(60) wäl nd kd dzan-a
ah wife ISO INF fmd-GO
skdn par zz badäp
thing another EE again
'Ah, my wife found another thing again.'

The nominal plural marker follows the possessive pronoun. The pos-
sessive pronoun occurs then in phrase-internal form:

(61) ngiil nd dahä \v9zi
husband 1SG exist children
n-yii dahä
ISO-PL exist

have a husband, I have children.'

(62) ngway a wazi tuk-yu
'say' PRED children 2SG-PL
day day a tan fis
much much PRED 1SG small
'Say, for your children it is a lot, for me it is little.'

(63) 6dt a 6at fcambay ngdn
get 3SG get stick 3SG
diya ze6 tärj
put follow DED
'He got his stick and went to follow her.'

Possessive pronouns may be followed by the determiner to:

(64) sey ma ngiil ngül ko
so REL husband husband INF start
kecCerj ngdn td zd badäp
stupidity 3SG DED EE again
'Then the husband started again with that stupidity of his.'

The third-person plural possessive pronoun also has two variants, a
phrase-internal form tat-, which also occurs before the plural marker yii,
and phrase-final form tdtarj:

(65) häz tdt-yu
dog 3PL-PL
'their dogs'
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(66) häz tdtay
dog 3PL
'their dog'

(67) gombok-yn clßew a palah nä fötföt
frog-PL all PRED outside go skin skin
/ föt foi tatay
3PL skin meat 3PL
'All the frogs went outside and skinned their meat.'

7. Possession, kinship terms, and the addressee

Some kinship terms have a different possessive form from the one that
would be productively derived through the suffixation of possessive pro-
nouns. The form of the word for "father" differs, depending on whether
the reference is to the father of the speaker, the father of the addressee,
or the father of a third-person: 'my father, daddy' (reduced to va in
phrase-internal position) followed by the first person possessive pro-
noun, ceh 'your father', ciy 'his father'. The second-and third-person
possessive forms are not followed by a pronoun if the possessor is sin-
gular:

(68) tsu (a) r nay
went (PRED) PREP father ISO
'He went to my father.'

(69) tsu (a) r ciy
went (PRED) PREP his father
'He went to his father.'

(70) tsu (a) r ceh
went (PRED) PREP your father
'He went to your father.'

The plural pronominal possessors of the noun 'father' is marked by
the plural possessive pronouns following the person-marked form of the
noun 'father':
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(71) tsu (a) r ceh tdkiney
went (PRED) PREP your father 2PL
'He went to your father.'

(72) tokoy
Our father'

The term ein 'father of a third-person' can be used with a nominal pos-
sessor:

(73) Ö3t ykwa pä a vl-a-y nd
take goat give 3SG give-GO-3SG PREP
ciy ngambii ngay nakä waciy
father.3SG friend 3SG REM DEM
'He took a goat and gave it to the father of a friend of his.'

Similarly the noun for 'mother' mal takes second- and third-person
possessive pronouns different from the ones occurring with other nouns.
The first-person pronoun is the same as with other nouns:

(74) mal 'mother'
ma nay 'my mother'
ma tsah 'your mother'

may 'his mother'

Similarly with the terms for "grandmother," the first person is most
probably derived through the suffixation of the first person singular pos-
sessive pronoun to the noun didi 'grandmother'. The argument for suf-
fixation is provided by the fronting vowel harmony affecting the pro-
noun nay. Note that the pronoun has high tone, although in other posses-
sive constructions it has low tone. The second- and third-person singular
forms are not derived through suffixation, at least not in contemporary
language. All plural possessive constructions are formed through the ad-
dition of the plural possessive pronouns:
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(75) diner) 'my grandmother'
däkwah 'your grandmother'
däkurj 'his grandmother'
didi tdmu Our (DU) grandmother'
dial tinirj Our (EXCL) grandmother'
didi tokorj Our (INCL) grandmother'
didi tikinerj 'your grandmother'
didi t9tarj 'their grandmother'

Some possessive kinship terms have a different form depending on
the relationship between the speaker and the addressee. When a wife is
addressing her husband or the husband is addressing his wife, each has
the option of using either the first-person singular possessive pronoun or
the plural nominal suffix without the possessive pronoun:

First-person singular pronoun used:

(76) ngiil ngdn za \val nan
husband 3SG COMP wife ISO
ha ndi dzan- nam skm
2SG HAB find-GO 1DU thing
mdna wä tiki
like DEM where
'Her husband said, "My wife, where do you find us things like
this?'"

Plural suffix used:

(77) ha tsaf skü syi \vali-yii
2SG lie NEG COM woman-PL
'You're not lying, my wife?'

(78) a za ngul-yn Bombay to
3SG COMP husband-PL stick GEN
macirj luw-o-y mak
DEM.L say-GO-3SG would you
'She said, "My husband, this stick, say to it,'"

The possessive pronoun, not the plural nominal suffix, is used with
nouns "wife" and "husband" when one is not addressing one's own
spouse:
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(79) \ \ ngway \val nd dd
INTERJ people wife ISO cook
ksdm ngdn vaygay
body 3SG how
'The man screamed, "How did my wife cook herself?'"

The pronominal plural possessors have the genitive marker td fol-
lowing the lexicalized forms:

(80) may tokorj Our (INCL) mother'
man tmerj Our .(EXCL) mother'
may tdmü Our (DU) mother'

matsah td kinerj 'your (PL) mother'
tdtarj 'their mother'
tdtii 'their mothers'

8. Attributive functions through the genitive marker

Several types of property concept terms modify a noun through the
genitive particle td. Most lexical items formed by the suffix -ek belong to
this group:

(81) gämtak td kwecf-ek
chicken GEN white
'white chicken'

(82) mcätagd td güz-ek
cloth GEN red
'red cloth'

(83) mcdtagd td del-ek
cloth GEN green
'green/blue cloth'

But also other property concept terms require the genitive construction:

(84) mbd td 6iley
child GEN strong
'a strong child'
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(85) £a to Γινβη
cow GEN black
'a black cow'

A number of adverbial expressions of place may serve as modifiers
of a noun if they are connected by the genitive marker td. One such ex-
pression is the locative deictic adverbial rigid*'there'. The schwa of the
genitive marker assimilates to the following vowel and becomes [ti
ngicfj:

(86) dok td ngid
horse GEN DEM
'the horse far away' (can be seen with difficulty)

9. Headless genitive constructions

Headless genitive constructions, viz. constructions consisting only of the
genitive marker id and modifier, are very frequent. Recall that the pro-
nominal object is not coded with a finite transitive verb. Nevertheless, if
such an object is modified, the modifying construction alone is used. In
the following example, the genitive marker td is followed by a locative
prepositional phrase:

(87) if a if-e td n for dm wa dap
blow 3SG blow-GO GEN PREP horn DEM only
'She blew that which was in the horn.'

(88) ha &k-a td r
2SG plant-GO GEN PREP
fedlceh td vu
paternal relative DED Q
'Did you plant that one which is at your paternal uncle's?'

The expression td ngicfOEN DEM' can function as a noun phrase,
e.g. as an argument of a clause:

(89) td ngicC \va mi
GEN DEM DEM what
'What is that thing there?'
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(90) td ngicf wa vi
GEN DEM DEM who
'Who is that person there?'

(91) to ngicf mi
GEN DEM what
'What is there?'

(92) td ngicf vi
GEN DEM who
'Who is there?'

10. Grammaticalization of the preposition

The preposition to is a phrase-internal form of the determiner ta, whose
phrase-final form is tar). The evidence for this hypothesis consists of the
fact that the tone of the determiner is the same as that of the genitive
marker, and of the fact that the genitive marker has the same segmental
structure as the determiner in phrase-internal position. Both have the ex-
pected schwa. There is considerable comparative evidence within Chadic
that some genitive markers derive from demonstratives and anaphors (cf.
Schuh 1981, Frajzyngier 1997).

11. Modification through juxtaposition of two nouns

One way of modifying one noun by another is through juxtaposition. The
product of such juxtaposition is a lexicalized item, i.e. an item whose
meaning is not fully preditable from the meaning of the components, and
where any single item cannot felicitously replace the two items. Hence,
the question of which item is the head and which is the modifier cannot
be resolved through a synchronic analysis:

(93) sey cirj nof md ngats-i
so father:3SG heart REL pinch-STAT
tsay zä aba mbd toy
completely EE ASSC child DED
'Then his father is completely angry with the child.'

The two components of the modifying construction form one phrase
as evidenced by the fact that the head noun undergoes vowel reduction:
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(94) tar lay td mitas
month time GEN hunger
'the year of the hunger.'

The first noun tra 'month, moon' becomes tor through the vowel re-
duction and subsequent schwa insertion required by the syllabification
rules. Juxtaposition without vowel reduction is a coding means for an
equational clause. Structures made through juxtaposition can yield com-
pounding, whereby two nouns are lexicalized as one. The term for 'cat-
erpillar' is wdda gämtak, literally "food chicken":

(95) sey 6at wzdz gämtak
so take caterpillar
'Then he took the caterpillar.'

The nouns ma 'mouth' andjiß 'hole' when juxtaposed produce rni-jid
'entrance to the hole'. Kinship terms "brother" and "sister" are coded by
the juxtaposition "son—your mother" and "daughter—your mother":

(96) mbd matsah
son mother.2SG
'your brother'

(97) hofaam matsah
daughter mother.2SG
'your sister'

Our data have a gap with respect to the expressions corresponding to 'his
brother' and 'his sister'.

The genitive construction can be used between m ba /hafcam and
matsah, but its meaning is quite different. It means "son/daughter of
your mother." Such an expression has a strong pejorative meaning and
cannot be used in reference to friends' relatives:

(98) mba to matsah
son GEN mother.2SG
'son of your mother'
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12. Modification through the relative marker

If the property feature has been lexicalized as a verb, the modification of
the noun is coded through the relative marker ma. If the verb is not fol-
lowed by its object, it is reduplicated:

(99) & ™ dal-dal
cow REL sick-sick
'sick cow'

The negation of a property that has been lexicalized as a verb is
coded through the relative marker followed by the negative perfect
marker tak 'prevent, forbid, decline' and the main verb:

(100) lay ma tak dls
field REL NEG cultivated
'the field which is not cultivated '

(101) ma tak masar/masaw
meat REL NEG try/grill
'the meat that is not fried/grilled (raw meat)'

(102) yam ma tak daf
water REL NEG boil
'water that is not boiled (fresh water)'

13. Modification by intensifiers

The nominal (as opposed to pronominal) intensifier function is coded by
the noun tälärj 'head' plus a possessive pronoun, occurring after the
verb. The form codes that the noun X, and only the noun X, is the argu-
ment of a given verb.

(103) kwayay za da sa tapu
squirrel COMP go? 1SG climb
ka nga ka masau talarj nay
INF break INF grill head 1SG
'The squirrel said, I will climb, break, and grill it myself (written
sources, hence no tonal notation).
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skdm dok m tälärj tdkon
buy horse PREP head 2SG
'Buy yourself a horse.'

14. Modifying constructions and the preposition Id

There are modifying constructions where the marker Id, glossed as Of,
occurs between the head and the modifier. In such constructions, the
head is the owner of the modifier (schwa may undergo rounding when
followed by syllable with a labial glide):

(104) sey hldd la skdn wacirj
so man of thing DEM
'so the man who has the thing'

(105) bay Id dalä
chief of money
'the rich chief

(106) hid lu ykwa
man of goat
'the owner of the goat'

(107) sey hid Id skdn wäciy
so man of thing DEM
'so the owner ofthat thing'

biy Id \vdda
room of food
'the room where food is'

The form Id can be the first element of a construction, i.e. with no
head preceding it. Such a distribution is in agreement with the analysis
proposed earlier in the present chapter where Id is considered a deriva-
tional morpheme, a form meaning, "having the property X."

(108) Id nasara
'It is a white man'
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Id nasar tä wälä
of white man GEN woman
'It is a white woman'

lo wandalarj
'He is Mandara'

A potential source of the marker could be the verb la 'to pull'.

15. Plural formation

There is only one plural marker in Mina, suffix yiL The domain of nomi-
nal plural marker is phrasal, not lexical. The plural suffix occurs at the
end of the noun phrase. If the noun phrase happens to consist of a noun
only, then the plural marker is added to the noun. We have only a few
cases when the category plural is marked on the head noun and at the
end of the noun phrase at the same time.

75.1 The form of the plural suffix

When the plural marker, phonetically realized as [il], is added to the
noun, it is suffixed to the root rather than to the stem. The final vowel of
the singular stem is deleted before the addition of the plural suffix. The
plural suffix does not cause the fronting of the preceding vowels nor
does it cause palatalization of preceding consonants. Since the mor-
pheme is suffixed and since it does not cause the predictable
phonological changes, we postulate that, the underlying form of the
morpheme has an initial palatal glide, which constitutes a barrier to the
leftward spread of the feature front. Thus, we postulate that the underly-
ing form of the plural marker is -yii.

(109) Singular Plural
häza 'dog' häz-yii [häzii]
dok 'horse' dök-yii [dok-ii]
£o 'cow' fc-yfi
wuta 'house' wüt-yii
wulä 'neck' \vul-yu
rjkwa 'goat' nkw-yil
kwä 'goat' kw-ytt
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If the final vowel of the singular stem is /, then the difference be-
tween singular and plural is marked only by the vowel length and tone.
The tone of the penultimate syllable of the noun becomes low when fol-
lowed by the plural suffix:

Singular Plural
(110) gadwiri 'gravy pot' [gädwirii]

15.2 The function of the plural suffix

Unlike in some other Chadic languages (cf. Frajzyngier 1997), the nomi-
nal plural in Mina is a productive category, used independently of the
verbal plural, and used with nouns in all grammatical functions, includ-
ing prepositional phrases. Since in various Chadic languages the coding
of nominal plurality is far from predictable, the present section provides
a reasonably full description of the functions of plural coding in Mina.

The plural suffix is added to noun phrases in the subject function.
The plural suffix is added before the topic marker \va\

(111) hid-yil wä i tata makad
man-PL DEM 3PL 3PL three
'There were three men.'

(112) hld-yii wecin i tata nfäd
man-PL DEM 3PL 3PL four
'There were four men.'

(113) ko ndd za fu ndd dzarj zavarj-yn
INF go EE always go find guinea fowl-PL
/ mär rä
3PL graze D.HAB
'Each time she went she found guinea fowl grazing.'

If the subject noun phrase has a modifier, the plural marker may oc-
cur at the end of the noun and at the end of the noun phrase, or only at
the end of the noun phrase:

(114) hid ta nfad-yu zam zam fak-
man GEN palace (F.)-PL eat eat leave-GO
'The men of the palace all ate and left the remains.'
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Coding plurality on the head and at the end of the noun phrase:

(115) ha tos hld-yii tuk-yii
2SG gather man-PL 2SG-PL
'You gather your neighbors ... '

The plural marker follows the possessive pronouns:

(116) kwaykwa-yu wa tsu ko tal-a
hyena-PL DEM 3PL went INF walk:GO
ko täl- gkü-ngim-yü syi
INF walk goat-SG-PL COM
'When the hyenas went to tend their goats,...'

The plural marker also follows determiners:

(117) ndd dzay a dzarj däkay t-yil damü
go find 3SG find other DED-PL bush
'He went to search for others in the bush.'

The plural marker is added to the noun phrase even if the head noun is
inherently plural. This is the case with the noun wäzi 'children'. In the
following examples the noun is followed by a possessive pronoun:

(118) ngül nd daha wazi
husband 1SG exist children
n-yfi dähä
1SG-PL exist

have a husband, I have children.'

(119) ngway a \vbzi tük-yü
'say' PRED children 2SG-PL
day day a tan fis
much much PRED 1SG small
'Say, for your children it is a lot, for me it is little.'

We have no instances of the plural marker added directly to inherently
plural nouns.

The plural marker is added to the object regardless of whether the
verb is marked for plurality. Here is an example of the plural aspect and
the plural coding of the object in the same clause:
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(120) nda tsäm tsäm tsäm a tsäma kiringii-yu
go gather gather gather 3SG gather:GO bone-PL
'and she gathered bones'

The plural marker used with kinship terms is a first-person posses-
sive polite marker:

(121) ngül-yü s ka dzarj-a
husband-PL ISO INF fmd-GO
nam skan za
1DU thing EE
'My husband, I found us something.'

ha n tsäf sku syi \val-yu
2SG PREP lie NEG COM woman-PL
'"You're not lying, my woman?'"

If the head of the possessive construction is plural, the plural marker is
added to the end of the possessive phrase or added to both the head and
the possessive marker:

(123) häz ta bits-yn
dog GEN Bitsi-PL
'dogsofBitsi'

The plural suffix is identical with the third-person plural independent
pronoun, and we assume that in Mina, as in many other languages (Fra-
jzyngier 1997), grammaticalization involved the addition of the third-
person plural pronoun to the preceding noun phrase.

16. Coordinating construction through the associative

The singular form of the associative preposition has been recorded as
aba, ab, b, and the plural form of the preposition has been recorded as
iba and ib. The alternation between the forms ab and ib and the existence
of the pronouns for the third-person singular and / for the third-person
plural point to a composite structure of the preposition, consisting of the
third-person singular or plural pronouns plus the marker b. The final
schwa of the preposition can be interpreted as epenthetic, inserted when
the syllable structure requires it. The form aba occurs when the first
component is singular and when the second component begins with a
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segment that cannot follow b directly:

(124) wäda aba yam
food ASSC water
'food and water also'

We conclude that the underlying form of the associative preposition is b.
We gloss the singular form ab as ASSC, and the plural form -b as PL-
ASSC.

The associative marker indicates that the two nouns belong to one
set:

(125) tsey mbi dew ka bay nda 6at
so 3SG sit like chief go:GO take
mamarj aba cirj
his mother ASSC his father
'Then he became a chief, and he came to take his mother and fa-
ther.'

(126) wal wacirj 6at ndn faacf fyäd cike
woman DEM take sorghum gather gather ail
äbü wuzi-yii tay aba ngiil toy
ASSC children-PL DED ASSC husband DED
'That woman gathered all the sorghum, and gathered her children
and her husband.'

The plural form of the associative is used only when the associative
phrase has the role of subject. In most cases the verb also has the plural
subject pronoun. The use of associative plural appears to be obligatory is
the subject is plural:

(127) hldi wäciy i-ba wäl ngan
man DEM PL-ASSC wife 3SG
mbü mbü i mbü wazi gwad1

give birth 3PL give birth children many
"This man with his wife had many children.'

(128) ngälambrä waciy gatntak -ba kwayarj
story DEM chicken PL-ASSC squirrel

nda ka dal- jayaäl
3PL go INF do-GO voyage (F.)
'This story: The chicken and the squirrel go on a trip.'
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(129) gombok -b bäkäläf l dal
frog PL-ASSC buffalo 3PL make
gaba
discussion

frog and a buffalo had a discussion.'

(130) sey mbä kwayärj -bd läkaf
so except squirrel PL-ASSC baboon
dly- dis
put-GO plow
'Then squirrel and baboon started to plow.'

The plural associative is used even if the associative phrase follows
the verb. The necessary condition for the use of the plural associative is
that the participant is controlling. In the following example, the partici-
pants are singular, as evidenced by the singular possessive pronoun on
the second conjunct:

(131) sey gär i gär tatäy i-bd ngambü
so stand 3PL stand 3PL PL-ASSC friend

3SG
'So they got up with their friend.'

As explained in Chapter 7 on Adjuncts, instrumental and other non-
controlling participants have the singular associative rather than the plu-
ral associative form.

The plural form of the associative is also used in noun phrases that
serve as titles of stories, where the protagonists will presumably be the
subjects:

(132) gimfy-yu -bd kwayarj
monkey-PL PL-ASSC hyena
The monkeys and the hyena.'

17. Modification by quantifiers

Quantifiers are inherent modifiers and as such, they do not have to be
marked by a preposition or a relative clause construction. Some quantifi-
ers arenas' 'little, a few', tuw3tfia\\\fu(u) 'all' (probably borrowed from
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Fula), diya 'many', gwacfmany', and all numerals. These quantifiers do
not require plural coding on the noun phrase:

(133) bay tsok r kiit fuu k
chief takeoff cloth all POS
'The chief took off all his clothes.'

(134) dar waciy geebl gwad
dance DEM sort(F.) plenty
This dance has many varieties.'

(135) fca ά &-ά-η wmjicC fes a
cut 3SG cut-GO-3SG intestine little PRED
na may
PREP LOC.ANAPH
'Then he cut a small piece of its intestine.'

If there is a determiner, it follows the quantifier:

(136) §i tat rj fu t y de6 i de6
meat GEN:3PL all DED take 3PL take
ka η yam
PREP PREP water
'They brought all their meat into the water.'

The notion of everyone and everything is coded by the quantifier
ko(o) followed by the marker v/ for human participants and the marker
ma for non-human participants:

(137) koo νί ζά sa dey ά kl
QUANT who COMP 1SG also PRED like
mbeq
ANAPH
'Each one of them said, "Same with me.'"

The nominal plural marker does occur in negative clauses with the
quantifier ko, corresponding to the English expression 'not any':

(138) ko ma la -yil da sk
QUANT REL wet-PL exist NEG
'Not even one [page] was wet.'
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Measure terms and numerals are also modifiers. When both measure
terms and a numeral modifies a noun, they occur in the following order:
Noun Measure term Numeral:

(139) cikid b h nta
sesame bag (F.) one
One bag of sesame seed'

The reduplicated quantifier has an adverbial function, coding the
manner of the event:

(140) bay ζά ά ζ-ύ ά damn
chief COMP PRED go-lDU PRED bush
cike cike
all all
'The chief said: let's go to the bush together'
(Some speakers consider this sentence ungrammatical, because
they interpret the form cike cike as meaning "all" and therefore
inapplicable to just the dual number. The fact that this sentence
was used in natural discourse overrides other speakers' judg-
ments.)

(141) r
1
3PL
mav
beer

n
PREP
cike
all

kd
INF
cike
all

dal
do

mbigln
mbiguin

ko
INF

da
cook

'They will organize a mbiguin [a festivity]; they will make a lot
of beer.'

If a quantifier serves as an argument rather than modifier of a noun,
it occurs in the position appropriate for its function. If a quantifier serves
as the subject, it occurs in clause-initial position. The clause that follows
such a quantifier is, however, a relative clause, rather than an indicative
clause:

(142) ko md tak bal pay da sku
QUANT REL decline cut tree exist NEG
'Everybody cut a tree' (there was no one who did not cut a tree).

(143) ko md bdl pay da sku
QUANT REL cut tree exist NEG
'Nobody cut a tree.'
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In negative clauses, the quantifier may be omitted on the condition
that the relative clause marking is retained, a logical possibility given the
unambiguous reading of the negative relative clause:

(144) md tak dar du skü
REL decline dance exist NEG
'Everybody danced.'

(145) md dar da skü
REL dance exist NEG
'Nobody danced.'

A numeral can be used alone, without a noun, serving thus as the
head of a noun phrase:

(146) sey täkar til a nd yam
so turtle leave PRED PREP water
mal mal a mdl-ä dzäßäy
seize seize 3SG seize-GO five
'So, the turtle went in the water and caught five.'

18. End-of-event marker and quantifiers

Quantifiers have relative freedom of occurrence with respect to the end-
of-event marker za, glossed as EE. The quantifiers may follow the noun
phrase they modify and precede the end-of-event marker za, as illus-
trated in the preceding examples. Elicited data indicate that quantifiers
may also follow the marker za and be thus separated from the noun they
modify:

(147) kz Bam gwär zd yta gwidirj
INF eat cola nut EE one only
'He ate only one cola nut.'

(148) kd zdm fai ngdrj za tuwvd
INF eat meat 3SG EE all
'He ate all his meat.'
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(149) ka 6am $ϊ za fes
INF eat meat EE some
'He ate a little meat.'

(150) titfi ί η kd dz kodobok-yn zd
3PL 3PL PREP INF kill wild mouse-PL EE
di
many
'They killed many wild mice.'

(151) kd ber-e-k wu z fes
INF sell-GO-lSG milk EE small
'She sold me a little milk.'

(152) kd ber-e-k \νύ ζ fu t rj
INF sell-GO-lSG milk EE all DED
'She sold me all the milk.'

19. Coding of the exclusion of other participants

The adverb tat 'alone' used with the third person independent pronoun
mbi, (phrase-final form mberj) excludes all participants from a given
role:

(153) a
3SG

ra
3SG
a
3SG

gar
want
gar
want
mbi

mbey
3SG
ma
REL

ANAPH

ma nza
REL be
mar
control
. f . ̂tata
alone

mbi
3SG

tata
alone

ngam
because

ng l
husband

'She wants to stay by herself, because she wants to control her
husband herself.'

20. Conclusions

The noun phrase in Mina has the structure Head Modifier. If the modi-
fier is an inherent adjective, the modifying construction is coded through
juxtaposition alone. Otherwise, the modifier is marked by one of a set of
markers, which includes the genitive marker ta, and the relative marker
ma, for modifiers that are inherently verbs.

The plural marker yil is added to the end of the noun phrase, to the
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end of the noun or to both.
Quantifiers do not form part of the noun phrase in that they can be

separated from the head noun by the end-of-event marker za.



Chapter 4
The verb and its forms

1. Introduction

The defining characteristic of the category "verb" is its ability to func-
tion without any additional marker as the predicate of a proposition in a
non-equational clause. There are additional morphosyntactic criteria that
allow one to distinguish the category "verb" from all other categories:
verbs can have affixes that other lexical categories cannot have. These
are subject pronouns, goal orientation suffix, object marker, and object
pronouns. Some intransitive verbs may be followed by pronouns coding
the person and number of the subject. Verbs, unlike other lexical catego-
ries, have a citation form, which consists of the clitic kd followed by the
verb stem. This clitic also occurs in purpose complements and in de-
pendent aspects and tenses. Its function partially overlaps with infinitival
forms of verbs in many languages of the world.

The verb in Mina is important for a number of reasons. It serves as a
configuration center with respect to its arguments. The inherent proper-
ties of the verb determine the number of arguments it can take. The verb
is a central piece in the coding of the aspectual system. The aim of this
chapter is to describe the inflectional and derivational forms of the verb.

2. Verbal stem

The category "verbal stem" has been obtained from the quotation form
of the verb readily given by speakers, who, it must be remembered,
never had any education in Mina or about Mina. We take the verbal stem
to be the element that follows the prefix kd. The prefix in phrase-initial
position has the tone opposite to the tone of the verb. Thus, it is a con-
venient means of establishing the underlying tone of the verb. The tone
is part of the underlying structure of the verb, which in addition must
have one of the following segmental structures:
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CV: The majority of verbs in this class have high or low vowels. For
monosyllabic verbs, we quote the forms with the infinitive marker to il-
lustrate the value of the underlying tone of the verb: ka s 'drink'; ka w
'start'; kd nda 'go'; kd tsa 'put fire into something'; kd lu 'say'; ka si [si]
'run'; kd ra 'dig a hole'. Further in this work, we cite verbs without the
infinitive marker, since the form of the infinitive marker is fully predict-
able from the form of the verb.

CVC: All vowels are represented in the CVC structures. The last conso-
nant may be a stop, a continuant, a nasal, or a glide: way 'forget'; way
'sleep, lie down'; bak 'pour'; yip 'rest'; zin 'return'; giz [giz]'tell'; her
'sell'; did 'take somewhere'; tsor 'make facial marks' (scarify); tok
'finish'; ban 'wash body'; z r 'whip (an animal, person)'; k h 'bury';
boh 'break off a branch of a tree'; tiy 'see'; zam 'eat'; tsor 'climb'; lorn
'build'; mats 'die'; dam 'marry', kd rnbuw 'give birth, beget'; kd cCiy
'put'.

CCV(C): skdm 'buy'; ycfa 'hit'; gwoh 'wash cloth, dishes'.

CVCVC: Some disyllabic verbs have low-low tone pattern: kamal
'unite'; masar 'fry'. Other verbs have low-high tone pattern: masaw
'grill'; g rat 'scratch body'. There are verbs that have schwa in their ci-
tation forms: ndaram 'please (about foods)'; kadaw 'burn'; kdrdcC'ap-
proach' .

3. The stative form of the verb

The stative suffix -yi is added to the root of the verb. The suffix has high
tone. After stems ending in a consonant the suffix is realized as the
vowel [i] without palatalization of the preceding consonant. If the verb is
monoconsonantal, the high tone of the suffix becomes the tone of the
stem:

(1) mav ma s-ί ζά
beer REL drink-STAT EE
One has drunk a lot.'

lay ma ts-ί ζά
field REL clear-STAT EE
The field has been cleared with fire'
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jiß ma r-
hole REL dig-STAT EE
'The hole has been dug up.'

There are a few exceptions with respect to the tone of the stative suf-
fix. One of them is with the verb her 'sell' where the stative suffix has
low tone. We had no opportunity to re-check this item:

(2) fyd md ber-i
cow REL sell-STAT EE
'The cow is sold'

The addition of the stative suffix -yi reveals that verbs that have the
vowel u in their phonetic form have in fact an underlying labial glide in
word-final position. The labial glide is not realized word-final position,
but is realized when the suffix -yi is added:

(3) mbd md mbü-yi zä [mbsw-i]
child REL give birth-STAT EE
'The child is born.' (kd mbü 'give birth')

The stative suffix does not cause fronting vowel harmony, which is
the evidence that it does contain the palatal glide. Here are a few CVC
structures without the vowel harmony effects. Given the absence of
vowel harmony we represent the stative suffix as -yi with all verbs that
have at least the CVC structure:

(4) ma käh-yi zä
REL bury-STAT EE
'He is buried.'

(5) md boh-yi zä
REL tear out-STAT EE
'It has been torn from the tree' (about a branch).

(6) rukut md gwäh-yi zä
cloth REL wash-STAT EE
'The clothing is washed.' or One has washed a lot of clothing.'

Here are examples of polysyllabic verbs with the stative suffix.
These examples provide additional evidence for the high tone of the suf-
fix, since the suffix does not fuse with the verb:
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(7) kddaw-yi 'burn'
mdsaw-yi 'grill'

One can also derive the stative forms from intransitive verbs, but the
complete clause must include the verb in subject position as well:
/O\ ***' \ v ^ >(8) si ma si za

run REL run:STAT EE
One has run a lot.'

(9) ndd md nd-i za
walk REL walk-STAT EE
One has walked a lot.'

4. Verb reduplication in the relative clause

The reduplicated form of the verb preceded by the relative marker md is
used as a modifier in attributive constructions. Both transitive and in-
transitive verbs can be reduplicated for the modifying function.

The process of reduplication is leftward, whereby the new syllable
precedes the old syllable. The tone of the reduplicated syllable is the
same as the tone of the verb. If the verb ends in a vowel, the reduplica-
tion involves the reduplication of the consonant alone and insertion of
schwa, as required by the constraints on geminated consonants:

(10) nduruk md Idla
ram REL take out
'a castrated ram' (la 'to take out')

(11) hidd md nzdnzä
man REL sit-sit
'a seated man' (kd nzä 'sit')

If the verb ends in a consonant, the reduplication involves the whole
verb:

(12) #> md fötföt
cow REL slaughter-slaughter
'a slaughtered cow' (kaföt 'slaughter')
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(13) hidd md gargär
man REL stand-stand
'a standing man' (kdgär 'to stand')

Bisyllabic verbs, which all end in a consonant, are also reduplicated
in their entirety. The tonal structure of the simple form is preserved in
the reduplicated form. The pause between the reduplicated parts appears
to be longer than the pause between reduplicated monosyllabic verbs:

mesär 'grill'
(14) £/ md mdsär mdsär

'grilled meat'

nddrdm 'please (about foods, feelings)'
(15) \vudd md nddrdm nddrdm

mush REL good good
'good, tasty mush'

kddaw 'burn'
(16) lay md kddaw kddäw

filed REL burn burn
'a burned field'

gürat 'scratch'
(17) pay md gürat gürat

tre REL scratch scratch
'a scratched tree'

In predicative constructions, one uses the form with the stative
marker and the auxiliary za at the end:

(18) lay md kddaw-yi zä
field REL burn-STAT EE
'The field has burned.'

5. A non-productive suffix ü

The verbs nzä 'to sit, leave, be' has a form with final u. The verb tsu
'departed' occurs only with word-final u:
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(19) / nz-ü i nz-ü i nz-ü i nz-ü
3PL stay-? 3PL stay 3PL stay-? 3PL stay-?
'They stayed there a long time.'

(20) sä nz-ü sd nz-ü sz nz-ü
ISO stay-? ISO stay-? ISO stay-?

wait, and wait, and wait.'

The final u cannot cooccur with the infinitive marker ks:

(21) *SB kd nz-ü zd morä zln gwacf
1SG INF be-? EE Mora times many
for have been many times in Mora'

The fact that this morpheme appears with a few verbs only and that
for one of these verbs the form with -u is the only form attested indicates
that it is a remnant of a form that was once productive in the language.
Comparative data indicate the presence of such a morpheme in other
Chadic languages, e.g. Hausa (West Chadic) and Hdi (Central Chadic),
where it codes point-of-view of subject. There are not enough examples
in Mina to discover what the function of this morpheme is or might have
been.

6. Conclusions

Verbs are characterized by a very limited number of underlying forms:
CV, CVC, CC, CCVC, and CVCVC. The tone constitutes part of the un-
derlying representation of the verb. There are two productive morpho-
logical processes operating on verbal forms: derivation of the stative
form through the suffix yi and reduplication. The reduplication of the
verbs ending in a vowel involves reduplication of the consonant alone
and schwa insertion. Verbs ending in a consonant are reduplicated in
their entirety. The language has traces of a suffix -u, whose function
cannot be determined due to the paucity of relevant examples.



Chapter 5
Argument coding

1. Introduction

The present chapter deals only with argument coding in verbal clauses.
An argument is a noun phrase that is coded by configuration with respect
to the verb. The number of arguments allowed and the semantic roles of
those arguments depend to a large degree on the properties of verbs. It is
important, therefore, to describe first the properties of verbs and the way
a verb can be identified, and then describe how different arguments are
marked.

2. The category subject

The existence of the syntactic category "subject" is justified by the fol-
lowing facts: if a clause has only one argument, this argument occurs
before the verb. When single arguments, whether nominal or pronomi-
nal, occur before the verb, they do so without a preposition:

(1) venjeh tul
pepper spread
'Pepper spread .. .'

There exists a set of subject pronouns (see section 4 of the present
Chapter) that do not have any other function in the language. There also
exists a set of subject possessive pronouns that code the single argument
that undergoes movement or is otherwise affected (see section 5 of the
present Chapter). The subject may be separated from the verb by other
constituents, including fronted objects and adverbial phrases. The second
case is illustrated in the following example:
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(2) kd 6dt si za gombok-yn wehirj
INF take run EE frog-PL DEM
äbd duwdq ßdah tdtät)
ASSC back wake-up 3PL
'It took flight, and afterwards these frogs woke up'

If the subject consists of an associative noun phrase, the preposition used
has the plural form i-b(a). If the associative noun phrase is used in any
other function, it has the singular associative form ab(d).

The category "subject" does not code a specific semantic function. In
example (1), the subject is pepper and is not controlling but affected. In
example (2), the subject is controlling. Compare also the following ex-
ample, where the subject is not controlling and not affected:

(3) ab le wa ndlr 6drarj
ASSC year DEM sorghum lack
This year there is little corn.'

The semantic function of each subject may be computed from the
inherent meaning of the verb, morphological markers added to the verb,
other arguments present in the clause, or the discourse and speech con-
text.

3. Existential predicates

Existential propositions state the existence of an object in general, not in
a particular place or at a particular time. One of the properties of exis-
tential predicates is that they cannot take deontic modal markers. There
is only one productive existential verb: dähä 'exist'.

The verb dähä is used with indefinite nouns. The subject constitutes
one phrase with the predicate cCaha, as evidenced by the fact that the
word-final vowel of the subject is deleted. The evidence that dähä is not
a locative verb is provided by the fact that if there is a locative comple-
ment, the verb dähä must be followed by the locative predicator a, the
predicator that marks locative complements with non-locative verbs:

(4) häkfdm dähä a birj ngdy
girl exist PRED house 3SG
'There is a girl at her house.' (hafodtna 'girl')

Existential predication does not distinguish between pragmatically
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dependent and pragmatically independent clauses. Here is an example of
the use of the verb dahä in a relative clause:

(5) sey hidl ma sa dahä a
so man REL drink tobacco exist PRED
na may mäciy
PREP ANAPH DEM
'So there is a smoker among them.'

The verb dahä has also a function in the domain of reference in that
it explicitly codes that the argument as unknown and unspecified. This in
fact appears to be the main function of the existential verb in natural dis-
course. The existential verb occurs in clause-final position:

(6) sey dokter mlnje anga hldi
so doctor 3SG COMP now if man
ma n ka ded-e-k dahä sa na
REL PREP INF take-GO-lSG exist ISO go
ka n ka mbal wäl wä ka
PURP PREP INF revive woman DEM POS
'The doctor said, "If there is a man who can take me there, I will
go to cure that woman.'"

(7) foe foe \vazam ta mbfo-iyi
long time ago mountain GEN blacksmith-PL
dahä.. .
exist
'There was once a mountain inhabited by blacksmiths . . . '

The existential verb has also acquired the function of making an ex-
plicit assertion. This function is represented by the use of the verb dahä
when it has in its scope a proposition that already has a predicate. In the
following sentence, the predication is locative, coded by appropriate
prepositions, and the verb dahä occurs in clause-final position:

(8) mid day skan fu n häyak ta
wind much thing all PRED PREP village 3PL
dahä
exist
'There is a lot of wind, there are many things in their village.'

In the following example, the verb dahä has as its scope the ensuing
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proposition:

(9) yacfiri fcefoe dahä i ndi kpk a
millet long time ago exist 3PL HAB plant PRED
nd md kulmbon-yn
PREP mouth black ant-PL

long time ago they used to plant millet around the black ants'
nests.'1

The existential predicate dahä may be used in questions about pos-
session:

(10) baskür tuk da vii
bicycle 2SG exist Q
'Do you have a bicycle?'

However, the existential dahä may not be used in specific interroga-
tives:

(11) baskür tuk ßkay
bicycle 2SG where
'Where is your bicycle?'

(12) *'baskür tuk da ßkay
bicycle 2SG exist where
for 'Where is your bicycle?'

This constraint provides further support for the hypothesis that the
existential verb is used only with indefinite, unspecified nouns, and that
its function is to code the noun as unspecified, indefinite. The existential
verb dahä may not be used with a definite noun:

(13) rjkü \vä *da a käcin
goat DEM exist DEM here
'The goat is here'

This practice, intended to take advantage of the favorable chemical content and
physical structure of the soil, exposed plants to the risk of being devoured by ants.
The only way one can grow plants around an anthill is to transplant them after they
have already grown a little. Sorghum is one of the few plants that is able to survive
the transplantation (Arnaud de Boissy, p.c.).
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The existence of an indefinite object may not be stated without the
verb dahä, and the following is ungrammatical:

(14) *ykü a käcin
goat PRED here
for 'here is a goat'

Cf:
(15) ykü da a kadn

goat exist PRED here
goat is here'

The fact that the verb cCahä is an existential predicate rather than a
locative one is interesting because in many languages the existential
verbs have developed from all kinds of locative verbs. In contemporary
Mina, there is no evidence for such a development. The verb dähä can
only be used with indefinite subjects. The existential verb has also ac-
quired the function of explicitly marking assertion.

4. Subject pronouns

Subject can consist of a pronoun alone. Pronominal subjects precede the
predicate or tense and aspect markers.

Subject Pronouns

Singular Dual Plural
1 sd nam na(EXCL)

2 ha hi
3 0, a i

Pronouns are not prefixes, because the low vowels in the first-person
dual and plural and the second- and third-person singular do not undergo
vowel fronting. Moreover, subject pronouns can be subjects of non-
verbal predicates, e.g. locative, nominal and adjectival predicates. When
that is the case, pronouns have high tone (elicited examples):

(16) sd/ha/ nd lumo
1SG/2SG/3SG PREP market

am/you are/he is at the market.'
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(17) nok/hi/ nd lumo
1PL.INCL/2PL/3PL PREP market
'We/you/they are at the market.'

When singular pronouns occur before a verb, they have low tone in the
indicative mood, regardless of the tone of the verb:

(18) sd/hä/ä där-a nd lumo
1SG/2SG/3SG dance-GO PREP market
'He danced at the market'

sd/hä/ä - nd lumo
1SG/2SG3SG stay-GO PREP market

was/you were/he was at the market.'

In expressive speech, when the speaker wants to emphasize some
aspect of event that has not been otherwise grammaticalized, the singular
pronoun may have high tone. This is the case in the following fragment,
sentences (19a and 19c), where most likely the raised tone aims to con-
vey the intensity of the event:

(19a) a si dap a si dap
3SG run only 3SG run only
'He runs, he runs.'

(19a) gombok ohok
frog yes
'"Frog?" "Yes."'

(19c) a si dap a si dap
3SG run only 3SG run only
'He runs, He runs.'

Plural pronouns have high tone when occurring before the verb:

(20) nok/hi/ där-a nd lumo
1PL/2PL/3PL dance-GO PREP market
'They danced at the market.'
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nok/hi/i nz- na lumo
1PL/2PL/3PL stay-GO PREP market
'We/y /they were at the market.'

The first person dual pronoun is not inherently either inclusive or
exclusive. Here are two examples of the first person dual pronoun used
excluding the addressee (2 la) and including the addressee (21b):

(2 la) to mlsil to nd nigeria waciy
well(H.) thief GEN PREP Nigeria DEM
ä faa sey na rj ka bam-a
3SG say then 1DU PREP INF meet-GO
abd mlsil to cameroun \vacirj
ASSC thief GEN PREP Cameroon DEM
'The Nigerian thief said, "I have to go to meet the Cameroonian
thief."'

(21b) tsey nä rj-ks wärj bäkä nä gräß
so l DU PREP-INF sleep today DU together
'So we will sleep together today.'

The third-person plural pronoun / is also used to code the unspecified
human subject, which may include the speaker:

(22) hafedm ngdn kaciy
daughter 3SG COMP PRED here
/ td mvd rd bd
3PL defecate feces D.HAB ASSC
nzäd sku
night NEG
'His daughter said, "Here one does not defecate at night.'"

The third-person singular subject pronoun a occurs only in some as-
pects and moods. More specifically, it occurs in the unmarked aspect,
dependent and independent habitual, future tense, and in indicative
clauses, whether affirmative or negative. In other aspects and moods, the
third-person singular is unmarked. If the subject is nominal, the third-
person singular pronoun may still be used, but such use has the prag-
matic function of coding the topicalization of the nominal subject. The
example below is given just as an illustration of the arrangement of mor-
phemes, rather than of the actual usage in discourse. The natural dis-
course examples are given in Chapter 18 on topicalization:
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(23) konay a nz- m lumo
Konay 3SG be-GO PREP market
nakä kqfkäfa
REM morning
'Konay was at the market this morning' (and he has returned).2

If the subject noun phrase consists of conjoined nouns, then the sub-
ject pronoun, if used, must be third-person plural:

(24) tädu -bd dawäy (i) tsu zd
Tadu PL-ASSC Daway 3PL go EE
nd lumo
PREP market
'Tadu and Daway went to the market together.'
(Tadu 'sixth born', Daway 'seventh born')

When the predicate is tsu 'went', the third-person singular subject
pronoun does not occur, even if there is no overt nominal subject:

(25) tsu zä a r ngambü ngzm
departed EE PRED PREP friend 3SG
'He was at his friend's.'

Other grammatical markers that occur before the verb, such as the
infinitive kd and the relative marker ma, share with tsu the absence of
overt third-person singular subject coding.

Not every clause must have a subject. If a subject is mentioned in the
previous narrative, it may be omitted from subsequent clauses. In the
following fragment, the subject is overtly coded in the first clause
through a nominal and pronominal expression, a different subject is
coded by a nominal expression in the second clause, and the subject,
identical with the subject of the first clause is omitted altogether in the
third clause:

2. Konay the fourth born to a mother. The name can be given to a boy or to a girl. A
father may have several children bearing the same first name, because the name in-
dicates the order of the birth to a mother. In order to distinguish between children
having the same name because they were born in the same order, the mother's name
is given, which also indicates the order of the birth. There is an expectation of 12
children to a mother, and accordingly there are twelve names for the place in the or-
der. A child born beyond twelve receives the name kafkäy 'for nothing', i.e. not
planned, predicted).
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Fragment (1)
(26) ma ngad ngad pal a pal bätakär

REL count count detach 3SG detach bag
ngad ngad
count count
'The one who was good at counting detached the bag and
counted [the seeds].'

(27) ma te gwicfin da skü
REL GEN single exist NEG
One grain was missing.'

(28) pal mindey damdamä
detach another normal
'He detached the other — [it was] normal, (i.e. no grain was
missing)'

In the following fragment, the first clause has the pronominal subject
a, but the second clause does not have an overt subject:

(29) sey cap a mal foambay \ ka dap
then chap! 3SG catch stick DEM POS only
ndad ka n skan ngan 6at
lay down PREP thing 3SG take
'Then she chap! stopped the stick, put it down, took her thing'

The subject does not have to be overtly coded even if there are inter-
vening clauses with different subjects. In the following fragment, the
first sentence has a different subject from that of the second sentence,
whose subject is unmarked:

(30) ngway skan-yn faagam r a dahä
'say' thing-PL talk D.HAB exist
'There is something talking there.' (a hyena is talking)

(31) diya lit ta dap a wäzi tiikii
put say GEN only PRED children 2SG
day day day a tan fas
a lot PRED 1SG little
'He [the man] kept on saying: for your children it is a lot, for me
it is little.'
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5. Possessive subject pronouns

A characteristic feature of some intransitive verbs is the presence of pos-
sessive subject pronouns, sometimes referred to in the literature as "in-
transitive copy pronouns", Newman 1974). These pronouns appear to
have different functions in different languages (Frajzyngier 1977). The
term "intransitive copy pronouns" is not particularly felicitous, as in a
number of cases, these pronouns are not copies of anything and they are
not characteristics of or triggered by intransitivity. Here they are called
possessive subject pronouns because they are identical with possessive
pronouns and they code the subject of the clause. The third-person pos-
sessive subject pronouns may be the only markers of the third person
subject in the clause:

(32) aba ndd ngsm n kilvicf-yii
ASSC go 3SG:POSS PREP trash heap-PL
'She went to the trash heaps.'

nd-ä-y ngay mär6ak zä
REL go-GO-STAT 3SG:POSS Marbak EE
'He has come from Marbak.'

Possessive subject pronouns for the other persons share the feature of
person and number of the pronominal subject:

(33) S9 tsu nay
1SG departed 1SG.POSS

am gone' (metaphorical, when somebody announces his de-
parture).

The possessive subject pronouns can occur in the imperative singu-
lar, i.e. in the form without an overt preverbal subject:

(34) ndd takoy
go 2SG:POSS
'Go!'

5.1 The form of possessive subject pronouns

The possessive subject pronouns are phonologically identical with the
possessive pronouns. Here is the complete set of possessive subject pro-
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nouns in phrase final form with their use illustrated on the verb tsu 'de-
parted':

Singular Dual Plural
First nay tdmu tokoy INCL

tmey EXCL
Second takorj tikiney
Third ngdy tdtay

Here are examples of the use of possessive subject suffixes:

(35) ί tsu tdtay
3PL went 3PL
'They went away.'

(36) nok tsu tokorj
1PL.INCL went 1PL
'We went away.'

(37) na tsu tmey
1PL.EXCL went 1PL.POSS
'We went away.'

(38) hi tsu tikmey
2PL went 2PL.POSS
'You went away.'

(39) ha tsu takoy
2SG went 2SG.POSS
'You went away.'

Like all pronouns, except for the third person singular, the possessive
subject pronouns have different forms in phrase-internal and in phrase-
final position. The final nasal and the preceding vowel do not occur in
phrase-internal position. The possessive subject pronouns in phrase in-
ternal position are as follows (schwa may be added for syllabification
purposes):
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Singular Dual Plural
First n tdm tokTNCL

tin EXCL
Second tak tiki
Third ngzy

(40) i-ba nd- tat wiita
PL-ASSC go-GO 3PL village
'They went home.' (tdtd instead oftätäy )

The following examples illustrate the forms in both functions, as
possessive subject pronoun and as possessive pronouns:

(41) so ndd nay a \vto ta nay
ISO go ISO PRED village GEN 1SG

go to my village' (i.e., I am about to go).

(42) nam ndd tdmu a wta
1DU go GEN-1DU PRED village GEN: l DU
'We are about to go to our village'

5.2 The function of possessive subject pronouns

Possessive subject pronouns are not obligatory markers:

(43) tsu ngicf
departed somewhere
'He went somewhere' (when answering the question "Where is
X?").

Since possessive subject pronouns are not obligatory, they must have
some function. The function of the possessive subject pronoun is to code
a change in the event:

(44) tsu ngdq ngid
departed 3SG.POSS somewhere
'He up and went somewhere' (answer to the question "What did
X do?").
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(45) sey ma tabu abd si ngay
except REL last born ASSC flee 3SG
'Except for the last-born: he fled.'

Possessive subject pronouns can be used with borrowed verbs:

(46) sey nastd ngan tsaka par-yii
then enter (F.) 3SG inside (F.) other-PL
'He entered among others'

Possessive subject pronouns are added mostly to intransitive verbs,
but they are not markers of intransitivity, since not all intransitive verbs
require possessive subject pronouns. Moreover, the inherent intransitiv-
ity of the verb is not affected. The types of verbs with which possessive
subject pronouns occur are those in which the subject is undergoing
movement, a change of posture, or a change of state. Thus, for describ-
ing somebody's behavior, the following clause was used:

(47) mbi dak ngarj a nd ma
3SG die 3SG PRED PREP REL
gay gay ngay
spoil spoil 3SG
'She died because of her nasty behavior.'

If one simply describes the cause of somebody's death that did not occur
while the person was engaged in some event, one would not use a pos-
sessive pronoun:

(48) mbi 6ak ά nd md gay gay ngdy
3SG die PRED PREP REL spoil spoil 3SG
'She died because of her nasty behavior.'

If one describes some people's getting up and leaving, one would say:

(49) / tsu t3t9 ά
3PL go 3PL PRED village 3PL
'They went home.'

To the question "Where are they?" one would just say:
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(50) / tsu a wtä tatay
3PL go PRED village 3PL
'They went home.'

Talking about guinea fowl that "up and flew away," one would say:

(51) zavarj-yn -bd fir tatay
guinea fowl-PL PL-ASSC fly 3PL
'And the guinea fowl up and flew away.'

Seeing the flight of guinea fowl, one would say:

(52) zavay-yil fir
guinea fowl-PL fly
'And the guinea fowl are flying.'

(53) kayefi -bd nd-a tatay
strange (F.) PL-ASSC go-GO 3PL
'Never seen before, they up and left [the room].'

(54) wal nakä baf ngdy
woman REM jump 3SG
'The woman jumped out.'

(55) ee hid-yii wa i-bd yäy tdtd
ah, man-PL DEM 3PL-ASSC move 3PL:POSS
a mäciy
PREP there
'Those people moved over there.'

The equivalent of the verb "wake up" requires a possessive subject
pronoun because it codes a change in the previous event, which is "to
sleep":

(56) gombok-yil wahiy aba daway födah
frog-PL DEM ASSC after wake-up
tdtay
3PL.POSS
'Afterwards these frogs woke up.'

Possessive subject pronouns may also be used with potentially tran-
sitive verbs, and the resulting construction has intransitive function:
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(57) sey ndd Bah ngbn
so go hide 3SG POS PRED bank
yam
water
'And he hid on the bank of the water.'

6. Pleonastic subjects

The semantic function 'remain', coded by verbs fin and min 'remain',
requires the third-person singular subject regardless of the person and
number of the actual entity that the predication is about:

(58) so n kd fea bifyaf kd dzd däkaytiy
ISO PREP INF say God INF kill others
tsay zä a min S9 tata
finish EE 3SG remain 1SG alone

will say that God has killed all the others and that I alone re-
main.'

(59) bifyaf kd dzd tdtd tike' kä
God INF kill 3PL all POS

fin nämu nam kd tl tarj
3SG remain 1DU 1DU INF see DED
'God has killed them all, there remains only us, we will see.'3

(60) a fea My ä fin nam tata
3SG say INTERJ 3SG remain 1DU only
'He [the frog] said, "Look, there remains only us ..."'

3. Our language assistants suggested that the name bifaafis derived from bay witfcaf
'chief sky', 'the chief in the sky'. The term bifcdafls given an etymology as meaning
'chief in the sky'. The term wudafbaytay is the kuli (representation) ofb%af. When
one prays to bifcaf, people pray to wudaf bayiay. The praying is done in a special
house dedicated just for this purpose. And it is only the head of the household who
is allowed to enter the prayer house and pray to wudafbaytay. Offerings of cooked
animals can be made to wudafbaytay. The offerings are placed on a kuli, a clay pot.
If the dish with the offerings falls down, it means that either the God or the ances-
tors did not accept the offering. The God bifcafis imagined as transparent, clean,
white, bi^afto kwedek 'white God', as opposed to a human being which has the at-
tribute of being black.
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The choice of the third person singular pronoun as the pleonastic subject
indicates that the third person singular is the least marked subject in the
pronominal system in Mina.

7. Arguments of the transitive verb: coding the direct object

If a proposition has two arguments, there are two means of coding them:
One is through the relative position with respect to the verb, with the
first argument, which we call the "subject," preceding the verb and the
second argument, which we call the "object," following the verb, result-
ing in the SVO order. The second means is through position preceding
the verb and the preposition n. The configuration SVO occurs in prag-
matically neutral clauses:

(61) a gdr goyg sk-a
3 SO want truth NEG-Q
'He wants the truth, doesn't he?' (goygä 'truth')

Not every noun that follows a verb is its direct object. Inherently
locative nouns follow inherently locative verbs without any prepositions,
and yet they are not direct objects. The test for the categoriality is pro-
vided by the syntax of the complement with respect to the end-of-event
marker za and its negative counterpart da. These two markers follow the
direct object, but precede non-direct object complements, such as loca-
tive complements of movement verbs, which are not marked by a prepo-
sition, as well as all complements marked by prepositions.

(62) ha kd r hidl-yn zä
2SG INF insult man-PL EE
'You have insulted people.'

(63) bicl kd fat fra ka
Bitsi INF skin cow POS
'Surprisingly, Bitsi slaughtered the cow.' (the speaker disap-
proves).

The object follows a reduplicated verb when the subject occurs be-
tween the two parts of the verb:
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(64) 6dt a 6at Bombay ngan. . .
get 3SG get stick 3SG
'He got his stick and . . . '

Both subject and object can be coded by full noun phrases:

(65) sey gaw dad ngaz α ζά
so hunter remove leg 3SG COMP
a n kway rj 6dt-u
PRED PREP squirrel take-3SG
Then, the hunter took off a leg [of a game animal], and he said
to the squirrel, "Take it.'"

8. Object coding in hypothetical and deontic moods and in past tense

Transitive verbs in the hypothetical and imperative mood must be fol-
lowed by an object. If the object is third-person and if it has been men-
tioned before in discourse, it is represented by the form w realized as u
after consonants:

(66) a za hi ndd luw-a-rj
3SG COMP 2PL go say-GO-3SG SUBJ
dah-a-w
go-GO-3SG
'He said, "Go tell her to bring it here.'"

Cf:
(67) a za hi ndd luw-a-q ma d h-ά

3SG COMP2PL go say-GO-3SG SUBJ go-GO
'He said, "Go tell her to come here.'"

The suffix w is also used in past-tense coding. If there is a change of
object, the new object must be represented by a full noun. Both of these
cases are represented in the following example:

(68) zed ze6 ά ze -u ndd dzay wal
follow follow 3SG follow-3SG go find wife
ngan nakaha
3SG REM
'He followed and followed and found his wife,'

The object marker w is also suffixed to the verb of the relative
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clause. The antecedent of the object does not have to occur in the relative
clause:

(69) yi za mb fes ng dy a
3PL COMP child small like DEM PRED
damii komdl ma fe-ύ nok sm
bush maybe REL cut-3SG 1PL.EXCL know
sku
NEG
'They said, "There is a small child like that in the bush. Maybe
he cut it out. We do not know.'"

The use of the third-person singular object pronoun -u with subject
focus is ungrammatical:

(70) */ kd ddb-ύ za
3PL INF ask-3SG EE
for 'they asked him'

9. Absence of an object

A transitive verb may occur without an object, if its object has been
mentioned previously in the discourse. Compare the following fragment,
where the same verb fyay 'to cross' first occurs with an object, l kwat
'river', and then four sentences later, it occurs without any object, nomi-
nal or pronominal:

(71) hid-yil \νά ί diy-ά faarj l kwat
man-PL DEM 3PL put-GO cross river
'The men started to cross river.'

(72) cikid td gwicKy nddv ka
sesame GEN single fall POS
Ά single sesame seed fell down.'

(73) md foim tym za cikicC mo
REL listen listen COMP sesame REL
nddv-yi z
fall-STAT EE
The one who was good at listening said, "A sesame seed fell
down.'"
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(74) bay i fyär)
cross 3PL cross EE
'They crossed [the river].'

Whether an object is overtly marked is not determined by the sub-
categorization properties of the verb, but rather by the system of refer-
ence, as described in Chapter 16.

When the object is a body part of the subject, the clause has the fol-
lowing form: Subject Verb body part. A possessive pronoun coding the
features person and number of the subject is optional:

(75) kg ng9 ngäzs ngan kä
INF break leg 3SG POS
'He broke his leg.'

Coreferentiality of subject and object is marked by the noun tälän
'head' without possessive pronouns (recall that the intensifier also makes
use of the noun tälän 'head', but with possessive pronouns, section 14
Chapter 3):

(76) ko fed tälän kä
INF shave head POS
'He shaved himself

(77) ä fdd tälän
3SG shave head
'He shaves himself.'

The unmarked object may have a different referent than the immedi-
ately preceding object:

(78) wal \vä r 22 rndbirj ndd tsap a
wife DEM open door go tsap 3SG catch
ka
POS
'The woman opened the door, went [in] and tsap caught [it].'

10. Coding of object in sequential clauses

In sequential clauses, i.e. clauses that follow another clause or an adverb
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of time and clauses that are followed by another clause within the same
sentence, the object follows the subject and precedes the verb. Such an
object is marked by the locative preposition n. The third person subject a
in such clauses has high rather than low tone. The motivation for the use
of the preposition is provided by the fact that two noun phrases precede
the verb, and some means must be provided to assure the distinction
between the grammatical roles of the two nouns.

Compare the following pair of sentences, each consisting of two
clauses in a sequential relationship. The first clause is coded for the first
element of the sequence through a construction consisting of a redupli-
cated verb, with the subject between the two parts of the verb. The fol-
lowing clause must be sequential. In the example below, it is the second
clause that has the object, and it is coded by the preposition n:

(79) zam zam zam a zam za
eat eat eat 3SG eat EE
a n kadam ngan 6at
3SG PREP calabash 3SG take
'She ate and ate and ate, then she took her calabash.'

The object in a sequential clause may not be coded by configuration,
as in matrix clauses. Hence, the following is ungrammatical:

(80) *zam zdm zam a zam za
eat eat eat 3SG eat EE
a 6at kacCam ngan
3SG take calabash 3SG
for 'She ate and ate and ate, then she took her calabash.'

If the adverb of time is fronted, the object must also occur before the
verb:

(81) ab dawarj mbi a n yvay
ASSC back ANAPH 3SG PREP stone
ta täpah Bat
GEN flat take
'Afterwards he took the flat stone.'
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(82) kd dal za syi
INF do EE COM
a n mbd par kd ß6
3SG PREP child another throw PREP hole
'Each time she did that, she took one child and threw it into the
hole.'

The sequence of cause-and-effect relationship among the sequential na-
ture of the clause, the fronting of the object and the use of the preposi-
tion n is as follows: The fact that the clause is sequential requires the
fronting of the object. The fronting of the object requires the use of a
preposition to distinguish between the two arguments preceding the verb.
The fronting of the object has become a marker of the sequential clause.

11. Pronominal objects

Object pronouns follow the verb and they must be preceded by the suffix
a following the verb. We gloss a as GO for 'goal orientation' because we
analyze it to be identical with the goal orientation extension. The fol-
lowing is the list of object pronouns:

Direct Object Pronouns

Singular Dual Plural
First -ku namu nenerj, nä (EXCL)

nokorj (INCL)
Second -h hinirj or hinerj
Third 0, u to tatarj

Note that the first and second person plural pronominal forms display
vowel harmony. There is no vowel harmony in the first person dual be-
cause the labial nasal is [+round], and therefore it is a barrier to round
vowel harmony.

Here is an illustration of the form of object pronouns in the habitual
aspect where all persons are marked, and in phrase-final position where
the non-reduced, and in the case of the third-person the expanded form
of the pronoun, is used:

(83) a ndi täw-a-kü
3SG HAB hit-GO-lSG
'He hits me.'
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(84) a ndi täw-a-h
3SG HAB hit-GO-2SG
'He hits you.'

The third-person singular can be unmarked. Mina codes the category
'deduced reference' marked by the form ta reduced to tz in phrase-
internal position, and expanded to täy in phrase-final position. The de-
duced reference marker instructs the listener to identify the referent
through a process of deduction using knowledge from various sources,
including the listener's cognitive system, the speech environment, and
previous discourse. This form can function as syntactic object or as de-
terminer of a noun phrase. However, it cannot function as syntactic sub-
ject. Unlike other object pronouns, the deduced object marker is not pre-
ceded by the goal orientation marker a:

(85) ä ndi taw täy
3SG HAB hit DED
'He hits him.'

Here are some natural discourse examples of the use of the marker ta:

(86) syl ä ndi do td dap
COM 3SG HAB cook DED only
'Then she just cooks it.'

(87) sey a tdt kam i ndi ngä
then PRED 3PL TOP (F.) 3PL HAB catch
fai-yii 23 kd nda ha da
meat-PL EE INF go INF cook:GO
täy
DED
'Then, as for them [hyenas], they just catch the meat, [and] bring
it for cooking.'

The referential functions of the form ta are discussed in Chapter 17, Ref-
erence system.

The tone of the third-person singular object suffix u is polar, deter-
mined by the last tone of the verb as described in Chapter 2, Phonology.
The pronoun u is used in the independent past tense coded through redu-
plication, and in deontic and hypothetical moods:
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(88) dzäw i dzäw- a düwon
attach 3PL attach-3SG PRED back

donkey
'They attached it to the back of the donkey.'

The dual and plural object pronouns involve the use of the goal ori-
entation marker a. All first-person dual and plural forms consist of a pre-
fix « , whose vowel assimilates to the following vowel by fronting or
rounding depending on the front and round characteristics of the fol-
lowing vowel:

(89) a ndi taw- nenerj
3SG HAB hit-GO 1PL.EXCL
'He hits us'

(90) ä ndi täw- nokoy
3SG HAB hit-GO 1PL.INCL
'He hits us .INCL'

(91) ä ndi täw- nämu
3SG HAB hit-GO 1DU
'He hits the two of us.'

The second-person plural is marked by two means used simultane-
ously. First, there is the second-person singular object marker h follow-
ing the verb, and then the second-person plural object follows:

(92) ä ndi taw-a-h hiney
3SG HAB hit-GO-2SG 2PL
'He hits you.'

The third-person plural does not have the goal orientation marker a:

(93) ä ndi taw tatay
3SG HAB hit 3PL
'He hits them.'
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(94) kayä cfiy- walla /a bd
INTERJ(F.) put-GO help(F.) 3PL ASSC
dd toy
cook DED
'She started to help them to cook it.'

Pronouns that constitute syllables, such as plural pronouns, are not
suffixed to the verb, as evidenced by the fact that they do not undergo
vowel fronting:

(95) / n kd lim-e nok za
3PL PREP INF see-GO 1PL.INCL EE
'They should not see us.'

(96) / kd lim-e nam za
3PL INF see-GO 1DU EE
'They saw us.'

The second-person singular has the goal orientation marker a, fol-
lowed by [h]. The glottal continuant is often completely reduced, and
only the goal orientation marker a signals the second person:

(97) kd mdl-a-h zä
be catch-GO-2SG EE
'He caught you.'

(98) kd qd-a-h zä
be hit-2SG EE
'He hit you.'

The 1PL.EXCL object form has two forms, na in phrase internal po-
sition and nenerj in phrase final position. Here are examples of the first
person plural pronoun in phrase internal position:

(99) / kd lim-e na zä
3PL INF see-GO 1PL.EXCL EE
'They saw us.'

(100) kd lim-e na zä
3PL PREP INF see-GO 1PL.EXCL EE
'lest they see us'
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The second-person plural is hi in phrase-internal position:

(101) / kd llm-e-h hi zä
3PL INF see-GO-2SG 2PL EE
'They saw you.'

(102) / n kd llm-e-h hi zä
3PL PREP INF see-GO-2SG 2PL EE
'lest they see you'

The third-person plural is to in phrase internal position in both indicative
and deontic moods:

(103) i kd Urn to za
3PL INF see 3PL EE
'They saw them.'

(104) kd lim to zä
3PL PREP INF see 3PL EE
'lest they see them'

12. Coding coreferentiality of subject and object

For most transitive verbs, the coreferentiality of subject and object is
coded by the lexeme ksom 'body' in the object position. The noun ksom
'body' may be followed by possessive pronouns referring to the subject.
In natural data, the form ksom is used only when the subject has control
over the event:

(105) sey bay dzä a dzd ksom ngdn ka
so chief kill 3SG kill body 3SG POS
'So the chief killed himself

(106) 6dt a 6dt was dzä a dzd ksom
take 3SG take knife kill 3SG kill body
ngdn ka
3SG POS
'He took his knife and killed himself
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(107) kd dzd ksom ngdy zä
INF kill body 3SG EE
'He stabbed himself.'

(108) a za ha tdßdl ksom kimi
3SG COMP 2SG tire body why
'He said to him, "Why do you tire yourself?'"

13. Coding the internal state of the subject

The lexeme täläy 'head' has grammaticalized to code a state of the sub-
ject not resulting from the physical activity of the predicate of the clause:

(109) ä iek täläy
3SG remember head
'He remembers.'

(110) sey takar-yii kd way tälärj tsay zä
so turtle-PL INF forget head finish EE
kd dar
INF dance
'So the turtles are completely preoccupied with the dance.'

(111) kd iek tälän za
3SG remember head EE
'he recalled'

With the verb way 'forget' the addition oftalan produces an unexpected
meaning:

(112) kd way tälän za
INF forget head EE
'He wasted time.'

Cf.
(113) kd way za

INF forget EE
'He forgot.'

The noun talarj must be used with the verb mbu 'unite' when it has
plural subjects in its scope:
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(114) \va anga kd kah tsay za syl
DEM if 3PL INF bury finish EE COM 3PL
ndi mbu täläy tdtd kd hay tus dap
HAB unite head 3PL INF cry INTENS just
'If they have buried, they get together to weep profoundly.'

Here is an example where the form täläy is used as the subject with
the verb mbü 'unite, gather' and as the object with the verb tsuk 'isolate':

(115) täläy md mbuw-yi zd syl ko
head REL unite-STAT EE COM QUANT 3PL
nda vay ndd tsuk täläy tatd
go where 3 PL go isolate head 3 PL
dap ska vü
just NEG Q
'If they unite themselves, no matter where they go, they isolate
themselves.'

14. Argument structure of verbs of emotional states

The reason we discuss the properties of verbs of emotional states is that
the semantic function of the subject is not predictable. It could be either
the argument that triggers the emotional state or the argument that is in
the emotional state described by the verb. We begin with the verbs of
loving.

Some verbs have experiencer as subject; other verbs, have the trigger
of the experience as subject. The verb nddrm 'please' may have only the
trigger of the experience as subject and the experiencer as indirect ob-
ject:

(116) mavit a nddrm-a-k rä
beer 3SG please-GO-lSG D.HAB

like beer' (lit, 'beer pleases me') (The dependent habitual
marker ra must be used in this sentence)

Having the experiencer as subject results in an ungrammatical sentence:

(117) *sd nddrm mavii
1SG please beer
for like beer'
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The verb nddrm may be used in different aspectual forms:

(118) mavii kd ndarm-a-k zä
beer INF please-GO-lSG EE

liked beer' (lit, 'beer pleased me')

(119) rnavit ko ndwm-a-k da skü
beer INF please-GO-lSG exist NEG

didn't like beer' (when I tried it)

The verb mbal 'like' may only have the experiencer as subject; the
object of liking is the object of the clause. The object may be human or
non-human:

(120) tdtd nfäd tay i mbal wäl lay
3PL four DED 3PL like woman DED
'The four of them liked the woman.'

(121) sä mbal kätös skü
1SG like beans NEG

don't like beans.'

The verb dam 'to ache' has as its subject the part of the body that
aches. The experiencer is the object. The part of the body may have a
possessive suffix. Elicited clauses with the verb dam and several other
verbs of emotional states have the habitual marker ra rather than ndi:

(122) täläy ddm-ä-k rä [tälärj tom-äk]
head hurt-GO-lSG D.HAB

have a headache' (my head is hurting me).

(123) ro ddm-a-k rä
hand hurt-GO-lSG D.HAB
'My hand aches.'

There are several expressions to code the notion of being afraid. One
of them consists of the noun kdtuläk 'fear' as subject, followed by the
verb dal 'make', followed by a dative argument. The evidence that the
argument is dative rather than direct object is provided by the fact that
the third-person singular is marked by n.
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(124) kdtulak dal-a-k ra
fear make-GO-1SG D.HAB
Ί am scared' (lit., fear made me).

(125) kdtulak dal-a-h ra
fear make-GO-2SG D.HAB
'You are scared.'

(126) katul k dal-a-rj r
fear make-GO-3SG D.HAB
'He is scared.'

The evidence that kdtul k is a noun is provided by the fact that it may
occur as head in possessive constructions:

(127) kdtulak-ngdTj 'his fear'
-nay 'my fear'
-tkon 'your fear'

The verb ndin 'to be afraid, to scare' can be transitive or intransitive.
When it occurs with one argument only, that argument represents the
affected participant. All tenses used with this verb must be dependent:

(128) S3 ndin r a
1SG be afraid D.HAB
Ί am afraid.'

(129) a ndin r a
3SG scare D.HAB
'He is afraid.'

In the past tense only a dependent tense can be used:

(130) S3 kd ndin za
1SG INF be afraid EE
Ί was scared.'

(131) S3 ndin
1SG be afraid
Ί was afraid.'

When the verb is used with two arguments, the first argument is the
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trigger of emotion, and the second argument is the affected entity:

(132) a ndin-e-k r a
3SG scare-GO-lSG D.HAB
'It made me scared.'

It remains to be explained why propositions involving emotional states
require dependent rather than independent habitual aspect.

15. Dative

We use the term "dative" as a conveniently brief term for the category of
indirectly affected argument. The argument is indirectly affected when A
acts (on B) and thus affects C. The indirectly affected argument can re-
ceive an object, be affected through the activity directed at some other
object, benefit from the activity, or be adversely affected by the activity
(malefactive). All examples below support the indirect affectedness of
the argument as the function of the dative argument. The common cod-
ing means for the nominal and pronominal dative is goal orientation
marker a suffixed to the verb and followed by pronominal suffixes. This
marker, however, is not limited to dative function as it also occurs with
direct object pronouns.

15.1 Pronominaldative

Except for the third-person singular, the dative and benefactive pronouns
and the way they are added to the verb are identical with direct object
pronouns. All pronouns, including the third-person singular and plural
forms, must be preceded by the goal orientation marker a. The set of
pronouns is as follows (phrase-final and phrase-internal forms cited, and
in that order):

Dative Pronouns

Singular Dual Plural
First -kü, -k nämu nokii, nokoy INCL

nenerj, na EXCL
Second -h hinly
Third -yii, -y -y tätay,
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The full form of pronouns ending in a vowel is preserved in phrase-final
position, such as at the end of the clause:

(133) i ddb-a-ku
3PL ask-GO-lSG
'They ask me.'

In phrase-internal position, the final vowel of the pronoun is reduced,
and the tone of the pronoun shifts to the preceding syllable, as described
in Chapter 2. The first- and the third-person singular, however, may be
coded by consonants only, in phrase internal and in phrase final position.
The consonant-only variant does not cause vowel lowering on the pre-
ceding syllable:

(134) hldl wehiy a za van a n
man DEM 3SG COMP rain 3SG PREP
kd da a gdr ko nd-a-k
INF fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG
kasom skit
body NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"

In accordance with the rule of vowel fronting, the goal orientation
marker a after the verbs with front vowel bar 'sell', lim 'see', and hildiG
'to sew' is realized as [e]:

(135) kd ber-e-k wu z fes
INF sell-GO-lSG milk EE small
'She sold me a little milk.'

The first-person plural exclusive has the form nanirj in phrase-final
position and nä in phrase-internal position:

(136) bitsi md vl- nanirj
Bitsi REL give-GO 1PL.EXCL
'It is Bitsi that gave it to us.'

vl-ä nä kddä
give-GO 1PL.EXCL pot for carrying water
'Give us a clay pot!'
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(137) ι luw-ά nokorj
3PL say-GO 1PL.INCL
'They tell us.'

/ l w-ά n mu
3PL say-GO 1DU
They tell us.'

(138) ί t b nokoy
3SG ask 1PL.INCL
'They ask us.' (no goal orientation marker)

The full, probably deliberate style form of third-person dative pro-
nominal suffix is -rjii, realized as y in phrase-internal position and in
non-deliberate style in phrase final position. This pronoun must be used
each time there is a third-person dative pronominal object, whether sin-
gular or plural. This is in contrast with the third-person pronominal di-
rect object, whose overt coding depends on the type of reference coded
rather than on the semantic function within the clause. The third person
pronoun is unmarked for number. If it is not followed by the plural pro-
noun, however, the default value of the third person pronoun is singular:

(139) kd mdl-ά-Υ) z
INF catch-GO-3SG EE
'He caught it for him.'

/ cfeb-a-rju
3SG ask-GO-3SG
'They asked for him.'

The direct object follows the verb with its dative suffix:

(140) fydr) ί fyorj hid-yu ndd 6dt ί
send 3 PL send man-PL go get 3 PL
6zt-a-y kdddm \vaciy da ί
get-GO-3SG calabash DEM bring 3PL
da-ha-\v
bring-GO-3SG
'They sent people and they went and got the calabash for him and
brought it.'

The third-person plural dative is coded by the third-person singular
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yü followed by the third-person plural pronoun t3, tata, or tatay (in
phrase-final position):

(141) kwaykway dab way süludsülud
hyena ask 3 PL sleep two by two
wa ma dal-a-y tata mi
but what happen-GO-3SG 3PL what
'Hyena asked, "They sleep two by two, but what happened to
them?'"

The third person plural form may be reduced to the form toy as evi-
denced by the following example:

(142) aa damä \väl wä bä a
ah, good woman DEM again 3SG
luw-a-y täy
say-GO-3SG 3PL
'"It's good," the woman told them again.'

The second-person dative is coded by the suffix h in phrase-internal po-
sition:

(143) S3 nd- ka tar-a-h
3SG COMF1 SG go-GO INF ask-GO-2SG
a pat tar nay
PRED tomorrow common work 1 SG
'He said, "I came to ask you for help. Tomorrow is my work
day.'"

The second-person plural dative must have the second-person singular
coded on the verb and the second-person plural as an independent pro-
noun:

(144) / dab-a-h hiney
3SG ask-GO-2SG 2PL
'They ask you.'

75.2 Interaction between the dative and direct pronominal object cod-
ing

The addition of pronominal direct objects to verbs with dative objects is
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realized as follows. The deictic object is marked by the form wacin 'this'
following the verb:

(145) mbi md ber-e-k wacin
3SG REL sell-GO-lSG DEM
'It is he who sold this one to me.'

If the third person is the recipient and the second person is the object
given, the second person is affixed to the verb and the third person is
coded through a prepositional phrase in the unmarked aspect:

(146) sd vl-a-h nd mbey
ISO give-GO2SG PREP 3SG
Ί give you to him.'

In the unmarked aspect, the overt coding of the direct object is obliga-
tory for transitive verbs. Therefore, if no nominal object occurs, the de-
duced marker ta must be used. The dative is suffixed to the verb and the
direct object is marked by the independent pronoun ta (tarj in clause-
final position):

(147) sd vl-a-h t y
1SG give-GO-2SG DED
Ί give it/him/her to you.'

sd def-e-h t rj
1SG introduce-GO-2SG DED
Ί am showing it to you' (rather than selling it).

In the dependent aspect coded by the form kd ... za the third-person sin-
gular direct object suffix to the verb may not be used (for a similar situa-
tion in Mupun, a West Chadic language cf. Frajzyngier 1993):

(148) S3 ko vl-a-h z
1SG INF give-GO-2SG EE
Ί gave it to you.'

\ i s r*r /* r 1 >SB kd dej-e-h za
1SG INF show-GO-2SG EE
Ί have shown him to you.'
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15.3 Nominal dative

The structure of the clause with nominal dative has the form: Verb-ά-τ;
Object (PRED) n Dative. The verb codes the presence of a dative argu-
ment through the suffix y. The locative preposition n is used in all cases
except when the underlying dative is a person whose body part is af-
fected. If between the direct object and the dative argument there exists a
part-whole relationship, the nominal dative is not coded either by the
locative predicator or by the preposition. The dative argument is coded
as possessor of the direct object. However, the verb still codes the pres-
ence of the dative argument:

(149) a cf-a-rj t l y to ζάνάη-yn
3SG shave-GO-3SG head GEN guinea fowl-PL
r b ha
D.HAB again
'She was shaving the heads of the guinea fowl again.' (for the
benefit of the guinea fowl)

If the verb is inherently directional, the locative predicator a is not
used. This is the case with the verb of saying, whose addressees are
coded only by the preposition na:

(150) baham n l a luw-a-rj na
Bahaman say 3SG say-GO-3SG PREP stick
naka wa
REM DEM
'Bahaman spoke to the stick.'

The verb her 'sell' is also inherently directional, and consequently
the argument coding the buyer is not preceded by the locative predicator
a:

(151) a ber-e-y ndrl and association
3SG sell-GO-3SG sorghum PREP association
'He sells sorghum to the association.'

a ndi ber-e-y kalos na bitsl
3SG HAB sell-GO-3SG beans PREP Bitsi
'He always sells beans to Bitsi.'

If between the verb vdl 'give' and the recipient there is some other
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material, such as an adverb, the recipient is preceded by the locative
predicator a. We have no explanation as to why the recipient is not also
preceded by the preposition n:

(152) ha vdl-a-rj \vudd nek
2SG give-GO-3SG food EE well
a misil zd vu
PRED thief EE Q
'Will you give food to a thief?' (written sources)

The auxiliary za follows the direct object but precedes the dative argu-
ment:

(153) kd ber-e-y kakds zd nd bit si
INF sell-GO-3SG beans EE PREP Bitsi
'He sold beans to Bitsi'

(154) mbi 6dt kdddm d-äh
ANAPH take calabash bring-GO
a da-ha-y kd nd bay
3SG bring-GO-3SG PREP PREP chief
'He took the calabash and brought it back to the chief.'

The third-person dative argument marked by y cannot be coreferen-
tial with the subject. Thus in the above example, the dative pronoun y
can refer to any third-person other than the subject of the clause.

15.4 The dative with body part terms

If the dative object pronoun is followed by a body part noun, this con-
struction codes the affectedness of the dative object. The body part noun
is not followed by the possessive pronoun:

(155) hldl wehiy a za van a n
man DEM 3SG COMP rain 3SG PREP
kd da a gdr kd nd-a-k
INF fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG
kdSdm skü
body NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"
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(156) -yn za ßd- na
guinea fowl-PL COMP shave-GO l PL
talay kd gi
head POS please
'The guinea fowl said "Shave our heads, please.'"

sey ä ndi ßd-a-rj td
so(H.) 3SG HAB shave-GO-3SG 3PL
täläy ßd ßd ßd
head shave shave shave
'So, she shaved and shaved and shaved their heads.'

(157) kd üy-a-k mdcekwer za
INF look-GO-lSGknee EE
'He examined my knee.'

When the dative is marked by the suffix to the verb, the body part noun
may not be followed by the possessive pronouns:

(158) kd tly-a-k mdcekwer *nan za
INF look-GO-lSG knee 1SG EE
'He examined my knee.'

7 5.5 The functions of dative

The dative argument can be added to any verb, regardless of whether the
verb is inherently malefactive, benefactive, or neither. The dative indi-
cates that the argument so coded is indirectly affected by the event,
without specifying the nature of indirect affectedness. The following ex-
ample has dative as a beneficiary of the event:

(159) kd bdi-a-k tsakär za
INF smith-GO-lSG lance EE
'He smithed a lance for me.'

In the following example the dative argument is affected neither posi-
tively nor negatively:
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(160) mota to wafcaf kd fir-e-nok
motor GEN sky INF fly-GO-lPL.INCL
z i tälän (tokorj)
EE above head 1PL.INCL
'An ai lane flew above us all.'

In the following example, there are two instantiations of the dative
construction. The first one codes a benefactive activity (finding oneself a
wife) and the second a malefactive activity (to pinch one's heart):

(161) wal faim md r sku kd
woman hear mouth D.HAB NEG INF
gam ka kd gr-a-h par
chase POS INF search-GO-2SG another
ngäm a ngats-a-h ndf rä
because 3SG pinch-GO-2SG heart D.HAB
'The woman who does not obey should be chased away. You
have to find yourself another, because this one pinches your
heart.'

Here are examples of the malefactive use of dative pronouns:

(162) a zm-a-k wüdä z väy
3SG eat-GO-lSG food EE why
'Why did he eat my food?'

(163) / kd 6l-a-nok pay ka
3PL INF cut-GO-lPL.INCL tree POS
'They cut a tree on us.'

(164) / kd 6l-a-na pay ka
3PL INF cut-lPL.EXCL tree POS
'They cut a tree on us.'

16. Coding reciprocity

Reciprocity is a situation in which A(s) act on B(s), and B(s) act on A(s).
The main strategy for coding the reciprocal function is the noun ksom
'body' which must be followed by an appropriate plural possessive pro-
noun. Here is an illustration of all forms:
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(165) ηά man ksam tin ζά
1PL.EXCL help body 1PL.EXCL EE
'We are going to help each other.'

n m man kssm torn z
1DU help body 1DU EE
'We are going to help each other.'

nok man kssm tok z
1PL.INCL help body 1PL.INCL EE
'We are going to help each other.'
hi man ksom tikin z
2PL help body 2PL EE
'You are going to help each other.'

The distinction between reciprocal and coreferential function may be
blurred in some instances:

(166) α ζά an g mtak aza ko dza
3SG COMP PREP chicken go INF kill
ksam tarn ko
body 1DU POS
'He [squirrel] said to the chicken, "Let's kill ourselves.'"

Control over an event does not necessarily mean active participation in
the event itself:

(167) aza tok ka kah ksom tokorj skii
go 1PL INF bury body 1PL NEG
syl ka dal-a-rj a varjgay
COM INF do-GO-3SG PRED how
'[Since the blacksmith is dead] we have to bury each other, oth-
erwise, how can we go about it?'

The other means of coding the reciprocal function involves the use of
the marker zerj following the verb. This means has been recorded with
verbs of saying:
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(168) kwaykwa-yii wä lu zey i zä
hyena-PL DEM say RECIPR 3PL EE
hid-yu wä ka da ddpdäp
people DEM here exist only
'The hyenas said to each other, there are some people in here.'

17. Conclusions

The subject of a clause can be coded by nouns or by pronouns. A special
set of pronouns codes the subject. With respect to the third person, the
subject may be coded by a noun and a pronoun at the same time, but this
coding has a pragmatic function. If the subject has been mentioned in a
preceding clause, it does not have to be mentioned in the subsequent
clause. The conjoined noun phrase in the subject function has a different
form than the conjoined noun phrase in any other function.

The direct object is marked by the position following the verb. The
third-person singular object may be unmarked, or it may be marked by
the determiner ta or the pronoun u, depending on the requirement of the
reference coding and the aspect of the clause. The direct object differs
from locative arguments that may also follow the verb directly in that the
end-of-event marker za and the auxiliary da 'exist' follow the direct ob-
ject but precede all other complements.

Pronominal objects, direct or dative, are marked by the goal orienta-
tion marker a suffixed to the verb and by pronouns following the marker
a. The third-person singular dative object pronoun, unlike the direct ob-
ject pronoun, must always be overtly marked. The dative object pronoun
must also be used if the dative argument is nominal.



Chapter 6
Coding the event from the point of view of subject

Mina has grammaticalized a function of representing the event from the
point of view of subject. This function is in contrast with the unmarked
clause, which represents the event without taking any specific point of
view. Since this function is not commonly known (but see Frajzyngier
1999, Frajzyngier with Shay 2002) the description that follows provides
the evidence for the existence of this function.

1. The form of the point of view of subject marker

The point of view of subject marker is ka, glossed as POS. It occurs at
the end of the verb phrase, but before adverbial phrases, if any. In
phrase-final and phrase-internal position, it has polar tone, opposite to
the tone of the preceding syllable. The syllable that counts for the polar
tone is the syllable actually produced rather than the underlying syllable.
Thus the noun for 'dog' is häza. In phrase-internal position it is reduced
to häz, and accordingly the tone on the marker ka is high rather than low:

(1) bitsi kd her häz M
Bitsi INF sell dog POS
'Bitsi sold a dog.' (elicited)

The marker ka is reduced to kd in phrase-internal position.

(2) fei tdtärj fu tar) deß i de6 kd
meat 3PL all DED carry 3PL carry POS
n ydm
PREP water
'All their meat, they took it into water (for themselves).'
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2. The function of the point of view of the subject

Representation of the event from the point of view of the subject indi-
cates that the event is represented as beneficial or as detrimental for the
subject. In the following examples, the events are beneficial for the sub-
ject. The marker ka can occur with the controlling subject, and in such a
situation, it is in complementary distribution with the pronominal coding
of the dative argument, which codes the beneficiary of the event. The
third-person dative pronoun cannot occur with the third-person subject
and be coreferential with it. Instead, the marker of affectedness is used
for the same function:

(3) bay nd kdddm ngdn ßdt
chief PREP calabash 3SG take
deß a deß ka a Ida
carry 3SG carry POS PRED home
The chiefj took hisj calabash and carried it home.' (for himself)

The evidence that the marker ka codes the point of view of the subject is
provided by the fact that if one would like to add a beneficiary other than
the subject, the form ka cannot be used:

(4) *bay nd kdddm ngdn ßdt
chief PREP calabash 3SG take
deß a deß ka a Ida
carry 3SG carry POS PRED home
nd \val ngdrj
PREP wife 3SG
for 'The chiefi took hisj calabash and carried it home for his
wife.'

(5) foi tdtäy f u tay deß i de 6
meat GEN:3PL all DED bring 3PL bring
kd n ydm
POS PREP water
'They brought all of their meat into the water.' (for themselves)

(6) */ tdtärj f u tay deß i deß kd
meat 3PL all DED carry 3PL carry POS
n ydm nd ngambd tdtäy
PREP water PREP friend 3PL
for 'All their meat, they took into water for their friend.'
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The point-of view-of the subject indicates the state of the subject as
the result of the event. Such subjects could be affected, directly or indi-
rectly. The point of view of the subject may also involve a more general
category, viz. how the event should be seen. Consider the following
fragment. The first clause sets the background. In the second clause the
marker ka indicates that the subject of the first clause was affected:

(7) hidl-yu wa ί diy-ά faoy l kwat
man-PL DEM 3PL put-GO cross river
'The men started to cross the river.'

(8) clkicf to gwicfiy nddv ka
sesame GEN single fall POS
Ά single sesame seed fell down.'

In the third clause, a simple statement is made about the event con-
cerning the sesame seed. However, it is made as if it did not concern the
subject:

(9) md tym foim za clkicf
REL listen listen COMP sesame
ma nddv-yi z
REL fall down-STAT EE
'The one who was good at listening said, "A sesame seed fell
down.'"

The marker ka may represent the point of view of the topic, when the
subject is unspecified human:

(10) w l ma salad ί ndi gam ka
woman ATT lazy 3PL HAB chase POS
The lazy wife is chased away' lit. 'The lazy wife they chase
away'

(11) wal tatan ί ndi kaw ka
woman good 3PL HAB keep POS
'The good wife is kept.'

The representation of the event from the point of view of the subject
is not narrowly defined to positive or negative effects on the subject.
Thus in the following example the outcome is neither positive nor nega-
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tive, and yet the form ka is used:

(12) til a ndd zd birj
depart 3SG go EE room
a n ml birj dzarj a dzarj ka
3SG PREP mouth room close 3SG close POS
'He went to the room and closed the door.'

In order to render the semantic nuance involved, one would probably
have to translate it as 'He went to the room and closed the door behind
him.'

Translations of clauses with the point-of-view-of-subject marker into
a language that does not have such a category may not reveal the mean-
ing carried by the marker:

(13) S3 n kd her to her her
ISO PREP INF sell 3PL sell sell
iuwacf ka
finish POS
Ί will sell them all.' or Ί will sell out'

Polish does have such a marker; it is either the accusative reflexive sie or
the dative reflexive sobie. Most of the Mina sentences with the marker
ka would be translated into Polish using one of those markers:

(14) Wy-przedam sie
out-sell:FUT:lSG REFL
Ί will sell all of my things'

An event that has a dative argument may also have a point-of-view
of subject marker:

(15) ha n kd kal-a-rj ka
2SG PREP INF refuse-GO-3SG POS
ngam a n ma gey gey ngarj
because PRED PREP REL bad bad 3SG
'You will deny her [things] because of her bad [conduct].'

Intransitive predications may also have the form ka:
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(16) dew ka ka val-a-rj
sit POS INF give-GO-3SG
kd tal na ma da skü
INF taste PREP mouth exist NEC
'He sat down, and there was nobody to give him anything to eat.'

(17) sey kurak a kürk- ngan ka
so descend 3SG descend-GO 3SG POS
'Then he got down.'

3. Point of view of the subject and speaker's empathy

The choice of the point-of-view of the subject marker is the speaker's
choice. It is not determined by any element of the clause. If the subject is
adversally affected, the choice of the point of view of the subject indi-
cates speaker's sympathy and empathy. Consider the following sentence
where the description of the death of some members of a group has the
marker ka:

(18) bifyaf kd dza tata cike' ka
God INF kill 3PL all POS
a fin namu nam kd tl tarj
3SG remain 1DU 1DU INF see DED
'God has killed them all, there remains only us, we will see'

If one were to talk about one's enemies, where no sympathy is in-
volved, instead of the marker of the point of view of subject ka, one
would use the end-of-event marker za:

(19) bifeaf ka dza tata cike' za
God INF kill 3PL all EE
a fin nämu nam ka tl lay
3SG remain 1DU 1DU INF see DED
'God has killed them all, there remains only us, we will see.'

Consider again the clause:
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(20) zäm zdm zdm a zdm za
eat eat eat 3SG eat EE
a n kdddm ngan 6dt
3SG PREP calabash 3SG take
'She ate her fill, then she took her calabash.'

If, instead of the verb 6dt 'take', a verb that does not affect the subject,
one uses the verb käp 'break a vessel', the speaker may represent the
event with the marker ka, expressing his sympathy for the subject's loss:

(21) zdm zdm 2dm a zdm
eat eat eat 3SG eat EE 3SG PREP
kdddm ngdn kap ko
calabash 3SG break POS
'She ate her fill, and then she broke her calabash.'

The following examples illustrate the speaker's attitudes toward the
proposition, most likely the attitude of sympathy, although it is not al-
ways clear who is the object of sympathy:

(22) /// a rd rnallum kd gra
leave PRED PREP marabout PREP want
mmjivek ko dzd ngä-wäl ngdn ka
medicine INF kill co-wife 3SG POS
'She went to a marabout to get medicine to kill her co-wife.'

(23) M kd tak ka
2SG INF attack POS
'If you prevented her . . . '

The marker ka may occur in specific interrogative clauses. Its posi-
tion in such clauses is before the interrogative marker:

(24) md bdl pay wa ko vi
REL cut tree DEM POS who
'Who cut this tree?'

The marker ka may also be used in questions about the truth:
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(25) ka bdl pay ka
INF cut tree POS
'Did he cut a tree?' (The interrogative modality is obtained
through the raised intonation over the whole sentence.)

The marker ka is mutually exclusive with the marker za:

(26) ko ngd ka *za
INF break POS EE
'He broke it.' (He was affected by the breaking.)

or:
(27) ko ngs za

INF break EE
'He broke it.'

4. Conclusions

The point-of-view of subject is a separate domain, different from the
domain of semantic relationship between the verb and its arguments and
adjuncts, and different from grammatical relations. The category point-
of-view of subject is a counterpart of the goal-orientation category only
when the latter has the object in its scope.





Chapter 7
Locative predication and locative complements

1. Introduction

This chapter deals with two issues: the coding of locative arguments and
the coding of adjuncts. Locative arguments are those arguments that
code the goal or the source of movement. There are also locative argu-
ments of a stative locative verb, equivalent to "to be in place." Argu-
ments can be added only to some verbs. Locative adjuncts can be added
to any verb, not only verbs of movement. Locative arguments and ad-
juncts constitute one semantic domain, as evidenced by the complemen-
tary nature of the coding means used.

The system of coding locative predication includes configuration, the
predicator 0, prepositions ka and n, and the auxiliary za. Locative predi-
cation in Mina presents two problems. The first problem has to do with
the functions of various coding means, which can be used alone or in
conjunction with other coding means. Here is the illustration of the cod-
ing means used.

The locative predication can be coded by juxtaposition alone:

(1) aba nd-ά ngan w ta
ASSC go-GO 3SG village
'Then she returned to her village.'

The preposition n can occur alone. The nasal is followed by a schwa in
predictable phonological environments:

(2) tsay ma ti ti nd-ά nasta
then REL look look go-GO enter (F.)
nd yam
PREP water
'Then the one who was good at looking entered into water.'

The predicator ά also can occur alone:
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(3) / rj kd Yjddv-a a kayak
3PL PREP INF fall-GO PRED earth
'They will fall down on the ground.' (written sources)

Finally, the predicator and the preposition can occur together:

(4) van da rä mana a
rain fetch:GO D.HAB like PRED
ti9 lurno
PREP market
'It was raining from the direction of the market.'

These data present us with two sets of questions. The first has to do
with the conditions under which the predicator and the prepositions are
used, while the second has to do with the categoriality of the form a.

The second problem has to do with the form of possessive construc-
tions that constitute a part of the locative predication. It is usually as-
sumed that the form of a syntactic structure A is independent of the
higher syntactic constituent B. Thus, the structure of a noun phrase is
assumed not to depend on the syntactic structure of which the noun
phrase is a part. In Mina, however, the structure of a genitive phrase does
depend on the higher constituent of which the genitive construction is a
part. A genitive construction that functions as a subject or object must
contain the genitive marker to\

(5) hidd td kwaykway-yn wäciy
house GEN hyena-PL DEM
'house of those hyenas'

If a genitive construction functions as a locative complement in some
locative predications, however, the genitive marker id is not used:

(6) has a idd kwaykway-yn \vacirj
arrive PRED compound hyena-PL DEM
'She arrived at the compound of the hyenas.'

This alternation must be explained, since there is no theoretical rea-
son why the internal structure of a construction should change depending
on the type of a higher construction in which it occurs. As will be shown,
the solution to problem 1 allows us to postulate a hypothesis explaining
the problem 2.
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2. Functions of coding means in locative predication

Lexical items involved in a locative predication may be inherently loca-
tive or not. Toponyms are inherently locative nouns, as is the word damu
'uncultivated area(s), bush'. Items like these are referred to as 'locative
complements'. Inherently non-locative nouns include [+human] nouns
and pronouns. Directional verbs of movement and Stative locative verbs
are inherently locative and are referred to as 'locative predicates'.

Following is a summary of the interactions among coding means in
the domain of locative predication:

Locative predicate and locative complement:
Coding through juxtaposition (example 1);
Locative predicate and non-locative complement:
Predicate n Noun (example 2);
Non-locative predicate and locative complement:
Predicate a Noun (example 3);
Non-locative predicate and non-locative complement:
Predicate a n Noun (example 4)

2.1 Locative Predicate and Locative Complement: Coding through jux-
taposition

When both the predicate and the complement are inherently locative, no
locative prepositions are used; the properties of the lexical items in-
volved ensure a locative predication interpretation. The inherently loca-
tive verbs include the pair: nda 'go', tsu 'went', and the borrowed verb
nastd (F.) 'enter'. These verbs do not usually take the locative predicator
ä in natural discourse. If the locative complement is also an inherently
locative noun, no preposition occurs between the verb and the comple-
ment:

(7a) ya -bd ndd tdtd birj
call PL-ASSC go 3PL.POSS room
'They went into the room.'

(7b) abd nd- ngdn wüta
ASSC go-GO 3SG village
'Then she returned to her village.'
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The evidence that a locative argument after a verb is a complement
rather than a direct object is provided by the behavior of the end-of-event
marker za (phrase- internal forms: z, za). This marker occurs before a
locative complement (8, 9) but after a direct object (10):

(8) hidi kd ndd za damit ma par kd bay
man INF go EE bush REL first PREP chief 3PL
n kd dal-a-rj ma
PREP INF do-GO-3SG mouth
'If anybody goes to the field before the chief, they will make him
a lot of problems.'

(9) tsey hidi \vacirj tay z wutä ä
so man DEM return EE house 3SG say

medig ngdrj wäcirj ngambü
PRED PREP neighbor 3SG DEM friend
ha kd de6-e-rj dal
2SG INF bring-GO3SG money
na hldd wä dal vänu
PREP man DEM money how much
'When the man came back to the house, he said to his neighbor,
"Friend, you brought money to this man. How much money?"

End-of-event marker after a direct object:

(10) wäl nd kd dzan- skim par
ah wife 1SG INF fmd-GO thing another

bädap
EE again
'Ah, my wife found another thing again.'

2.2 Locative Predicate and Non-Locative Argument: Predicate n Noun

When the predicate is locative but the complement is non-locative, the
complement must be marked for its locative role. This is done by the
preposition n, whose function is to mark a non-locative noun as a loca-
tive complement:
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(11) mlnjee mbd mz märmär kd naz-a
now boy REL pasture INF abandon-GO
kw-yil Z3 n9 lay
goat-PL EE PREP field
'Now the shepherd left the goats in the field.'

The evidence that lay is inherently non-locative is that it can also mean
'time':

(12) tdr lay to mltds
month time GEN hunger
'The year of the hunger.'

Further evidence for the non-locative nature of the noun lay is that it
may be used, without additional marking, as the subject or object of a
clause:

(13) tay a nda-ha nda tu a tii
go 3SG go-GO go:GOsee 3SG see
lay mi dish-yi tseey za
field REL cultivate-STAT finish EE
'She came to see that the field has been cultivated completely.'

(14) guzak nay kd vl-a-k lay za
uncle 1SG INF give-OBJ-lSG field EE
'My uncle gave me a field.' (both examples from written sources,
hence no tonal notation)

Mina has a locative anaphor, m^rj, that is used to refer to inherently
non-locative nouns. As opposed to inherently locative anaphors, marj is
treated as inherently non-locative, as evidenced by the fact that it re-
quires the preposition n:

(15) bdk bdk a bdk-a-rj bd wirnjik
fill fill 3SG fill-GO-3SG ASSC ash
kd nd mdrj
PREP PREP ANAPH
'He filled them [the shoes] with ash.'
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2. 3 Non-Locative Predicate and Locative Complement: Predicate a
Noun

A locative predication whose predicate is non-locative must be marked
by the particle a. This particle marks a non-locative predicate as having a
locative function. The particle a follows the direct object, if any. If the
complement is inherently locative, it occurs without the preposition n.
The verbya 'call' is inherently non-locative. The nouns bin 'room, hut in
a compound', and Ida 'house' are inherently locative:

(16) nd- ya ngül ngdn a blrj
go-GO call husband 3SG PART room
'And [she] called her husband into the room.'

The vQrbföt 'skin' also is inherently non-locative and therefore the loca-
tive predication with this verb must be marked by the predicator a:

(17) rjkwB to lavey hi ko skam- za
goat GEN black 2PL INF buy-GO EE
hi fat ka a kayak
2PL skin POS PART earth

black goat, when you have bought it, you skin it on the
ground.'

Even verbs involving motion may be inherently non-locative. The verb
/// 'leave, move' is inherently non-locative, and so requires the predica-
tor a if the locative complement is to be used:

(18) til ngdn a wta
leave 3SG PART house
'He returned home.' (written sources)

Similarly, the verb de 6 'carry':

(19) bay n kädbm ngän 6dt deß a
chief PREP calabash 3SG take carry 3SG
deß ka a Ida
carry POS PART home
'The chiefi took hisj calabash and carried it home.'

A non-directional verb, such as yän 'move house', must be followed
by the particle a even when followed by a deictic marker or locative
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anaphor. If the anaphor is inherently locative, it is not preceded by the
preposition n:

(20) kwaykway-yn wä za ngd ha
hyena-PL DEM COMP if 2SG
mbal-ü ha yän a kacitj
want-3SG 2SG move PRED here
'The hyenas told her, "If you want to, you can move in here.'"

(21) ee hid-yii wä -bd yarj tdtd
eh, man-PL DEM PL-ASSC move 3PL
a maciy
PRED there
'Those people moved over there.'

The predicator a is used after the verb daha 'exist' when this verb
has a locative complement. This fact is the evidence that the verb is in-
deed an inherently non-locative verb:

(22) hakpm cCaha a blrj ngzn
daughter exist PRED house 3SG
'There is a girl at her house.'

Although the particle a codes a locative predication, it is not a predi-
cate for the whole proposition. This particle is a 'local predicator', viz. a
predicator with a limited scope extending only to the next complement.

If the clause has no predicate, the locative predication is coded by the
particle a and a locative complement. This is evidence that the particle a
alone functions as a locative predicate:

(23) kwayarj za $i ma mdts-yi
squirrel COMP meat REL die-STAT
boytor) damit
large PRED bush
'The squirrel said, "There are a lot of dead animals in the bush.'
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(24) mimey ämma bifeav ä
leopard 3SG COMP truly God 3SG
mbal-a-kü nd- foi gwacf a biy nay
like-GO-lSG go-GO meat plenty PRED room 1SG
The leopard said, "God truly loves me, as there is a lot of meat
in my room.'"

The phrase beginning with a local predicator is a new phrase, as evi-
denced by the fact that lexical forms preceding it occur in phrase-final
form. In the following example the adjective bay toy 'large' has the
phrase final form rather than the phrase internal form, which is bay(2:

(25) sey müä bäytay a damit ziblr ziblr
so tamarind large PRED bush dark dark
'There is a large tamarind tree in the bush; it is dark.'

2.4 Non-Locative Predicate and Non-Locative Complement: Predicate a
n Noun

If neither the predicate nor the complement is inherently locative, the
locative predication is marked by the locative predicator a and the
preposition n, marker of the locative complement:

(26) sey täkar til a n$ yam
so turtle leave PRED PREP water
mal mdl mdl- dzdödy
seize seize 3SG seize-GO five
'So, the turtle went in the water and caught five.'

(27) sey wal wäciy kid skü a dal-aha
so woman DEM able NEG 3SG make-GO
sey ddB ii do6 $ Idptäl
so take 3PL take PRED PREP hospital
kd hürgd tay
INF cure DED
'This woman was not well, she was sick. So she was brought to a
hospital for treatment.'
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(28) / n ka zam aba bay mata
3PL PREP INF eat ASSC chief same place
z ngar ά ΠΒ lay ma nta
lizard PRED PREP place REL one
'They will eat with the [large red-headed] lizard in the same
place.'

(29) ha tarj tawar a na fal tat rj
2SG DED suffer PRED PREP among 3PL
'You suffer a [a lot] among them.'

The locative predicator a and the preposition n are also used to code
the addressee of the verb of saying, evidence that the verb is inherently
non-locative, and that the addressee is coded as locative complement.
The verb, however, is also coded for the dative predication through the
third person singular object marker #, the form used only with dative
complements:

(30) ha rj ka luw-o-y ζίη ά n9 vi
2SG PREP INF say-GO-3SG then PRED PREP who
'Who are you going to tell it to?'

(31) α ζά ά nd gimityd άζ
3SG COMP PRED PREP monkey go
t m medigl ngafc ngafc i ngafc-ά
1DU neighbor pull pull 3PL pull-GO
pom ά midigitf kwayarj
until PART court squirrel
'He said to the monkey, "Let's go, neighbor." They went to the
squirrel's courtyard.'

3. Genitive construction in the locative phrase

It is often assumed that the form of a syntactic structure A does not de-
pend on the larger syntactic structure B, of which A is part. Coding of
the possessive relationship in Mina contradicts this assumption. Here,
the same semantic relationship between two nouns is coded in two dif-
ferent ways, depending on the hierarchically higher form in which this
relationship is realized. If two nouns in modifying relationship are a part
of the argument of the clause, the modifying relationship is coded by the
preposition ta:
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(32) duwdy td madmgwarze aba mala
back GEN donkey ASSC wound (from illness)
The back of the donkey has a wound.'

(33) ka nzla duw y t£ madmgwarze (zo)
INF cure back GEN donkey (EE)
'He cured the back of the donkey.'

If the two nouns in modifying relationship are part of a locative phrase,
however, the modifying relationship is coded by juxtaposition alone and
the genitive particle is not allowed:

(34) ka di duwan madirngwarze
INF put back donkey
'He put it on the back of the donkey.'

(35) til ζά ά blrj kul-yil
leave EE PRED room ancestral spirit-PL
'He went into the house of kulis and . . . '

The situation is further illustrated by contrasting phrases culled from
texts with elicited sentences in which the same phrase is used as the
subject or object of the clause. The modifying relationship between
nouns occurring within a locative phrase is coded by juxtaposition. The
same relationship in a noun phrase serving as an argument is coded by
the genitive marker ta\

(36) ά bly wal nak w
PART room wife REM DEM
'Into the room ofthat wife [mentioned before in discourse, but
quite far before]'

Cf.:
(37) bly to wal naka wa nek

room GEN wife REM DEM good
'The room ofthat wife is good/nice.' (elicited)

(38) a wta wal naka waciy
PRED home woman REM DEM
'Into the home ofthat woman'
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(39) hos a ida kwaykway-yi \vaciy
arrive PRED compound hyena-PL DEM
'She has arrived at the compound of hyenas.' (elicited)

Cf. the modifying construction as an argument of a clause:

(40) hldff IB kwaykway-yi wacirj
house GEN hyena-PL DEM
'house of those hyenas' (elicited)

An explanation for the intriguing behavior of the genitive construc-
tion lies in the inherent properties of locative predicates and the locative
predicator a. As shown in section 2, especially 2.3 and 2.4, the form a is
a locative predicator that is used in a locative clause whose predicate is
not inherently locative. The form a thus may be said to be a predicator,
not of the entire clause, but of the verb phrase: It codes the complex of
verb and following noun as a locative predication.

An important component of the proposed solution to problem 2 is the
hypothesis that the genitive marker td also is a predicator, but a modify-
ing predicator: It says, 'this head noun has a property X', where the
modifier codes the property X. The reason that the genitive marker td
cannot be used in a locative construction when it is immediately pre-
ceded by the locative predicate is that the same argument-trie head noun
of the genitive construction— would thus be marked as part of two differ-
ent predications, the locative predication (as marked by the presence of
an inherently locative verb or the locative predicator a) and the genitive
predication, as marked by to. Thus, there appears to be a constraint that
prevents the same noun from being a constituent of two different predi-
cations at the same time.

The evidence for the proposed hypothesis consists of several facts.
First, in some contexts, the forms a and td are interchangeable, providing
evidence that they have the same categorial function. Since it has been
shown that ä is a predicator, therefore the function of td should also be
that of a predicator:

(41) fad td ngid ä tdkoq
cow GEN DEM PRED GEN:1PL
'The cow over there is ours.'

(42) fad td ngicf td tdkorj
cow GEN DEM GEN GEN:1PL
'The cow over there is ours.'
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Second, the two forms cannot co-occur, which provides evidence
that they perform functions in the same domain:

(43) *b)d to nglcC a to
cow GEN DEM PRED GEN GEN:1PL
'The cow over there is ours.'

In a locative construction whose complement is not inherently loca-
tive, the complement is marked by the preposition n (cf. sections 2.2 and
2.4). This preposition may co-occur with the genitive marker. However,
if the complement of the locative construction is inherently locative, and
therefore is not marked by the locative preposition n, the genitive marker
is omitted in the locative predication. In 44, the first modifying con-
struction, dawoy kwaykwaya 'back of the hyena', has no genitive marker,
while the second, ma td kwaykwaya 'mouth of the hyena', is marked by
to. The locative predicator a cannot co-occur with to, since the presence
of td would mark the noun doworj as both part of the locative predication
and head of the genitive construction. The verb of the second clause,
'put', is inherently locative and so has the same properties as the predi-
cator a. However, there is an important difference between the locative
complements of the two predicators. The expression doworj td kwayk-
waya 'back of the hyena' is much more inherently locative than the ex-
pression mo to kwaykwaya 'mouth of the hyena'. Back of an animal is
typically the place where the load is carried. The evidence for the inher-
ent locative characteristic of the 'back of hyena' is that doway tz kwayk-
waya 'back of the hyena' is not marked by the locative preposition n,
while the expression mo td kwaykwaya 'mouth of the hyena' must be
preceded by the locative preposition n in a locative predication. Since the
locative predicator dom 'put' is separated from the genitive construction
mo to kwaykwaya by the locative preposition «, the genitive head md
cannot be construed as the argument of two different predications. For
this reason, the genitive marker to is not omitted, but marks mo as head
of a genitive predication:
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(44) sey 6di skdy-yii waciy dzaw dzaw dike
so take thing-PL DEM tie tie all
a d9W9tj kwaykwaya 6dt liji
PRED back hyena take bridle (F.)
dam nd ma to kwaykwaya
put PREP mouth GEN hyena
'He took those things and attached them all to the back of the

hyena. He took the bridle and put it in the hyena's mouth.'

The natural discourse data fully support the proposed explanation.
Here are a few more examples of possessive constructions without the
genitive marker in locative predications with inherently locative com-
plements. Since the complement is inherently locative, there is no prepo-
sition n, and so the genitive particle is omitted:

(45) wal wä kd dzay riikut tdtd
woman DEM INF close clothes 3PL
kd a bly ngiil ngdn
POS PRED room husband 3SG
'The womani has locked theirj clothes in the room of her hus-
bandi.'

(46) a za a nd gimifoicf az
3SG COMP PRED PREP monkey go
tümü medigl ngab nS^b * ngat$-a
1DU neighbor pull pull 3PL pull-GO
pam a mldigia" kwayay
until PRED court squirrel
'He said to the monkey, "Let's go, neighbor." They went to the
squirrels' courtyard.'

A spatial specifier followed by a noun is an inherently locative construc-
tion. It is not marked by the preposition n and so the genitive marker is
not used:

(47) nd- dew ka a bar malitm
go-GO sit POS PRED side marabout
waciy
DEM
'He came and sat down next to the marabout.'

A genitive phrase following the preposition kd also does not contain
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the genitive marker to. In 48-49, each genitive construction is part of a
locative phrase marked by ko, and the genitive relationship is coded by
apposition alone. From this, it follows that the preposition kd also is an
inherent predicator:

(48) α ζά \vacirj nek skit naz kd
3SG COMP DEM good NEG throw POS
diiwdq da
behind house
'He said this isn't good. He threw it behind the house.'

kdts wal ngdy-yn aba w z-y
monkey gather wife 3SG-PL ASSC children-PL
torj nd-ά clke ko duway
DED go-GO all PREP behind
da kwayatj
compound squirrel
'The monkey gathered his wives and children. They all stayed
behind the squirrel's house.'

The preposition n9 may be derived from the verb ndd 'to go'. The
evidence that the verb and preposition are related is independently pro-
vided by another product of grammaticalization of the same verb. When
the verb "to go" is used as an auxiliary verb, i.e. the first verb in a se-
quence of verbs, it has a variant nd along with nda:

(49) nd\ndd gr-ά nam ydm
go fmd-GO 1DU water
'Go bring us some water.'

The variant nda is in the speech of the same speaker who uses the
variant ndi for the habitual form.

4. Locative deictics and anaphors

The locative deictics are ka 'here' and ma 'there', the latter having also
anaphoric function. These forms are followed by suffixes hin or ein in
phrase-final position. Depending on the dialect, the vowels of the forms
ma and k are fronted when followed by the suffix with the high front
vowel:
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(50) a käcin [ä kecin] and [a käcin]
'It is here.' (in the same compound, but cannot be seen)

kuji mecin/hin
Kuji DEM
'Kuji is there.'

The deictic forms occur without the preposition n&, which is the evi-
dence that they are inherently locative:

(51) kwaykway-yu wa za ygB ha
hyena-PL DEM COMP if 2SG
mbal-ü ha yän a kaciy
want-3SG 2SG move PRED here
'The hyenas said to her, "If you want, you can move in here.'"

(52) ee hid-ytt wa -bd yarj
eh man-PL DEM 3PL-ASSC move
tdta a maciy
3PL:POSS PRED there
'Those people moved over there.'

With directional verbs, the deictics occur without the predicator a and
without any prepositions:

(53) da kacin
bring here
'Bring it here!'

da kahin
bring here
'Bring it here!'

(54) nd- töhin
go-GO here
'Come here!'

The auxiliary za is placed before the locative deictic:

(55) SB Z3m zd kacin
1SG eat EE here

will eat here.'
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(56) SB zdm Z3 matin
ISO eat EE there

will eat there.' (either deictic or anaphoric reference)

In phrase-internal position the form ma or ka is used:

(57) hi skdm /p zd ka vu
2PL buy cow EE here Q
'Will you buy a cow here?'

The evidence for the deictic function of kä is provided by its use
when it refers to an entity in the environment of speech:

(58) kwaykwa-yu wä lit zerj i zä
hyena-PL DEM say RECIP 3PL COMP
hidl wa ka da dopdäp
people DEM here exist only
'The hyenas said to themselves, there are people in here.'

(59) md zd baytd gombok-yii za syi
REL EE large frog-PL COMP COM
hi kam fu tarj hi wan ka
2PL TOP all DED 2PL sleep:IMPER down
mukadkadarj suludsulud
upside down two two
'The largest of the frogs said, "You all lie down on your backs in
pairs'"

In some cases, it is not possible to say whether low tone kä is the
deictic locative marker or the affected marker occurring after a high tone
morpheme:

(60) kwaykway za mbirj Mm
hyena COMP ANAPH TOP meat
tlkinirj mo nzä hin ka
GEN:2PL SUBJ stay you here
'The hyena said, "If it is like that, your meat should remain with
you."'

If the remote marker ma is used, the goal-oriented marker must be
added to the verb. The form mä indicates a location other than the place
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of speech or a place not within visual range:

(61) hi skdm-ά fed ζέ m v
2PL buy-GO cow EE there Q
'Will you buy a cow there?

The form without a locative deictic is unspecified for place:

(62) hi skdm fed ζέ v
2PL buy cow EE Q
'Will you buy a cow?'

The antecedent of the locative m may be a place previously mentioned
in discourse, or whose existence can be easily deduced from the preced-
ing discourse:

(63) ndd feagam syi mal ά mal-a-y
go talk COM hit 3SG hit-GO-3SG
td had tdtB ma ba syi
3PL strike 3PL there again COM
'They talked to [to the stick]. It started beating them over there
again.

The form ngicC indicates an unspecified location different from the
place of speech, 'somewhere', and 'someplace'. Because of the meaning
of this form, it cannot be used with m or k or with ein or hin. The ad-
verb may be preceded by the locative predicator a but not by the prepo-
sition n (elicited examples):

(64) sd di (a) ngid
1SG put PRED somewhere
Ί put it somewhere.'

(65) SB kd dl (a) ngicC
1SG INF put PRED somewhere
Ί put it somewhere.'

5. Prepositional form of pronouns

After the locative predicator a, pronouns occur in the genitive form, i.e.
the form that incorporates the genitive marker t a (td in phrase-internal
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position).

(66) a nan or a ta nan 'for me' (in phrase-internal position it becomes
a tan)
a tukon

ngdn
a tu-mü (1DU INCL)

a tlnen
a tikinerj (phrase internal a tlkini)
a tdtan

(67) ngway a wdzi tük-yü
'say' PRED children 2SG-PL
day day a tar) fls
much much PRED ISO small
'Say, for your children it is a lot, for me it is little'

(68) mällu tarj wereh-ns
teacher COMPPRED GEN:1SG trick-lSG
duhä
exist
'The teacher said, "As for me, I have my means.'"

6. Preposition ka

Preposition kd is a directional marker of adjuncts, coding location or
movement inside a contained space. It is thus a spatial specifier. The
spatial specifier kd precedes the locative predicator a. This phenomenon
is interesting in view of the fact that in many Chadic languages (Mupun,
Frajzyngier 1993, Hausa, Newman 2000) spatial specifiers occur after
locative prepositions. The fact that in Mina the spatial specifier occurs
before the form a provides another argument against a being a preposi-
tion. Here are examples coding the stative locative, in this case the loca-
tion where the event takes place:

(69) kaf ya ya-ha-w 6at
morning 3PL call 3PL call-GO-3SG take
/ 6at za dzarj kd a birj
3PL take EE find PREP PRED room
'In the morning, they called him and locked him up in the room'
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If the verb is locative and the noun is not locative, i.e. requires the
preposition «, the spatial specifier ka occurs before the preposition n:

(70) nd-ά ηάζ ά ηάζ ka na lay
go-GO throw 3SG throw POS PREP place
tar)
DED
'He went and threw it into its place [in the bag].'

The preposition ka also occurs before the preposition n:

(71) lam birj fro hamas nd-ά h fe ka
build house cut straw go-GO thatch POS
wan ka na may
lie inside PREP L.ANAPH
'(He).. .built a house, cut straw, thatched the roof, and lay down
inside it.'

If both the verb and the noun are inherently locative, the preposition
kd is the only preposition used if movement into is involved:

(72) ee, a na mba te gwidirj ηάζ
ah, 3SG PREP child GEN one put
ka jiB
in hole
'Then she threw one child into the hole.'

The preposition ka is also used for constructions coding the change
of X into Y:

(73) ma mb d-yi kd ng l
REL transform-STAT into man
'He changed into a man.'

(74) giikucf ma mb d-yi kd f lf lwad
larva REL turn-STAT into butterfly
'The larva has changed into a butterfly.'
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(75) kwaykway-yil nak f u ma mbad-yi
hyena-PL REM all (F.) REL transform-STAT
kd wir zidep ab tebey-yn nakaha
PREP gravy only ASSC granary-PL REM
'The hyenas became [meat for] her gravy, and the granaries [be-
long to her].'

(76) bay 6st za ngsn de6 ka Ida
chief get EE 3SG carry POS home
'The chief took it [the stick] and carried it home.'

7. Preposition mbeh

The preposition mbeh (mbe in phrase-internal position) means "close to".
It can occur alone or be followed by locative deictics:

(77) cR mbeh
put close
'Put it nearby.'

The presence of a deictic following mbeh indicates that mbeh is a prepo-
sition rather than an adverb:

(78a) cd mbe mehin
put close DEM
'Put it near by there.'

(78b) sd mbe mehin
ISO close DEM
Ί am nearby.'

The preposition mbeh derives from the verb of the same form
which functions as auxiliary:

(79) sd mbe kd ndav-aha
ISO approach INF fall-GO
Ί almost fell down.'
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8. Preposition

The preposition means "above" or "behind" but excludes contact be-
tween the object and the locative reference point. Like other spatial
specifiers, this preposition is used regardless of the locative features of
nouns and verbs:

(80) motä to wafcaf fir tälän tokon
motor GEN sky fly above head 1PL
'An airplane flew above us.'

(81) SB kd cTi ngicf
1SG INF put above somewhere

put it over there.'

9. Coding the locative source

The direction "from" is coded by verbs of movement and the marker za,
which follows a locative complement:
(82) boy za gar kä zä

chief COMP leave here EE
The chief said, "Get out of here!'"

(83) tsu ngay märßak zä
went 3SG.POSS Marbak EE
'He left Marbak.' (cannot be said in Marbak)

(84) tsu ngdrj kä zä
went 3SG.POSS here EE
'He left from here.'

Note that the adverb kä 'here' keeps its vowel in phrase- internal posi-
tion. Unlike the point-of-view of subject marker it may not be reduced to
kd in phrase- internal position.

(85) tsu ngdrj ma za
went 3SG.POSS there EE
'He left from there.' (either deictic or anaphoric)

If the noun is not inherently locative, it is made so by the preposition nd:
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(86) sey aba nd-ά ngay nd yam ζά
so ASSC go-GO 3SO PREP water EE
'Then, he came out of the water.'

(87) sey 6at bakat r der t larj
so take bag balance head
1ώ cfiy-ά ngdy z
INF put-GO 3SG EE
'He took the bag, balanced it on his head, and started to return.'

If the main verb is in the perfect aspect, the locative noun phrase
must be preceded by the locative predicator a:

(88) md nda-y ng y a m r ak ζά
REL return-STAT 3SG PRED Marbak EE
'He has returned from Marbak.'

The use of the auxiliary za in clause final position to code the source
of movement provides a piece of evidence for the hypothesis that za de-
rives from a verb 'to be', and even 'to be at a place'. In the West Chadic
language Mupun, the source of movement is coded by the verb 'to be'
following the noun phrase expressing the source (Frajzyngier 1993).
Although the two verbs are not cognates, the use of the same construc-
tion, which is exceptional in both languages, provides an argument that
the constructions emerged through a similar grammaticalization process.
Hence, the argument that the markers following the source noun phrase
have the same meaning.

10. Preposition gadarj 'under'

The form gdday or kdday 'under' has two functions. One is to narrow
down the location of the object or subject with respect to the head of the
locative phrase. Such markers narrow the spatial orientation to inside,
outside, on the side, and so on, of a locative center. These forms are also
locative prepositions because they cannot co-occur with the preposition
nd. The structure of the locative phrase with these forms is as follows:
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(89) a nza kaday pay wäcin
3SG be under tree that
'He was under that tree but he is here now.'

The use of the preposition n before the preposition kaday makes the
sentence ungrammatical:

(90) *a nzä na gaday pay -wacin
3SG be PREP under tree that
'He was under that tree.'

11. Preposition ndög 'bottom, inside1

The notion 'inside' is coded by the marker ndoy 'bottom, inside':

(91) ku way- zä a ndoy biy
INF sleep-GO EE PRED inside house
'He slept in the house.'

12. Prepositions duwztj 'back' and kzbdm, 'in front'

The noun düwäy 'back' can serve as a preposition meaning 'behind'.
The decision on whether something is 'in front' or 'behind' is different
for objects and people. Objects in front of the speaker are a kabam, 'in
front' (kabam "front part" of anything). Objects behind those objects are
a duway 'in back' (duway 'back', starting at the root of the neck going to
the waist). If people are involved, then the determining factor is their
face from the point of view of the second participant. If the two persons
are facing each other, they are a kabam 'in front' of each other. If one
person is facing the back of another than this person is a düway 'in back'
of the other person.

(92) kwtt kdbdm kada
kuli in front kida
'the kuli (a small clay pot) is in front of the kida ( a larger pot for
water).'

(93) kado duway kwili
kida behind kuli
'the kida is behind the kuli.'
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For persons facing each other one would say:

(94) könay a kabam kädu
Konay PRED front Kadu
'Konay is in front of Kadu.'

For persons facing somebody's back:

(95) kadum duwar) konäy
Kadum back Konay
'Kadum is behind Konay.'

The noun tälärj 'head' is a spatial specifier for 'surface, just above':

(96) 6dk a 6aka talarj yam
pour 3SG pour head water
'He threw it on the surface of the water.' (written sources)

13. [+human] nouns as locatives and the preposition r

A [+ human] noun cannot serve as a locative argument or adjunct with-
out an additional coding means. One of the means is the use of another
head noun of which the [+human] noun is a modifier. The nouns that
serve as heads of locative expressions with a human goal are wuta
'home' and bra 'side':

(97) tsu wuta ein
went home his father
'He went to his father.'
/ tsu tatarj a \vta tatäy
3PL went 3PL PRED village GEN:3PL
'They departed to their place.'

The evidence that locative marker bar, phrase internal form of the
noun bra, has indeed the meaning 'side', is provided by its use with in-
animate nouns:

(98) sa no nza a bar misyorj
ISO HAB stay PRED side mission

stay at the mission.' (speaker A)
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(99) S3 ηζέ a bdr bin kuli
ISO stay PRED side house deity
Ί stay at the mission.' (speaker B)4

Here is an example of the use of this noun as a locative marker with hu-
man locative complements:

(100) askd tsu ngdy bdr
actually went 3SG side children
'But actually she went to be with her children.'

Another means of coding a [+human] noun as a locative argument or
adjunct is through the preposition r:

(101) sey kwaikway til a rd kwayarj
so hyena go PRED PREP squirrel
'So, Hyena went to Squirrel.' (written sources)

(102) tan a nd-ά r bay t y
go 3SG go-GO PREP chief DED
'He went to the chiefs.'

The preposition r is often realized as [rs] when syllabification con-
straints require it, i.e. when a disallowed consonant cluster would other-
wise emerge:

(103) sey \v l w til rd ngm
so woman DEM leave PREP 3SG
'So the woman went to him.'

(104) sey kwaykway til r 3 kway y
so hyena leave PREP squirrel
'So the hyena went to the squirrel.'

4. This is an interesting formation given the fact that the term kuli refers to ancestral
spirits, clay pots used in the cult of ancestral spirits, but also to anything that is un-
der the protection of an ancestral spirit. The term may well have originated as
meaning 'pot', because even today it also refers to the pot used for keeping beer.
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(105) a r ngamb ngdn
3SG PREP friend 3SG
'He is at his friend's.'

The preposition r and the lexical means can substitute for each other:

(106) SB ndd ra ceh
ISO go PREP your father
Ί am going to your father.'

(107) sd ndd wiita ceh [sandu ta ce]
1SG go house your father
Ί am going to your father.'

The preposition [r] may be preceded by the locative predicator a:

(108) S3 skam-a (a) r mba ma-ts
1SG buy-GO PRED PREP son mother-2SG
(z )
EE
Ί bought it from your younger brother.'

(109) a skdm-ά fe a r bitsl
3SG buy-GO cow PRED PREP Bitsi
'He bought a cow at Bitsi's.'

(110) a ni nzd a r-ηαη
3SG HAB stay PRED PREP-1SG
'He lives at my place.' (said outside of the speaker's place)

14. From "hand" to preposition: the grammaticalization of r

Although the predicator a and the preposition na have cognates in
closely and remotely related Chadic languages, the preposition r does
not (cf. Frajzyngier 1987c). One of the possible sources of the preposi-
tion r is the lexeme r a 'hand'. Vowel reduction from ra to r is predict-
able in phrase-internal position. The word ra 'hand' in phrase-internal
position is also reduced to r:
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(111) na fadgam md to r to
1PL.EXCL talk REL GEN hand GEN
kasdrna
Kasuma
'We talked about the hand of Kasuma.'

(112) nok kd lu nd/*a
1PL.INCL INF talk PREP/PRED
r-t kasdmä
hand-GEN Kasuma
'We talked about the hand of Kasuma.'

The absence of the genitive marker in the locative construction is also a
predictable characteristic of the behavior of genitive constructions in
locative complements.

15. Direction toward the indirect object: the auxiliary r a

An interesting characteristic of the Mina grammatical system is that it
has a special category, movement toward the indirect object. The move-
ment toward the indirect object is coded through the auxiliary r a, glossed
as DAT.OR for "dative orientation" occurring at the end of the verbal
phrase. Although the marker has the same segmental structure as the de-
pendent habitual marker and it occupies the same syntactic position, it is
not a dependent habitual marker because it has a high tone (dependent
habitual has a polar tone) and it co-occurs with the future tense marker:

(113) kd sföm-a-h ndlr r a
3SG PREP INF buy-GO-2SG sorghum DAT.OR
'He will buy sorghum for you and will bring it to you (here or at

another place).'

(114) ä n kd skam-a-rj ndlr r a
3SG PREP INF buy-GO-3SG sorghum DAT.OR
'He will buy sorghum for him and will bring it to him.'

(115) ä n kd skdm-ä-k ndlr r a
3SG PREP INF buy-GO-lSG sorghum DAT.OR
'He will buy sorghum for me and bring it to me.'

A clause without the auxiliary ra does not imply movement toward
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the indirect object:

(116) ά η kd skam-a-k ndrl
3SG PREP INF buy-GO-3SG sorghum
'He will buy sorghum for me.'

If there is no overt dative marker, the marker ra indicates that the
event is for the benefit of the subject or object and that there is subse-
quent movement toward the beneficiary's place:

(117) n kd skam ndlr r a
3SG PREP INF buy sorghum DAT.OR
'He will buy sorghum for himself and go with it.'

(118) bay za hi nd-ά tikln aba ma
chief COMP2PL go-GO2PL ASSC mouth
tsko wal-yii ded-e-rj w d ra
evening woman-PL take-GO-3SG food DAT.OR
'The chief said, "Return in the evening. The women will bring
him food.'"

The directional function of ra explains why it cannot be used with
intransitive predicates, because there is no dative argument:

(119) *ά n-kd \νάη ra
3SG PREP-INF wash DAT.OR
for 'he will wash and . . . '

16. Conclusions

There are three fundamental means in the coding of locative arguments
and adjuncts. If the verb is inherently locative, i.e. a directional verb of
movement, or a locative stative verb, and the noun is inherently locative,
the locative complement is marked only by the position following the
verb. If the predicate is not a directional verb of movement or a locative
stative verb, the locative predication is marked by the locative predicator
ά. If the noun is not inherently locative, such a noun must be marked by
the preposition na. Human arguments, if they are to occur as locative
complements, are marked by the preposition r, most likely derived from
the lexeme ra 'hand'.

Mina has also grammaticalized a category of the movement toward a
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dative argument. This category is coded by the form ra following the
object. The dative orientation marker provides additional evidence for
the existence of the category "dative".





Chapter 8
Adjuncts

1. Introduction

The category "adjunct" includes functions that can be added to any
clause, regardless of the inherent properties of the verb. Inherent ad-
juncts are added without any prepositions. The non-inherent adjuncts
can be added only by one or more prepositions. The present chapter de-
scribes all adjuncts other than locatives, which have been described in
the previous chapter.

2. The topical adjunct

The topical adjunct is a topic of a verb of saying. This adjunct is coded
by the noun tälärj 'head' preceding a noun that is the topic of a verb of
saying. The topical adjunct occurs after the end-of-event marker, if any:

(1) ndk ka lit z% tälärj dok
1PL INF talk EE head horse
'We talked about a horse.'

The topical phrase with tälärj may also be preceded by the locative
predicator a. When this is the case, the auxiliary za does not occur:

(2) ndk ko lu a tälärj kasdmä
1 PL INF talk PRED head Kasuma
'We talked about Kasuma.'

The form tälärj is an obligatory component of the topical phrase; its
omission results in an ungrammatical expression:
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(3) *nok kd lu a kasdmä
1PL INF talk PRED Kasuma
for 'We talked about Kasuma'

(4) *nok kd fadgam a dok
1PL INF talk PRED horse
for 'we talked about a horse.'

If another part of the body is used, tälärj 'head' is not used, but the
topic is then the specific part of the body. Moreover, the part of the body
occurs in the possessive construction, i.e., it is followed by the genitive
marker td, and it must preceded by the preposition nd\

(5) nok kd lu nd/*a ngaz td dok
1PL INF talk PREP/PRED leg GEN horse
'We're going to talk about the leg of the horse.'

The locative predicator a may be combined with the preposition nd to
code topical case:

(6) nok kd lu a nd ngäz to dok
1PL INF talk PRED PREP leg GEN horse
'We're going to talk about the leg of the horse.'

3. The associative phrase

The associative phrase is a separate phrasal category, i.e., it is not a part
of the verb phrase. The evidence for this claim is provided by the fact
that final-vowel-deletion phenomena do not operate in front of the asso-
ciative phrase. The associative phrase is marked by the preposition b(d).
The form without the singular-participant-coding vowel a occurs when
the first component of the associative construction is a pronoun, a de-
monstrative, or a definite marker:

(7) sd bd rjku nta
1SG ASSC goat one

have one goat.'
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(8) sku syl kd zdm skdrj-yn wa bd mi
NEG COM INF eat thing-PL DEM ASSC what
Or else what to eat those things with?' (tone on wa is high be-
cause it has 'absorbed' the vowel with its high tone from the as-
sociative preposition abd)

(9) kd pek ml jip naka bd mbey
INF cover mouth hole REM ASSC it
'to cover the entrance hole with it'

The associative preposition has the third-person singular pronoun a
when (a) there is no preceding noun; or (b) when the preceding noun
phrase is singular. The associative preposition is used to code an addi-
tional participant in the event, the commitative:

(10) //' n kd zdm abd bay mdtazängar
3PL PREP INF eat ASSC chief lizard
a nd lay md nta
PRED PREP place REL one
'They will eat with the large red headed lizard in the same
place.'

Recall from Chapter 3 on noun phrase structure that subjects or more
precisely the controlling co-participant has the plural associative prepo-
sition. When the second participant is non-subject or non-controlling,
the singular preposition is used:

(11) tsey baka sd n kd \varj
so today ISO PREP INF sleep
aba wäl tük wäcirj
ASSC wife 2SG DEM
'Today I will sleep with your wife.'

The associative marker codes the role of the noun phrase that fol-
lows it rather than being primarily a marker of the relationship between
two noun phrases:

(12) dal melez abd kilif
do seasoning ASSC fish
'He made traditional seasoning with fish . . . '
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(13) mo sd yam obd mbi tay
SUBJ drink water ASSC ANAPH DED
'He should drink water with that.'

The associative preposition is also used to code clause-initial adver-
bial phrases of time, when the adverb is an inherent noun. In this func-
tion, the associative has the form ab. The associative phrase coding ad-
juncts is never coded by the plural form i-b.

(14) ab difwdy mbey
ASSC back ANAPH
'afterwards'

The associative preposition may also have a verbal complement.
Such a complement consists of the verb and its object, if any:

(15) kayä cfiyä wälld-td bd dd tay
INTERJ(F.) start help-3PL ASSC cook DED
'She started to help them cook.'

4. Associative through adverbial expressions

There is also another way of coding an associative function, viz. through
adverbs corresponding to 'together'. Mina has two forms that distin-
guish number in the associative function. The adverb gräß is the asso-
ciative for a singular co-participant. The adverb laylay is used for plural
co-participants. The associative adverbs follow the second component of
the construction. The second co-participant is always represented
through plural pronouns, the first-person plural, second-person, and
third-person plural. The calculus involved in this representation is as
follows: Any person plus first person = first-person plural. The form of
the adverb codes the number of the second co-participant:

(16) a nzä nu lumo nä gräß
3SG be PREP market 1PL.EXCL together
'He was at the market with me.'

(17) a nzä nü lumo nok lay lay
3SG be PREP market 1PL.INCL together
'He was at the market with us.'
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Any person plus second person is coded by second-person plural.
Whether the second person is singular or plural is coded by the form of
the adverbs:

(18) nü lumo hi gräß
3SG be PREP market 2PL together
'He was at the market with you (sg).'

(19) nü lumo hi laylarj
3SG be PREP market 2PL together
'He was at the market with you (pi).'

We see here the interaction of various systems at work. If it were not
for the form of the associative adverbs, there would not be a distinction
between the singular and plural co-participants in the first and second
person.

For a second co-participant that is third person, the functional do-
mains are different. If the first co-participant is controlling the event,
any person plus the third-person singular is coded by the third-person
singular pronoun:

(20) tsu n lumo a gräß
went PREP market 3SG together
'He went to the market with her/him.'

If the two participants have equal status, the second co-participant is
coded by the third person plural pronoun ii, and the singular associative
adverb gräß:

(21) ko wal ngdn ndd vay
even wife 3SG go where
ii gräß däp
3 PL together always
'No matter where his wife goes, he is always with her.'

(22) a nd- a Ida zeßera ä n ko
3SG go-GO PRED house follow 3SG PREP INF
dd wzda i graß dap
prepare food 3PL together always
'When she returns home, and when she cooks he is always with
her.'
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Any person plus third-person plural is coded by the third-person plural
pronoun:

(23) nil lumo tatd larjlarj
3SG was PREP market 3PL together
'He was at the market with them.'

The third person singular pronoun coding the second co-participant can
be omitted:

(24) ka dal- gazad" groß
INF do-GO work EE together
'He worked with him/her together.'

The first person dual has the singular associative adverb:

(25) tsey na -kd way baka na groß
so 1DU PREP-INF sleep today DU together
'So we will sleep together today.'

The notion of disassociation is coded by the adverbparpar 'separately':

(26) dali -bd dawäy i tsü zä a
Dali PL-ASSC Daway3PL went EE PRED
na lumo parpar
PREP market separately
'Dali and Daway went to the market separately.'

5. Adverbs ja ändern 'also'

The function of the adverb yä is to indicate that the proposition that was
true with respect to some preceding clause is also true for the clause in
which yä occurs. The adverb yä at the end codes identity of objects.

(27) ngüläy damä Iruway damä yä/*yom
red sorghum good yellow sorghum good also
'Red sorghum is good and yellow sorghum is also good.'
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(28) dirif te fck daha ya
song GEN seed exist also
'There is also a song of seeds.' (written sources)

The adverb yä is not a conjunction, as it cannot be used just to con-
join the elements of a sentence or proposition.

(29) was ngülay wacin Iruway
this red sorghum this white sorghum
wa ba viyicf *ya
and still millet
'This one is red sorghum, this one is white sorghum, and this one
is millet.'

The adverb yä also codes an event in a series of other events. In such
usage, ya codes the beginning of a new event. The following utterance
follows an utterance in which the subject's other activities were de-
scribed:

(30) sey 6dt gaddt ya
so take arrow also
'Then he also took an arrow,...' (written sources)

The adverb yom 'also' occurs after its scope. It signifies that the
truth of the proposition in its scope obtains as well as the truth of some
preceding proposition:

(31) SB bl dam yam
1SG chief of war bush also

am also a member of the warrior clan.'

If the scope is fronted for topicalization, the marker yam is also
fronted, following its scope:

(32) hldi mindi yam kawit
man other also 3SG take care (F.)
kuzak zd vit
maternal uncle EE Q
'The other person, also, can he take care of the maternal uncle?'

The marker yam may occur after the noun phrase or at the end of the
clause. The scope of the adverb is whatever precedes it:
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(33) tlti yam gow-yü
3PL also hunter -PL
'As for them also, they are hunters.'

(34) tltiy gaw-ynyam
3PL hunter -PL also
'They are also hunters.'

(35) S3 mbal yam yam
1SG like water also

also like water.'

(36) was häz ta kuji ta ngicf \va
this dog GEN Kuji GEN there DEM
häz ta bitsl yam
dog GEN Bitsi also
'That's Kuji's dog and the one over there is Bici's dog.'

(37) minje hidi ab hida ngan yam
now man ASSC compound 3SG also
'Let's say that a man has his own compound also' (like every-
body else).

The marker yam has a number of sentential and discourse functions
that are described elsewhere in the grammar.

6. Adverbs of time

Time adverbs can be lexical or phrasal. Lexical time adverbs are not ad-
ditionally coded by a morphological marker. Inherently temporal ad-
verbs may occur in clause-final or clause-initial position. Adverbs of
time may be followed by demonstratives. In such a case, their final
vowels are deleted. Thus, the adverb bakähä 'today' is reduced to
[bäkä]:
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(38) koo ha boy ka v l-a-y
even 2SG think INF give-GO-3SG
hafcam tuk na hidi baka \vadrj
daughter 2SG PREP man today DEM
'Even if you are planning to give your daughter away to some-
one today .. .'

Compare the adverb in clause-initial position. Although there is a noun
in the topicalization position, the adverb occurs right after the topical-
ized object:

(39) kwik kwalkwal-yii bakah kd mal ta
kwik leper-PL today INF seize 3 PL
pat ί η ka reh-e ι
tomorrow 3PL PREP INF escape-GO PREP
tiki nok tlyu
where 1PL.INCL see:3SG
'Lepers. Today we will catch them. Tomorrow we will see from
where they will escape.'

(40) turn ha tspadapu ni yam dap
always 2SG remain crouched PREP water only
'You always remain crouched in one place in the water.'

There are two prepositions used in the coding of adverbial phrases of
time: the associative preposition with third-person singular marker ob,
the locative preposition na and the locative predicator ά. Adverbial
phrases marked by prepositions may occur at the beginning or at the end
of the clause. The choice of preposition depends on the head of the ad-
verbial phrase. The associative preposition ab is used with the following
heads: nzacf'nighl'^pic 'sun'; names of seasons, e.g. kram 'dry season';
and some times of day, e.g. aba tskoh 'evening' and ab kaf 'in the
morning':

(41) hafaam ngan ζά ά k ciy
daughter 3SG COMP PRED here
/ ta mva ra ba nzacf sk
3PL defecate feces D.HABASSC night NEG
'Her daughter said, "Here one does not defecate at night.'"
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(42) sey abd bid i kd du wuda
so ASSC sun 3PL INF prepare food
za
EE
'Then, at the sunrise, when they prepared the food . . .'

(43) kasdmä a ni skdm ndrl
Kasuma 3SG HAB buy sorghum
äbd/*ä krdm
ASSC/PRED dry season
'Kasuma buys sorghum during dry season.'

(44) abd bits/nzadu/ [absnzadu]
'during the day /night'

The word nzadu 'night' cannot occur with the preposition nd or the
predicator a:

(45) *on nzadu
'at night'

*a nzadu
for 'at night'

The locative predicator a precedes words like pat 'next day'. Other
prepositions may not occur with this noun:

(47) a pat
PRED next day
'tomorrow'

*abs pat
ASSC next day
for 'tomorrow'

*ana pat
PREP next day
for 'tomorrow'

The combination a pat has the meaning "future
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(48) ά ζά ά pat mbay zidep wal
3SG COMPPRED tomorrow cut now woman
ngan a za san mbal ngiil
3SG 3SG COMP ISO like husband
w sk
DEM NEG
'He said, "From now on, I will not do it." His wife said, "I don't
like this husband.'"

(49) mab r ζά mbud p ηάζά-h ka
lion COMP sorry leave-1SG POS
a pat mbarj s gar ka dal
PRED next day break 1SG want INF do
yaw aba ha sk
contempt ASSC 2SG NEG
'The lion said, "Excuse me, from now on I won't give you any
problems.'"

(50) ha gar ka dal a pat sk
2SG want INF do PRED next day NEG
'In the future, don't do it.'

The preposition n occurs with the noun tra 'a unit of time, month':

(51) an tar lay ta feak
PREP month time GEN sow
'during the time of sowing'

(52) *ά/aba tar lay ta fyak
PRED/ASSC month time GEN sow
'during the time of sowing'

7. Adverbs of reason

Adverbial phrases of reason occur in clause final position. The adverbial
phrase is marked by the preposition ka 'in'. The benefactive argument
can be added to clauses with intransitive verbs. The pronominal argu-
ments are coded by possessive pronouns preceded by the preposition ta:
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(53) dawäy nd- ka to tanärj
Daway go-GO PREP GEN 1SG
'Daway came here for me, because of me, thanks to me'

(54) bid faagam aba bay ka to tükoy
Bitsi talk ASSC chief PREP GEN 2SG
'Bitsi talked to the chief about you/for you'

The preposition ka also codes the notion of using X for Y:

(55) kwayäy 6at gadzambal ngan 6at nakä
squirrel take guitar 3SG take REM
kd käp- nd-ä 6at duwarj
INF break-GO go-GO take back
gan diyä za ngan kd kadam aba
3SG put EE 3SG PREP calabash ASSC
nda ngan \
go:GO 3SG PRED house
'Squirrel took his guitar, the one that he broke, put it on his back
as his calabash, then he returned home.'

8. Adverbs of manner

Adverbs of manner can be derived from any lexical category through
reduplication. Reduplicated lexical items are not preceded by any prepo-
sitions. Thus, from the noun clde 'pile' the reduplication derives the ad-
verb clde cide clde clde 'in piles':

(56) \virnjlk diy- bak-aha
ash put-GO pour-GO
clde clde clde clde a kataf
pile pile pile pile PRED road
'Ash was pouring out of the shoe in small piles on the road.'

The form dap occurs only in clause-final position. Its functional
range involves limitation of an argument, be it subject or object, or
limitation of the event to the one explicitly stated in the clause. In the
present grammar it is variously glossed as Only', 'just', 'like that':
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(57) ndä diy- i dl Bombay wa
go put-GO 3PL put stick DEM

kd n fadd td dap
in PREP court (F.) DED like that
'They went and put the stick in the court of the chief.'

The adverb tatä 'alone' is derived from the numeral nta One' (note
the deletion of initial nasal in the word-internal position):

(58) S3 tatä alone'
ha tatä 'you alone'

The adverb tatä can also be used with plural pronouns, which is the evi-
dence that tatä has already grammaticalized to become an adverb:

(59) $ kay ä ßy nam tatä
3SG say INTERJ (F.) 3SG remain l DU only
'He said, "Look, only the two of us remain.'"

The adverb blbic-bibic 'all day' is derived from the noun blbic 'day'.
Adverbial reduplication from bisyllabic sources is accompanied by the
reduction of the last vowel in the first reduplicated part: nzadu 'night'
-» nzädnzädu 'all night'. Similarly one can derive adverbs from adjec-
tives, e.g. from darna 'good' one can derive an adverb damdama 'well';
frommbeh 'close', mbehmbeh 'recently':

(60) md lim gwafo mbehmbeh wä vi
REL see elephant now DEM who
'Who just saw an elephant?'

9. The scope of the adverb tatä 'alone, only'

The adverb tatä narrows the scope of the preceding noun by excluding
all other potential arguments. If the only argument in the clause is the
subject, and if the subject is to be in the scope of the adverb, the anaphor
mbi must be used before the adverb:

(61) ngäz bu mbi tatä
leg turn ANAPH one-one
'The wheel turned itself
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(62) ddvdr tdrlän mbi tatä
hoe turn ANAPH one-one
'The hoe turned itself.'

If the object is in the scope of the adverb, the adverb is not preceded
by the anaphor mbi:

(63) sd n kd bit ngäz tatä
ISO PREP INF turn wheel one

want to turn the wheel only.'

If the clause has a subject and an object, and if the scope of the ad-
verb is the subject, the anaphor mbi must be used before the adverb:

(64) bitsl bu ngäz mbi tatä
Bitsi turn wheel ANAPH one
'Bitsi turned the wheel alone.'

When there is no anaphor mbi then the scope is the last noun phrase:

(65) sd n kd bü ngäz s tatä
ISO PREP INF turn wheel ISO one

want to turn the wheel alone (only me, nobody else).'

10. Adding a beneficiary

The adjunct coding the beneficiary is marked by the genitive preposition

(66) a-ndd r sku mbi mi
3SG-go D.HAB NEG 3SG ANAPH
zeber to tukorj
follow GEN 2SG
'She does not leave in order to follow for you.'

11. Adverb bä 'again'

The adverb ba, 'again' can occur at the end or at the beginning of the
clause:
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(67a) kd zdm td ngdn cik zidep bä wä
INF eat GEN 3SG full now again DEM
ha n ka lüw-a-rj a varjgay
2SG PREP INF say-GO-3SG PRED how
'Given that he has already eaten his fill again, what are you go-
ing to tell him?'

(67b) aa damä wal wa bä ä
ah, good woman DEM again 3SG
lüw-a-r} tar)
say-GO-3SG 3PL
'"It's good," the woman told them again.'

In negative clauses, the adverb acquires a polar meaning, 'anymore':

(68a) ä sdn ska bä
3SG know NEG more
'She does not know anymore!'

(68b) wal wa hay häy ka dal väygay
woman DEM cry cry INF do how
a sdn ska bä
3SG know NEG again
'This woman cried, "What should I do?" She did not know any-
more!'"

12. Cognate adverbs

The term cognate adverb designates adverbs formed with the same root
as the verb. This term is formed on analogy with the term cognate ob-
ject, where the object is cognate with the verb. The cognate adverb in
Mina is formed through the preposition / preceding the verbal stem.
Such an adverbial phrase follows the verb without an object. The cog-
nate adverb is used to confirm somebody's presupposition, with an ex-
planation to follow:

(69) sd misil-e i mlsil
3SG COMP 1SG steal-GO PREP steal
'He said, "I stole it'" lit. stole it by stealing'
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13. Conclusions

There are two types of coding means for adjuncts: lexical, i.e. the item is
an inherent adjunct and therefore not additionally marked by a preposi-
tion; and phrasal, where the adjunct is marked by a preposition. Two
prepositions are used for the coding of adjuncts: the associative preposi-
tion ab and the locative preposition n. In addition, the locative predica-
tor a is also used.

Adverbs of manner are derived from other lexical categories through
reduplication.



Chapter 9
Goal-orientation extension

1. Introduction

In African and Chadic linguistics, the term "verbal extensions" has
come to designate a wide range of suffixes added to the verb. Mina has
just one extension, labeled here 'goal-orientation extension', and
glossed as GO. This extension is an important element of the grammati-
cal system as it interacts with the coding of argument structure and
locative predication.

2. The form of the goal orientation extension

The goal orientation extension is coded by the suffix a in phrase-
internal position and aha in phrase-final position. The change from aha
to a follows predictable phonological rules, viz. deletion of the final
vowel, followed by deletion of the glottal continuant in phrase-internal
position. Pronominal objects follow the goal orientation extension:

(1) / n kd tak-a-k 1ώ
3PL PREP INF forbid-GO-lSG POS
kd nd-ά a pat
INF go-GO PRED next day
They will forbid me to come tomorrow.'

With a long pause between the clause and the adverbial phrase:
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(2) / n kd tak-a-k kd
3PL PREP INF forbid-GO-lSG POS
kd nd-aha a pät
INF go-GO PRED next day
'They will forbid me to come tomorrow.'

Without the goal orientation extension the verb ends in schwa:

(3) i n-kd tak-a-k kd
3PL PREP-INF forbid-GO-lSG POS
kd ndd a pät
INF go PRED tomorrow
'They will forbid me to go tomorrow.'

The tone on the suffix a is high. If the suffix replaces the vowel of
the verb, it carries its own tone, viz. the high tone. Consider the verb da
'cook'. In phrase-internal position, it is reduced to d, and schwa is in-
serted if required by syllabification. If there is a goal orientation suffix,
it assumes the position of the vowel of the verb and it has high rather
than low tone. The tone of the goal orientation suffix has no effect on
the tone of the infinitive marker kd, which, in phrase-initial position,
keeps its tone as determined by the underlying tone of the verb:

(4) kd dd za
INF cook EE
'He cooked it.' (unspecified place)

(5) kd d- zä
INF cook-GO EE
'He cooked it.' (not in the place of speech)

(6) kd sd mav zä
INF drink beer EE
'He drank beer.' (unspecified place)

(7) kd s- mav zä
INF drink-GO beer EE
'He drank beer.' (not here)

If the verb has inherently high tone, the goal orientation extension has
high tone as well:
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(8) t ts-ά lay z
INF burn-GO field EE
'He burned the field.' (not here)

Cf.
(9) kd tsd lay z

INF burn field EE
'He burned the field.' (unspecified place)

The vowel of the goal orientation suffix is raised to e if the preceding
vowel is [+front]:

(10) SB ζϊη-έ m lum z
ISO return-GO PREP market EE
Ί returned from the market.'

3. Function of the goal orientation extension

The general function of the goal orientation extension is to indicate that
the event happened at a specific place, that the movement is directed
toward a specific place. The specific place may be overtly coded by a
locative expression, or it may be omitted. The direction involved may
be toward the speaker or another deictic center (ventive) or away from
the speaker or another deictic center (allative, andative). The possibility
of two directions provides the evidence that the function of the marker
cannot be either ventive or allative. The scope of the goal orientation
extension may be either the subject or the object.

With intransitive verbs, the subject is in the scope of the goal orien-
tation. The goal orientation extension interacts with the inherent mean-
ing of the verb. Thus the verb nd means 'depart, go' without the goal
orientation extension, and 'arrive' with the goal orientation extension:

(11) sey tarj a nd-aha α ζά
so go 3SG go-GO 3SG COMP
'So he came and said . . '

(12) van wilkil ko nd-aha
rain fail INF go-GO
'The rain had not yet come.'
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(13) ä nd- zd vü
3SG go-GO EE Q
'Will he come?'

Cf.:
(14) a ndd zd vü

3SG go-GO EE Q
'Will he go?'

The deictic center can be the place where the story is unfolding:

(15) sey, ab duwdy mbi
then (H.) ASSC back ANAPH
läkwat mo nd-a-y za
river REL go-GO-STAT EE
'And afterwards the river came.' (Seasonal rivers fill up after the
rains.)

If the story is unfolding at the place of speech, the goal orientation
extension may have the ventive interpretation. In the following exam-
ple, the object is expected to move to the place of speech:

(16) ndd y-aha-\v
go call-GO-3SG
'Go call him here.'

Compare the form without the goal orientation extension: The verb does
not imply movement of the person to the place of speech.

(17) ndd y-u
go call-3SG
'Go call him.'

The extension does not have to imply movement toward the place of
speech. It may simply indicate that the event occurred at the place that
the listener should be able to deduce either from the previous discourse
or from general knowledge:

(18) sey hldl wäciy a ndd kd tal-ahä
so man DEM 3SG go INF walk-GO
'Then that man went for a walk.'
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Compare the above sentence with the one where the man comes for a
walk:

(19) say hldl \vacirj a nd- kd tal
so man DEM 3SG go-GO INF walk
'Then that man comes for a walk.'

(20) mlnjee mbd md marmar kd naz-ä
now boy REL pasture INF abandon-GO
kw-yil zd nd lay
goat-PL EE PREP field
'Now the shepherd left the goats in the field.'

In the following fragment, the verb mar 'shepherd' is used with the goal
orientation marker. The verb ndd 'go' is used without the goal orienta-
tion extension:

(21) ndi mar-aha a za nd
3PL HAB shepherd-GO 3SG COMP PREP
mbd md td gwicfin ndd
child REL GEN single go
märä-ha däkaytii \vuta
shepherd-GO others house
'They have the habit of pasturing somewhere else. He asks one
of the children to go and pasture. The others are at home.'

The form without the extension has no implication as to where the event
has taken place.

Systematic evidence for the goal orientation function is provided by
the constraint that does not allow the use of the goal orientation marker
and the proximate demonstratives within the same clause. Such a use
would constitute an internal contradiction:

(22) */ nkd skdm-a zä fed nta
3 PL INF buy-GO EE cow one
abd ykü nta a kecin
ASSC goat one PRED here
'They bought a cow and a goat here.'

Compare the following sentence, which is grammatical without the goal
orientation marker:
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(23) / nkd skdm z fad nta
3PL INF buy EE cow one
aba yk nta a kecin
ASSC goat one PRED here
'They bought a cow and a goat here.'

With non-movement verbs, the goal orientation indicates that the
event happened at a place other than the place of speech:

(24) sd nz-ά m r ak
ISO stay-GO Marbak
Ί was in Marbak.' (said in Maroua)

The following exchange illustrates the function of the goal orienta-
tion extension. To the question:

(25) ha mbal \vdda kd zdm vii
2SG want food INF eat Q
'Do you want to eat?'

The answer with the goal orientation marker indicates that speaker
ate somewhere else:

(26) o<3 s kd zdm-ά z
no 1SG INF eat-GO EE
'No, I already ate [somewhere].'

The answer without goal orientation marker does not specify the place:

(27) όό s kd zdm za
no 1SG INF eat EE
'No, I already ate.'

The verb ddt 'take' does not inherently indicate goal. The addition
of a goal requires addition of the goal orientation extension:

(28) s kd ddt-ά yam kd palah
1SG INF take-GO water PREP outside
Ί took the water out of the room to outside.'
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If no movement into some other place is involved, the goal orienta-
tion extension is not used:

(29) Bdt a 6dt defter ngzn
take 3SG take Koran (F.) 3SG
'He took out his Koran.'

(30) 69t a 6dt kädod ngm
take 3SG take arrow 3SG
'He took his arrows...'

(31) / ndd
3PL go
bühü
bag (F.)

ko
INF
nta
one

ber-e
sell-GO

clkicf
sesame

'They were going to sell one bag of sesame seeds.'

One can use the goal orientation extension in interrogative clauses
about place. In the following sentence, the goal orientation marker is
obligatory because the situation requires the addressee to be at the place
of speech and the question implies that the speaker does not know
where the event took place:

(32) ha wan-a a tiki
2SG sleep-GO PRED where
'Where did you sleep?'

The goal-orientation extension is not required for the future tense;
the place of speech is the possible location for the event:

(33) ha rj ku wan a tiki
2SG PREP INF sleep PRED where
'Where are you going to sleep?'

4. Grammaticalization of the goal orientation marker

There exist cognates of the goal-oriented marker suffixed to the verb in
other Chadic languages, from the Central (Hdi, Frajzyngier with Shay
2002, Gidar, Frajzyngier to appear) and West branches (the 'applicative
extension' in Hausa, Newman 2000 and references there). Therefore,
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the grammaticalization of the marker most likely preceded the split of
Proto-Central Chadic, and very likely is even older. One can only
speculate how the marker a grammaticalized as the goal orientation
marker. A possible process of grammaticalization is as follows: First,
the form a had a locative function coding direction of movement (Fra-
jzyngier 1985, 2002). The locative center might have been a place or a
person. Subsequently, the locative marker became attached to the pre-
ceding verb. In a subsequent stage of grammaticalization, the locative
predicator occurring before the pronominal object became a formal re-
quirement for pronominal objects, regardless of whether the pronoun
represents the indirect or the direct object. This situation to a certain
degree parallels that of the Spanish locative preposition a.

5. Conclusions

Unlike some other Central Chadic languages spoken north of Mina (cf.
Frajzyngier with Shay 2002), Mina has only one verbal extension, goal
orientation. This marker has two types of goals in its scope: (1) locative,
coding movement toward the place of speech, the default case, or to
another specified place, and (2) object orientation, coding the presence
of a pronominal object. The goal orientation extension probably gram-
maticalized from the same form that produced the locative predicator a.



Chapter 10
Tenses

1. Introduction

The term 'tense' designates grammatical coding of the time of an event.
The term 'aspect' refers to the coding of the event from the point of
view of its internal characteristics. Mina has the categories tense and
aspect, but they belong to one functional domain, as evidenced by the
fact that tenses and aspects cannot cooccur within the same clause, and
also by the fact that there exists a verbal form which is unmarked, and
may have either tense or aspectual interpretations. We describe tenses
and aspects in separate chapters only on the basis of the main charac-
teristics of the categories involved and not because they belong to dif-
ferent domains in the grammar of Mina.

The domain of tense in Mina has two subdomains: future and past.
In the future tense, there is a distinction between the coding of prag-
matically independent and pragmatically dependent clauses. Pragmati-
cally independent clauses are clauses that do not require another propo-
sition or a specific situation for their interpretation. A clause is marked
as pragmatically dependent so that the hearer is forced to interpret it in
connection with another previously mentioned or yet to be mentioned
clause. In negative clauses, the future tense is coded in a way different
from the coding of either independent or dependent clauses.

Within the past tense, there is a distinction between the coding of
singulative events (the unmarked, default form) and the coding of plural
events, marked by multiple reduplications of the verb.

A clause unmarked for tense may have various time interpretations,
including past, present, and future, depending on the tense of the imme-
diately preceding clause.
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2. Future tenses

There are three grammaticalized means of coding future time. Two of
these means code a different type of clause. One tense codes future in
pragmatically independent clauses, and the other codes the future in
pragmatically dependent clauses. The future tense markers alone can
code the type of clause. Since the two tenses are in a way complemen-
tary, we shall describe their functions together.

2.1 The form of the independent future

The independent future has the subject followed by the verb, followed
by the auxiliary za, coding the end-of-event. The marker za must occur
after the object:

(1) sä ber-e-y $d-n za
ISO sell-GO-3SG cow-ISO EE

will sell him my cow.'

As with all instances of the end-of-event markers, the locative and time
adverbials follow the particle za:

(2) dawäy nd- zd bäka ba tskoh
Daway go-GO EE today ASSC afternoon
'Daway will come this afternoon.' (elicited)

The third-person pronominal subject is marked by the pronoun ä:

(3) a nd- zä
3SG go-GO EE
'He will come.'

2.2 The form of the dependent future

The dependent future is marked by the form nkd or na ka, which may
well be a complex construction consisting of the locative preposition na
followed by the infinitive marker kd. The evidence that the construction
consists of the preposition and the infinitive marker is provided by three
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facts. First, the form n is often realized as «a, which would not have
been the case if it were part of the morpheme *nkd. The second fact is
that the tone on the form kd depends on the tone of the following verb,
just like the tone of the infinitive. The third fact is that in negative fu-
ture clauses, the form kd occurs without the marker n. We therefore
gloss the sequence n kd as PREP INF. The third-person singular subject
is marked by a. All pronominal and nominal subjects precede the se-
quence n kd. The dependent future complex precedes the verb:

(4) na n kd nd-ά bd tskoh
1PL.EXCL PREP INF go-GOASSC evening
'We (EXCL) will come in the afternoon.'

(5) hi n kd nd-ά bd tskoh
2PL PREP INF go-GOASSC evening
'You will come in the afternoon.'

The preposition n is deleted if the preceding pronoun ends in a con-
sonant, which is the case for the first person dual and plural inclusive
pronouns:

(6) nam kd nd-ά bd tskoh. . .
1DU INF go-GO ASSC evening
'The two of us will come in the afternoon.'

(7) nok kd nd-ά bd tskoh
1PL.INCL INF go-GOASSC evening
'We (INCL) will come in the afternoon.'

2.3 Functions of the two future tenses

The dependent future indicates that the clause must be interpreted in
connection with another proposition, whether already made or still to be
made. The clause marked by dependent future may also provide neces-
sary information for the proper interpretation of another clause.

The dependent future occurs in temporal and conditional protasis
clauses:
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(8) hidl \vehiy ä van a n ko
man DEM 3SG COMPrain 3SG PREP INF
da a gdr kd nd-a-k kdsdm
fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG body
skü
NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"

The dependent future is used in comment-on-focus clauses. In the fol
lowing two examples, speaker subjects respond to a challenge:

(9) gaw ta-n dey
hunter COMP PRED GEN-1SG also
sd n kd foay tärj
1SG PREP INF cross DED
The hunter said, "I will also cross it.'"

(10) sd bo Sd n-ki mir) s tatä
1SG also 1SG PREP-INF stay 1SG alone

also will stay alone.'

In the following example the focus is on the reason phrase:

(11) ngäm fedgam wäcirj hid-yu mindlrj
because speech DEM man-PL another
ä n kd ngäts-a-h nof
3SG PREP INF pinch-GO-2SG heart
'Because of this word, the other person will disturb you.' (lit.
pinch your heart)

The dependent future cannot be used in an independent clause in isola-
tion:

(12) *ä n kd ngats-a-h nof
3SG PREP INF pinch-GO-2SG heart
for 'He will disturb you.'

In the following example the dependent future is used in the main
clause with the verb "to say." The full interpretation requires the com-
plement clause, viz. what will be said:
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(13) sä n kd foa blfyaf kd dzd
ISO PREP INF say God INF kill
däkaytiy t s ay zä ä min
others finish EE 3SG remain
s tatä
1SG alone

will say that God has killed the others, and that I alone re-
main.'

The independent future in the matrix clause, viz. sa fca za, would be
ungrammatical in the above example.

The dependent future codes information that is unexpected or con-
trary to expectation. Thus, in the following fragment, the dependent
future codes an imminent danger, that of God coming to kill the pro-
tagonists:

(14) a za kay ä fin
3SG COMP INTERJ 3SG remain
nam tatä mbehmbeh wo ä n
1 PL only immediately DEM 3SG PREP
kd nd- tarj
INF go-GO DED
'He (the frog) said, "Look, there remains only us. He (God) will
come immediately.'"

The dependent future may not be used in questions about the truth.
Only the independent future may be used in such questions:

(15) ä nd- zd vu
3SG go-GO EE Q
'Will he come?'

With specific questions only the dependent future is used, because
specific questions assume the truth of the rest of the proposition and are
interpreted in connection with the rest of the proposition:

(16) \va md kd ndd kd
but who INF go INF
gad-a-ndk ku vi
pickfire-GO-lPL fire who
'But who will go to find us fire?'
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The dependent future can be used with the complementizer za,
which indicates either that the tense is not necessarily synchronically a
verbal category and/or that the complementizer grammaticalized from a
verb:

(17) ha n ko za luw-ä- mok
you PREP INF COMP tell-GO-3SG what
'What will you tell it?' (error)

The use of dependent future alone codes focus, usually focus on the
predicate:

(18) bähaman za hi n ko
Bahaman COMP 2PL PREP INF
lüw-a-y syi barkämä
say-GO-3SG COM chief
'Bahaman said, "You say to it, my chief,'

Bombay hcC-a-k gi syi ä
stick hit-GO-lSG POL COM 3SG
n kd dal- täy
PREP INF do-GO:2SG DED
""Stick, hit me,' and it will do it to you.'"

(19) ü za baka syi ha n kd
3PL COMP today COM 2SG PREP INF
dd tal tiikorj
cook head 2SG
'They said, "Today you will cook yourself.'"

The dependent future is used in comparative constructions. The in-
dependent future may not be used there:

(20) S3 n-k si day ko hoy
1SG PREP-INF run surpass PREP 2SG

will run better than you.'

(21) *sa si day zä ko hoy
1SG run surpass EE PREP 2SG
for will run better than you.'
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The dependent future is by far more frequent than the independent
future in texts. The reason for this may be that many statements per-
taining to future events involve promises and commitments, which of-
ten require another proposition for proper interpretation:

(22) ndlka manje wähirj sä n kd dzay
better (F.) now DEM ISO PREP INF find
gombok za so n kd ndrafa
frog EE ISO PREP INF smash
mbäcf wirnjik
become ash
'From now on when I find a frog, I will smash it to ashes.'

The dependent future is used in clauses that follow the adverb of
time, be it phrasal or clausal. The clause that follows the adverb of time
is interpreted as a comment on the adverb of time. The independent fu-
ture cannot be used there:

(23) mbembe wo ä n kd nd- tarj
now DEM 3SG PREP INF go-GODED
'He (God) will come immediately.'

(24) *mbembe wa a nd- zä tarj
now DEM 3SG go-GOEE DED
for 'He (God) will come immediately.'

The following fragment illustrates the contrast between dependent
future used in a focus clause, and the independent future used in a
pragmatically neutral clause:

(25) / za bakä syi ha n
3PL COMP today COMP 2SG PREP
kd dd täläy tukorj
INF cook head 2SG
'They said, "Today you will cook yourself.'"

(26) a za a damä so da
3SG COMP ah good 1SG cook EE
'She said, "Good, I will cook.'"
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In questions about the truth, when there are no presuppositions, the
independent future is used:

(27) a lu-a-h za ha nek skit
3SG say-GO-2SG COMP 2SG good NEG
ng νύ
DUB Q
'Will he tell you that you are not good?' (I doubt he will.)

2.4 Future through the verb gdr 'want'

Future time may also be coded through the verb gdr 'want'. While the
use of the auxiliary gar is a standard means to code the negative future,
we have also one example of the use of this auxiliary in the affirmative
future:

(28) a fo-ά van nay a gar
3SG say father 1SG 3SG want
10 mbu
INF give birth
'He said, "My father will give birth.'"

The use of the auxiliary in the negative form, combined with the nature
of the example in the affirmative form, indicates that the auxiliary codes
hypothetical future.

2.5 Negative future

There are two types of negative clauses with future time reference. One
type involves use of the verb gra 'want' in its phrase internal form gra
or gdr followed by the infinitive marker ka, the main verb with its ob-
ject, if any, and the negative marker skit:
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(29) hldl \vehirj a za van a n
man DEM 3SG COMP rain 3SG PREP
kd da a gdr kd nd-a-k
INF fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG
kdSdm skü
body NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"

The evidence that the form gdr is an auxiliary rather than a lexical
verb is provided by examples where the lexical verb interpretation is not
possible:

(30) nok gdr kd nzd dam skü...
1PL.INCL want INF stay good NEG
'We will not be well

The other type of negative future is formed with the verb nda 'go',
followed by the dependent habitual marker and the negative marker skü
at the end of the clause. This is essentially a construction that denies
intentions:

(31) ha mbal hafedm ngdrj ä n kd
2SG like daughter 3SG 3SG PREP INF
za sd ndd-r kd vdl skü
COMP1SG go-D.HAB INF give NEG
'If you like his daughter, he will say, "I am not going to give
[her]'"

(32) ha kd lu za ha ndd rd
2SG INF say EE 2SG go D.HAB
kd td skü ein td \val tarj
INF pay NEG father GEN wife DED
a za hafadm wtd bay
3SG COMP daughter 1SG PRED home chief
'If you said that you will not pay, the father of the woman will
say, "My daughter is at the chiefs.'"

The evidence that the verb "to go" has grammaticalized as the
marker of the negative future is provided by the fact that it is not used in
the affirmative future:
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(33) ha mbal hafcam ngay a
2SG like daughter 3SG 3SG
n ka zä S3 val za
PREP INF COMP ISO give EE
'If you like his daughter, he will say, "I will give ...'

3. Independent past tense
3. 1 The reduplicated form of the verb

The independent past tense is coded by the reduplicated verb with the
subject, nominal or pronominal inserted between the reduplicated parts,
i.e., it has the form Verb Subject Verb. Presence of the nominal subject
in between the reduplicated parts of the verb indicates that reduplication
is not a morphological process, but rather a syntactic process:

(34) sey nda mal wal wä mal kä
so go catch woman DEM catch POS
Then the woman stopped it.'

The third-person singular pronoun is a. All pronominal subjects must
occur between the reduplicated parts of the verb and they all have high
tone:

(35) bay
cross 3PL cross EE
'They crossed [the river].'

Verbs occur with their underlying tone or the tone as determined by
inflectional morphemes. The reduplicated verb may have the goal ori-
entation marker added. The form that occurs after the subject does not
have the goal orientation marker:

(36) da da a da wane
draw:GO draw:GO 3SG draw alot(F.)
'It rained a lot.'
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3.2 Functions of the independent past

The evidence that the reduplicated form codes tense and not aspect is
provided by the fact that it can code both bounded and unbounded
events, thus ruling out the potential categorization into perfective or
imperfective aspect. Here are examples of bounded events:

(37) dzay a dzan-ά ma to gwidin nak
find 3SG fmd-GO REL GEN single REM
wehiy nd-ά ηάζ ά ηάζ ko rib
DEM go-GO throw 3SG throw POS PREP
lay t rj
place DED
'He found the one sesame of those [that were counted], returned
and threw it into its place [in the bag].'

Here is an example of unbounded event:

(38) da da a dz wane
draw:GO draw:GO 3SG draw alot(F.)
'It rained a lot.'

The evidence that the reduplicated form codes past tense is provided
by the fact that all sentences with the verb reduplicated leftwards desig-
nate past time and only past time event. This fact is amply illustrated in
all examples in this section.

The evidence that the reduplicated form codes past tense in a clause
that does not require another proposition for its interpretation is pro-
vided by the fact that the independent past tense may occur in the last
clause of a narrative:

(39) nd-ά ηάζ ά ηάζ ko nd lay t rj
go-GO throw 3SG throw POS PREP place DED
'He went and threw it into its place [in the bag].'

Another piece of evidence for the independent nature of the redupli-
cated form is that it is independent of the preceding and the following
propositions, as in the following fragment, where the independent past
is used in the middle sentence:
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(40) / nd-ra i nd-ra väy \vä
3PL walk-D.HAB 3PL walk-D.HAB rain start
kd da.
INF draw water
'While they were walking, rain started to fall.'

da da a dd wane
draw:GO draw:GO 3SG draw alot(F.)
'It rained a lot.'

sey, ab diiway mbey läkwat
then(H.) ASSC back ANAPH river
rrid nd-a-y za
REL go-GO-STAT EE
'And afterwards a river came.'

The proposition with the independent past tense may be a part of a
larger sentence, but then the clause has independent interpretation, as in
the following utterance consisting of two clauses:

(41) ta a tl da skit
see 3SG see exist NEG
'He looked around — nothing.'

One clause with independent past tense can be followed by another
clause with independent past tense:

(42a) ngdd ngdcf ngdd cike' (za) ka
count count 3PL count all (EE) POS
'They counted all [the sesame seeds].' (The form ka was first
given when a language assistant repeated the recorded sentence.)

(42b) dzaw i dzäw-u a ditwon madmgwarze
attach 3PL attach-3SG PRED back donkey
'They attached it to the back of the donkey.'

At least two verbs cannot be reduplicated, and instead another verb
is used in lieu of the first part of the reduplicated verb. One verb is pa
'give' used as the first part instead of the verb vaV 'give', and the other
is til 'depart'. In the case of the verb ndd 'depart', instead of the first
part of the reduplicated verb, the form til 'depart' is used:
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(43) ί ζά nd tu a ndd bah
3 PL COMP go leave 3SG go again
'They said, "Go!". And he went again.'

Additional examples of the usage of these verbs can be found in Chap-
ter 11, Sections.

The following are additional systematic arguments for the inde-
pendent nature of the reduplicated form: The simple reduplicated form
cannot occur in negative clauses, i.e. clauses which in the majority of
cases deny the truth of the presupposition. The reduplicated form cannot
occur in specific interrogative clauses, i.e. clauses that assume that truth
of a proposition and inquire about one element of the proposition. The
reduplicated form cannot occur in comment-on-focus clauses, or in
relative clauses, i.e. clauses that by their nature are comments on an-
other element. The reduplicated verb cannot occur in temporal or con-
ditional protases, i.e. clauses that cannot be interpreted on their own.
The reduplicated form can occur, however, in both temporal and condi-
tional apodoses, i.e. clauses that may be interpreted on their own.

4. The independent past-plural tense

The independent past plural is coded by the multiple leftward redupli-
cations of the verb, i.e., the reduplication has at least two instantiations
of the same verb before the subject pronoun (Verb) Verb Verb Subject
pronoun Verb. The nominal subject, if any, occurs before the first in-
stantiation of the verb. The singular or plural subject pronoun occurs
before the form that has been reduplicated. In the following example the
verb da 'cook' codes the past-plural event aspect in the matrix clause:

(44) sey kacf m \νά da da a
so calabash DEM cook cook 3SG
d-a-rj \viid mana \va mba pe
cook-GO-3SG food like DEM so much
ieieieie a ma kabam ng y
spread(4 times) PRED DEM face 3SG
'So the calabash made a lot of food for her and spread it in front
of her.'

The plurality of the event involves the plurality of either the object
of a transitive verb or of the subject of an intransitive verb, but does not
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involve the plurality of the subject of a transitive verb (cf. Frajzyngier
1985c):

(45) da da a d% wane
draw:GO draw:GO 3SG draw alot(F.
'It rained a lot.'

The plural form also may code multiple events performed by a single
subject, coding in effect an unbounded event:

(46) til a nd ydm td ab
go PRED PREP water DED ASSC back
mbey tly tly a tly-u
ANAPH look look 3SG look-3SG
'He entered into water and he searched for it [the sesame seed].'

The plural form is used when the object is plural:

(47) ngdd ngdd i ngdd cike' (za) ka
count count 3PL count all EE POS
'They counted all [the sesame seeds].'

5. Unmarked tense/aspect

The formal characteristics of the unmarked tense/aspect consist of the
absence of any tense and aspectual markers. The third person singular
pronominal subject is a.

The unmarked tense/aspect codes a pragmatically dependent clause,
i.e. a clause that must be interpreted in connection with another propo-
sition or in connection with a specific element in the environment of
speech. The tense and aspectual values of the unmarked form are de-
termined by the preceding tense or aspect in discourse. In the absence of
the preceding element in discourse, the time of the unmarked aspect is
simultaneous with the time of speech:

(48) ä zeßer md tükon
3SG follow word 2SG
'He is following your word.' (about an interpreter during a re-
cording session)
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a gdr ngülai-yü
3SG want red sorghum-PL
'He is looking for red sorghum.'

In addition to the indicative mood as illustrated above, the unmarked
aspect can be used in specific interrogative clauses. Its time and aspec-
tual interpretation is dictated by the preceding discourse and speech
context. In the following examples the unmarked tense has past time
interpretation in specific interrogative clauses:

(49) \vacirj syi bähaman ä dzd wul waciy
DEM COM Bähaman 3SG cry neck DEM
syi a feim-e nok mi
COM 3SG listen-GO 1PL what
[chief talking] 'Bähaman is yelling over there. What has he
heard for us?' (What kind of news does he have for us?)

(50) a tuk ha bay rd skü
PRED you 2SG think D.HAB NEG
wul bei m \ syi
neck break D.HAB DEM COM
'You are not thinking, you are crying with joy.'

ha lim-e nok mi
2SG see-GO 1PL.INCL what
'What have you found for us?'

(51) md mbdd vi
REL surpass who
'Which one is superior?' (with respect to characters mentioned
earlier in a story).

Here is an example of the use of the unmarked aspect in the specific
interrogative clause followed by the indicative clause also with the un-
marked aspect:

(52) ä mlsil mi ä mlsil \vuda
3SG steal what 3SG steal food
'What did she steal? She stole food.'
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The unmarked aspect may be a first aspect in a new episode of a
narration. Thus, the preceding clauses are followed by a clause that de-
scribes a specific event in the narrative:

(53) // zek yaw
3 PL make competition
'They had a competition.'

The unmarked tense aspect is used in non-focus constructions.
Compare the following exchange, which begins with a focus on the
predicate, followed by a question; the third clause has the same pro-
positional content as the first, except that there is no focus on the sub-
ject:

(54) äa barkämä \väl na kd -
ah chief wife ISO INF find-GO
skan par za dahä
thing strange EE exist
'"Ah, my chief, there is something my wife found.'"

skan to nza vaygay
thing DED be how
'What is this thing?'

a ä dzan- kadam
ah 3SG find-GO calabash
'She found a calabash.'

The unmarked form of the verb may be used in questions about the
truth in the de re domain, i.e. in reference to some specific situation or
some specific event:

(55) ha ndirj ba mbi v«
2SG fear ASSC ANAPH Q
'Are you afraid of him?'

6. Dependent past tense

The dependent past tense is coded by the infinitive marker ka, whose
tone is polar with respect to the tone of the immediately following verb
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and by the end of event marker za or its negative counterpart da after
the verb or direct object, if any. The form kd, which otherwise is an in-
finitive marker, is also the marker of the focus on the predicate.

The dependent past codes the same time characteristics as the inde-
pendent past tense. The clause marked by the dependent past tense must
be interpreted in conjunction with another proposition, in conjunction
with some situation in the speech environment, or in conjunction with a
presupposition. The evidence for this function of the dependent past is
provided by types of clauses in which the dependent past form can oc-
cur. These are all environments in which the independent past tense
coded by reduplication cannot occur:

Negative clause:

(56) van ko mbdlem da skü
rain INF touch exist NEG
The rain did not touch him.'

(57) sey wäl wa kam kd näz tal
the woman DEM TOP INF stop walk
da skü dap
exist NEG only
'Then, that woman did not stop taking her walks.'

Focus on the predicate or subject:

(58) ngul-yn s kd dzan-a
husband-PL 1SG INF fmd-GO
nam stän za
1DU thing EE
'My husband, I found us something!'

(59) kd fdk wal za
INF give neck EE
'He started to scream.' (the scream of joy)

(60) haa nok kd dzan- nok & za
yes 1PL INF fmd-GO 1PL meat EE
'Yes, we found the meat for ourselves.'

Temporal and conditional protasis:
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(61) sa skan \vä syl ha kd lüw-a-y
here thing DEM COM 2SG INF say-GO-3SG
zd kdddm vl- nok witda gi
EE calabash give-GO 1PL food POL
syl ä ndi do td däp
COM 3SG HAB make DED only
'Here you have this thing. If you say to it, "Calabash make us
food, please," then it just cooks.'

Relative clause:

(62) ndd dzay kwaykwa-yn kd nga
go find hyena-PL 3PL INF break
/ syl
meat EE COM
'And she found some hyenas who had caught some meat.'

In a pragmatically dependent clause, the plurality of the event is
coded by the marker kd and rightward reduplication. Here is an example
of a temporal protasis:

(63) fa
3SG
täl
walk

ndd
go
täl
walk

ngdn
3SG
täl
walk

kd
INF
täl
walk

täl
walk

a
3SG

'She walked for a long time.'

7. Conclusions

The tense system of Mina consists of future and past tenses, and a form
unmarked for tense. In both tenses, there is a distinction between tense
coding in pragmatically independent clauses and tense coding in prag-
matically dependent clauses.

The dependent future tense is coded by the preposition n followed
by the infinitival marker kd, and followed by the verb. This tense occurs
in focus constructions and simply marks focus in specific questions. It
is by far the most frequent future tense marker in the texts, and by itself,
it forces the interpretation of the clause in connection with another
clause. The independent future is marked by the construction consisting
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of the subject, followed by the verb and the end-of-event marker za.
This construction can be interpreted on its own.

The independent past tense coding is characterized by the structure
Verb Subject Verb. The dependent past has the structure Subject kd
Verb za. The past tense distinguishes between singulative event and
plural event. The singulative event is the unmarked past tense form. The
plural event of the independent past tense is coded through the redupli-
cation of the verb leftward, beyond the structure Verb-Subject Verb. In
pragmatically dependent clauses, the plural event is coded through the
reduplication of the verb rightward.





Chapter 11
Aspects

1. Introduction

The following coding means are used in the domain of aspect coding:
the reduplication of the pronominal subject and the verb; auxiliaries and
particles that precede or follow the verb; and a single, i.e. non-
reduplicated, verbal form that is not accompanied by auxiliaries or par-
ticles. This last type is referred to as the unmarked aspectual form, and
its function can best be described once all the marked forms are de-
scribed.

The auxiliaries coding aspectual distinctions are wa 'start', cfiya
'put', tuwacf'finish', naz 'stop'. These forms precede other verbs with-
out any prepositions or other markers. The particles that follow the verb
or the verb and its object are za and ka, but only the former is an as-
pectual form.

The aspectual forms in Mina code not only the nature of the event
within a temporal frame but also the pragmatic status of the clause, viz.
whether the clause should be interpreted on its own (pragmatically in-
dependent) or in connection with another, preceding or following
proposition (pragmatically dependent). In addition to the unmarked as-
pect, Mina also has the habitual aspect, which has two variants: one
used in a pragmatically independent clause, and the other in a pragmati-
cally dependent clause. The remaining aspects do not code the distinc-
tion between pragmatically dependent and pragmatically independent
clauses. For alternative approaches to two aspectual systems in African
languages, see Hyman and Watters 1984, Jungraithmayr 1994, Newman
2000. For a similar approach, cf. Frajzyngier with Shay 2002.

The habitual and the unmarked aspect also have variants coding the
number of the event. The domain of number for the habitual consists of
the categories singular, plural, and iterative. The following represents a
total system of aspectual distinction. The terms "independent" and "de-
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pendent" refer to the pragmatically independent and pragmatically de-
pendent clauses. The singular is the unmarked variant; the plural is the
marked variant.

Aspect Independent Dependent Plural
Habitual ndiV V ra Subject V Subject V
Perfect md Verb-yi
Terminative naz 'throw'
Completive tok 'finish'
Intentional ndd kd 'go to'
Iterative rightward re-

duplication
Unmarked V VV

2. Independent habitual
2.1 The form

The independent habitual is marked by the morpheme ndi (ni in Kefed-
jevreng dialect), which follows subject pronouns and precedes the verb.
The third-person singular subject is a, occurring even if there is an overt
nominal subject (examples 1-4 occur in that sequence in a text):

(1) minder} a ndi lorn birj
another 3SG HAB build house
One builds a house.'

(2) minder) ä ndi tewel Bombay
another 3SG HAB twirl stick
'Another twirls a stick.'

In a sequence of clauses in a narrative, the habitual aspect marker may
be omitted if the preceding and following clauses have the same aspect.
Consequently, the simple form of the verb may be used:

(3) minder) ä pddak njul
another 3SG split a type of grass
'Another splits a stalk of grass.'
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(4) minder) ä ndi mblr
another 3SG HAB jump
'Another jumps.'

2.2 The functions of the independent habitual

The form ndi codes habitual actions, events, and states in affirmative
indicative clauses and in questions about truth. The clauses with the
marker ndi do not require any other clauses for their interpretation. The
marker specifically does not code actions and events that are actually
taking place:

(5) a mbal wal skü hi mbirj ä
3SG like woman NEG in that 3SG
ndi mlsil turn turn äbd ditwdrj
HAB steal always always ASSC back
mbirj vä vä a V3 gwacf
ANAPH last last 3SG last plenty
dal baytärj
make old
'He does not want a wife. And that is why he steals all the time,
and after that he was like that until he became old.'

The following example contains instances of both the dependent and
the independent habitual (both bolded). The dependent habitual codes
the conditional protasis, and the independent habitual codes the apodo-
sis clause:

(6) md nfad tar) a ngdn ko a Urn
REL four DED PRED 3SG even 3SG see
skan tap r kayak ma
thing crawl D.HAB ground there
a ndi härj dap
3SG HAB cry only
'The fourth one, even if he sees a thing crawling on the ground,
he only cries.'

The independent habitual is used in comment-on-topic clauses:

(7) wal masalad" i ndi gam kä
woman lazy 3PL HAB chase POS
'The lazy woman is chased away.'
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(8) sey a tat kam i ndi nga
then PRED 3PL TOP (F.) 3PL HAB catch
fal-yn 23 ka nda ka da tay
meat-PL EE INF go INF cook DED
'Then, as for them [hyenas], they just catch the meat, bring it for
cooking.' (i.e., they have plenty of meat)

The absolute time of the habitual may be either past or present, de-
pending on the time established earlier in discourse. The following ex-
ample was used in reference to undetermined, general time:

(9) bifcav bo α ndi walla tay
God also(F.) 3SG HAB help (F.) DED
'God also helps him.'

(10) i ndi way tata gro
3PL HAB sleep 3PL together
'They sleep together.'

The following examples were used in reference to past time:

(11) α ndi foan mba ngan ka nzar-ά tan
3SG HAB send child 3SG INF wait-GO DED
'He used to send his childi to wait on himj.'

(12) / ndi b t-ά-η ndn a kimbey
3PL HAB give-GO-3SG sorghum PRED like that
'[And] like that they used to give him sorghum.'

The habitual marker occurs in questions about the truth of the proposi-
tion:

(13) / ndi her may v
3PL HAB sell mother Q
'Do you sell your mother?'

The marker also occurs in specific interrogatives, but its scope is not
referential with respect to the object, but rather with respect to a class of
objects:
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(14) ha ndi dzan- nam stön
2SG HAB fmd-GO 1DU thing
mdna wa tdki
like DEM where
'Where do you find us things like this?'

3. Dependent habitual
3.1 The form of dependent habitual

We use the term "dependent habitual" for the aspect marked by the
form ra, reduced to rd or r in phrase-internal position. The tone on the
habitual marker forms with vowel is polar, opposite to the tone of the
preceding syllable. Compare the following sentences. In the first, the
dependent habitual follows the verb with the goal orientation marker,
which has high tone. The dependent habitual has low tone:

(15) van da ra mdna a nd
rain draw:GO D.HAB like PRED PREP
lumo
market
'It was raining from the direction of the market.'

In the next sentence, the dependent habitual marker follows the same
verb, but without the goal orientation marker. This is an inherently low
tone verb, and consequently, the dependent habitual has high tone:

(16) md mbir mbir van dd ra diy-a
EEL jump jump rain draw D.HAB start-GO
mbir nd may cldek cldek cldek cldek cldek
jump PREP ANAPH ideophone
'The one who jumps, when the rain was falling, he started to
jump in it.'

When dependent habitual is realized by the consonant r alone, i.e. after
vowel deletion, the consonant does not carry any tone and is part of the
preceding word. In the present description, we write this morpheme
separately, regardless of how it is realized.

Unlike the independent habitual marker, the dependent habitual
marker occurs after an intransitive verb or the object of a transitive
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verb. The third-person singular subject pronoun in the dependent habit-
ual aspect is a.

3.2 The function of dependent habitual

The dependent habitual aspect indicates that the proposition coded by
the clause must be interpreted in connection with another proposition,
whether produced in a preceding discourse or yet to be made. The de-
pendent habitual occurs in those clauses where the independent habitual
cannot occur, viz. in negative clauses, temporal and conditional protasis
clauses, and in specific interrogatives. Most negative clauses imply the
existence of an affirmative presupposition. The temporal and condi-
tional protases must be interpreted in connection with an appropriate
apodosis clause. The specific interrogative clauses can be properly in-
terpreted only when one assumes the truth of the whole proposition.
The three types of clauses exclude the use of independent habitual, and
force the use of the dependent habitual, provided the event is un-
bounded. The evidence for the function of the dependent habitual as a
marker of pragmatically dependent clauses is provided by its use in
clauses where it is in contrast with independent habitual, viz. Affirma-
tive clauses and questions about the truth (polar questions).

3.2.1 The dependent habitual in affirmative clauses

In affirmative clauses, the dependent habitual makes the listener inter-
pret the proposition in connection with some other proposition or in
connection with some elements of the environment of speech, similar to
the English progressive. In affirmative clauses, the dependent habitual
marker also occurs in comments on the elements in focus. In the fol-
lowing clauses, it is the focus on the predicate, requiring some reaction
from the addressees:

(17a) sey md fes td nd may
so REL small GEN PREP LOC.ANAPH
alia skdn-yu njif ra a kacirj
God thing-PL smell D.HAB PRED DEM
'Then the youngest among them [said], "God, something smells
here.'"
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(17b) ngway skan-yii kdgam r a
'say' thing-PL talk D.HAB
daha
exist
There is something talking there.'

The dependent habitual marker indicates that the clause requires a spe-
cific presupposition for its interpretation. Here is an example of a clause
that gives a reason, justification, for another event:

(18) sey ma nd- ngäm ä
so REL go-GO because 3SG
dam-a-rj ra
hurt-GO-3SG D.HAB
'He should go because it hurts him.'

Comment on a previous event:

(19) yo hldi Id ijku ba a
so(F.) man of goat still PRED
ngats-a-rj nof ra bahä
pinch-GO-3SG heart D.HAB still
'So the owner of the goat still makes him nervous.'

The dependent habitual may be the sole marker of the temporal protasis
clause:

(20a) sey wal ngan tay a nd ra
so wife 3SG DED 3SG go D.HAB
wacin syl wirnjik dly-a bak-aha
DEM COM ash put-GO pour-GO
cicCe' cide' cide' cide' a kataf
pile pile pile pile PRED road
'When his wife was leaving, ash was pouring out of the shoe in
small piles on the road.'

(20b) / nd ra nd ra
3PL walk D.HAB 3PL walk D.HAB
vay wä ka da
rain start INF fetch water
'While they were walking, the rain started to fall.'
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3. 2. 2 The dependent habitual in questions about the truth

The dependent habitual can be used in a question about the truth, but
such use codes astonishment, i.e. forces the interpretation of the propo-
sition in connection with some other proposition:

(21) bay za hldu \va a ddm
chief COMP man DEM 3SG marry daughter
tuk rd vu
2SG D.HAB Q
'The chief asked, "Is he going to marry your daughter?'"
(The chief has heard about the marriage. He is astonished.)

The answer to such a question also has the dependent habitual marker
ra, because it is an answer to a presupposition:

(22) a za a dam ra
3SG COMP 3SG marry D.HAB
'He said he is marrying her.'

When the question has no presuppositions, such as, what are you
doing? the answer does not include the marker ra:

(23) sd ddm tarj
1SG marry DED
Ί am marrying her'

The plural form of the dependent habitual has the phrase consisting
of the subject and the verb repeated:

(24) / nd ra ί nd ra
3PL walk D.HAB 3PL walk D.HAB
v rj \va ko da
rain start INF fetch water
'While they were walking, the rain started to fall.'

The dependent habitual relates the event to some other event. Thus,
the preceding example is followed in its text by the following:
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(25) van da r mdna a
rain fetch:GO D.HAB like PRED
nd lumo
PREP market
'It was raining from the direction of the market.'

The dependent habitual may occur with the focus marker kd. The
co-occurrence of the dependent habitual marker r and the form kd pro-
vides the evidence that the form kd does not code an aspectual category:

(26) s kd med rd sa
ISO INF swear D.HAB here
'Here I am swearing [on the coal].'

(27) kd med rd sa
INF swear D.HAB here
'Here he is swearing [on the coal].'

Cf. independent habitual:

(28) S3 ndi med
ISO HAB swear
Ί am in the habit of swearing.'

The dependent habitual must occur in complement clauses marking an
event as occurring at the time of another event:

/^\f\\ ' *"* * j.* *(29) sey ti a ti cirj
so see 3SG see father.3SG

nd r Ida
3SG go D.HAB home
Then he saw his father go home.'

(30) kd ndd zd fu ndd dzarj
INF go EE always go find
ζάνάη-yn i m r r
guinea fowl-PL 3PL graze D.HAB
'Each time she went, she found guinea fowl grazing.'
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The dependent habitual is used in questions about the truth, but
these are rhetorical questions, when the speaker knows the true answer.
Therefore, these questions are in fact comments on another statement:

(31) bay za ngül mbü mba
chief COMP husband beget child
r bo vu
D.HAB again Q
'The chief said, "Does a man give birth to a child?'"

(32) värj a nd- r ve
rain 3SG go-GO D.HAB Q
'Is the rain coming?' (the person knows very well that there is
no chance of rain)

The evidence that the dependent habitual is an aspectual rather than
a tense category is provided by the fact that it can cooccur with tense
markers, more specifically with the future tense. The dependent habitual
codes the pragmatically dependent clause, i.e. a clause that must be in-
terpreted in connection with another proposition. In the following ex-
ample, the chicken does not want the wild cat to be invited, and there-
fore in addition to the interrogative clause there is the dependent habit-
ual marker:

(33) gämtak za ha n kd tar-a
chicken COMP 2SG PREP INF ask-GO
\v3lay ro vu
wildcat D.HAB Q
'Chicken said, "But are you going to invite the wild cat?'"

If the chicken were merely asking a question without any presupposi-
tion, it would have said:

(34) ha tar- wdlay vu
2SG ask-GO wildcat EE Q
'Will you invite the wild cat?'

The plural dependent habitual is coded through the reduplication of
the phrase consisting of the subject, the verb, and the habitual marker:
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(35) / nd r a i nd r a väy
3PL walk D.HAB 3PL walk D.HAB rain
wa ko da
start INF fetch water
'While they were walking, the rain started to fall.'

3. 2. 3 The habitual aspect in negative clauses

Although in affirmative clauses with the habitual aspect, the marker rä
may, but does not have to, occur, in negative clauses, the marker is
obligatory if the aspect is habitual. In negative clauses the marker ndi
cannot be used:

(36) a tuk ha boy r 9 skü
PRED you 2SG think D.HAB NEG
\vul 6ei rä wa syi
neck break D.HAB DEM COM
'You are not thinking, you are crying with joy.'

(37) a ndd r skü mbi
3SG go D.HAB NEG ANAPH
mo zeber td tükorj
REL follow GEN 2SG
'If she does not go, she should follow yours.'

(38) ko wdl nd r 9 skü
but neck go D.HAB NEG
'But the voice did not go out as before.'

The evidence that the form ra codes the same temporal and aspec-
tual range as the independent habitual marker ndi is provided by the
following example, where r refers to a habitual situation rather than to
an ongoing event.

(39) ha way \varj ha Urn wal
2SG sleep sleep 2SG see woman
ra skü
D.HAB NEG
'You spend a long time without seeing a woman.'
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(40) / way r gr 6 sk
3PL sleep D.HAB together NEG
'They do not sleep together.'

(41) skan ma lord ll-da
thing REL make suffer (F.) of-home
ά mbad mbi r sk
3SG surpass thing D.HAB NEG
'There is no such thing that will make the head of the family
suffer more than that.'

Additional evidence for the pragmatic function of the dependent habit-
ual is provided by the fact that it can be used in equational clauses with
no verb:

(42) ciy ζά
his father COMP girl
ra ska vu
D.HAB NEG Q
'His father said, "Isn't it a girl?'"

(43) alia loydarj ra sk ma dal
God dawn D.HAB NEG REL do
mi
what
'God, it is not yet dawn, what is going on?'

The dependent habitual must also occur with the negative interroga-
tive clause if the aspect is habitual:

(44) α ζά a na bay ha ti
3SG COMP PRED PREP chief 2SG see
r ska v
D.HAB NEG Q
'He said to the chief, "Don't you see?'"

The past tense in negative clauses with the dependent habitual is coded
by the existential verb daha:
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(45) wal wä za sam ä
woman DEM COMP never (F.) 3SG
dom-a-k rd da skit
pain-GO-1SG D.HAB exist NEG
'That woman said, "It never hurt me.'"

The explanation for the use of the dependent habitual in negative
clauses is that they do in fact code the negation of a presupposition. An
exception to the use of the marker rä in the negative habitual occurs if
there is no negation of a presupposition. Thus, the exception confirms
the proposed explanation of the function of the dependent habitual
marker:

(46) mallum \va bäha ä talo sku
marabout DEM also 3SG walk NEG
'That teacher, he was a sedentary one.' (lit. 'was the one who
does not walk', in contrast to traveling teachers)

4. Perfect
4.1 The form of the perfect aspect

The perfect aspect has the form (Noun phrase) md Verb -yi. If there is
no noun phrase before the form ma, the subject is third-person singular.

The reason we postulate -yi as the underlying form rather than /, the
form most frequently realized, is that the form does not cause the
fronting of the preceding vowels or the palatalization of the preceding
consonants. The palatal glide is a barrier to vowel fronting and to pala-
talization. In phrase-internal position, when the form follows the vowel
a, it is reduced to palatal glide y and forms a coda of the preceding syl-
lable. If the stative marker follows a consonant, it is realized as / and
forms a syllabic peak of its own.

If the verb has the CV structure, the V is deleted, and the marker yi
becomes the syllabic peak and carries a tone of its own:

(47) mav md s-yi zä
beer REL drink-STAT EE
'The beer is drunk up.' (kd sä 'drink')
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(48) \viidd md d-yi zä
food REL cook-STAT EE
'The food is cooked.' (kd da 'cook')

The stative suffix keeps its high tone regardless of the tone of the verb:

(49) ndir tuk md i-yi skit
sorghum 2SG REL measure-STAT NEG
'Your sorghum is not measured' (i.e., is not sold) ia 'measure'

The perfect aspect may be followed by the end-of-event marker za
in affirmative clauses and da in negative clauses. The marker md is
identical with the relative marker, and in order to preserve uniform
glossing, we gloss it as REL.

(50) md dal-yi zd kd mbi
REL do-STAT EE like that
'It is done like that.'

(51) md dal-yi da kd mbi skü
REL do-STAT NEG like that NEG
'if it is not done like that'

If the verb has a goal orientation marker, the stative suffix / is added
after the goal orientation marker but before the possessive subject pro-
nouns:

(52) sd md nd-ä-y n zä
1SG REL go-GO-STAT 1SG EE

have returned.'

4.2 The function of the perfect

The perfect aspect is used to code the state of an entity at a specific time
that results from a previous event. The subject of the perfect aspect is
affected. Thus, the perfect aspect is used to code the state of the subject
with verbs that in the non-perfect aspects take a controlling subject:
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(53) md 6äh-yi a nd
3PL REL hide-STAT PRED PREP
pay kacirj
tree DEM
'They are hidden in the tree here.' (The auxiliary za cannot oc-
cur here)

Cf.:
(54) kd 6ah ka

3PL INF hide POS
'They hid something.'

If the verb is transitive, the subject noun phrase represents the pa-
tient rather than the agent.

(55) fei md mdsaw-yi zä
meat REL grill-STAT EE
'The meat is grilled.'

The perfect aspect can be used in conditional protasis clauses, where it
must be used with the end-of-event marker za:

(56) md mdts-yi tsay zä
REL die-STAT completely EE
yä mbdfeä to nd mat}
call blacksmith GEN PREP ANAPH
'If he is completely dead, one calls the blacksmith, who is al-
ready there.' (za cannot be omitted)

With intransitive verbs of movement, the perfect aspect codes the
state that followed the movement:

(57) sey gaw md nd-a-y za
so hunter (F.) REL go-GO-STAT EE
'So the hunter came.' (gaw 'master hunter, sorcerer, healer')

(58) sey md nd-a-y za
so 3PL REL go-GO-STAT EE
'So they came.'
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(59) sey skan-yn wäciy i ma nd-a-y
so thing-PL DEM 3PL REL go-STAT
za 6at \vada pa a pat
EE take food give PRED tomorrow
zirj bat ndrl
time fetch sorghum
'So the animals came. He took food and gave it to them. Tomor-
row he will give them sorghum.'

(60) \val ngan za skan-iyi \vacitj
woman 3SG COMP thing-PL DEM
/ md nd-a-y
3PL REL go-GO-STAT EE 3PL
n ka 6am nämu
PREP INF eat 1DU
'His wife said, "If those animals return, it is us that they will
eat.'"

The difference between the use of the perfect form of the verb ndä
and of a sequential past event form is that perfect codes the subject still
being present at the destination:

(61) md nd-a-y za
REL go-GO-STAT EE
'He has come (and he is still here).'

(62) ka nd- za
INF go-GO EE
'He came and went.' (He is not here anymore.)

(63) lakaf tris ma ndav-yi za
baboon ONOM REL fall-STAT EE
'Baboon fell down, bam!' (baboon is still down at the next event
in the story)

(64) kwayärj za $ ma mats-yi
squirrel COMP meat REL die-STAT
baytay a damn
large PRED bush
'The squirrel said, there is a large dead game animal in the
bush.'
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(65) sey dl k sey md n-yi ζά
so guard POS so REL ripen-STAT EE
'The more they kept it, the more rotten it became.' (k ηά 'to
ripen')

The scope of the perfect may be the agent. Thus, the scope of the
verb mbifw 'to give birth' is the mother, not the child:

(66) rm mbuw-yi ζά
REL give birth-STAT EE
'She has given birth.'

The perfect aspect may be followed by the point-of-view of source
marker ka:

(67) sey i-bd nd-ά tdt rj t y t rj
so PL-ASSC go-GO 3PL go go
ζά α ζά nd gimifeicf mdtsdd
EE 3SG COMP PREP monkey tweezers
n rj md way-a-yi k
ISO REL forget-GO-STAT POS
'After they walked for a long time, he told them, "My tweezers
are left there.'"

The perfect aspect cannot be formed from adjectives. The explana-
tion for this is that adjectival predicates are inherently stative, and there-
fore the use of perfect coding would be redundant:

(68) \vddd mbeh
food ready
The food is ready.'

(69) * \vddd md mbeh-yi ζά
food REL ready-STAT EE
for The food is ready.'

The difference between dynamic and stative aspect is that the dy-
namic aspect determines the time of the event, and the stative does not.
In the following example, there are two events with the same verb. The
first is expressed through a dynamic expression and the second through
the perfect:
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(70) bay aba nd- ngm sey mberj
chief ASSC go-GO 3SG so 3PL
gbmitycC-yn md nd-ä-y za tä
monkey-PL REL go-GO-STAT EE INF
6am pay wacirj
eat tree DEM
'When the chief returned, the monkeys came to eat the tree.'
(gaw/£zW'yellow monkey')

(71) tar) toy a nd- syi nd-a
walk walk 3SG go-GO COMP go-GO
%3mifyicC-yn md \van-yi a kdtäf
monkey-PL REL sleep-STAT PRED road
i-bd mdmd tdtd sülud tärj
PL-ASSC mother.3SG 3PL two DED
'He walked and walked. When he arrived, he found the monkey
lying on the road with his mother, both of them.'

5. The terminative aspect

Along with the inceptive aspect coding the beginning of an activity,
there is also a terminative aspect, coding the cessation of an activity.
This aspect is coded by the verb naz 'throw', which has an extended
meaning 'stop'. Note that a similar semantic extension has taken place
in Polish, where the verb za-rzucic Over-throw' came to mean "cease,
stop". As the auxiliary, näz has low tone:

(72) sey wal wä kam ko näz tal
then woman DEM DEM INF stop walk
da skü dap
exist NEG just
'Then, that woman did not stop taking her walks.'

6 . The completive aspect

The auxiliary verbs tok and tuwdd'finish, end' follow the main verb. If
the main verb has an object, the auxiliary occurs after the object. The
verb tok has as its scope the event, whereas the verb tuwacfhas as its
scope the object of the transitive verb:
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(73) \vacf ka hol hol tok hdz ka
spread POS dry dry finish crush POS
'She spread it [sorghum]. When it dried, she crushed it.'

(74) ngambü ngdn sey sä a sd
friend 3SG so drink 3SG drink
tuwdcC ka
finish POS
Then his friend finished drinking.' (He drank everything.)

(75) mbu \va rid ngambü
child DEM give PRED PREP friend 3SG
sä sä tuwdd baha
drink drink finish again
That child gave it to his friend. Again he drank everything.'

All auxiliary verbs may occur as main verbs:

(76) ngälombrä \vaciy fes ngäciy tuwdcC zä
story DEM small like that finish EE
This little story ended like that.'

(77) sey 6dt 6ot mbd \vacirj cfiy-a
so take 3PL take child DEM put-GO
ko bay
PREP chief
'So they took the child and made him their chief

(78) ngälzmbrä tok zd vu ab \vacirj
story finish EE Q ASSC DEM
The story has ended like that.'

The completive aspect may also be coded by the adverb tsay 'com-
pletely'. The marker tsay is analyzed as an adverb rather than an auxil-
iary verb, because there is no infinitive form *tä tsay, and because there
is no environment where tsay would be a predicate:

(79) ka dd tipid tsay zä
INF gather termites completely EE
'She has finished looking for termites.'
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(80) kdddm \ da da da da a
calabash DEM make make make make 3SG
d-ä-rj wudd md na wa ka
make-GO-3SG food that DEM DEM POS
gwacf tsay za
fill completely EE
'The calabash made him a lot of food, filled completely.'

7. The intentional aspect

The intentional aspect is coded by the auxiliary ndd 'go', followed by
the infinitive form of the verb. Evidence that the form ndd functions as
an auxiliary rather than as a lexical verb of movement is provided by its
use in the context where no movement takes place:

(81) / ndd
3PL go
bühü
bag (F.)

kd
INF
nta
one

ber-e
sell-GO

cikid
sesame

'They intended to sell one bag of sesame seeds.'

(82) ngdcf ngdcf ngdcf cike' (za) ka
count count 3PL count all (EE) POS
They counted all [the sesame seeds].'

Additional evidence for the intentional function of the marker ndd is
provided by clauses where the movement meaning for the verb ndd is
ruled out:

(83) md
REL
kd
INF

ndd kd
go INF
hd-a
hit-GO

v>
SI
run
za.
EE

vz
who

sey
then

The one who wants to run away, he hit him.'

The form ndd has come to serve as indirect means to code the mo-
dality of obligations. This usage is quite similar to the use of the future
tense in English to code indirectly the modality of obligation:
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(84) m llum α ζά ha ndd fat
marabout 3SG COMP 2SG go skin
ykwa ha g r meli ha mdsar mdsar
goat 2SG search oil 2SG grill grill
'The teacher said, "You should slaughter a goat, get oil, and grill
it.'"

8. Verbs with inherent tense and aspectual values

Several verbs, mainly verbs of movement, have lexicalized various
tense and aspectual values as evidenced by the fact that they do not take
aspectual markers. The common characteristic of these verbs is that
they all have inherent past meaning. They do not have infinitive forms
with kd either. They also differ from other verbs in that the third-person
singular subject is unmarked. These verbs are inherently inceptive. The
verbs tsu and til cannot be reduplicated for aspectual or number distinc-
tions.

These verbs serve as the first component for the reduplicated part of
other verbs. Thus, the verb va/ 'give' cannot be reduplicated, and in-
stead the first part of the reduplicated construction is filled by the form
pa 'give', a form that does not take the infinitive marker:

(85) mdl n mal-a-y & bdytay fyd toy
seize 3 PL seize-GO-3SGcow large cow GEN
ngul nd-ά ρά ί vdl-a-y kdddm
male go-GO give 3 PL give-GO-3SG calabash
'They caught a large cow, a bull, for him, and they gave him a
calabash [to fill it with the milk from the bull].'

The verb /// used alone codes a pragmatically dependent clause, as
evidenced by the following examples, where it serves as the marker of a
temporal protasis clause. The third-person pronominal subject is un-
marked:

(86) til ά na yam to ab
go PRED PREP water DED ASSC
diiwdy mbey tl ti ά tiy-u
back ANAPH look look 3SG look-3SG
'Having entered the water, he searched for it [the sesame seed].'
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Nominal subjects occur before the verb. The verb til move' is inher-
ently non-locative as it requires the locative predicator a before a loca-
tive complement:

(87) sey paatu til a Ida ndd dzarj a
so cat leave PRED house go find 3SG
dzarj mcdahäy kd 6di-ä zä
find mouse INF take-GO BE
'Having gone to the house, the cat found a mouse and caught it.'

The verb toy 'return' is inherently locative, as it does not require the
locative predicator a:

(88) tsey hidl \vacirj tay z wüta ä
so man DEM return EE house 3SG say
a n medlg ngdrj waciy ngambü
PRED PREP neighbor 3SG DEM friend
ha kd de6-e-rj dal nd
2SG INF bring-GO-3SG money PREP
hldd \vä dal vänu
man DEM money how much
'When the man came back to the house, he said to his neighbor,
"Friend, you brought money to this man. How much money?'"

Pronominal subjects, however, follow til. The verb /// serves as the
first component of a sequential past event construction formed through
reduplication, when the target of the reduplication is ndä 'go':

(89) sey til i nd- ndd dew tdtd kä
so go 3PL go-GOgo sit 3PL POS
'So they arrived and remained there.'

Like other verbs of movement the verb til and the other verbs in the
group can take possessive subject pronouns to code the finality of
movement:
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(90) mbd wä til ngm ka n kd mar
child DEM leave 3SG INF PREP INF shepherd
dägaytii (few ka a wta
others sit POS PRED house
aba cirj tdtarj
ASSC father.SSG 3PL
'That child went to herd. The others stayed at their father's
home.'

The evidence for the auxiliary function of til is provided by the fact
that it cannot be used as the only predicate of an independent clause.
Thus to a question 'where is he?' one cannot answer:

(91) *til a nd ydm
enter PRED PREP water
for 'He entered into the water.'

(92) *tan/*til m lumo
go PREP market
for 'He arrived at the market.'

The evidence that tsu is a verb comes from the fact that it can take
subject pronouns from the verbal set, except for the third-person singu-
lar, which is unmarked:

(93) tsu nd lumo
3PL went PREP market
'They went to the market.'

(94) hi tsu nd lumo
2PL went PREP market
'You went to the market.'

Unlike til, the verb tsu can be used as the only predicate in an inde-
pendent clause, affirmative or negative:

(95) tsu nd lumo
went PREP market
'He went to the market.'
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(96) tsu nd lumo
went EE PREP market
'He went to the market.'

The non-past equivalent of the verbs til and tsu is nd 'go'. It is used
in functions in which the other three verbs may not be used:

(97) kadum ndd lumo
Kadum go PREP market
'Kadum goes to the market!'

(98) ndd n lümö
go PREP market
'Go to the market!'

The verb nd can be used with the subject-focus construction, in both
past and present time reference:

(99) kadum kd ndd zd n lumo
Kadum INF go EE PREP market
'Kadum was at the market!'

The verb nd may be used with the dependent habitual aspect in
comment-on-focus clauses:

(100) kadum ndd rz nd lumo
Kadum go D.HAB PREP market
'It is Kadum that is going to the market!'

The verb 6ak 'die', which does not have an infinitive or future tense
forms behaves similarly to the verbs til and tsu, in that it does not take
the third person singular subject pronouns:

(101) sey dak mbä a jiß
so died down there PRED hole
'So, she died down there in the hole.'

9. The iterative aspect

The iterative aspect is coded by the rightward reduplication of the verb:
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(102) hid ta nfad-yn zam zam fak-a
man GEN palace (F.)-PL eat eat leave-GO
'The men of the palace all ate and left the remains.'

If the verb has an object, the object is reduplicated along with the verb:

(103) mal i mal-a-y gor tatäy
stop 3PL stop-GO-3SG search 3PL
'They started looking for them [people hiding].'
höh nvay höh nvay hok nvay
remove stone
hok nvay hok nvay
remove stone
They removed stone.' (repeated four times)

In the following examples the plural event is coded through reduplica-
tion leftward, and the iterative in sequential clauses is coded by redupli-
cation rightward:

(104) ma ngad ngad* pal pal bätakar
REL count count detach 3SG detach bag
ngacf ngacf
count count
'The one who was good at counting detached the bag and
counted [the seeds].'

(105) say kadam wa da da a
so calabash DEM cook cook 3SG
d-a-y wüd mana \va mba pe
cook-GO-3SGfood like DEM so much
ieieieie a ma kabam
spread spread spread spread PRED PREP face
ngan
3SG
'So the calabash made a lot of food for her, [and] spread [it] in
front of her.'
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10. Inceptive aspect

Inceptive aspect is coded periphrastically by the verb 6dt 'take' in the
simple or reduplicated form. The function of the marker is to code the
inception of another event. Evidence for the grammatical rather than
verbal function of the form is provided by the fact that this form is fol-
lowed by another verb. In addition, when this marker occurs, there is no
potential object for this verb:

(106) ma pdd k nj l 6at pddak a pddak-a
REL split grass take split 3SG split-GO
nastd ngdn nd may
enter (F.) 3SG PREP LOC.ANAPH
'The one who splits grass split a stalk of grass and entered it.'

(107) sey 6at ά at mas ά
then take 3SG take steal 3SG steal
yam \νά ηάζ ά ηάζ ngdn
water DEM throw 3SG throw 3SG
kd nd ji fean a foan za
PREP PREP pocket cross 3SG cross EE
'Then he up and stole the water, threw it into his pocket, and
crossed [the river].'

(108) sey Bombay naka kd 6at za
so stick REM INF take EE
dap
immediately
'So the stick took off immediately.'
"Wap "Wap "Wap diya gala" wal wahin
bap bap bap put hit woman DEM
'Wap, wap, wap, [it] started to hit the woman.'

11. The unmarked aspect

In the preceding Chapter, we have described the operation of the un-
marked tense. The unmarked form of the verb may also be interpreted
as having the same aspect as the preceding clause. The unmarked form
of the verb may be used in a sequence of clauses in a narrative. Thus in
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the following sequence, the third clause does not have the habitual
marker ndi, although the aspect of the clause is definitely habitual:

(115) minder) ndi lam birj
another 3SG HAB build house
One builds a house.'

mindey α ndi tewol Bombay
another 3SG HAB twirl stick
'Another twirls a stick.'

Minderj α pddak njul
Another 3SG split grass (a variety)
'Another splits stalk of grass.'

Minderj α ndi mbir
another 3SG HAB jump
'Another jumps.'

12. Conclusions

There are two habitual aspects in Mina: one coding habitual in prag-
matically independent clauses and the other coding habitual in prag-
matically dependent clauses. The aspectual coding in pragmatically in-
dependent clauses is a morphologically marked form, in that it involves
reduplication for the past tense form. In pragmatically dependent
clauses, a simple form of the verb is used.

In addition to the habitual Mina has the following aspects: perfect,
coded by the relative marker md preceding the verb and the stative suf-
fix -yi added to the verb; terminative coded by auxiliary verb ηάζ
'throw'; completive coded by auxiliary verbs tok and tuwadl 'finish';
intentional coded by auxiliary verb nd 'go'; iterative coded by the
rightward reduplication of the verb; the inceptive aspect coded by the
auxiliary 6ot 'take'; and the unmarked aspect. The unmarked aspect
receives the aspectual interpretation from the preceding clause.





Chapter 12
Modality

1. Introduction

Mina makes formal distinction between deontic and epistemic modali-
ties. Within epistemic modalities, the speaker's belief in the truth of the
proposition is the unmarked value. Dubitative modality is the marked
category within the epistemic modality. Mina has also morphological
means to code hedging about the truth.

Within the deontic modalities, Mina makes a distinction between
imperative, an order given to the second-person singular and plural;
subjunctive, a wish with respect to the second person; and optative, ex-
pressing a wish with respect to all persons, including second person.

A common characteristic of all deontic moods is that transitive
verbs must be followed by an object. If there is no nominal or pro-
nominal object, the unspecified pronoun « is added to the verb. This is
distinct from non-deontic moods, which do not require an object with
transitive verbs.

In addition to the epistemic and deontic modality, the language also
codes the emotive modality.

The Chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with epistemic
modality, Section 3 with emotive modality, Sections 4-9 with various
deontic modalities, and section 10 with the category 'comment clause'.

2. Epistemic modality

As in many languages, the speaker's belief in the truth of the proposi-
tion is the unmarked modality in Mina, coded by the indicative af-
firmative clause (Frajzyngier 1985a). The evidence for this hypothesis
is provided by the following facts: (a) there are no overt markers to ex-
press the speaker's belief in the truth of his/her statement, and (b) any
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other modality must be overtly marked. The present chapter begins
with a description of the subdomains within the epistemic modality. By
showing the marked subdomains, we provide an argument for the un-
marked value of the indicative clause. Then we discuss the emotive
modality, and finally various subdomains of the deontic modality.

2.1 Dubitative modality

The dubitative modality is marked by the form ygäha or ygaha 'like
that', realized as nga in phrase-internal position, and glossed as DUB.
Since the deictic has the same variants as the verb 'break', it is possible
that it is ultimately derived from this verb.

(1) ä lüw-a-h ha nek skit
3SG say-GO-2SG COMP 2SG good NEG
ngä vu
DUB Q
'Will he tell you that you are not good?' (I doubt he will.)

(2) ä gdl fes ngä dap
3SG grow little DUB only
'It grew only a little.' (about burgadarj, a variety of millet with
very small black grains.)

2.2 Hedging

Uncertainty about the truth of the proposition or of part of it is coded
by the particle mana 'like'. This particle may consist of the relative
marker md and the form na, for which no potential source has been
found in contemporary Mina but which has cognates in many Chadic
languages of the area, where it is a de dicto complementizer and a verb
of saying. As a marker of uncertainty, it precedes the part of the propo-
sition about which the uncertainty is expressed:
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(3) van da r a mana a
rain fetch:GO D.HAB like PRED

lumo
PREP market
'It was raining as if from the side of the market.'

(4) wäl ngdn za an SB
wife 3SG COMP INTERJ ISO
dal-a-h mdna wä mi
do-GO-2SG like DEM what
'His wife said, "What did I do to you?'" (i.e., she has not done
anything wrong.)

3. Emotive modality

Mina appears to have grammaticalized a modality that codes an emo-
tional attitude of the speaker toward a proposition. While such attitudes
are coded in many languages, the frequency of the emotive modality
coding in Mina indicates that the speakers have to attend to this cate-
gory whenever there is potential for its occurrence.

Emotive modality is coded by the marker syi placed at the end of a
phrase or a clause that is in its scope. The following fragment contains
three uses of the marker syi; the first two have a topic and an adverbial
phrase in its scope, and the third has a clause in its scope:

(5) ah bähamän a tük bakä
oh Bahaman PRED you today
syi tak pic wa syi
COM all sun DEM COM
Oh, Bahaman, for you, with all this heat?'

(6) a tuk ha boy rd skü
PRED you 2SG think D.HAB NEG
wul Bei rä wa syi
neck break D.HAB DEM COM
'"You are not thinking, you are yelling with joy.'" (6ei 'break a
container to get its contents', e.g. break a coconut)

The marker syi codes a range of emotions including surprise, as-
tonishment, and amazement. The marker codes speaker's emotional
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comment on a proposition or event. For purely conventional reasons, it
is glossed as COM for "comment":

(7) hay hay hay a hay mma waciy syi
cry cry cry 3SG cry like that DEM COM
'He cried a lot like that.'

(8) bähaman ä dzd \vul wäciy syi
Bahaman 3SG cry neck DEM COM
'Bahaman is crying over there.'

The marker is also used with requests, perhaps as a marker of impa-
tience:

(9) aa ndd 5dt-a nok sku syi
ah go get-GO 1PL NEG COM
a väygay
how
'"Ah, go bring it to us, otherwise what can we do?'"

In some of its uses the function of the marker means something like
"given such and such a situation, doing X satisfies the condition Y,"
"just like that":

(10) da da a d-a-y to
make make 3SG make-GO-3SG PL
wüdd wäciy syi
food DEM COM
'Then it made food for them.'

(11) ndd fydgam syi mal mdl-a-y to
go talk COM hit 3SG hit-GO-3SG 3PL
ndd tdtd mä ba syi
go 3PL DEM over there COM
'They talked [to the stick]. It started beating them over there.'

The single characteristics of this marker is that it occurs at the end of
the clause:
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(12) hay häy häy a häy mana wäciy syi
cry cry cry 3SG cry like DEM COM
'He cried a lot like that.'

tus ygatsa
right like that
'rightly like that' (tus 'right, well')

The marker syi may also occur between the matrix and the com-
plement clause. Such use is discussed in the chapter on comment
clauses.

4. Imperative
4.1 The deontic stem

The mood of obligation in both imperative and debitive is coded, in
addition to any syntactic means, by tone lowering on the verb. Such
stems are called here deontic stems. The monosyllabic high tone verbs
become low tone:

(13) 6am #
eat meat
'Eat the meat!'

Cf.:
(14) ka 6am foi za

INF eat meat EE
'He ate the meat'

(15) lam biy
build house
'Build a house!'

Cf.:
(16) ka lam biy za

INF build house EE
'He built a house.'

(17) mblr
jump
'Jump!'
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Cf.:
(18) kd mbir zä

INF jump EE
'He jumped.'

Verbs that have high-low structure form their deontic form through a
change into low-low structure:

(19) tewel Bombay
twirl stick
'Let him twirl the stick!'

Cf:
(20) kd tewel Bombay za

REL twirl stick EE
'the one who twirls the stick'

The low-high verbs stay low-high in the imperative:

(21) pddak njül
split grass
'Split a stalk of grass!'

(22) kd pddak njül zä
INF split grass EE
'He split grass.'

Low tone verbs stay low in the imperative:

(23) faim-u
listen-3SG
'Let him listen!'

(24) kd Ifim za
INF listen EE
'He listened.'

(25) ngdd-u
count-3SG
'Count it!'
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Cf.:
(26) kd ngdd za

INF count EE
'He counted'

(27) tly-
'Look!'
'Let him look.'

INF look EE
'He looked.'

If the verb has the goal orientation extension a, the tone in the de-
ontic stem remains high:

(28) nda kü yam
go: GO take also
'Come take some also!'

The goal-orientation marker preceding object pronouns becomes low in
the deontic forms as illustrated later in section 5.

4.2 Subject coding in the imperative

The imperative may have the nominal addressee preceding the verb:

(29) kwaykwayä ndd dap na gr- nokoy
hyena go just go find-GO 1PL
'Hyena, you just go and find for us !' (Kefedjerveng dialect)

(30) ha lüw-a-y ngasi
2SG say-GO-3SG like that
fyambay n-di dal td vü
stick go do DED Q
'You say to it just like that, "Stick, do it?'"

If there is no nominal addressee preceding the verb, the second-
person singular subject pronoun ha is optional. Both the singular and
plural second-person subject pronouns have high tone in the impera-
tive. The second-person singular subject pronoun is used when there is
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a modal adverb or when there is a sequence of commands. Both of
these cases are illustrated in the following examples:

(31) gelbd kam ha p ts-
better (F.) TOP (F.) 2SG take:IMPER-GO
nok mbd nta ha d-a
1PL.INCL child one 2SG cook:IMPER-GO
nokoy
1PL.INCL
'You'd better take one of your children and cook him for us
all.'

If the order is given to more than one addressee, the second-person
plural pronoun must be used. The pronoun has high tone in the impera-
tive:

(32) a tikin kam hi nd-aha
PRED 2PL TOP(F.) 2PL go:IMPER-GO
hi fu t y
2PL all (F.) DED
'As for you, you all come!'

(33) hi ya ngul ngdn
2PL call husband 3SG
\val tuk kd mlsil za
wife 2SG INF steal EE
'Call her husband, [tell him] "Your wife has committed a
theft.'"

4.3 Object coding in the imperative

If the verb is transitive and there is no nominal or specific pronominal
object, the third-person definite object marker ύ must be added to the
verb. Transitive verbs with the CVC structure undergo tone lowering if
they have high tone and add ύ after the last consonant:

(34) zdm-ύ 'eat!'; bak-ύ 'pour (sand, grain, flour)!'; w y-ύ 'forget!';
ber-ύ 'sell!';/?a5-M 'cover with soil'
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The evidence that is the definite object marker is provided by the
fact that if the object is plural the third-person plural pronoun is used:

(35) tl too
look 3PL
'Look at them!'

(36) her toy
'Sell them!'

The formation of the imperative allows us to determine that some
of the verbs that without any suffixes impressionistically end in a
vowel actually have a glottal continuant in the C2 position, and that the
glottal continuant is often deleted in phrase-final position:

(37) Indicative Imperative Gloss
goh goh-u 'wash
kah käh- 'bury'
boh bdh- 'break of fa branch'

If the verb has CVC structure and the vowel is [+front], the object suf-
fix is fronted:

(38) bay za mecC-u
chief COMP swear-3SG
'The chief said, "Swear!"'

If the verb ends in the vowel a, the form u replaces the vowel of the
verb and assumes the low tone of the deontic stem, and not of the un-
derlying stem:

(39) su 'drink!' (sä 'drink')
\vu 'start! (wä 'start')
rii 'dig! '(ra 'dig a hole')
tsü 'set the field on fire!' (tsa 'put fire into a field')

The addition of the object marker to verbs with final high vowels
/' or u supports the hypothesis that these verbs have an underlying pala-
tal or labial glide in word final position. Thus, mbü 'give birth, unite,
put together' has the imperative mbüwu 'put together'. Other forms in-
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elude liiwu 'say!' from lii 'say' and the following examples with palatal
glides:

(40) di 'put' <fiyu\
tly 'see' tiyul

Some intransitive verbs, specifically verbs in which the subject un-
dergoes movement or change, also have the deontic formed with if
the locative complement is not overtly coded:

(41) zm-u
return:IMPER-3SG
'Return there!'

If the locative complement is overtly coded, there is no suffix u:

(42) zln märßak
return:IMPER Marbak
'Return to Marbak!'

(43) yap and yäp- 'rest!'

(44) ydp rid bdbusl
rest:IMPER PREP mat
'Rest on the mat!' (täydp 'return')

nz- 'sit down!' (can be used only when pointing at a mat, chair, etc.):

(45) nzd kayak
sit:IMPER ground
'Sit on the ground!'

Intransitive verbs ndä 'go' and si 'run!' do not end in the vowel u in
the imperative, but rather keep their underlying vowels:

(46) kwaykway za hi ndä
hyena COMP 2PL go
'Hyena said, "You go!'"

If the verb ndä 'go' is followed by a complement clause, the verb has
the final vowel reduced:
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(47) ä foa hi ndd yä ciy
3SG say 2PL go call father.SSG
hafoam waciy
girl DEM
'He said, "Go and call the father ofthat girl!'"

The deontic form may have the point-of-view of source marker added:

(48) ddt ä 6at kayyä hi mdl ka
start 3SG start INTERJ 2PL catch POS
'He started, "Yikes! Stop him!'"

(49) hi kam fu tärj hi wan fuka
2PL TOP all DED 2PL sleep completely
mükädkaaar) sulud siilucC
upside down two two
'As for you all, you sleep all on your back in pairs.'

5. Polite orders

The order may be made polite through several means. One is by a peri-
phrastic construction consisting of the negative marker sku but with
high rather than low tone, the emotive marker syl and the interrogative
a värjgay 'how'. Note that the examples below contain goal-orientation
marker preceding object pronouns in the imperative mood. In this posi-
tion the goal-orientation marker has low tone:

(50) aa ndä 6at-ä nök sku syl
ah go get-GOl PL NEG COM
a vaygay
PRED how
'"Ah, go bring it to us, otherwise what can we do?'"

Another means of making the order polite is through the clause-final
particle gi following the verb in deontic form.

(51) kadzm vl-a-k \vud gi
calabash give-GO-lSG food POL
'Calabash, could you give me some food?'
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(52) sey 6dt def-e skän naka \va gi
so take show-GO thing REM DEM POL
'So, take and show [me] that thing!'

The form gi is used in all kinds of situations when politeness is in-
volved:

(53) kdddm vl-ä nä
calabash give-GO 1PL.EXCL food
gi tsay dap
POL finish only
'Calabash, give us food! That is all.'

(54) man-a-k gi
help-GO-lSG POL
'Help me! '(kaman 'help')

(55) a za Bombay hd-a-k gi
3SG COMP stick hit-GO-lSG POL
'She said, "Stick, beat me, please!'"

A related Chadic language, Gidar, whose outlying villages are as
close as 20 kilometers away from Hina settlements, has the debitive
marker gani, reduced to gan in phrase-internal position. That may indi-
cate the marker of politeness in Mina and the debitive in Gidar are re-
lated. Whether this relationship indicates a common retention, a com-
mon innovation or a borrowing has to be decided by a comparative
study of the relevant domains in Chadic languages.

Among people of equal rank and age, the imperative clause may
end in the form mak 'first', 'wouldn't you'. This form may not be used
when addressing older people or people in a higher social rank:

(56) sey a za sa yam za mak
so 3SG COMP drink water EE first
Then he said, "Why don't you drink the water first?'"

6. Debitive mood

There are several means to code obligation with respect to the first and
the third person and non-imperative obligation with respect to the sec-
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ond person. Some of these means involve use of markers that seem to
be uniquely dedicated to this function, and other means also have other
functions in the language, but they acquire the debitive function
through their use in specific constructions.

6.1 Debitive with respect to the third per son

The mood of obligation with respect to the third-person is coded by the
marker mo (note the high tone) preceding the verb, which has low tone.
The form is glossed as DEB for 'debitive'. We are grateful to Bernard
Comrie for suggesting this term. If the subject is nominal, the debitive
marker follows the subject:

(57) kwäykwäy za mbi kam ty
hyena COMPANAPH TOP (F.) meat
tl klni ma nzä-h hirj ka
GEN 2SG DEB stay-2SG 2PL POS
'Hyena said, "If it is like that, your meat should remain with
you.'"

The third-person singular pronominal subject is unmarked:

(58) mo lam biy
DEB build house
'Let him build a house.'

The debitive marker differs from the relative marker in tone only:

(59) ma lam biy
REL build house
'the one who builds a house'

Verbs that have high-low structure form their debitive through a
change into low-low structure:

(60) ma tewel Bombay
DEB twirl stick
'Let him twirl the stick!'
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Cf.:
(61) mä tewel Bombay

REL twirl stick
'the one who twirls the stick'

(62) ma p3dak njul
DEB split grass
'Let him split grass!'

(63) ma podak njül
REL split grass
'the one who splits a stalk of grass'

Monosyllabic verbs with high tone in the indicative have low tone in
the subjunctive:

(64) ma mbir
DEB jump
'Let him jump!'

Cf.:
(65) mo mbir mbir

REL jump jump
'the one who jumps'

(66) mo bjim
DEB listen
'Let him listen!'

Cf.
(67) ms feim fcim

REL listen-listen
'the one who is a listener'

(68) mo ngocf
DEB count
'Let him count!'

Cf.:
(69) ma ngocf ngocC

REL count count
'the one who counts'
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(70) mo tly-ii
DEB look-look
'Let him look.'

(71) ma tiy-tiy
REL look-look
'The one who looks.'

Here are examples of the use of debitive forms in natural discourse:

(72) sey mo nd- ngarn
so 3SG go-GO because
ä ddm-a-y rä
3SG hurt-GO-3SG D.HAB
'He should go because it hurts him.'

(73) ßk kd mo nda
leave POS DEB go
'Let him go.'

(74) a ndb r skit mbi
3SG go D.HAB NEG ANAPH
mo zeßer td tükorj
DEB follow GEN 2SG
'If she does not leave, she should follow yours.'

The second person in the debitive is marked by the pronoun ha. Re-
call that in the imperative, the second person singular is marked by in-
dependent pronouns or is unmarked. Hence, use of the pronoun is the
coding means for the debitive modality:

(75) bay za dal münyal kd mlsil-e-h
chief COMPdo patience (F.) INF steal-GO-2SG
zä ha nd- ha glz-e-ku
EE 2SG go-GO 2SG tell-GO-lSG
'The chief said, "Patience. If he steals, you should come and tell
me."'

(76) M ßat-ä-k ra
2SG take-GO-lSG DAT.OR
'You should bring it to me.'
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(77) ha ze6er ka gar mberj
2SG follow INF want ANAPH
'You should follow [her] in order to get her.'

The debitive clause may also end in the clause-final familiarity
marker mak, the same form that we have seen already in use in the de-
ontic form:

(78) nd- sä r-a-h
3SG COMP go-GO 1SG dig-GO-2SG
hi yam mak
2PL water first
'He said, "Come, so that I will dig a well for you.'"

Obligation with respect to the first person is coded by high tone on
the pronouns and the deontic stem of the verb:

(79) nok mbafoi-yi nok rnbii tälärj da
1PL:INCL blacksmith 1PL unite head exist
kd faagam ma par sku
INF speak word other NEG
'We blacksmiths, we have to get together, there is nothing else
to say.'

(80) sey sa nd- ngäm
so 1SG go-GO because
ä dsm-ä-rj rä
3SG hurt-GO-3SG D.HAB

should go because it hurts him'

(81) sey nok nd- ngäm
so 1PL.INCL go-GO because
ä dam-a-rj rä
3SG hurt-GO-3SG D.HAB
'We should go because it hurts him'

The verb nd 'go' has also a special debitive form azü, which is fol-
lowed by possessive subject pronouns.)
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(82) a za a rid gimfylcC az
3SG COMP PRED PREP monkey go
tumü medlgl ngafa ngafc ngafc-a
1DU neighbor pull pull 3PL pull-GO
pam a mldlgicf kwayärj
until PRED court squirrel
'He said to the monkey, "Let's go, neighbor." They pulled it to

the squirrels courtyard.'

6.2 Debitive modality through auxiliary da

The debitive modality with respect to the first person, and only the first
person, can also be coded through the auxiliary verb da 'bring'. The
auxiliary occurs before the subject pronoun:

(83) kwayarj za da sa tap-u
squirrel COMP bring ISO climb-3SG
kd nga kd masaw tälärj
INF break INF grill head 1SG
'Squirrel said, "Let me climb, break [myself into pieces], and
grill myself."

(84) da so hildi6-e-h krap
bring 1SG sew-GO-2SG shoe
'"Wait, I will sew you some shoes.'"

The use of da with the third person pronouns results in an ungram-
matical construction:

(85) *da tatay mdl-a-y ykwa
bring 3PL catch-GO-3SG goat
for 'They should catch a goat for him.'

7. Coding the mood of obligation through the infinitive

Another means of coding obligation is with the infinitive marker kd.
This means is used with respect to all persons in both singular and plu-
ral:
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(86) wäl fcim ma r sku kd
woman hear mouth D.HAB NEG INF
gam kä
chase POS
'The woman who does not obey should be chased away.'

(87) \va md kd ndd kd gacC-a
but REL INF go INF take-GO
nok ku vi
1PL fire who
'But who should go to find us fire?'

The coding of obligation through the infinitive is a means used in
German, Russian and Polish, to mention just a few Indo-European lan-
guages.

8. Coding the mood of obligation through possessive constructions

The third means of coding the mood of obligation is through an expres-
sion consisting of a possessive pronoun followed by the infinitive form
of the verb. There are two types of this construction. One consists of
the debitive form az 'go' followed by a genitive expression, and fol-
lowed by the verb. The verb has low tone, i.e., it occurs in the deontic
form. Consequently, the infinitive marker has high tone:

(88) ä foa az tdm kd si toy
3SG say go 1DU.GEN INF run DED
'He said, "Let's run!'"

(89) az tok kd kah ksom tok ka
go 1PL.INCL INF bury body 1PL POS
skü syl kd dal-a-rj väygay
NEG COM INF do-GO-3SG how
'Let's bury ourselves. Otherwise, what can we do?'

(90) to, az tok
okay (H.) go 1PL.INCL
ks gr-ä kuhu
INF search-GO fire
Okay, let us find fire'
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The other type consists of possessive pronouns preceding the verb
in the infinitive form:

(91) to mlsil to rid nigeria waciy
well(H.) thief GEN PREP Nigeria DEM
a foa sey nay ko bam-a
3SG say then 1DU INF meet-GO
aba mlsil to n Cameroun waciy
ASSC thief GEN PREP Cameroon DEM
'The Nigerian thief said, "I have to go to meet the Cameroonian
thief.'"

(92) mlsil td nd Cameroun waciy a za
thief GEN PREP Cameroon DEM 3SG COMP
nay ko bämä aba mlsil to nd nigeria
1DU INF meet ASSC thief GEN PREP Nigeria
waciy
DEM
'The Cameroonian thief said, "I should meet with the Nigerian
thief.'"

9. Coding the mood of obligation through modal adverbs

The fourth means of coding the mood of obligation is by the adverb
gelße 'better'. This form can be followed by the dependent future, viz.
the future tense that is used in pragmatically dependent clauses:

(93) gelße SB n kd di ndlr kd
better 1SG PREP INF put sorghum PREP
kacfy
DEM
'It is better that I put the sorghum here

This adverb may also be coded by the deontic form of the verb:

(94) geWo kam ha päts- nok mbd
better TOP(F.) 2SG take-GO 1PL child
nta ha d- nokorj
one 2SG cook-GO 1PL
'You better take one of your children and cook it for us.'
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10. Comment clause

Mina has grammaticalized the category 'comment clause'. Comment
on another proposition in discourse (as opposed to comment on another
clause in the sentence) is marked by the clause initial marker \va identi-
cal with the proximate deictic marker. The proposition to which an-
other proposition is related may have been produced or implied by the
speaker or by the addressee or the speaker may think that the addressee
holds a given proposition.

(95) wä hi däl-a mi
DEM 2PL do-GO what
'But what have you done?'

(96) wä hi ndd kd gr- td syi
DEM 2PL go INF search-GO DED COM
mi
what
'But what were you looking for?'

(97) \va tly mdk zäman td
DEM look first age(Ar.) DED
ä gay vu ä ngom vii
3SG spoil Q 3SG beauty Q
'But look, this age, is it bad or is it good?

(98) wä getäd sd n kd nt-äh
DEM better 1SG PREP INF pay-2SG
6a sku syi sd n-kd
UNSP.ANAPH thing COM 1SG PREP-INF
dal-a-y väygay
do-GO-3SG how
'It's better that I pay you for it. Otherwise, what will I do?'

The marker wa can occur between the two clauses, and then the clause
that precedes it is the clause to which the ensuing proposition is related.
The marker \va codes the dilemma posed by the preceding clause. The
second clause often ends with an interrogative marker:
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(99) mbu dap vl-a-k wal na
pardon only give-GO-lSG woman ISO
ka wa S3 n ka dal väygay
POS but ISO PREP INF do how
'Sorry, could you give me back my wife? Otherwise, what can I
do?'

(100) kd zam ta ngan cik za zidep
INF eat GEN 3SG full (F.) EE already
wa ha kd lüw-a-y vaygay
DEM 2SG PREP INF say-GO-3SG how
'He already ate his fill. So how are you going to tell him?'

(101) S3 nd- kd giz-e-y ma nda mo
1SG go-GOINF tell-GO-3SG REL go REL
ßäm-a yowä sb n ko gar
eat-GObut 1SG PREP INF search then who

came to tell him to go and to eat, but who will I look for?

The source of the marker wa may be sought in the segmentally identi-
cal deictic marker wa, which as a modifier has an identical tone with
that of the preceding syllable.

11. Coding counterexpectation

Counterexpectation, resulting from the preceding discourse or from the
speech situation, can be coded by the marker ammo borrowed from
Arabic via Fula or Hausa.

(102) fee foe kam guzäk kd mbdl
before TOP maternal uncle INF help
faalvay za
paternal uncle EE
'In the old times the maternal uncle helped the paternal uncle.'

(103) amma guzäk wäciy ha n kindly abd
but uncle DEM 2SG PREP fear ASSC
mberj
ANAPH
'But the maternal uncle, you fear him ... '
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12. Conclusions

The intended truth is the unmarked epistemic modality of the indicative
clause. All other epistemic modalities, such as dubitative and hypo-
thetical must be overtly marked. Deontic modality is coded by inflec-
tional changes, more specifically, by tonal changes in the verb. Deontic
modality may also be coded by modal adverbs occurring at the begin-
ning of the clause.



Chapter 13
End-of-event coding

1. Introduction

Mina has grammaticalized a category, which for the lack of a better
term we call 'end-of-event'. Since this is not a commonly found cate-
gory, the purpose of this chapter is to provide a description of the cate-
gory, the evidence for its existence, the interaction of the category with
other categories in the language, more specifically with the categories
of aspect and tense, and the implications of the existence of the cate-
gory. Because the category is linked with the domain of modality, with
the domain of discourse coding, and with the systems of tense and as-
pect, it is an important component of the grammatical structure of
Mina.

2. The form and syntax of the end-of-event marker

The end of event is marked by the form za in phrase-final position, and
zd or z, depending on what follows it, in phrase-internal position. The
tone on the marker za is polar with respect to the preceding tone. The
form za and its phonological variants are glossed as EE.

The syntax of the end-of-event marker is interesting in that it dis-
tinguishes between the direct object of the verb and all other comple-
ments, thus providing a tool for determining the categorial status of a
constituent. The form za follows the direct object:

(1) ngül-yn s kd dzan- nam
husband-PL ISO INF fmd-GO 1DU
skdn za
thing EE
'My husband, I found us something.'
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The end-of-event marker occurs before a locative complement, re-
gardless of whether the locative complement is preceded by a preposi-
tion. Thus, the noun damn 'bush' which is not preceded by a preposi-
tion is inherently locative, and if it also follows an inherently locative
verb, the end of event marker must occur after the verb:

(2) sey md ngül ngiil tiy
so REL husband husband see
a tiy- wal tsu zd damu
3SG see-3SG wife went EE bush
'So the husband saw that the wife went to the bush.'

The end-of-event marker precedes the infinitival complement:

(3) to kwaykway tarj zd kd gacC-a
okay hyena go EE INF take-GO
kuhu
fire
Okay, the hyena went to get fire.'

The marker za precedes the possessive subject pronouns:

(4) sey bay de6 zd ngdn kd a Ida
then chief take EE 3SG POS PRED home
'Then the chief took the calabash home.'

If the verb is transitive and there is no object, the marker za follows the
verb:

(5) zdm zdm zdm a zdm zä
eat eat eat 3SG eat EE
'He ate a lot.'

3. The function of the end-of-event marker

The form za functions in the domain of modality, in that it implies that
the event is real, regardless of its absolute time or aspect. The evidence
for the affirmative value of the marker za is provided by the fact that it
occurs only in affirmative clauses. It does not occur in negative clauses,
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i.e. in clauses that explicitly state that an event did not or will not oc-
cur. All examples in the present chapter confirm this hypothesis.

The notion of event contrasts here with the notion of state. Only
events can be marked with the marker za. The description of states
cannot have this marker.

The marker za occurs with the last clause in a sequence of clauses
where each clause describes an event following the preceding one. If
there is a clause following za, it codes a different event:

(6) sey 6dt a 6dt mdshil a mdshil ylm
then take 3SG take steal 3SG steal water
\vä naz a naz ngon ko na ji6a
DEM throw 3SG throw 3SG PREP PREP pocket
faan a foan zä
cross 3SG cross EE
'Then he up and stole the water, threw it into his pocket, and
crossed [the river].'

The evidence that the end-of-event marker za \s not a tense category is
provided by the fact that it can occur in the future and in the past time
reference:

(7) \väl ngdn mdsaw zä
woman 3SG grill EE
'His wife will grill.'

(8) 6dt a 6dt-u tsänacC to garntak
take 3SG take-3SG gizzard GEN chicken
6am 6am zä
eat eat EE
'She took the chicken gizzard and ate it.'1

Here is an example whose absolute time is undetermined:

l. This is a serious infraction in Hina customs. The chicken gizzard is reserved only
for the head of the family. Wives and children should not eat it. Similar restrictions
exist among other groups in Northern Cameroon.
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(9) ang9 hi kindiy aba guzäk da skü
if 2PL fear ASSC maternal uncle exist NEG
kindiy za abb vi
fear EE ASSC who
'If you do not fear your maternal uncle, who are you going to
fear?'2

The evidence that the marker za is not an aspectual category is pro-
vided by the fact that it occurs with various aspects, more specifically
in sequential past, and the independent and the dependent habitual as-
pect. Here is an example in sequential past:

(10) fcäy i fcäy
cross 3 PL cross EE
'They crossed [the river].' (What follows is an unrelated para-
graph.)

Habitual aspect:

(11) sey a tdt kam i ndi ngä
then PRED 3PL TOP (F.) 3PL HAB catch
1\ * >* j r i \ j r . >Qi Z9 kd nd-a kd da tarj
meat EE INF go-GO INF cook DED
'As for them [the hyenas], they just catch the meat [and] bring it
for cooking.' (i.e., they have plenty of meat)

Here are examples of the use of the end-of-event marker with the per-
fect aspect:

(12) ma faimfoim za clkicC mo
REL listen listen COMP sesame REL
nddv-yi za,
fall-STAT EE
The one who was good at listening said, "A sesame seed fell
down.'"

2 One fears one's own father less than one's maternal uncle. One does not quarrel or
dispute with one's maternal uncle. The maternal uncle can order his nephew to do
anything, and the nephew has to obey.
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(13) sey ab duwdrj mberj läkwat
then (H.) ASSC back ANAPH river
md nd-a-y za
REL go-GO-STAT EE
'And afterwards the river came.'

(14) sey hldii wä md nda-y zä
then people DEM REL come-STAT EE
'Then those people [the hyenas] came.'

(15) nd ra nd ra
3PL go D.HAB 3PL go D.HAB
/ nd ra ndd dzarj läkwat
3PL go D.HAB go find river
md nd-a-y za
REL go-GO-STAT EE
'They were going, going, going, till they came to a river, which
was filled up.' (A new discourse paragraph follows.)

The end-of-event marker can occur in the deontic mood:

(16) mo ndd zd gwä
OPT go EE first
tugwä ha yd vi
patience 2SG call who
'Let her go first. Patience, who are you talking about?'

The distribution of za within discourse provides one piece of evi-
dence for its end-of-event function. The marker occurs at the end of
stories, when nothing in the story can follow:

(17) wacin dar td ndir kd
that dance GEN sorghum PREP thresh
'That is the festivity for the threshing of sorghum.'

tok zä
end EE
'It ended.'

Several clauses may follow one another, each having an end-of-event
marker:
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(19) lugd ngdn wacir) md gay za
bowstring 3SG DEM REL spoil EE
ngäm kdml \val ngdn kd 6am
because why woman 3SG INF eat
tsänad td gämtak \vä za
gizzard GEN chicken DEM EE
'His bowstring is spoiled. Why? Because his wife ate the
chicken gizzard.'

The end-of-event marker may be used in a clause that is followed by a
temporal marker, but then the second clause is not a result or an expla-
nation of the preceding clause:

(20) kd ßk wal za
INF give neck EE
'He started to yell' (from joy).

sey mid Jak
then wind give
'Then a wind blew.'

4. The end-of-event marker in protasis clauses

The end-of-event marker must occur in temporal and conditional prota-
sis clauses of sentences of the type: If/when X is done then Y. The
presence of the end-of-event marker in such clauses provides further
evidence for its postulated function. Here are examples of conditional
protases:

(21) ndlka manje \vahirj sd n kd dzay
better (F.) now DEM 1SG PREP INF find
gombok . sd n kä ndrafe
frog EE 1SG PREP INF smash
mbäd wirnjik
become ash
'From now on when I find a frog, I will smash it to ashes.'
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(22) sa skan w syl ha J& lixw-a-q
here thing DEM COM 2SG INF say-GO-3SG
Z9 kdddm vl-ά nok \vuda gi
EE calabash give-GO 1PL food POL
syl ndi dd td dap
COM 3SG HAB make DED only
'Here you have this thing. If you say to it, "Calabash make us
food, please," then it just cooks.'

Examples (23)-(25) constitute one fragment:

(23) kd dal ζά syl a n mbd par
INF do EE COM 3SG PREP child another
naz kd ji6
throw into hole
'Each time she was doing that, she took one child and threw it
into the hole'

(24) kd aal ζά syl haa tipic
INF do EE COM until day
'She did like that until the day'

(25) W3zi tuwdd ζά ii ζά baka syi
children finish EE they COMP today COM
ha n kd dd talarj t korj
2SG PREP INF cook head 2SG
'When there were no more children, they said, "Today you will
cook yourself.'"

Here is an example of the temporal protasis with the perfect aspect:

(26) md nda-y ζύ α Ida
REL go-GO-STAT EE PRED home
sey nd-ά da
then go-GO cook
'When she returned home, she cooked.'

The end-of-event marker in the protasis clause may also occur with re-
petitive events:
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(27) kd nda zd fu ndd dzarj zavan-yii
INF go EE always go find guinea fowl-PL
/ mar r
3PL graze D.HAB
'Each time she went, she found guinea fowl grazing.'

And finally, here is a piece of evidence from the elicitation process.
In the process of elicitation, when each elicited clause represents a
separate event, most indicative clauses are given with the end-of-event
marker za, because each clause describes a separate event:

(28) kd fca wal to fca za
INF cut neck GEN cow EE
'He slaughtered a cow.'

5. Evidence from the absence of the end-of-event marker

Negative evidence, i.e. evidence from the absence of the marker, can-
not be taken to be as strong as evidence from its presence; nevertheless,
those cases when the marker cannot occur share a number of charac-
teristics that rule out za because these characteristics are in contrast
with the postulated function of the marker. Evidence that za marks
some kind of end-of-event is provided by the fact that it does not occur
if a clause is followed by its logical consequence:

(29) ζάνάη-yn za JdcC-ά na
guinea fowl-PL COMP shave-GO 1PL
t l y kd gi
head POS please
'The guinea fowl said, "Shave our heads, please.'"

sey a ndi fdd-ά-Υ) td t l y
so(H.)3SG HAB shave-GO-3SG 3PL head
fdd d fdd
shave shave shave
'So, she would shave their heads. Shave, shave, shave'

The end-of-event marker cannot be used in any of the verbless
clauses, such as the equational, possessive, existential, and locative,
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because of the internal semantic contradiction: An equational clause
cannot have an end of the event.

The end-of-event marker za may not occur in a clause with adverb
mbe 'almost' because this adverb implies a continuation of the situa-
tion:

(30) lay mbe ko tok *(za)
field approach INF finish EE
'The field is almost finished.' (elicited)

Cf:
(31) lay ma tok-yi za

field REL finish-STAT EE
'The field is finished.' (elicited)

In the following fragment, the first sentence does not end in za as it is
not the end of the event, but the second one does:

(32) da da a dd wane
draw:GO draw:GO 3SG draw alot(F.)
'It rained a lot.'

sey, ab düwoij mberj läkwat
then (H.) ASSC back ANAPH river
md nd-a-y za
REL go-GO-STAT EE
'And afterwards the river came.'

One cannot insert the end-of-event marker za after the first clause,
because the second clause in the sentence continues description of the
same event:

(33) *da da a da wane za
draw draw 3SG draw alot(F.) EE
for: 'It rained a lot.'

sey, ab düwoq mbey läkwat
then (H.) ASSC back ANAPH river
mo nd-a-y za
REL go-GO-STAT EE
'And afterwards the river came.'
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The end-of-event marker does not occur in clauses where an adverb
or some other means of coding rule out an end-of-event situation:

(34) / kd ddb-a-k zlrj gwacC
3PL INF ask-GO-lSG times many
'They asked me many times.'

Cf.:
(35) kd ddb-a-k zä

3PL INF ask-GO-lSG EE
'They asked me.'

6. The end-of-event and the negative clause

The end-of-event marker za cannot occur in negative clauses. This fact
supports the hypothesis that the function of the end-of-event marker is
affirmative. The negative equivalent of the end-of-event marker has the
form: kd Verb da sku where kd is the infinitive marker used to code
pragmatically dependent clauses, da is the phrase internal form of the
verb dahä 'exist', and skü is the negative marker:

(36)
feel

c//7 kd
father INF
nawdiim
pain (F.)

td
pay
da
exist

za
EE
sku
NEG

mbd
child

te
INF

'His father has paid, and the child has not suffered.'

(37) ko kd lim ko da sku
even INF see even exist NEG
'She has not seen anybody.'

In the following fragment, which consists of several clauses, only the
last one would call for the end-of-event marker if it were an affirmative
clause. However, since it is a negative clause, instead of the marker za
the marker da is used:

(38) md pddak njul 6dt pddak a pddak-a
REL split grass take split 3SG split-GO
nastd ngm nd may
enter (F.) 3SG PREP LOC.ANAPH
The one who splits grass split a stalk of grass and entered it.'
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tsu ngdn ko nd man van kd
enter 3SG inside PREP it rain INF
mbdlem da skit
touch exist NEG
'He entered it [the grass], and the rain did not touch him.'

7. Grammaticalization sources of the end-of-event marker

There are no obvious grammaticalization sources for the marker za.
One possible source would be the verb nza 'to sit, to live in a place'.
Such verbs in many languages have grammaticalized into copulas, a
potential candidate for the end-of-event marker. The copula za could be
postulated in a few instances. One of them involves superlative modi-
fying construction:

(39) ma za boyta gombok-yii ζά
REL EE large frog-PL COMP
syl hi kam f u tatj hi wan
COM 2PL TOP all DED 2PL sleeprlMPER
ka mukadkadarj sulucf siilucf
down upside down two two
'The largest of the frogs said, "You all lie down on your backs
in pairs ...'

The argument that za in the above example is the verb 'to be' is pro-
vided by the fact that modifying constructions also occur without this
marker, but in such cases they do not have superlative meaning. Copu-
las are used in many languages to code focus (cf. Frajzyngier, Krech,
Mirzayan 2002). In the case at hand, the copula codes the superlative
function of the modifying construction.

More compelling evidence that the end-of-event marker comes
from the verb 'to be' is provided by locative predicates coding the di-
rection "from," which are coded by the marker za occurring after the
verb:

(40) bitsi nd-ά za tiki
Bitsi go-GO EE where
'Where does/did Bitsi come from?'
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The use of the form za to code direction "from" originated in its
meaning as the verb "be," the locative phrase having the meaning "be
at a place X." The full form of a locative predication would have the
form "Subject came was at X". The evidence for the existence of such
expression is comparative, in that this is the structure recorded in other
Chadic languages. Moreover, other Chadic languages use the equiva-
lents of the verb 'to be' in such constructions.

The other potential cognate of the marker za is the debitive form az
of the verb nd 'go'. Although semantically it could serve as an auxil-
iary, we cannot account for the absence of the vowel a in the auxiliary
verb.

Finally, the third potential source for the end-of-event marker is the
de dicto complementizer za. The segmental structure is similar. The
tones, however, are not. Moreover, the complementizer never loses its
vowel , whi le the end-of-event marker does.
The functional connection between verbs of saying (the potential

source of the de dicto complementizer) and aspectual markers has been
attested in in other languages of Africa e.g. in Kanuri (Hutchison 1984)
and Amharic (Cohen 1937).

Hence, we opt for the derivation of the end-of-event marker from
the verb 'to be'.

8. Conclusions

Mina has grammaticalized the category "end-of-event," which belongs
to the domain of representation of structure of events. The category is
coded by the marker za occurring after the verb or after the direct ob-
ject. If there is a locative or another complement, the end-of-event
marker precedes those other complements. This marker occurs only in
affirmative clauses.
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Negation

1. Common formal characteristics of negation

Negative clauses differ from their affirmative counterparts in a number
of features, the chief among them being the use of dependent aspects
and tenses. Negation for most types of clauses is marked by the clause-
final particle skit. Subject pronouns in negative clauses have high rather
than low tone.

The negative marker is placed directly after its scope, i.e. after the
predicate that is negated. Here is an example of the negation of a clause
with an adjectival predicate:

(1) a tl-y-a-h ha nek skit
3SG see-GO-2SG 2SG good NEG
'He does not see you as a good person' (when considering a
marriage prospect)

The negative marker skii is reduced to ska in phrase-internal position:

(2) ά son ska ba
3SG know NEG more
'She does not know anymore!'

There are, however, negative clauses that do not involve the marker
skii. These are clauses in the unmarked aspect and in the prohibitive
mood, as well as verbless clauses.
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2. Coding the scope of negation

If there are several predicates in the sentence and the negative marker
occurs at the end of the sentence, the scope of negation is marked by
additional means. More specifically, in the habitual aspect, the scope of
negation is marked by the dependent habitual aspect marker and the
verb of existence dahä placed after the negated predicate. The negative
marker skit occurs in sentence-final position:

(3) a tl-y-a-h ha r da kä
3SG see-GO-2SG 2SG D.HAB exist as
hidl md geygey sku
man REL bad NEG
'He does not see you as a bad person.'

If the predicate contains an infinitival complement, it is the predicate
rather than the complement that is negated. Pronouns have low rather
than high tone when the verb is infinitival:

(4) ha kul ka si sku
2SG able INF run NEG
'You cannot run.'

3. Negation of verbless clauses

The negation of an equational clause with adjectival predicate or an
identificational clause nominal predicate, requires the negative particle
skü at the end of the clause:

(5) hldi td nek sku
man GEN good NEG
'This man is not good.'

(6) rjkwu td livey nek sku
goat GEN black good NEG
'The black goat is no good.'

(7) \val tuk sku
woman 2SG NEG
'It is not your wife.'
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The negation of an existential clause has the verb dahä followed by
the negative marker skit:

(8) kwaykway-yn wä za bakä da skü
hyena-PL DEM COMP today meat exist NEG
'The hyenas said, "Today, there is no meat.'"

(9) md td gwidin da skü
REL GEN single exist NEG
One grain is missing.'

Possessive clauses that have the verb of existence dahä retain this verb
in the negative mood:

(10) wal tük da skü
woman 2SG exist NEG
'You do not have a wife.'

(11) ko hidi ngdn da skü
even man 3SG exist NEG
'He does not have anybody.'

(12) bäkäläf däbäray ngäy da ska
buffalo strength 3SG exist NEG
bo zidep
ASSC more
'The buffalo does not have strength anymore.'

4. Negation and future tenses

The future tense in the negative clause is marked by a construction con-
sisting of the verb gra 'search, want' realized as gdr in phrase-internal
position, the infinitival marker kd preceding the main verb, and the
negative marker skü. The third-person singular pronoun is a with high
tone:
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(13) hldi wehiy a za van a n kd
man DEM 3SG COMPrain 3SG PREP INF
da. a gdr kd nd-a-k kdsdm
fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG body
sku
NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"

(14) a gar kd misil skii
3SG want INF steal NEG
'He will not steal.'

The negative future may be used in questions about the truth but cru-
cially not in specific questions:

(15) gdr kd misil skd vu
3SG want INF steal NEG Q
'Will he not steal?'

Specific questions in the negative future are coded through a con-
struction consisting of the dependent future marker n kd followed by
the verb käl 'refuse' and the infinitival clause. There is no clause-final
negative marker. Unfortunately, there are no examples of specific inter-
rogative negative clauses in our texts; hence, the examples have been
elicited:

(16) kd käl kd misil skd mi
3SG PREP INF refuse INF steal NEG what
'What he will not steal?'

(17) md n kd kal kd nd- vi
REL PREP INF refuse INF go-GO who
'Who will not come?'

5. Negation and the dependent aspect

The negation of clauses that in the affirmative are marked by redupli-
cation of the verb requires the dependent form, with the infinitival
marker kd, the verb dahä 'exist', reduced to da in phrase-internal posi-
tion, and the negative marker skü, in that order:
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(18) van ka mbalem da skii
rain INF touch exist NEG
'The rain did not touch him.'

(19) sey wal \v kam ka naz tal
then woman DEM TOP INF stop walk
da skii dap
exist NEG still
'Then, that woman still did not stop taking her walks.'

The negative particle may occur with the end-of-event marker za,
but such clauses mark rhetorical rather than genuine negation:

(20) mmje fcagam na \va ka faim za
now speech 1SG DEM INF see EE
ska vii
NEG Q
'My word, he got it, didn't he?'

6. Negation of the perfect

The negation of all forms that have the initial ma, viz. the relative and
the stative marker, is coded by the form tak. The predicate with tok
may optionally be followed by the negative marker skii:

(21) ma mbad aba and l vi
REL surpass ASSC magic (F.) who
'Who surpasses in magic?'

ma tak san
REL NEG know
'Nobody knows.'

(22) til α nd-ά ά \vta ma tak
go 3SG go-GO PRED house REL NEG
\varj-yi
sleep-STAT
'She went to the house of the one who does not sleep.'
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(23) sey ä gär ngül md tak
so 3SG want husband REL NEG
ngdlngdl mdla skit kam
scarify scar NEG otherwise (F.)

mbal skü
3SG like NEG
'She wants somebody who does not have a scar. Otherwise she
does not like any man.' (Since almost every Hina man has a
traditional facial scar, this is an excuse for the woman not to ac-
cept any man.)

The origin of the form tak as a negative marker may be sought in
the verb tak, which has a variety of meanings including "block, pre-
vent":

(24) ha fc? iah kä
2SG INF block POS
'If you prevented him .. . '

(25) sd tarj zä nd-
3SG COMP ISO walk walk EE go-GO
wicfiy kd tak kdtdf kä waciy sd
snake INF block road POS DEM 1SG
eßyä riefe tarj
start beat DED
'He said, "I was walking, walking, and there was a snake
blocking the road, and I started to hit it.'"

The end-of-event marker zä is replaced by da in negative clauses:

(86) md mbdd da skit
REL surpass exist NEG
'Nobody is superior!' (lit. 'nobody is surpassed')

(27) ko md Idd-yii da skü
QUANT REL wet-PL exist NEG
'Not even one is wet.'

The sequence da skü can constitute a complete clause:
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(28) md mbdd za v-yil da skü
REL surpass EE who-PL exist NEG
'Who is superior? Nobody.'

7. Negation of the habitual

The negation of clauses in the habitual aspect is coded by the depend-
ent habitual marker rä (reduced to rd or r in phrase-internal position)
and the negative marker skü. Subject pronouns have high rather than
low tone:

(29) ha war) way ha Urn wäl
2SG sleep sleep 2SG see woman
rd skit
D.HAB NEG
'You stay for a long time without finding a woman.'

(30) a titk ha dor) rd skü
PRED you 2SG think D.HAB NEG
'You are not thinking.'

(31) ko wäl nd rd skü
even (F.) neck go D.HAB NEG
'But the voice does not go out as before.'

(32) sey tl a tly-a kd mbi
so see 3SG see-GO like that
a dal rd skü
3SG do D.HAB NEG
'Then she saw that one does not do it like that.'

(33) a vl-äh skdn rd da skü
3SG give-GO thing D.HAB exist NEG
ko a nza ngdn mbdrj
even 3SG stayiGO 3SG.POSS cut
'If she does not give you something, even if she stays away,
who cares.'?
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(34) ngül ngan a dls
husband 3SG 3SG cultivate
r skit masalacf
D.HAB NEG lazy one
'Her husband does not farm. He is a lazy one.'

The negation may be coded by the marker ra and the interrogative
marker vw with low tone; thus, the basic marker of negation skü is not
used. Such clauses do not code only negation but also an emotional
state of the speaker, such as displeasure or astonishment:

(35) a bin ceh na
3SG COMP PRED house father 1PL.EXCL
way ra vii
sleep D.HAB Q
'[Mother] said, "One cannot sleep at the house of your father!'"

(36) ngül na zam skan na
husband 1SG eat thing 1SG
r vü
D.HAB Q
'My husband, he does not eat my food!'

(37) sä ma nd-a-y hi
Oh 1SG REL go-GO-STAT EE 2PL
sa mav ra dab vü
drink beer D.HAB rather Q
Oh, I came. "So, you are drinking beer, aren't you?'" (däbä
'rather')

8. Prohibitive

The prohibitive for the second person is coded through a construction
consisting of the second-person pronoun + verb + negative marker skü.
The subject pronoun has low rather than high tone, which makes the
construction different from negative clauses. The verb has high rather
than low tone, which makes the construction different from the im-
perative.
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(38) bay za ha da kadam
chief COMP 2SG bring calabash
to ma ka skii
GEN DEM here NEC
'The chief said, "Never bring this calabash here.'"
(kadam to ma. is a reduced form of kadam to matin 'this cala-
bash'.)

(39) hi (n)za dam skii hi nda witta
2PL stay field NEG 2PL go home
'Do not stay in the field, go home!'

Prohibitive constructions of the type illustrated above are rather
rare in the texts. Instead, two other constructions occur more fre-
quently. One uses the existential verb dähä in the negative clause:

(40) ha da ka 6ay skü
2SG exist INF think NEG
'You should not think.'

The negative future is also used in the prohibitive function. Such
prohibition is considered less forceful than the prohibitive construction
with skü alone:

(41) täkar ha gar
3SG EE PRED PREP turtle 2SG want
ka da yam skü
INF draw water NEG
'He told the turtle not to fetch water.'

(42) ha gar ka dal a pat skü
2SG want INF do tomorrow NEG
'You should not do [it like that] tomorrow.'

9. Negation with interrogative

If the negation occurs in an interrogative clause, the negative marker
skü precedes the interrogative marker:
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(43) sd wacirj sembay da
3SG COMP ISO DEM strength(F.) exist
skä vü
NEG Q
'He said, "Am I not strong?'" (lit. 'does not my strength exist?')

We have no reliable source of grammaticalization of skü. The only
morpheme remotely similar to the negative marker is the word skdn
'thing'. This could be acceptable as the source of sku under the gram-
maticalization conditions similar to those that led to the development of
the French clause final negative markers pas, point, etc. Essentially, the
marker skän would have first been used in the sense "thing," which in
negative clauses would have produced something equivalent to "not a
thing." Such grammaticalization must have also involved reduction of
the final nasal. Such a reduction, however, is not otherwise attested in
the language.

10. Negative adverb wilkfl 'faiP

Negation can be coded by the auxiliary predicate wilkil 'fail', followed
by the infinitive form of the verb:

(44) van wilkil kd nda-ha
rain fail INF go-GO
'The rain failed to come.'

It is possible that the expression wilkil consists of two morphemes,
the verb wil 'lack' and the verb kul 'be able', whose vowel undergoes
fronting under the influence of the preceding vowel. An argument for
this analysis is provided by the fact that the forms wil and kul can occur
independently. The argument that wil is a verb is provided by the fact
that it can be followed by object pronouns:

(45) lay wil-a-Yj
time lack-GO-3SG
'It is not time yet.'

The form kul 'be able to' requires infinitival complements:
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(46) bäkaläf nd gombdk
buffalo COMP PREP frog
ha kul ka si skü
2SG able INF run NEG
'The buffalo said to the frog, "You cannot run'"

The combination of the two forms may well result in the phonological
form wilkil and explains why this form is followed by the infinitival
complements.

There is also a form kll, which is more difficult to identify. It can
follow the existential marker da and precede the negative marker skü:

(47) mbi ko mbü mbd da kll skit
3SG INF give birth child exist ? NEG
'She has not yet given birth.'

The simple negative answer to a question about truth is ääw 'no!'.
Its affirmative equivalent is yaw 'yes!'.

11. Conclusions

The fundamental means of coding negation are high tone on subject
pronouns, use of the dependent aspects and tenses, and, for most types
of negative clauses, the use of the clause-final particle skü. The auxil-
iary daha 'exist' is used in past singular and in habitual negative
clauses. The perfect negative is coded by the auxiliary tak 'prevent,
block'.





Chapter 15
Verbless clauses

1. Introduction

The chapter includes a description of several types of sentences whose
common characteristic is that in the present tense their predicates are
not verbal. The types to be considered here are equational clauses with
nominal, possessive, and attributive predicates, and locative sentences.
In all time references other than present, the equational clause must
have a verb. Some types of clauses do not have a verb in those other
time reference either. Equational clauses cannot have aspectual mark-
ers.

2. Equational clauses

Equational clauses with present time reference have the form Subject
Predicate, i.e., there is no copula. The subject may be nominal, pro-
nominal, or even clausal. The predicate may be nominal, including
nominal expressions derived from verbs; numeral; or adjectival. The
subject constitutes a separate phrase, as evidenced by the fact that final
vowels of subject phrases are never omitted, and that demonstratives of
subject phrases occur in their phrase-final forms. This indicates that the
subject phrase in equational clauses has a different phrasal status than
the subject phrase in verbal clauses, which, unless it is also a topic, has
the final vowel deleted. Here are examples of subject phrases ending in
demonstratives, with their phrase-final forms ending in rj (examples 1 -3
are in sequence in a text):

(1) mindi wäcin mällum
other DEM teacher
One is a teacher.'
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(2) mindi wäcin gaw
other DEM hunter
'Another is a hunter.'

(3) mindi wäcin
other DEM thief
'Another is a thief

The pronominal subjects of equational clause have the same seg-
mental form as the pronominal subjects of verbal clauses, but unlike
those in verbal affirmative clauses, they have high tone:

(4) ha skiilah nay
2SG in-law ISO
'You are my son-in-law.'

(5) ngam so mbd ngay
because (F.) 1SG child 3SG
'because I am his child'

(6) ha va nay
2SG father 1SG
'You are my father.'

Compare the low tone on the pronoun ha when it serves as the predi-
cate of an equational clause:

(7) \va ha dob vii
DEM 2SG so Q
'So, it' s you?'

The third-person plural pronominal subject tdtd has low tone, but
recall (Chapter 5, Section 4) that this form does not occur as a verbal
subject. The verbal subject for the third-person plural is l\

(8) tat3 gwatf a biy a maciy
3PL plenty PRED room PRED DEM
'They are numerous in that room over there.'

Equational clauses provide evidence that a (i.e. the low tone form)
is a subject marker in verbal clauses rather than an independent third-
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person pronoun. The pronoun ä may not be used as the subject in equa-
tional clauses:

(9) *a wäl ngan
3SG woman 3SG
for 'She is his wife.'

The third-person pronominal subject in equational clauses is coded
in two ways. One is by the proximate deictic marker wa or wacin
(when the subject is topicalized) for non-human nouns. The other is by
the anaphor mbi for human nouns. The deictic marker in clause-initial
position, without any other elements preceding it within the clause, has
low tone:

(10) sey bay za \va damä
so chief COMP DEM good
'The chief said, "That is good.'"

Pronominal predicates of equational clauses are drawn from the set of
independent pronouns:

(11) bay za mizl minder) mbi
chief COMP REL:DEM other one 3SG
ha ma dah vü
2SG REL bring Q
The chief said, "The other one, is it you who brought him?'"

3. Identificational clauses

Identificational clauses are those whose subject is an entity present in
the environment of speech, but not overtly represented in the clause.
Such clauses have pleonastic subjects wa or wäcin for non-focal sub-
jects and mbi for focal subjects.

(12) wa bäha ngälämbrä lek lek
DEM again story Lek Lek
faom to hidd tay
name GEN man DED
'This is a story of Lek. Lek is the name of this man.'
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(13) w cirj dar td ndir kd
DEM dance GEN sorghum INF thresh
'This [the topic] is the dance for the threshing of sorghum.'

(14) fu a midigid bay \vacirj g gway
all PRED court chief DEM festival
t r)
DED
'Everybody into the front yard of the chief. It is the holiday.'

For subjects in focus constructions, one uses the marker mbi:

(15) α ζά mbi say
3SG COMP 3SG 1SG
'He said, "So it is me.'"

(16) a za mbi hoy
3SG COMP 3SG 2SG
'He said, "So it is you.'"

(17) α ζά mbi mbirj
3SG COMP 3SG 3SG
'He said, "So it is him.'"

(18) a za mbi narnu
3SG COMP 3SG 1PL
'He said, "So it is us.'"

4. Equational clauses with possessive predicate

There are two constructions coding possessive equational clauses of the
type X is Y's. One consists of the subject and the possessor without any
preposition preceding the possessor:

(19) teberj t korj
granary 2SG
'That's your granary.' (teberj 'large granary in the courtyard')

The other construction involves the locative predicator a and the
genitive marker td. Some pronouns following the possessive marker are
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possessive, having incorporated the preposition. The first-person sin-
gular form is ta nay. With a possessive that already has the preposition
td incorporated, one may use another genitive or the locative predicator
a but not the two combined:

(20) & to ngid a tdkorj [tokorj]
cow GEN DEM PRED GEN.1PL
'The cow over there is ours.'

(21) fed td ngid td tdkOY)
cow GEN DEM GEN 1PL
'The cow over there is ours.'

(22) *l$3 td ngid a td td korj
cow GEN DEM PRED GEN 1PL
for 'The cow over there is ours.'

The preposition to may be used with other pronominal and all nominal
possessors:

(23) ngäzü \ tu \väl nay
foot DEM GEN wife 1SG
'This is my wife's foot.'

5. Time coding in equational clause

Coding of time requires a verb, and equational clauses in times other
than the time of speech are not verbless. Regardless of the tense to be
coded, all tensed equational clauses use the verb nzä 'to stay, remain,
be'.

5.1 Past in equational clauses

In natural discourse, the equational clause can be interpreted as having
either past or present time reference:

(24) hldl waciy tüküy skdn ngdn da skü
man DEM poor thing 3SG exist NEG
'This man was poor; he did not have anything'
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One means of coding the past time of the state is through the addi-
tion of the adverb klderj 'in the past' after the equational clause:

(25) hldl wäciy tiikuy kidey skan ngan da skü
man DEM poor once thing 3SG exist NEG
'This man was poor, he did not have anything.' (he is not poor
anymore)

5.2 Future in equational clauses

The future tense is coded by the verb nzä 'remain' and one of the two
means of coding the future in verbal clauses, viz. the end-of-event
marker za, which follows the main verb, or the future marker n kd.

(26) hidd tiikoy ä n kd nzd dam darna
compound 2SG 3SG PREP INF be good good
'Your compound will be well.'

6. Adjectival predicates

There are several types of constructions with predicates describing at-
tributes of the subject. Which type is used depends on the inherent
properties of the lexical attributes. These constructions force us to clas-
sify the attributes into three types.

6.1 Simple form of the predicate

The first type of lexical attributes includes those that are simply juxta-
posed to the subject. To this class belong inherent adjectives (see
Chapter 3, Section 5) nek 'good', par 'another', baytay 'large', fes
' small', garfcaw ' disorderly':

(27) gddd ngan fes nga-ciy
jar 3SG little like-that
'Her jar is small like that.' (accompanied a gesture of the hands)
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(28) waciy nek skit naz kd
3SG COMP DEM good NEG throw POS
d9\vin da
behind house
'He said it is not good. Throw it behind the house.'

(29) mbd tay garfcaw day
child DED disorderly too much
'The child is too disorderly.'

(30) a za skdn \vä damä
3SG COMP thing DEM good
'He said, "It is good.'"

These predicates can have a proposition as the subject:

(31) dar ko dar bd tsko nek
dance INF dance ASSC evening good
'It is good to dance in the evening.'

The evidence that the predicate is adjectival is provided by the fact
these forms can modify nouns and cannot serve as arguments. They do
not have infinitive forms or indeed any other inflectional or deriva-
tional forms associated with verbs:

(32) S3 n kd dirj malay ngway par
1SG PREP INF take Mala PL.ADDR another
'People, I will take another Mala.'

The categoriality of a lexical item as an adjective can be established
through the examination of the segmental and tonal structure of the
pronominal subject. If the third-person subject is a, that indicates that
the clause has in fact a verbal, not an adjectival, predicate:

(33) ämma a n rtdf nay a gay ngäm. ..
CONJ PRED PREP heart 1SG 3SG spoil because
'In my judgment it is bad, because . . . ' (tö gay 'spoil')

The predicate of an equational clause may be a numeral:
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(34) tdtd mfacC
3PL four
'They are four.'

(35) sefer m kwar motä a wtz ka mfacC
driver REL drive car PRED village here four
'There is also the driver of the car. There are four of them in the
village.'

The class of simple property concept predicates also behaves as a class
when they modify a noun. They do not take any particles in modifying
constructions.

6.2 Reduplicated form of the adjectival predicate

Some property concepts must be reduplicated in a predicative con-
struction. Subjects of such predications may be plural and singular.
Whether the property concept item is reduplicated is thus not a function
of the subject:

(36) i prak prak
3 PL equal equal
'They are all equal.'

Among the members of this class are zidik zldik 'heavy', kefew
kefew 'light' (about weight), prewprew 'hard'. In the attributive func-
tion, these words occur in the simple form and must be preceded by the
preposition to:

(37) clcelem zidikzidik
wood heavy heavy
'The wood is heavy.'

Cf:
(38) clcelem td zlcfik

wood GEN heavy
'heavy wood'

(39) clcelem wä prew prew
wood DEM hard hard
'The wood is hard.'
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Cf:
(40) clcelem to preit

wood GEN hard
'hard wood'

(41) clcelem wa kefew kefew
wood DEM light (weight)
'The wood is light.'

Cf:
(42) cicelem to kefew

wood GEN light (weight)
'light wood'

(43) dok llvey llvey
horse black black
'The horse is black.'

(44) dok abd fed liveylivey
horse ASSC cow COP black
'The horse and the cow are black.'

Cf:
(45) rukittü wä to llvey

shirt DEM GEN black
'that black shirt.'

The reduplication of lexical items ending in a vowel results in the
reduction of the final vowel of the first reduplicated item. Thus, cCama
cCama 'good' is reduced to dam cCamä in clause-final position, and
damdam in phrase-internal position:

(46) pal minderj damdama
detach another normal
'He detached the other - [it was] normal.'

(47) medium dam dam skd vu
marabout well well NEG Q
'Is the marabout not feeling well?'
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7. Plurality coding through reduplication

The predicative reduplication of attributes formally involves multiple
repetitions, and it indicates more than the normal amount of the attrib-
ute in question. The following example contains two attributive predi-
cates: day day 'a lot' ana fes 'little'. The first predicate is reduplicated;
the second is not:

(48) ä wdzi tuk-yil day day day
for children 2SG a lot
a t- fes
for GEN:1SG little
'For your children it is a lot, for me it is little.'

The reduplication of the attribute fes 'little' is considered internally
contradictory.

8. Possessive propositions: X has

There are three means of coding possessive propositions. One is
through the associative preposition b with the prefix a for a singular-
possessor subject and the prefix / for a plural-possessor subject:

(49) ngäm \väl aba mbd ngay
because woman ASSC child 3SG 3SG
n kd giz toy
PREP INF tell DED
'Because the woman has a child and she will tell

The quantifier 'some' takes a singular subject pronoun:

(50) mindin abd bätakär dzdßdrj mlndirj
some ASSC bag five some
aba ga6
ASSC ten
'Some have five thousand, others have ten.'

The notion of being pregnant is coded through the associative preposi-
tion followed by the noun ddmus 'stomach':
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(51) ngalumbra -wacirj wala abd ddmus
story DEM woman ASSC stomach
mbuu a mbuu za
beget 3SG beget EE
'Here is a story of woman who was pregnant and gave birth.'
(written sources)

The third-person singular or plural subject pronoun occurs even if
there is a nominal subject present:

(52) mbd par ab däbäray
child other ASSC cleverness (F.)
'The other child is clever.'

(53) mlnje hldi ab hldo ngan yom
now man ASSC compound 3SG also
'Now, if a man has his own compound.'

The quantifier/?^/ 'all' in the role of subject takes the plural associative
marker i-bd\

(54) pat -bd patarl
all PL-ASSC skirt
'All of them have a skirt.'

The associative marker with the first person singular is only bd\

(55) ämma so ba Ida
but I ASSC house
'But I have a house'

Another means of coding possessive propositions is through the
existential construction with the verb daha 'exist', where the subject of
the verb of existence is modified by possessive pronouns:

(56) vdrj ngan dahä drj dahä
relative 3SG exist his father exist
'He has a relative, he has a father . . . '
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The third means of coding the possessive clauses is through the
locative construction: Subject Preposition (Preposition) Noun phrase
cCahä 'exist'. If the possessor is human, the second preposition is r.

(57) fü däfu a r tin wa daha
all kind (F.) PRED PREP 1PL.EXCL DEM exist
'We have all kinds of things.'

The negation of a possessive proposition is coded by the clause-
final marker skü:

(58) a b dalä skü
3SG ASSC money NEG
'She doesn't have money.'

9. The locative proposition: X is located at

Propositions expressing the presence of a subject at a location may
have two forms in the present tense. In one construction the locative
predicator a precedes the locative complement:

(59) kwayärj tiy nje i lw-a-k
squirrel look eyes 3PL say-GO-lSG
gdtnifeicf gwacC a düwoy da
monkey plenty PRED behind compound
'The squirrel looked. And as they told him there are many mon-
keys behind.'

(60) mbi par a za banäy
3SG another 3SG COMP suffering
a täläy mbd-nän
PRED head child-ISO
'The other said the suffering is on the head of my child.' (my
child is suffering)

(61) sey muä baytäy a damü zl6ir zlßir
so tamarind large PRED bush dark dark
'There is a large tamarind tree in the bush, it is dark.'
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(62) mimey ämma bifyav ä
panther 3SG COMP truly God 3SG
mbal-a-kü nd- fei gwacf a biy närj
like-GO-lSG go-GO meat plenty PRED room 1SG
'The leopard said, "God truly loves me, as there is a lot of meat
in my room.'"

(63) i za mbd fes ngä citj a damn
3PL COMP child small like DEM PRED bush
'They [shepherds] say there is a small child like that in the
bush.'

(64) kwayay za fai ma mdts-yi
squirrel EE meat REL die-STAT
baytäq a damn
large PRED bush
'The squirrel said, "There is a large dead game animal in the
bush.'"

10. Existential predication

The existential predication is coded by the verb dahä 'exist':

(65) sey a fca skan da kaciy
so 3SG say thing exist DEM
'Then he said, "There is something here.'"

Evidence that the verb dahä is not a locative predicate is provided by
the fact that it can cooccur with the local predicator a:

(66) hafaam dahä a birj ngan
daughter exist PRED house 3SG
'There is a girl at her house.'

11. Conclusions

The verbless clauses whose time is identical with the time of speech do
not have a copula. If the predicate is a noun, the structure of the clause
is Subject Predicate. Pronominal subjects of equational clauses, unlike
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pronominal subjects of verbal clauses, have high tone. The coding of
the future tense in an equational clause requires use of the verb nzä 'to
live, to sit', and such clauses do not differ from verbal clauses.

There are two types of property concept predicates. Inherent adjec-
tives follow the subject without any markers. Non-inherent adjectives
are reduplicated for the predicative function.

Possessive propositions are marked through the associative prepo-
sition b, which precedes the possessum. The associative preposition is
preceded by subject pronouns.

Locative propositions use the locative predicator a before the loca-
tive complement.



Chapter 16
Interrogative clauses

1. Introduction

Mina has two types of interrogative clauses: clauses asking about the
truth of the proposition ('yes/no questions', 'polarity questions'), and
clauses asking about a specific element of the proposition ('wh-
questions', 'information questions').

2. Questions about the truth

Questions about the truth of a proposition are pragmatically independ-
ent clauses, in that no presuppositions are required for their interpreta-
tion. Independent aspects and tenses are used in questions about the
truth. There are two means of coding a question about the truth. One is
through tonal means; the other is through an interrogative particle vit,
which always comes at the end of the clause.

The tonal means of coding consists of raising intonation and the last
high tone of the clause. We were not able to determine the functional
difference, if any, between the interrogatives coded by intonation and
interrogatives coded by the clause-final marker vu:

(1) kai £ nä
INTERJ 3PL say 1PL
Id foi nlnarj kd ndä
own meat 1PL INF go
'"Look," they said "We who own the meat, it is we who go?'

(2) kaddm vl-a-k wild gi
calabash give-GO-lSG food POL
'Calabash, could you give me some food?'
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(3) kdddm vl-a-k wüda gi t say dap
calabash give-GO-lSG food POL finish only
'"Calabash, could you give me some food?", just like that.'

Such questions usually express astonishment:

(4) ha gwacf za
2SG satisfy (about hunger) EE:Q
'Are you sated?'

Questions marked by vü alone do not imply any presupposition on the
part of the speaker:

(5) ha gwatf zd vü
2SG satiate EE Q
'Are you sated?'

(6) ä foa skdn da sulud vü
3SG say thing exist two Q
'He said, "Are there two things?'"

The question about the truth of the proposition can also be marked
by clause-final particle vw:

(7) ha luw-a-y ngasl Bombay
2SG say-GO-3SG like that stick
n-di dal td vü
go do it Q
'"You say to it just like that, 'Stick, do it'?"'

(8) a lii- ZB ha nek skü ngä vü
3SG say-GO.2SG EE 2SG good NEG like Q
'Will he tell you that you are bad?'
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(9) w hi \νθζί hi ma ndi dal
but 2PL children 2PL REL HAB do
masalacC skii syi lay gwacC a
laziness NEG COM field plenty PRED
dam skd vu
bush NEG Q
'But you children, you are lazy. Aren't there plenty of fields in
uncultivated areas?'

The interrogative clause may receive a raising intonation, realized
as high tone on clause-final particle vu:

(10) ha az tok ko 6am
so go GEN:1PL.INCL INF eat
t3 zidep skd vu
DEM at last NEG Q
'So, aren't we going to eat at last?'

If the question is about alternative possibilities, i.e. if it consists of
two questions in a sequence, the first marker vu has high tone, and the
second marker vu has low tone:

(11) w ti mdk zaman to a gay
but see no time(H.) GEN 3SG spoiled
vu a ngdm v
Q 3SG joyous Q
'But let's see, is this life sad or is it happy?'

The interrogative marker forms one phrase with the preceding
proposition, as evidenced by the deletion of word-final vowels preced-
ing the interrogative marker:

(12) ha Ι-ϊηέ v
2SG of-Hina Q
'Are you a Hina person?'

Grammatical morphemes are not deleted in phrase-final position:

(13) hi in-yn v
2PL Hina-PL Q
'Are you Hina men?'
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An existential verb may be used in questions about the truth:

(14) bifcav da vü
God exist Q
'Is there God?' (elicited)

3. Questions about the truth with presuppositions

Incredulous questions are marked by the clause-final interrogative
marker ya:

(15) ko ml da skit yä
even what exist NEG Q
'Isn't there anything?'

(16) hi n kd dzan-ä nok foi za yä
2PL PREP INF fmd-GO 1PL meat EE Q
'You found us meat?'

The clause-final marker ray is the equivalent of the English rhetorical
'so what?':

(17) a zm-a-h \vud$ zd ray
3SG eat-GO-2SG food EE so what
'Even if he ate your food, it should not be taken against him'

4. Specific questions
4.1 Semantic categories of specific interrogatives

The specific interrogative marker is suffixed to markers coding the
grammatical role or the semantic properties of the argument or adjunct
that the question is about. Some specific interrogative markers occur in
clause-initial position and others occur in clause-final position. The po-
sition of the specific interrogative marker is not the same as the posi-
tion of the corresponding arguments in the declarative clause.

The specific interrogative markers code the following semantic
categories: human participant, the marker v; non-human participant, the
marker m. The interrogative markers for place, time, reason, and man-
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ner are formed through the addition of prepositions to the marker v or
m or the use of other forms coding specific adjuncts.

4.2 Questions about the subject of an equational clause

Questions about the non-human subject of an identificational clause are
formed by the demonstrative wa in subject position and mi in clause-
final position:

(18) wa mi
OEM what
'What is this?'

(19) wa zi mi
DEM EE what
'What is this?' (when the speaker knows the identity of the ob-
ject and does not approve of what he or she sees)

The phrase-final form of the demonstrative may also be used in the
interrogative clause, to code topicalization:

(20) wähin mi
DEM what
'What is this?'

(21) wäcin mi
DEM what
'What is this?'

If there is a locative phrase in the clause, both wa and mi follow the
locative phrase:

(22) to ngicC wä mi
GEN DEM DEM what
'What is that over there?'

(23) to ngicC wä mi
GEN PREP DEM DEM what
'What is behind there?'
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Questions regarding a human participant of discourse are marked
by the interrogative vi in clause-final position. The third-person singu-
lar is coded by the third-person human anaphor mbi:

(24) mbi vi
ANAPH who
'Who is he?', 'Who is she?' (this expression is used if the
speaker is told that somebody is calling him)

When people knock on the door one can simply ask:

(25) vi
who?

(26) ha vi
2SG who
'Who are you?'

4.3 Aspect coding in specific interrogatives

A characteristic feature of specific interrogative clauses is that they
have only the unmarked form of the verb in the past tense. The redupli-
cated form may not occur there. This indicates that the specific inter-
rogative clauses are dependent clauses:

(27) md gay vi
REL spoil who
'Who spoiled it?'

(28) md mbdd vi
REL surpass who
'Who is superior?'

(29) bay za ngway bahaman baka ba
chief COMP people Bahaman today still
dzan-ά nok mi
fmd-GO 2PL what
'The chief said, "People, what else did Bahaman find us to-
day?'"
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In the future tense, the specific interrogative clauses have the same
sequence of morphemes as in independent clauses, viz. n ka:

(30) ma n ka luw-a-y vi sey
REL PREP INF say-GO-3SG who so God
'Who will tell him, except God?' (Nobody can tell him, except
God.)

4.4 Questions about subjects of verbal clauses

Questions about subjects of verbal clauses have the marker ma in
clause initial position and the marker vi or mi, depending on whether
the subject is human or nonhuman, in clause-final position. Since md is
identical with the relative clause marker, the interrogative construction
may well be a form of the relative clause, corresponding to "the one
who S is who/what?"

(31) aw blfoav näy ma dat-a-k mba za vi
oh God 1SG REL take-GO-lSG child EE who

, my God, who took away my child?'

The end-of-event marker can be omitted:

(32) aw bifaav nay ma 6at-a-k mba vi
oh God 1SG REL take-GO-lSG child who

, my God, who took my child?'

Questions about a non-human subject:

(33) minje wäciy ha urn ma dal- näm mi
now DEM 2SG see REL do-GO 1DU what
'Now, you saw, what happened to us?'

(34) kwaykway dap wan siilud siilud
hyena ask 3 PL sleep two two
wä ma dal-a-y tata mi
but what happen-GO-3SG 3PL what
'Hyena asked: they sleep in pairs, but what happened to them?'
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Interrogative markers follow objects and adverbs of time or place, if
any:

(35) md rj kd ntd fad η νί
REL PREP INF pay cow ISO who
'Who will pay for my cow?'

(36) bay za ma y-ά vi
chief COMPREL call-GO.2SG who
'The chief said, "Who is calling you?'"

(37) w ma kd ndd kd g cf-ά
but REL INF go INF pickfire-GO
nok ku vi
1PL fire who
'But who will go to find us fire?'

If there is an addressee in the clause, the addressee follows the spe-
cific interrogative marker. The addressee is thus outside of the preposi-
tional frame:

(38) sey η ζά mi ya vi kwayarj
so 3PL COMP REL call who squirrel
'Then, they said, "Who called you, squirrel?'"

The evidence that the question about the subject is coded by the
relative clause plus interrogative intonation is provided by non-
interrogative relative clause constructions, which have exactly the same
form as interrogative clauses:

(39) ma ndd kd si vi syi
REL go INF run who COM
kd hcC-ά za
INF hit-GO EE
'The one who wants to run away, he hit him'

Compare the intonation in the interrogative clause:

(40) md ndd kd si vi
REL go INF run who
'Who wants to go to run?'
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4. 5 Questions about the object

In questions about the object, the interrogative marker follows the verb
or aspect marker, if any. If the object is human, the marker is vi; if the
object is non-human, the marker is mi. The function of these markers as
coding the object is assured by the presence of the subject in the posi-
tion preceding the verb.

Human objects:

(41) wo S3 n ka gar zl vi
but 1SG PREP INF search then who
'But who am I going to search for?'

(42) gombok za ha r vi
frog COMP 2SG insult who
'Frog said, "Who are you insulting?'"

Non-human objects:

(43) say täkar za ha käp mi
so turtle COMP 2SG throw what
'So the turtle said, "What do you throw?'"

(44) a gar kd dal-a-h mi
3SG want INF do-GO-2SG what
'What does he want to do to you?'

(45) mlsil mi misil wada
3SG steal what 3SG steal food
'What did she steal? She stole food!'

(46) wal ngan za au sa
wife 3SG COMP INTERJ 1SG
dal-a-h rnana wa mi
do-GO-2SG like DEM what
'His wife said, "What did I do to you?'"

The interrogative clause may have the marker kd coding focus:
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(47) α ζά s kd kawu to
3SG COMP ISO INF hold DEM
n a rd wa mi
PREP PRED hand DEM what
'He said, "What did I hold in the hand?'"

Questions about the object do not have to have a subject. Instead,
the infinitive clause can be used alone. These questions end with the
word vaygay 'how':

(48) wa kd liiw-a-y n kdddm to
but INF say-GO-3SG PREP calabash GEN
zi varjgay b haman
then how Bahaman
'"What do you say to the calabash, Bahaman?'"

(49) ee, wa kd luw-a-y varjgay
well, DEM INF say-GO-3SG how
'But what does one say?'

(50) wal wa hay hay kd cCal vaygay
woman DEM cry cry INF do how
'This woman cried, "What [am I] to do?'"

4.6 Questions about manner

The marker vaygay 'how' codes questions about the manner. The ha-
bitual aspect is coded by the independent habitual marker ndl:

(51) / ndi dd mav vaygay
3PL HAB cook EEer how
'How do they cook beer?'

The future tense is coded by the form involving the sequence n ka:

(52) ha n kd dal vaygay
2SG PREP INF do how
'What are you going to do?'
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Unlike in affirmative equational clauses and questions about the
truth, in specific interrogative equational clauses, there is a copula,
which in the present tense is marked by the verb nzä 'be':

(53) s fön td md väygay
thing GEN be how
'What is the form of this thing? (about object previously men-
tioned but not visible)

4.7 Questions about dative and benefactive argument

Question about the dative/benefactive must have the third-person dative
pronoun added to the verb, and the interrogative marker vi preceded
by the preposition na:

(54) ha dah-a-y nd vi
2SG go-GO-3SG PREP who
'For whom did you bring it?'

Questions about the addressee are coded by the third-person singu-
lar dative pronoun rj following the verb and the locative predicator a
and the preposition nd followed by the question marker about humans
vi 'who':

(55) ha kd luw-a-y zin a nd vi
2SG PREP INF say-GO-3SG then PRED PREP who
'Who are you going to tell it to?'

4.8 Questions about locative adjuncts

Mina makes a distinction between directional and stative locatives. In
both types of questions, the interrogative word occurs in clause-final
position. In both types of questions, the interrogative word may be pre-
ceded by the local predicator a and the prepositions, na, or ra. Which
marker is used depends on the presence of locative characteristics in
the verb and in the locative complement.

Questions about the stative locative, i.e. about the location of an
object or an event, are marked by the clause final tiki:
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(56) skan wa ha da tiki
thing DEM 2SG bring where
'That thing, where did you take it from?'

If the clause is verbless, the local predicator a must be used before
the interrogative marker:

(57) α ζά st n w cirj a tiki
3SG COMP thing DEM PRED where
'He said, "That thing, where is it?'"

If the complement is human, a preposition r must be used before it:

(58) ha da skdn waciy a r3 v-iti
2SG bring thing DEM PRED PREP whom
'To whom did you bring that thing?'

The directional interrogative is marked by clause-final vay.

(59) ha ndd vay
2SG go where
'Where are you going?'

(60) ha nzd say kd dok td-kor)
2SG sit 1SG as horse GEN-2SG
ha ndd vay sd de6-e-h
2SG go where 1SG take-GO-2SG
'You sit on me as on your horse. Where are you going? Let me
take you.'

(61) a zo medlgi tsu vay wal
3SG COMP neighbor go where woman
ngdn za a ndd mbe skit
3SG COMP 3SG go recent NEG
'He said, "Where did the neighbor go?" His wife said, "He went
a long time ago.'"

The marker vay is not inherently interrogative, but rather is a
marker of an unspecified direction:
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(62) ko wäl ngan ndd vay n groß
even wife 3SG go where 3PL together
dap
always
'No matter where his wife goes, they are always together.'

(63) hi nda vay hi groß hi groß
2PL go where 2PL together 2PL together
\vä kam
DEM TOP(F.)
'Wherever you go, you are always together, therefore

The stative locative interrogative tiki can be used with verbs of move-
ment, but only to code the starting point of the movement, not the di-
rection to:

(64) bay za . a nd- zd tiki
chief COMP 3SG go-GO EE where
'The chief said, "Where did he come from?'"

4.9 Questions about the possessor

Questions about the identity of the possessor are coded by the inter-
rogative complex consisting of the possessum, followed by the marker
v 'who' and by the clause-final particle ti.

(65) bay za ha ddm hafoarn vitl
chief COMP 2SG marry daughter whose
'The chief said, "Whose daughter did you marry?'"

(66) skzm waciy a vlti
thing DEM PRED whom
'To whom does this thing belong?'

(67) a za rukut-yii waciy a vti
3SG COMP clothing-PL DEM PRED whom
'He said, "To whom does this clothing belong?"
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(68) sey bay a za wacirj baha a
so chief 3SG COMP DEM again PRED
vtl
whom
'So the chief said, "This one is for whom?'

The clause final particle // can be analyzed as consisting of the in-
terrogative marker I and the form t. Given the fact that / is a component
of the genitive marker ta, reduced to to in phrase internal position, it is
more than likely that the structure of the interrogative complex in
questions about the possessor is: 'who'-GEN-Q. Of interest here is the
fact that the genitive marker occurs after the possessor. In affirmative
clauses, the genitive marker occurs before the possessor.

4.10 Questions about time

Questions about time are coded by the form ρίρί at the end of the
clause:

(69) ha dam \val ρίρί
2SG marry woman when
'When did you marry?'

Because of the nature of the questions about time, viz. lack of any as-
sumptions about the possible time of the event, the end-of-event marker
za cannot be used.

(70) ha llm-a gwafc (*za) ρίρί
2SG see-GO elephant (*EE) when
'When did you see the elephant?'

The marker ρίρί is not inherently interrogative, but rather codes un-
specified time, as evidenced by its use in non-interrogative clauses:
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(71) S3 dal d b ray nam zdm w da t3mu
ISO do plan 1DU eat food 1DU
aba jam ko ρίρί sd gor ng l
ASSC well (F.) even when 1SG search husband
par rd sku sey n mu
other D.HAB NEG except 1DU
Ί have made a plan so that we eat well. I am never going to
look for another husband. It is just the two of us.'

4.11 Questions about purpose and reason

Questions about reason are coded by the sequence ko mi, a gday ml or
frequently using a Fula word ngam 'because' in the sequence ng m ko
ml, occurring in clause-initial or in clause-final position. The marker ml
is the non-human interrogative marker, ko is the preposition "in."

(72) ykw α ζά ha gbr kimi
goat 3SG COMP 2SG want why
'The goat said, "Why are you looking for it?'"

(73) dok za ha gdr kimi
horse EE 2SG want why
'The horse said, "Why are you looking for it?'"

The answer to the question about reason/purpose involves the infinitive
verb:

(74) a za kd dzdm
3SG COMP INF wrestle
'He said, "In order to fight.'"

Here are examples of the use of the lexeme ngam 'because' (F.) fol-
lowed by kimi 'why' to code the question about reason:
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(75) goyga ä n ko vurtähä a
reality (F.) 3SG PREP INF leave (F.) PRED
talay tdtäy gam kd ml duniyä
head 3 PL because PREP what world
ä nzd kd mbirj
3SG be like that
'The reality will come from their side. Why? Because that's
how life is.'

(76) kd 6am kimi wa leßek-leßek wa
INF eat why but raw raw but
kd 6am varjgay
INF eat how
'To eat [meat] why?, but how can one eat things that are raw?

4.12 Questions about quantity

For questions about quantity, the interrogative word corresponding to
"how many, how much" is :

(77) ha kd ded-e-y däla m hidd wa
2SG INF bring-GO-3SG money PREP man DEM
dal vänu
makes how many
'The money that you brought for the man, how much is it?'

The interrogative marker may be preceded by the preposition na:

(78) ha her na
2SG sell PREP how much
'For how much are you selling it?'

(79) SB n ki 6äfo-a vänu
1SG PREP INF smith-GO.2SG how many
'How many [hoes] will I make?'

The marker vänu may occur right after the head noun or in clause-final
position:
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(80) ha ko dälä va vanu a Mokolo
2SG INF make year how many PRED Mokolo
'How many years did you spend at Mokolo?'

4.13 Questions about the instrumental

The interrogative instrumental is marked by the associative marker bd
followed by the non-human marker ml:

(81) sku syl ka zdm skan-yn
NEG COM INF eat thing-PL
•wä bd mi
DEM ASSC what
Or else what to eat those things with?'

5. The categoriality of interrogative markers

The forms v/, mi, and perhaps other forms employed at the end of spe-
cific interrogative clauses are not inherently interrogative. Their inher-
ent meaning is that of unspecified human and unspecified non-human
entity. The evidence for the proposed functions of vi and mi is provided
by the fact that these forms can also occur in non-interrogative func-
tions, more specifically, in functions equivalent to "everybody," "eve-
rything":

(82) vi tl mbd da sku
who look child exist NEG
'Everybody looks, there is no child'

6. Conclusions

Interrogative clauses are marked by clause-final markers, which differ
for questions about the truth and for questions about specific compo-
nents of a proposition. The marker of yes/no questions shares the initial
consonant v with specific questions about humans. All specific ques-
tions share the final vowel /'. The marker for questions about non-
human participants is mi. All the interrogative markers are underlyingly
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markers of an unspecified participant belonging to one of the semantic
categories of human, non-human, place, direction, time, and manner.

The interrogative clauses do not code the past tense through redu-
plication. Instead, the simple form of the verb is used in the past tense.
In the future tense the form n kd is used.



Chapter 17
Reference system

1. Introduction

The description of the system of reference is crucial for the grammar of
any language because it explains the role of lexical nouns in discourse,
deictic and anaphoric elements, and the function of argument omission,
if any. Mina codes the following domains in the system of reference:
deixis; known referent; previous mention reference in discourse; These
domains are coded by one of the following means: a noun alone; a
noun followed by one or more determiners, a pronoun alone, a deter-
miner alone or a sequence of determiners. The purpose of the present
chapter is to describe each of these means, their functions, and how
they interact with the other means.

2. Phrase internal and phrase final forms of pronouns and de-
teminers

From the point of view of phonological properties, pronouns and de-
terminers behave in the same way with respect to the syntactic posi-
tions they occupy. In phrase-internal position, members of this class
undergo phonological reduction, and in phrase-final position, they un-
dergo phonological expansion.

The phrase-final variants are derived through the suffix n added to
the underlying, not the phrase-internal, form of the pronouns and de-
terminers. The evidence for this suffix is provided by the phonological
changes that pronouns undergo. High vowels in closed syllables are
lowered by one step; thus, / becomes e, and u becomes o. The nasal
suffix is realized as a velar nasal, which may be an additional cause of
vowel lowering. The vowel-lowering rule enables us to analyze the un-
derlying form of the second-person singular pronoun hu. Subsequent
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lowering of u to ο occurs when the suffix η is added. The vowel-
lowering rule has not yet been generalized to all dialects, and some
dialects do not lower the vowel in closed syllable.

The form of the pronoun with the suffix η allows us to establish the
underlying form of the first-person pronoun and the third-person ana-
phor as sa and ta respectively. When the suffix η is added, the forms
become san and tan, but when they occur in phrase-internal position,
the vowel a is reduced and the forms become s or t. Subsequent schwa
insertion as required by syllabification rules produces the forms sd and

Singular Dual Plural
Internal Final IntemalFinal Internal Final
1 sd sag nam namu nin neney EXCL

nok ndkorj INCL
2 hu ho-n hmey
3 td tay tdtd tdtarj
Anaphor
mbi mbey

The tone on forms td and tay is low after verbs and polar after nouns
and other lexical categories.

The phrase-final variants of plural pronouns are formed through the
addition of a velar nasal to the underlying form of the pronoun. To pre-
vent a disallowed consonant cluster from emerging, an epenthetic
vowel is inserted. The vowel is a copy of the vowel in the preceding
syllable. The nasal consonant becomes velar in accordance with
phonological rules regarding word-final position:

(1) 0 -* V[a high, β front] /V[a high, β front]C _ rj#

(2) mn-n -» [ninirj]or-* [nenerj] 1PL.EXCL
nok-n — nokorj 1PL.INCL
hin-n — » hinirj -* [hinerj] 2PL
tdta-n -» [tstarj] 3PL

The third-person plural tdtd in phrase-internal position and tdt y in
phrase-final position are most likely reduplicated forms of the deduced
marker ta, realized as td in phrase-internal position. In the present
grammar, the phrase final forms of these and other determiners are rep-
resented as one morpheme, instead of being divided into the base and
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phrase-final suffix. The first person dual phrase-final form nämu does
not have the velar suffix. That may indicate that the form does not be-
long historically to the class of pronouns.

A noun or a noun phrase may be followed by several determiners,
including deictics, anaphors, and pronouns. The term "demonstrative"
in the present grammar refers to a form that can modify another noun
or be the head of a noun phrase. Some demonstratives may have both
deictic and anaphoric functions. Anaphors have an anaphoric function
only.

3. Deixis

The grammatical system of Mina makes a clear distinction between
locative deixis (described in Chapter 7 on locative arguments and ad-
juncts) and entity deixis. Entity deixis is based on the forms wa for
proximate and ta for remote. The form ta has the phrase-internal vari-
ant td and the phrase-final variant tay. The phrase-final variant of wa is
formed through the addition of interchangeable suffixes ein or hin. The
same speaker may use hin or ein, sometimes even within the same
sentence. The vowel a of deictics may be raised to e, and we have also
recorded instances of raising to i when phrase-final suffixes are added.
Thus the following phrase-final phonetic realizations have been re-
corded: [kehin], [mehin], [wäcin], [wehin], and even [wicin] and
[kihin]. The evidence that the form ein is a suffix rather than an insepa-
rable part of the underlying form of the pronoun is provided by its oc-
currence with other demonstratives.

Each marker can occur by itself, thus serving as head of the noun
phrase, or it can modify a noun. Our description starts with proximate
deixis followed by remote deixis, and within each category the use of
the deictic marker alone is followed by its use as a modifier.

3.1 Proximate deixis

The proximate entity deixis is coded by the form wa, whose phrase fi-
nal variants are wähin or wäcin:

(3) we ein kujl
DEM Kuji
'ThisisKuji.'
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(4) wä tek wäcin tek wä tek bäha yä
DEM sheep DEM sheep DEM sheep still also
'This one is a sheep, this one is a sheep, and this one also is a
sheep'

The marker wa in clause-initial position, without any other ele-
ments preceding it within the clause, has low tone:

(5) sey bay za wä darna
so chief COMP DEM good
'The chief said, "That is good.'"

The entity modified by deictic markers can refer to an object of
speech:

(6) wäcin äladä to kuli-yil
DEM custom (H., F.) GEN kuli-PL
wäcirj tok zä
DEM finish EE
'That is the tradition of the kuli. It [the story] has ended.'

The deictic wa may be used as complement the preposition
'like' to give the meaning 'like that':

(7) hay hay hay a hay mdna
cry cry cry 3SG cry like that
waciy syi
DEM COM
'He cried a lot like that.'

(8) ha ndi dzan- nam skan mdna wa
2SG HAB fmd-GO 1DU thing like DEM
tiki
where
'Where do you find us things like this?'"
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3.2 Deictic modification

The tone of the marker wa is low:

(9) £z wa tok zä
meat DEM finish EE
'This meat has finished'

(10) foa wä tok zä
cow DEM finish EE
'This cow is finished' (is sick, tired, etc)

(11) wäcirj ngälämbrä wa tok zä
DEM story DEM finish EE
'And that is how this story ends.'

The marker wacin and its free variant wähin have low-high tone struc-
ture:

(12) fed wacin nek skit
cow DEM good NEG
'This cow is not good'

(13) fei wacin nek skü
meat DEM good NEG
'This meat is not good.'

If in the same sentence the full form of demonstrative is used more than
once, the first has the form wacin and the second the form wehin:

(14) par wacirj md hay hay par wehin
other DEM REL cry cry other DEM
ma dz ula
REL kill neck
One is a weeper and the other is a screamer.'

The evidence that the form wa can code deixis is provided by its
unambiguous use in discourse when the speaker refers to an object in
the environment of speech. Thus people coming across a river that has
filled up say:
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(15) nok kd dal zl värjgay kd foay
1PL INF do then how INF cross
lakwat \vacin
river DEM
'How are we going to cross this river?' (zl phrase-internal, zen
phrase-final)

(16) ä fed nd- tly skay wä mdk
3SG say go-GO see thing DEM won't you
mbü td hidi gdnak toy a ndä-ha
child GEN man black go 3SG go-GO
tly syl rnämäy
see COM mother.3SG
'He said, "Come and look at this thing." The human child came
and saw that it was his mother.' (ma daganak = something
black, hldl gdnak 'black person' = 'human being')

Here is another example of this kind:

(17) bay tl fa-yii dungür da skü
chief look cow-PL hump exist NEG
'The chief saw that the cows did not have humps'

(18) ma fyd düngürto fad wa
3SG COMPREL cut hump GEN cow DEM who
'He asked, "Who cut the hump[s] of these cows?'"

The following example illustrates use of wäcin both as a modifier
of another noun and as deictic complement of a preposition. The modi-
fier function is marked by the phrase-final form because it marks the
topic:

(19) galambra wacirj tok za aba wäcirj
story DEM finish EE ASSC DEM
'This story is finished with that.' (or 'With that, this story is
finished.')

The form wacin may follow other modifiers, e.g. possessive pro-
nouns. The following example contains the words of the subject upon
noticing a horse grazing nearby:
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(20) ä foa mällum useni ha san
3SG say marabout please (F.) 2SG know God
vl-a-k dok tuk waciy sd 6am zä
give-GO-lSG horse 2SG DEM 1SG eat EE
'He said, "Marabout, please, if you know God, give me this
horse of yours for me to eat.'" (The horse has not been men-
tioned in the conversation between the subject and the mara-
bout.)

The deictic \va is used with the word bakähä 'today'. This usage
parallels the use of demonstratives to code the notion 'today' in many
other languages:

(21) bakä wa zey ha ka zar zar
today DEM then 2SG INF whip whip

täläy kräp ä däl-a-k
3SG COMP head ache 3SG do-GO-lSG
rä
D.HAB
'Today, if you whip him, he says, "I have a headache.'"

3.3 Remote deixis

Remote entity deixis is coded by the form ta, realized as td in phrase-
internal position and tay in phrase-final position, with polar tones after
nouns, and low tones after verbs. We have very few instances of remote
deixis in natural discourse data. The following fragment provides evi-
dence for the deictic modification function of . An object is brought
into sight, and one of the participants speaks about it. The remote deixis
is used with respect to the object that is closer to the listener than to the
speaker:

(22) / /; fray hld-ytt ndd 6dt
send 3 PL send man-PL go get 3 PL
69t-a-y kaddm wäciy da
get-GO-3SG calabash DEM bring 3PL
da-ha-\v
bring-GO-3SG
'They sent people and they went and got the calabash for him
and brought it.'
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(23) wä kd lüw-a-y n kddam tä
but INF say-GO-3SG PREP calabash DED
zi värjgay bähaman
then how Bahaman
'What do you say to the calabash, Bahaman?'

4. Full noun phrase as subject

Full noun phrases can be used as subject, object, locative argument, or
the complement of a preposition. The constraints on the use of a full
noun phrase differ for subjects and objects. The use of the pronouns
also differs between subject and object. It is therefore useful to orga-
nize the description of the relevant constraints from the point of view of
realization of various arguments and adjuncts.

Proper names, titles such as bay 'chief, i.e. personalities that have
unique reference within the society, and nouns that function as proper
names within a discourse always occur without any determiners, re-
gardless of whether they have been previously mentioned in discourse,
regardless of whether they are present in the discourse environment,
and regardless of their pragmatic role:

Full noun as proper name:

(24) Bahaman til a nd-a
Bahaman go 3SG go-GO
'Bahaman left.'

Full noun as title:

(25) bay za ngway tar lay
chief COMP INTERJ month time
to mitis mana waciq
GEN hunger like DEM
'The chief said, "Oh, during the time of hunger like this'"

Next is an ordinary noun anthropomorphized and serving as a
proper name in a story. Notice, that after the first sentence that intro-
duces the characters, the second sentence has the same names occur
also without any determiners:
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(26) gombok iba bäkäläf i-cCal
frog PL.ASSC buffalo 3PL-make
gaabä
conversation

frog and a buffalo had a conversation'

(27) bäkäläf na gombok ha kul
buffalo COMPPREP frog 2SG able
kd si skü
INF run NEG
'The buffalo said to the frog, "You cannot run'"

Here is another fragment, with ordinary nouns serving as proper
names of characters in a story. Note, however, that there is no formal
difference between the use of a noun as a proper name and as an ordi-
nary name.

(28) sey täkar til a na yam
so turtle leave PRED PREP water
mal mal mal- dzaöarj
seize seize 3SG seize-GO five
'So, the turtle went in the water and caught five [fish].'

sey kuif-yii damcCamä i
so fish-PL 3PL good good 3PL REL
nj-i
be-STAT
'So, the fish are good. They are there.'

kwayätj na täkar mäsaw kllerj
squirrel 3SG COMP PREP turtle fry first
The squirrel said to the turtle, "Fry them first.'"

The ordinary full noun is used without any determiners when it is a
new subject but not a new paragraph topic. In the following sentence,
the subject of the first clause is a pronoun; hence, there is no deter-
miner. The subject of the second clause is damas 'stomach', not a topic
of the clause. In addition, the subject of the third clause, hatäy 'non-
blacksmith', is the subject and the topic as evidenced by the fact that it
is marked by the demonstrative wa. It is also the focus, as evidenced by
the use of the form ka in the past tense:
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(29) sd tal-aha w a tan syl ddmds
ISO walk-GO but PRED ISO COM stomach
gwacf z hdtay \va kd
full EE nonblacksmith DEM INF
vl-a-k mav z
give-GO-lSG beer EE
Ί took walks, as for me, my belly is full, and the nonblack-
smith3 gave me beer.'

In the following fragment, the subject of the embedded clause zavan-yil
'guinea fowl' occurs without any determiner (other than the plural
coding). It also has no determiner in the subsequent main clause, where
it also is the subject:

(30) kd ndd za f u ndd dzarj
INF go EE each time go find
ζάνάη-y ί mar r
guinea fowl-PL 3PL graze D.HAB
'Each time she went, she found guinea fowl grazing.'
ζάνάη-yn za fdd-a na
guinea fowl-PL COMP shave-GO 1PL
t l n kd gi
head POS please
'The guinea fowl said, "Shave our heads, please.'"

Here are examples of subjects that are not topics, used in the discourse:

(31) cikid td gwidiy nddv ka [ndsf]
sesame GEN single fall POS
Ά single sesame seed fell down.'

3. The noun hdtay 'a non-blacksmith' identifies a person as not belonging to the
cast of blacksmiths, who are involved, among other activities, in handling of
corpses. Blacksmiths are the untouchable cast among Hina. A hdtay is not neces-
sarily a Hina person. Any person could be a hdtay provided the person is not a
blacksmith. In the old days it was unthinkable to eat from the same vessel as a
blacksmith or to accept food or beer from a blacksmith. Intermarriage between a
member of the blacksmith clan and other people was still unheard of in 2000.
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(32) van da r a mma a nd
rain fetch:GO D.HAB like PRED PREP
lumo
market
'It was raining from the direction of the market.'

(33) van wilkil ka nda-hä
rain fail INF go-GO
'The rain failed to come in.'

The following sentence is preceded and followed by clauses each with
a different subject:

(34) kwaykwa-yn mo nd-a-y za
hyena-PL 3PL REL go-GO-STAT EE
'Hyenas came.'

5. Use of pronouns in reference system

In sequential clauses, if the subjects are the same, the pronominal sub-
ject is not used. This constraint applies to all persons. If sentences with
the same subject describe different events, the pronominal subject is
used. The following fragment illustrates three conditions in the use of
subject markers: the use of the second-person pronoun in the first
clause, its omission in the second, sequential, clause, then its use again
in the third clause of the second sentence.

(35) ha 6dt mavii da nd may
2SG take beer cook PREP there
'You take wine, you cook it there.'
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ha tos hld-yii tuk-yil ko
2SG gather man-PL 2SG-PL INF
S3 tay ngäm a kd mberj
drink DED because PRED like ANAPH
wähiy dama alaada mi faefee ü
DEM good custom REL old time 3 PL
dal nge hirj
do like that
'You gather your neighbors to drink it, because it is good, like
that. That was the custom of the old times.'

The third-person singular subject pronoun is unmarked before the
subject focus marker ka, the perfect marked by the form ma, and in se-
quential clauses marked by nda. The antecedent of the unmarked third-
person subject is the last subject mentioned in discourse:

(36) sey dal a dala-ha-\v dä-h
so do 3SG do-GO-3SG bring-GO
dä-h ndd yä kwayärj
bring-GO go call squirrel
'He took some of it, brought it, and called the squirrel.'

If the first clause has a nominal subject, the use of the third-person
pronominal subject in the next sequential clause codes switch reference
to another subject previously mentioned in discourse. The evidence that
what follows is another clause is provided by the low tone on the verb
%'go':

(37) kwayärj tay
squirrel go 3SG COMP
s kd dal tsey zä
1SG INF do finished EE
'The squirrel went. He [the monkey] said, "I finished.'"

The following fragment illustrates the use of the pronoun a to code a
new subject (but not a new topic) as well as the absence of pronominal
markers to code a continuing subject:
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(38) sey bähamän \vurt3 palah
then Bahaman leave(F.) out 3SG COMP
ndd seytünä ba dap
go 'call' again
'Then Bahaman went out. She said to him, "Go make that call
again.'" (seytünä 'name in Fula of muezzin's call in the morn-
ing')

bähamän nd- gär
Bahaman go-GO stand
'Bahaman went there and stood'.

dlyä seitin go warty syl
start muezzin's call DEM COM
'He started to make the call.'

The third person plural subject must always be coded overtly:

(39) hid-yii wa tdtd mäkad
man-PL DEM 3PL 3PL three
'There were three men.'

/ ndd ko ber-e cikid bühü nta
3PL go INF sell-GO sesame bag (F.) one
'They were going to sell one bag of sesame seeds.'

ngdcf ngacC ngacf cike' (za) ka
count count 3PL count all (be) POS
'They counted all [the sesame seeds].' (The form ka was first
given when alanguage assistant repeated the recorded sen-
tence.)

dzaw dzäw- a duwon
attach 3 PL attach-3SG PRED back

donkey
'They attached it to the back of the donkey.'
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nd rä i nd ra
3P1 walk D.HAB 3PL walk D.HAB
vär) wä kd da
rain start INF fetch water
'While they were walking, rain started to fall.'

Note that the last clause of this fragment has a new topic intro-
duced, van 'rain'. The subsequent coding of rain is done through the
third-person singular pronoun:

(40) da da a dd wane
drawiGO draw:GO 3SG draw alot(F.)
'It rained a lot.'

However, the pronoun may also be used in the subject role even if
the preceding clause had a different subject. The only condition for the
felicitous use of the third-person subject pronoun is whether the situa-
tion gives an unambiguous interpretation of the reference. Consider the
following fragment, where the subject of the third clause is identical
with the addressee of the embedded clause:

(41) sey bay za kädam vl-ä
so chief COMP calabash give-GO
nä wiids gi
1PL.EXCL food please
'So the chief said, "Calabash, give us food.'"

da a da d-a-y to \ \vaciy
cook 3SG cook cook-GO-3SG3PL food DEM
syl
COM
'Then it made the food for them'

Such unambiguous interpretations also obtain if the two clauses
have different numbers in the third-person. Thus in the following frag-
ment, the first clause has a nominal singular subject, which is also the
topic, the second clause has the third-person plural subject pronoun,
hence a different reference, and the third clause has the third-person
singular subject pronoun, whose antecedent is the subject of the first
clause:
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(42) / hok rd wacirj sey wal w 6ot
3PL lift D.HAB them then wife DEM take
a 6at fordm naka bo venjeh dlya
3SG take horn REM ASSC pepper put
a di kd no ma
3SG put PREP PREP mouth
'When they were lifting the stones, the wife took the horn
which contained pepper and put it in her mouth.' (high tone on
naka is a result of the fusion with the following a of the asso-
ciative marker)

sey ab d w n mbi ί η kd
then ASSC after that 3PL PREP INF
nda-h kd hok nvdrj-yn
go-GO INF lift stone-PL
'Afterwards they came to lift the stones.'

if a if-e ίέ η fordm \va dap
blow 3SG blow-GO GEN PREP horn DEM only
'She blew that which was in the horn.'

6. Full noun phrase as the object

The full noun phrase is used as the object without any determiners if it
is not marked as a topic of the new discourse, and if it is not marked as
salient:

(43) md lorn birj ra dris ngacC dris
REL build house dig mud mix mud
'The one who builds a house dug the mud, mixed the mud,'

lorn birj foa h mas nd-ά hdfe ka
build house cut straw go-GO thatch POS
wan kd nd mdrj
lie inside PREP LOC.ANAPH
built a home, cut some straw, thatched the roof, and lay down
inside it.'

The object is coded by a full noun even when it has been mentioned
in previous discourse but is not in focus and is not a topic of the propo-
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sition. The following sentences contained the noun bätakär 'bag' that
has been mentioned a dozen sentences before, but which is not salient
for the discourse, and which is not a topic as indicated by the absence
of determiners:

(44) md ngocC ngocf pdl
REL count count detach 3SG detach
bätakär ngdd ngdcf
bag count count
'The one who was good at counting detached the bag and
counted [the seeds].'

Even if the object has been mentioned in the immediately preceding
clause, it may be repeated in the next clause without any determiners.
This is the case with the object rükiit in the following fragment:

(45) a za tsok ritkitt fuu ka
3SG COMP takeoff cloth all POS
'She said take off all your clothes.'

bay tsok rükiit fuu ka
chief takeoff cloth all POS
'The chief took off all his clothes.'

7. Object coding in non-finite clauses

Non-finite clauses, such as infinitive complements and complements of
auxiliary verbs, must have an object overtly coded. If the object was
previously mentioned in discourse, such an object is coded by the de-
duced anaphora form ta (tarj in phrase-final position, with polar tones):

(46) ndd dzay kwaykwa-yii i kd ngä
go find hyena-PL 3 PL INF break
fai za syl
meat EE COM
'And she found some hyenas who had caught some meat.'
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kayä diyä walte to bd dd
INTERJ(F.) start help(F.) 3PL ASSC cook
tärj
DED
'She started to help them cook it.'

Compare the absence of the object in the final clause in final
clauses:

(47) ndd dzarj kwaykwa-yii i kd ngä ty
go find hyena-PL 3 PL INF break meat
za syl
EE COM
'And she found some hyenas who had caught some meat.'

mbi ma do zln
3SG REL cook then
'And then, it was she who cooked it.'

(48) *mbi ma dd *tarj zln
3SG REL cook DED then
for 'And then, it was she who cooked it.'

(49) i dd m
3PL cook D.HAB
'and they were cooking it'

The form ta is used as an object anaphor in complements of auxil-
iary verbs:

(50) 6dt a 6dt Bombay ngdn diyä ze6
get 3SG get stick 3SG put follow
tärj
DED
'He got his stick and went to follow her.'

The anaphor ta cannot be used in finite clauses:

(51) a Um wal ngdr) kd zed *täy zä
3M see wife 3M INF follow DED EE
'He saw his wife and he followed her.'
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The anaphor ta is used as an object marker in infinitival clauses:

(52) sey wal vcäciy kul skü ä dal-ahä
so woman DEM able NEG 3SG make-GO
sey add ii daß nd Idptal
so take 3 PL take PRED PREP hospital
kd hurgd täy
INF cure DED
'This woman was not well; she was sick. So she was brought to
a hospital for treatment.'

(53) sey a tdt kam i ndi ngä
then PRED 3PL TOP(F.) 3PL HAB catch
fyl-yii zd kd nd- kd da täy
meat EE INF go-GOINF cook DED
'Then, as for them [the hyenas], they just catch the meat [and]
bring it for cooking.'

(54) to ä foa s-tsäf kam ä
okay 3SG say ISO-lie TOP(F.) PRED
pat kafkafa az tdm kd si
tomorrow morning go 1DU INF run
täy
DED
"Okay," he said, "if I lie—tomorrow morning let's run [a
race].'"

In the next clause, a reference is made again to a race, and again the
same anaphor is used:

(55) ii fya az tdm kd si täy
3SG say go 1DU INF run DED
'He said, "Let's run."'

The antecedent of the deduced anaphora marker may be a proposi-
tion:
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(56) ha luw-a-y ngasi Bombay
2SG say-GO-3SG like that stick
n-di dal to vü
go do DED Q
'You say to it just like that, "Stick, do it?'" (high tone on to is a
product of the penultimate raising in interrogative clauses)

(57) ä fea bifyaf kä dz3 tdtd cike' kä
3SG say God INF kill 3PL all POS
a fln nämu nam kd tly tar)
3SG remain 1DU 1DU INF see DED
'He said, "God has killed them all; there remains only us, we
will see.'"

(58) kwaykway za mecf
hyena COMP swear
The hyena said, "Swear!"'

(59) a foa kay ä fin nam tatä
3SG say INTERJ 3SG remain l DU alone
mbembe wa ä n kd nda
immediately but 3SG PREP INF go:GO
lay
DED
'He said, "Look, there remains only us, but very soon He [God]
will come.'"

8. The domain of known referent

The deictic marker wa and its phrase-final form wacin/wahin follow a
noun they determine. In addition to the deictic function described ear-
lier, the marker indicates that the referent is to be treated as a known
entity, regardless of whether the listener actually knows the referent.
The source of the knowledge could be previous mention in discourse,
regardless of the distance between the previous mention and the current
mention. The source of knowledge could also be what is generally ex-
pected from any speaker of the language:
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(60) kwayäy bd läkaf wäcirj
squirrel 3SG fear ASSC baboon DEM
'The squirrel was afraid ofthat baboon' (baboon mentioned in
the immediately preceding sentence).

(61) nd- dew ka a bar medium
go-GO sit POS PRED side marabout
waciy
DEM
'He came to sit next to this marabout.' (The marabout was the
topic of the previous paragraph, but last mention as mällum was
five sentences earlier. In between there were several other par-
ticipants mentioned.)

(62) i kd mdl za a n misü wahin
3PL INF seize EE PRED PREP theft DEM
'They arrested him for stealing.' (The noun misll was men-
tioned five clauses earlier, the act of stealing two clauses ear-
lier.)

Consider the following fragment, where in the first sentence the
nounforzm 'horn' is coded by the remote previous mention marker
näkähä. In its mention in the next sentence, it is followed by the form
wa:

(63) i hok r a wacirj sey \väl wa
3PL lift D.HAB DEM then wife DEM
6dt a 6dt forom nakä bo venjeh
take 3SG take horn REM ASSC pepper
dlya a di kä nd mä
put 3SG put in PREP mouth
'When they were lifting [the stones], the wife took the horn
which contained pepper and put it in her mouth.'

if a if-e td n foräm wa dap
blow 3SG blow-GO GEN PREP horn DEM just
'She just blew out what was in the horn'

Here is another example of the proximate mention coded by the form
wa (Both the antecedent and the anaphor are bolded):
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(64) sey ndd dzarj a dzay-a
so go find 3SG find-GO calabash
a damn
PRED bush
'While walking, she found a calabash in the bush.'

lii a lu\v-a-Y) nd kadSm waciy
say 3SG say-GO-3SG PREP calabash DEM
'She addressed this calabash.'

The evidence that the form wä does not merely code previous men-
tion in discourse is provided by the fact that the previous mention alone
does not trigger the use of the demonstrative with the next mention.
Thus in the first sentence of the following fragment the noun \virnjlk
'ash' is mentioned. In the second sentence the same word occurs again,
and it is not marked with a demonstrative, because the identity of the
ashes has no specific role in discourse:

(65) bdk bdk a bdk-a-rj wirnjik kd
fill fill 3SG fill-GOOSG ash POS

PREP L.ANAPH
'[while he was making the shoes] He filled them with ash.'

sey wal ngzn tatj ä nd-rd \vacin
so wife 3SG DED 3SG go-D.HAB DEM
syi wirnjik diyä baka-ha
COM ash put pour-GO
'When his wife was going, ash was pouring out of the shoe.'

The protagonists of a story often are introduced with the marker wa, as
in these opening lines of two different stories:

(66) hld-yu wa tdtd makad
man-PL DEM 3PL 3PL three
'There were (these) three men.'

hide wecin tdtm fad
man DEM 3PL 3PL four
'There were (those) four men.'
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In the following fragment, the first mention of noun kdddm 'cala-
bash' is not accompanied by wa or any other determiner. Later in the
narrative the noun 'calabash' is marked by wä, indicating that the refer-
ent for this noun is to be treated as a known entity:

(67) ä ä dzan-
ah 3SG fmd-GO calabash
'"She found a calabash."'

äa ndd 6dt-a nok sku syi a värjgay
ah go get-OBJ 1PL NEG COM how
'"Ah, go bring it to us, otherwise what can we do?'"

hi fa-ay hldi
3SG COMP 2PL send-3SG man
'He [the man] said, "Send somebody.'

fcdrj fed TO hid-ytt ndd 6dt
send 3 PL send man-PL go get 3 PL
ddt-a-rj kacföm wäciy da
get-OBJ-3SG calabash DEM bring 3PL
dä-ha-w
bring-GO-3SG
'They sent some people and they went and got the calabash for
him and brought it.'

Further evidence that wä codes the category 'known' is that it cannot
co-occur with a noun modified by a possessive pronoun. The reason for
this constraint is that possessive pronouns also mark the noun as
known, and two morphemes coding the same domain do not co-occur.
In the following sentence, wäl ngdn 'his wife' is not followed by the
marker wa, even though 'wife' is a protagonist of a story and the topic
of the paragraph and has been mentioned in the preceding discourse:

(68) wäl ngdn a ndi ndd kd da tipid
wife 3SG 3SG HAB go INF fetch termites
'His wife had the habit of going to fetch termites.'

Similarly, in the following fragment, ngül ngdn 'her husband' is not
followed by the marker wa:
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(69) ngiil ngan za wal nan
husband 3SG COMP wife ISO
'Her husband said, "My wife,'

ha ndi dzan-ά nam skdn mana wa tiki
2SG HAB find-GO 1DU thing like DEM where
'where do you find us things like this?'"

There is no case of a possessive pronoun being followed by the marker
wa:

(70) sey t cCom wa da da a
so calabash DEM cook cook 3SG
d-a-y wild mzna wa mba pe
cook-GO-3SGfood like DEM so much
ieieieie a md kabzm ngay
spread(x 4 ) PRED PREP face 3SG
'So the calabash made a lot of food for her [and] spread [it] in
front of her.'

zdm zdm Z9m zdm z
eat eat eat 3SG eat EE
'She ate and ate and ate' (until she was satisfied).'

a n kddam ngan 6dt
3SG PREP calabash 3SG take
'Then she took her calabash.'

(71) td tan dap nay anga-ciy ma nay
GEN 1SG:GEN only 1SG like-DEM mother 1SG
va nay ii ko ηαζ-ά-k z
father 1SG 3PL INF throw-GO-lSG EE
Ί am like that. My mother and father abandoned me.'

(72) 6dt a 6at defto ngzn *wa
take 3SG take Koran(F.) 3SG DEM
'He took his Koran.'
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9. The domain of deduced referent

Mina has a subdomain of 'deduced' reference that is marked by the
form ta (phrase-internal form te; phrase-final form tarj and toy). Two
rules determine the tone of the deduced reference marker. When the
deduced reference marker serves as the object of the verb it has low
tone:

(73 a) zirj ngul-yii par sülud tan
then man-PL other two DED
/ nd-ahä bäha
3 PL go-GO again
nd- mabär mbir bäha kd mdl tay
go-GO lion leap again INF seize DED
'Later, when the two men arrived, the lion jumped to catch
them'

(73b) mbiglrj waciy i dal ngäm mats
mbiguin DEM 3 PL do because sickness
ka dal nd häyak i hoyna täy
INF do PREP village 3PL calm (F.) DED
'This mbiguin, they do it because there is sickness in the vil-
lage. They cure it.'

When it follows nouns, the deduced reference marker has polar
tone, opposite of the tone of the preceding noun. All examples in the
present section support this hypothesis.

The deduced reference marker instructs the listener to identify the
referent through a process of deduction using knowledge from various
sources, including the listener's cognitive system, the speech environ-
ment, and previous discourse. The form ta may be the only component
of a noun phrase or it may be a determiner, modifying another noun or
a quantifier.

One piece of evidence for the proposed function of the marker ta is
that its antecedent need not have been mentioned in discourse. In fact,
the presence of ta explicitly tells the listener that the referent is not the
noun marked by ta but some other referent associated with that noun.
In the last line of the following fragment, t a follows the noun bay
'chief, which has been mentioned several times in the preceding dis-
course. However, the form ta does not identify the chief but rather the
chiefs court, an entity that has not been mentioned in discourse at all:
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(74) bay za ngway b haman bak ba
chief COMP 'People' Bahaman today still
dzan-ά nokmi
find-GO 1PL what
'The chief said, "People, what else did Bahaman find for us to-
day?"'

hi nddluw-a-rj mo nd -h
2PL go say-GO-3SG DEB go-GO
'"Go tell him to come here.'"

nda ya i y-
go call 3PL call-3SG
One went to call him.'

til a nd-ά a r bay toy
go 3SG go-GO PRED PREP chief DED
'He went to the chiefs [court].'

In the next example, the Koran is the object of the first clause. The
meaning of the second sentence is as shown in the English translation.
However, the only overt object marker in the second sentence is the
marker tay. Because the reduplication of the verb naz 'throw' indicates
a repeated action, the antecedent of tarj cannot be the Koran itself but
must be some plural object associated with the Koran. This object can
only be the pages of the Koran, even though the pages themselves have
not been overtly mentioned. The use of ta thus instructs the listener to
deduce the referent for the object:

(75) 6at a 6dt defta ngdn
take 3SG take Koran (F.) 3SG
'He took his Koran.'

pats nta ηάζ ηάζ ηάζ ηάζ ά naz
took one throw throw throw throw 3SG throw
lay a nd yam wahiy
DED PRED PREP water DEM
'He took one [page] after another and threw them upon the wa-
ter.'
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Here is another example in which the form tarj functions as the head of
a noun phrase, the referent for which does not overtly occur anywhere
but must be deduced from the first sentence:

(76) ngül-yü fyambay to
3SG COMP husband-PL stick GEN
mäcirj lüw-a-y mdk
DEM say-OBJ-3SG first
'She said, "My husband, this stick, say to it,

hd-a-k gi syl ä n k$
stick hit-OBJ-lSG POL COM 3SG PREP INF
dal- täy
do-OBJ:2SG DED
""Stick, hit me,'" and it will do it to you.'

Another piece of evidence for the proposed function of the form ta is
that it can co-occur with the marker wa, whose function is to code a
known entity. Here as elsewhere, ta instructs the listener to associate
the referent with some other entity:

(77) zägiy til ndä 6dt i 6%t-ahä-\v
courtiers (F.) go go take 3PL take-GO-3SG
gacC bd wal wa tag
push ASSC woman DEM DED
'The courtiers went and brought it [the calabash] with the
woman [the one associated with the calabash].'

Another piece of evidence for the proposed hypothesis is provided
by the fact that the form ta, unlike the form wä, can co-occur with pos-
sessive pronouns to instruct the listener to interpret the marked noun in
connection with some other element. The following is the tail end of a
fragment in which the husband has been attempting to find out where
his wife was going. The phrase wal ngzn 'his wife' is followed by tay,
leading the listener to interpret the referent not simply as 'the wife' but
as 'the wife after her shoes had been filled with ashes':

(78) hihldl6hihldl6a hihldi6-e-rj kräp wahiy
sew sew 3SG sew-GO-3SG shoe DEM
'He sewed and sewed and sewed her the shoes.'
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bdk bdk a bak-a-rj 6a wirnjlkka
fill fill 3SG fill-GO-3SG ASSC ash POS
na
PREP LOC.ANAPH
'He filled them with ashes.'

sey wäl ngim tay a nd ra
so wife 3SG DED 3SG go D.HAB
\vacin syi wirnßk diy-ä bak-ahä
DEM COM ash start-GO pour-GO
cide' cide' cide' cide' ä kataf
pile pile pile pile PREP road
'As his wife was going along, ashes poured out in small piles on
the road.'

The deduced reference marker is used with quantifiers when those
are the heads of the noun phrase. The nouns that are in the scope of the
quantifier are mentioned in preceding discourse, e.g. in the clause that
precedes the clause with the quantifier:

(79) sey hldl \vacirj tsap \väl ngarj sulud Iah
so man DEM catch woman3SG two marry
Z3 ngdYj sülud tar)
EE 3SG two DED
'So, the man caught his two women and married both of them.'

(80) kd dzd ma-rj ko yam
go:lPLINF kill mother-lSG POS also
näm nzd vi mamay da sku
1DU remain who mother.3SG exist NEG
näm sitlud tarj
1DU two DED
'Let's kill my mother also. The two of us will remain, each
without a mother, us two.'

(81) yd weciy a misil lern wä bahä
INTERJ DEM 3SG steal mean DEM other
ä misil lern tata sülud tan ü kalkäl
3SG steal mean 3PL two DED 3PL equal (F.)
'This one steals a lot, and this one steals a lot, the two are equal'
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(82) fuu täy i kalkäl
all DED 3PL equal (F.)
'All of them are equal!' (about protagonists in a folktale). The
Mina expression for 'equal' isprakprak

The deduced reference marker is used in reference to objects that
are not known to the speaker, as evidenced by clauses where the
speaker asks about the identity of the noun modified by the deduced
reference marker:

(83) äa barkämä wal na ka -
ah chief wife ISO INF fmd-GO
skan par za cfaha
thing strange EE exist
'"Ah, my chief, there is something my wife found.'"

skan td nza väygay
thing DED be how
'What is that thing?'

(84) tsay ma ti ti nd-a
then REL look look go-GO
nastd na yam
enter (F.) PREP water
'Then the one who was good at looking entered into the water.'

til na yam ta ab dirwärj
go PRED PREP water DED ASSC back
mberj tly tly tiy-u
ANAPH look look 3SG look-3SG
'He entered into water and searched for it [the sesame seed].'

The deduced reference marker may follow a possessive pronoun.
The antecedent of the deduced reference marker may be an entity
whose existence can be reasonably deduced from the preceding dis-
course. Thus, in a discourse part of which is dedicated to the stupid be-
havior of a man, the following sentence is used:
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(85) sey md ngiil ngiil kd
then REL husband husband INF start
kedey ngan to zd ba dap
stupidity 3SG DED EE again just
Then the man started again with his stupidity.'

(86) sey wäl ngdn tarj a nd rd
so wife 3SG DED 3SG go D.HAB
wacin S3 kwaykway toy kd ndd
DEM then hyena DED INF go
kd grä kuhu
INF find fire
'When his wife was leaving, the hyena went to find fire.'

The deduced reference marker may have its antecedent in the speech of
another speaker:

(87) Mi & nä
INTERJ 3PL say 1PL
Id £/ ninärj kd ndä
own meat 1PL INF go
'"Look," they said, "we who own the meat, it is we who go?'"

kwaykway ä ndd dap nd gr-o
hyena 3SG go only PREP fmd-GO
noko
1PL
"Let the hyena go to find it for us'"

kwaykway täy kd ndd kd grä kuhu
hyena DED INF go INF find fire
The hyena went to find fire.'

Here are examples of the use of the form tarj with nouns that were
not mentioned in the preceding discourse, but whose presence has been
implied:
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(88) näm ka dal väygay däbäray täy
l DU INF do how plan (F.) DED
'How are we going to realize that plan?' (the preceding sen-
tences were talking about how to get food; the 'plan' was not
mentioned by the word däbäray)

The marker ta also serves as the marker of a noun whose existence
can be easily deduced from the general knowledge of the world. Thus
in the following sentence the lexeme fadä 'court' is followed by td, al-
though the noun fadä 'court' itself has not been mentioned in the dis-
course. In the preceding discourse, however, the chief has been men-
tioned many times, and it is a common knowledge that chiefs have
courts:

(89) ndä alyä i dl Bombay wä
go put-GO 3PL put stick DEM
kd n fadd to dap
POS PREP court (F.) DED just
'They went and put the stick in the court [for the chief].'

(90) nd- naz kd nd lay
go-GO throw 3SG throw POS PREP place
tay
DED
'He went and threw it into its place [in the bag].' (the precise
place in the bag from which the sesame seed fell out)

10. The remote previous mention marker nakaha

The reference to a noun mentioned quite a bit before in discourse is
marked by the form nakaha in phrase-final position and nakä in phrase-
internal position. These forms are glossed as REM for 'remote previous
mention'. The remote previous mention marker may modify a noun,
including nouns followed by possessive pronouns:

(91) zed zed a ze6-u ndd dzarj
follow follow 3SG follow-3SG go find
\val ngan nakaha
wife 3SG REM
'He followed and followd them [footsteps] and found his wife'
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The antecedent of the form nakaha may occur quite a distance in the
preceding discourse. Here is the first mention of the antecedent, cikid
'sesame seed':

(92a) ndd kd ber-e cikid
3PL go INF sell-GO sesame
biihii nta
bag (F.) one
'They were going to sell one bag of sesame seeds.'

The reference to this sesame seed fifteen sentences later is made with
the fom nakaha:

(92b) dzay a dzan- md td gwidin nakä
find 3SG fmd-GO REL GEN single REM
wehiy
DEM
'He found the one sesame seed of those [that were counted].

The form nakaha may have as its antecedent an event. Here are a few
examples of a reference to an event mentioned some twenty sentence
before:

(93) sey til ndd dzay dzay kilif
so go go find 3 PL find fish
gwad ang3 nakaha
plenty like REM
'So they went and found a lot offish, as previously.'

(94) sey dew tdtd kd mona nakä
so sit 3PL like DEM REM before
'They remained as before.'

The previous reference marker may be followed by the deictic wä
coding the reference as known:

(95) nd- zäm zam nakä wä
go eat eat REM DEM EE
'They returned and ate that one' (i.e. the guinea fowl mentioned
five sentences earlier).
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(96) hldi
man
mbd
child

fuu tarj
all DED
ra
D.HAB
rd ji6
dig hole
naka waciy md
REM DEM

PREP

gdnak cfiyä 6ay sey
black put think so
naka garfaaw waciy

disobedient DEM
has a utd

PRED house
naka

REL

DEM
j®
hole
Bit
take

arrive
WdZl
children REM

/
3PL
sey
so
wal
woman
waciy
DEM

hay
cry
cfiya
start

'All the people started thinking. Then, they were crying. The
disobedient child started digging a tunnel to the house of the
woman who took those children.' (ji6 ijio 'tunnel (hole in a
hole)'

(97) bahamän lä a luw-a-y nd
Bahaman say 3SG say-GO-3SG PREP stick
naka wä
REM DEM
'Bahaman spoke to the stick.' (how he was supposed to)

(98) to gwicfiy naka wehiy
REL GEN single REM DEM
'the single [grain] that was mentioned before'

The remote previous reference might be in the previous sentence
but enough other noun phrases intervene to require the form nakahä.
Consider the following fragment, which contains six different nouns:
'chicken', 'feather', 'fire', 'bag', 'sorghum', and 'meat'. Two of these
nouns, 'chicken' and 'bag', appear twice:
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(99) sey
so
Bit
take
a
PRED

gämtak
chicken
ngef
feather

\

PREP
bäkatär4

bag
$
meat

ngdn
3SG
kuhu
fire
cfiy-a

bahä
again
tu
GEN
sey
so

put -GO
to
GEN

n
PREP

wereh
clever
güray
large
til
enter
2dm
eat

bäkatär
bag

wereh

tu
GEN
ngbn
3SG
ndrl
corn
tüwod
finish

sey
so
güray
large
na
PREP
cßy-a

6dk
put

put-GO
kä
POS

6am
eat

'So the clever chicken took his large feather, put it into the fire.
He himself entered into the bag, started to eat sorghum, started
to eat meat [and] finished everything that was in the bag.'

When in the next sentence the reference is made to «ge/' feather' it is
followed by nakaha, because there were several noun phrases between
its previous and the current mention:

(100) kwayay
squirrel
njif
smell

REL

! tl

[ see
a njif
3SG smell
masow-yi
grill-STAT

syi
COM
gra
like
zä
EE

ngef nakahä weciy
feather REM DEM
£z ta gämtak
meat GEN chicken
zldep
already

cfiyä
put

'The squirrel saw that those feathers smelled like the flesh of
the chicken.'

11. Coding indefiniteness

The existential verb cfahä is used as a marker of specifically indefinite
noun phrase. The nouns modified by cCaha are referential, i.e. their ref-
erents actually exist. The function of the existential verb corresponds to
the use of the modifiers 'some' and 'certain' in English. The noun
phrase to be coded as indefinite functions as subject of the verb cfaha:

4. The form bäkatär represents a metathesis of the form /bätäkär/.
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(101) äbd nd- ngdn nd- dzärj hidd to
ASSC go-GO3SG go-GOfmd house GEN
hldl par dahä hldl tay stön ngdn da
man other exist man DED thing 3SG exist
skü
NEG
'She came and found a house of a certain man who does not
own anything.'

If in the above clause one modifies hldl by the demonstrative \vacin
coding the known referent, the form dahä cannot be used:

(102) sey dzarj tlpid dahä a macirj a
so find termite exist PRED DEM 3SG
za diy-a-kka a kaciy
COMP put-GO-lSG POS PRED DEM
'Then she found a termite there and she said, "Keep it for me
here.'"

The verb dahä may not be used if its subject, in the clause above the
noun tlpid 'termite', is modified by wäcin. Here is another example:

(104) kd näz ngiil a biy dahä
INF leave man PRED house exist
'She abandoned a man in the house.'

If one adds the third-person possessive pronoun ngay after the noun
ngul 'man', one cannot use dahä:

(105) kd näz ngül ngay a birj *dahä
INF leave husband 3SG PRED house *exist
'She abandoned her husband in the house'

The use of the verb of existence to code indefiniteness is consistent
with its use in existential clauses, where it can only be used with in-
definite subjects.

12. Locative anaphora

The remote locative deictic ma(hin) has also anaphoric function:
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(106) sd nza ra musa sa lim-e häz tok
ISO EE PREP Musa ISO see-GO dog 1PL
me-hin
ANAPH-DEM

went to Musa and I found our dog there'

The locative demonstrative macin can be used only if antecedents
are inherently locative, as illustrated in the following fragment, The
antecedent big 'room' is mentioned in the first sentence (107) and re-
peated again in the third sentence (109), but this time followed by the
demonstrative maciy:

(107) /// a ndd za biy
depart 3SG go EE room
a n mi biy dzay a dzay ka
3SG PREP mouth room close 3SG close POS
'He went to the room and closed the door.'

(108) bahaman lü a luw-a-rj na
Bahaman say 3SG say-GO-3SG PREP stick
naka \va
REM DEM
'Bahaman spoke to the stick'

(109) Bombay wä mal mal-a-y
stick DEM catch 3SG catch-GO-3SG
ndd ngan biy maciy
beat 3SG room DEM
'The stick started to beat him in the room.'

If the antecedent is not inherently locative, the anaphor is man, and
it must be preceded by the preposition na\

(110) hftdi6 hiidi6 hftdi6-e-y kräp wahiy
sew sew 3SG sew-GO-3SG shoe DEM
bak bak bak-a-y 6a \virnjlk
fill fill 3SG fill-GO-3SG ASSC ash
ka na may
POS PREP LOC.ANAPH
'He sewed and sewed and sewed her the shoes. He filled them
with ashes.'
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13. Entity anaphor and switch reference
13.1 The form and the function of the anaphor

The form mbi (mba phrase internal, mberj phrase final), glossed as
ANAPH, for "anaphor," always functions as the head of the noun
phrase. It may also be preceded by a preposition. Its antecedent may be
a noun or a proposition. The function of the anaphor is to code switch
reference to a previously mentioned entity:

(111) bay wile a d mu mbi
chief still PRED bush ANAPH
nd-ά 6at \vada
go-GO eat food
'The chiefi is still in the bush. Hej came to take the food.'

(112) bay za gar ka z mba
chief COMP leave POS EE ANAPH
gar aba nd-ά ngarj
stand ASSC go-GO 3SG
'The chiefi said, "Get out of here." Hej stood up and went
back.'

(113) ά-nda r sku mbi
3SG-go D.HAB NEG ANAPH
ml zeoer to tkorj
REL follow GEN 2SG
'If it does not go, she should follow your [advice]'

The phrase-final form of the anaphor, i.e. the form with the suffix n,
is used to code the topicalization of the anaphor. Like other topicaliza-
tions of the subject, the switch reference marker is followed by the
subject pronoun:

(114) sey pa ί val-ά-η jeni
so give 3PL give-GO-3SG ax
'So, they gave him an ax.'

mberj a tik-e talarj kayak ka jeni
3SG 3SG tilt-GO head earth PREP ax
'He inclined his head because of the ax.'
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The switch reference marker is not marked for number and can be
used with respect to both singular and plural antecedents. In the topi-
calization function, the switch reference marker may be followed by
the noun that otherwise is its antecedent:

(115) bay aba nd- ngan sey mberj
chief ASSC go-GO3SG so ANAPH
gämifcicf-yii ma nd-a-y za
chimp-PL REL go-GO-STAT EE
ka 6am pay waciy
INF eat tree DEM
'The chief went back. Then, the monkeys came to eat the fruit
of that tree.'

(116) kaf yä yä-ha- 6at i Bat
morning call 3PL call-GO-3SG take 3PL take
za dzay ka a birj
EE close POS PRED room
'He was called in the morning: he was locked in a room.'

til a damü
leave PRED bush
'He [he one who was doing the locking] went into the bush.'

sey mbfftj 6at newen ta dindemdiya 6am
so ANAPH take salt GEN sweet start eat
'He [the one who was locked in] took the sugar and started eat-
ing.'

til ngan a wta van gafa gäfa bay
leave 3SG PRED home rain hit hit chief
a kataf mbdn zdm wada tok
PRED road ANAPH eat food finish
van tok zä
rain finish EE
'When hei returned home, the rainj hit the chief on the road. Hei
finished eating and the rain also finished.'
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/ Λ 1 T\ j ' V V f ϊ f *Λ r Ί r(111) tsey wazi ba-y-yn za vl-a
so children-PL chief-PL EE give-GO
nenerj mbetj a za
IPL.EXCL ANAPH 3SG COMP
gwacf a biy k cirj
plenty PRED room DEM
'The children of the chief said, "Give [it] to us." He said,
"There is plenty here at home.'"

13.2 A naphor in a prepositional phrase

One of the functions of the form mbi is to code the third-person singu-
lar pronominal object of a preposition as anaphora to a preceding ar-
gument:

(l 18) hldl minder) n kd bdi ddvar
man other 3SG PRED INF make hoe
gd go rd sulud abd mberj
ten ten hand two ASSC 3SG
'Another person will make twenty hoes with that.' (go comes
from gdb 'ten')

The antecedent of mbi in a prepositional phrase could be either the
subject or the object of a preceding clause:

(l 19) a za mai mlnje sa gdr hldl
3SG COMP mother now ISG want man
td 6ilen kd dzom bd mberj
GEN strong INF fight ASSC ANAPH
'He told his mother, "Now I am looking for somebody strong to
fight with him.'"

(120) sey fy-yii cfi zd ngbrj ka
then cow-PL put EE 3SG POS
a nd mberj
PRED PREP 3SG
'Then the cows, he kept them, for himself

Consider the following fragment of discourse: In the first sentence, hldl
'man' is mentioned. In the second sentence, the man is an object of the
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verb and it is not overtly coded. In the fourth sentence the man is an
object of a preposition and is coded by the form mberj:

(121) ha hidl ganak v
2SG man black Q
'Are you a human being?'

ddk za ha gar kimi
horse COMP 2SG want why
'The horse said, "Why are you looking for him?'"

α ζά ka dzam
3SG COMP INF wrestle
'He said, "To fight.'"

dok ζά ha kul ka dzam
horse COMP 2SG able INF wrestle
aba mbi skii
ASSC ANAPH NEG
The horse said, "You can't fight with him.'"

In the next clause, with the topicalized object, the same subject is coded
by the form a:

(122) say n ka kwor-a-k
1SG 3SG PREP INF drive-GO-lSG
kwar kwar ka s kul ka dal-a-y
drive drive FF 1SG able INF do-GO-3SG
skay skii nza ka nd-ά r
thing NEG stay POS 3SG go-GO D.HAB
'Me, he makes me run, run, run. I cannot do a thing. Wait, he's
coming.'

The function of the marker is to code previous mention in dis-
course, but not the last one. The marker mbi thus functions as a switch
reference marker. Compare the following fragment: In the first sen-
tence, the topic is hyena. In the second sentence, it is still hyena. How-
ever, in the third sentence, the form mberj is used. Its antecedent is the
other protagonist of the discourse.
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(123) tsay kwaykway ma ndav-a-y za
so hyena REL fall-GO-STAT EE
bliirid a kayak
heavily PREP earth
'So, the hyenai fell down heavily on the ground.'

tsey mbi fat fat bakül to kwaykway
so 3SG skin skin hide GEN hyena
waciy nd-a
DEM go-GO
'Then hej skinned that hyena ... '

1 3.3 The event anaphora

The anaphor mbi can be used as referring to an event mentioned in dis-
course rather than to a noun phrase:

(124) ab düwdr) mberj
ASSC back ANAPH
'after it'

(125) sey ab düwan mbi i
then ASSC back ANAPH 3PL
'After that they . . .

(126) angz hldd nd-angdn
if man 'from his birth'
ä son mbi sku
3SG know ANAPH NEG
'If somebody says that since his birth he does not know that.'
i.e. 'that he has never encountered such a thing in his life'

(127) sey ä ndi ßd-a-rj td
so(H.) 3SG HAB shave-GO-3SG 3PL
tälän ßd ßd ßd
head shave shave shave
'So, she shaved and shaved and shaved their heads.'
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llm-e te gwicfiy ngä ka Bäh
see-GO one only break POS hide
ka
POS
'Each time she kills just one and hides [it].'

turn a ndi dal kd mbey
always (F.) 3SG HAB do PREP ANAPH
'She always did like that.'

(128) md däl-yi da ka mbi skü
REL do-STAT exist like ANAPH NEG
'It is not done like that.'

14. Conclusions

The system of reference in Mina consists of the following means: the
full noun; deictic and anaphoric markers; nouns followed by a deictic
or anaphoric markers; pronouns; absence of any markers.

The language codes the following subdomains within the domain of
reference: deixis; known referent; deduced referent; remote previous
mention; indefinite referent; and switch reference.

The system of deixis consists of place and entity deixis. Place
deixis has a distinction between proximate and remote. Entity deixis, at
least for independent markers, does not have a distinction between
proximate and remote.

The system coding anaphora distinguishes between the markers for
entity and place.





Chapter 18
Focus constructions

1. Introduction

Focus is coding of an element as particularly important or relevant for
the given stage in the discourse. The term "contrast!ve focus" desig-
nates a function whereby one of the elements of a proposition is pro-
vided as information to contradict what the speaker believes is the
hearer's presupposition, assumption, belief, etc. A test of which argu-
ment is in contrastive focus is a negative clause that denies the hearer's
alleged presupposition.

The focus function has several markers, depending on which ele-
ment of the proposition is selected as the most salient. Markers of focus
include the use of dependent aspects and tenses and other means that
differ for different elements of the clause in focus.

2. Focus on the subject

There two means to code focus subject. One construction has the form
S REL VO. The focused subject is followed by the relative clause:

(1) hidl wa md nd-a-ku de6 na kitä
man DEM REL beat-GO-lSG lead PREP justice(F.)
'It was this person who hit me. Take him to be judged.'

If the verb in a focus construction is transitive and there is no
nominal or pronominal object following it, the verb must be followed
by the definite object marker -u:
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(2) mltis md mar-it
hunger REL graze-3SG
'It is hunger that nibbled at him'

(3) bifcav md vl-a-k mbd tar) kul kd 6dt
God REL give-GO child DED can INF take
bd dewli sku
ASSC force (F. dole) NEG
'It is Godi that gave me this child, hej cannot take it away with
force'

Cf.:
(4) bifcav vdl-a-k mbd tay

God give-GO-1SG child DED
'God gave me that child . . . '

(5) ha tdl kd mal bd wdda mdmdrj
2SG try INF seize ASSC food his mother
md d-u
REL cook-3SG
'If you try to discipline [children] with food [by refusing food]
it is the mother who cooks it'

(6) ha m ßdt-a-k pam a wiita
2SG REL take-GO-lSG until PRED house
'It is you who took me up to the house.'

If a first- or second-person subject is in focus, the independent first-
or second-person pronouns are used and are followed by subject pro-
nouns:

(7) mbd ä fa- say sd md kap-ü
child 3SG say-GO 1SG 1SG REL break-3SG
'The child said, "It is me that broke it.'"

The third-person pronominal subject in focus constructions is
marked by the anaphor mbi:

(8) mbi md tr-a-k ka
ANAPH REL save-GO-lSG POS
'It is he who saved me!' (tdr 'separate people who are fighting';
'save')
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The first and second person object pronouns are coded overtly, and also
followed by the relative clause marker (only second person illustrated):

(9) ha md ngdz-a-ku
2SG REL teach-GO-lSG
'It is you who taught me.'

The second means of coding focus on the subject is through the use
of the dependent aspect, as in the following example, where the only
marker is the dependent habitual ra:

(10) α ζά hidi w a \vdk
3SG COMP man DEM 3SG go crazy
ra
D.HAB
'She said, "This man is crazy.'"

Focus on the subject may be used in a yes/no interrogative clause.
When that is the case, the verb is not followed by the definite object
marker:

(11) ha ma so dap vu
2SG REL drink only Q
'Is it you that drank again?'

(12) hldd waciy md ngdz-a-h
man DEM REL teach-GO-2SG
'It is this man that taught you?'

3. Focus on the object

Several means are used to code focus on the object, depending on
which other pragmatic functions are involved for both the object and
the other elements in the clause.

One means of coding focus on the object is through the position of
the object before the verb. Putting the object noun phrase before the
verb results in two noun phrases preceding the verb. The distinction
between the two arguments is coded by the locative preposition n pre-
ceding the object noun phrase. Thus, the clause has the form S n OV.
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The preposition n otherwise codes locative arguments when the head of
the locative phrase is inherently non-locative.

(13) 6at a 6at-a-rj nda n ζάνάη-yn
get 3SG get-GO-3SG beat PREP guinea fowl-PL

DEM
'He grabbed it [his stick] and beat those guinea fowl.'

(14) a n kadam ngan 6at
3SG PREP calabash 3SG take
'She took her calabash.'

(15) bay na kadam ngan 6 at de 6
chief PREP calabash 3SG take carry
a ded ka a Ida
3SG carry POS PRED home
'The chiefi took hisj calabash and carried it home.'

(16) til a nda za biy
depart 3SG go EE room
a n mi biy dzay a dzay ka
3SG PREP mouth room close 3SG close POS
'He went to the room and closed the door.'

4. Focus on object pronouns

The focus on object pronouns is coded by forms drawn from the set of
independent pronouns. These pronouns occupy the position of the ob-
ject in the clause. Unlike object pronouns in a pragmatically neutral
clause, object pronouns in a focus clause are not preceded by the goal
marking form a:

(17) a n ka mal s y
3SG PREP INF catch 1SG
'It is me that he is going to catch.'

(18) a taw hoy
3SG hit 2SG
'It is you he hit.'
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no may hoy
1PL.EXCL choose 2SG
It's you that we(excl) choose

The third-person singular independent form is mbin or mberj, depend-
ing on the dialect:

(19) ä taw mbin
3SG hit 3SG
'It is him that he hits.'

The first person dual object pronoun is preceded by the goal orientation
marker a:

(20) ä n kd mdl- nämu
3SG PREP INF catch-GO 1DU
'It is the two of us that he will catch.'

5. Focus on an adverbial expression

Focus on an adverbial expression is marked by fronting the adverb and
using dependent aspect coding.

(21) pic wa ndd gar a gar kd dap
Sun DEM go stand 3SG stand POS only
'Under this sun he went out and stood.'

6. Focus on the predicate

Focus on the predicate has different forms, depending on the aspect of
the clause. In both past and present, focus on the predicate is coded by
the dependent aspects.

In the past tense, focus on the predicate is coded through the marker
kd, which precedes the verb phrase. The third-person singular subject is
unmarked. The nominal, subject precedes the marker kd. For all other
persons, the subject pronouns precede fa.

There is an important difference in the behavior of subject pronouns
between the Marbak and Kefedjevreng dialects. In Kefedjevreng all
subject prefixes have a nasal preceding kd-. In this dialect, all other
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forms that are preceded by a prefix also have the alveolar nasal occur-
ring between the prefix and the stem. In Marbak, there is no nasal pre-
fix. For the dialect that has the nasal component, we transcribe the
subject-focus marker as nka. For the Marbak dialect, on which most of
our description is based, the marker is ka. For the Kefedjevreng dialect,
we postulate the following rule:
0 -» n/PREFIX # STEM (elicited examples):

(22) i ka dza h z to bic ka
3PL INF kill dog GEN Bitsi POS
'They killed Bitsi's dog.' (Marbak)

(23) ί nkd dza haz-yil tl bici ka
3PL INF kill dog-PL GEN Bitsi POS
'They killed Bitsi's dogs.' (Kefedjevreng)

The form ka can be used in various aspectual forms, which provides
evidence that it is not an aspect marker. The evidence that the form
codes focus is provided by the semantic content of the clauses used and
by the discourse contexts where they are used. Natural discourse
clauses with the non-infinitival form kd describe something that nor-
mally would not be expected. This is illustrated in the next five exam-
ples:

(24) ngul-iyi s ka dzan-ά nam skan ζά
husband-PL 1SG INF fmd-GO 1DU thing EE
'My husband, I found us something.'

(25) kd Jak w l ζά
INF give neck EE
'He started to yell.' (from joy)

(26) αα bark m wal na ka dzan-ά
ah chief wife 1SG INF fmd-GO
skan par za dah
thing strange EE exist
'"Ah, my chief, there is something my wife found.'"
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(27) sey foambay naka ko 6at za
so stick REM INF take EE
dap
immediately
'So the stick took off immediately.'

(28) wäl 9 ka dzan-
ah wife ISO INF fmd-GO
skan par zd bädap
thing another EE again
'"Ah, my wife found another thing again.'"

The focus clause may be an interrogative clause expressing aston-
ishment:

(29) kd dzan- nok skan par za
INF fmd-GO 1PL thing another EE
badap
again
'"She found us something else again?'"

(30) aa kd dzan- nok za bärkamä
yes INF fmd-GO 1PL EE chief (F.)
'"Yes, she found us something, my chief.'"

The focus clause describes unusual events and situations:

(31) hld-yil wä tarj kd dd tälän ngdn za
man-PL DEM return INF cook head 3SG EE
'Those people returned, and she cooked herself

(32) ä fcä a kdbom ko
3SG say 3SG ahead INF
mbdd-a-k zä
surpass-GO-lSG EE
'He [the buffalo] said, "He[the frog] is ahead. He surpasses
me."'

The focus clause is also used for the things that the hearer has rea-
son, based on the preceding discourse, not to expect to happen:
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(33) a & biW kd dzd tata cike' ha
3SG say God INF kill 3PL all POS
a fin nämu nam kd tay
3SG remain l DU 1DU INF see DED
'He said, "God has killed them all; there remains only us, we
will see.'"

(34) sey ma ngül ngül kd wä
then REL husband husband INF start
kedey ngan to zd ba dap
stupidity 3SG DED EE again only
'Then the man started again with his stupidity.'

(35) to kwaykway kd nda ngdy r
okay hyena INF come 3SG D.HAB
za hi dal mi hi n
COMP2PL make what 2PL PREP
kd dzan-ä nok fai za ya
INF fmd-GO 1PL meat EE isn't it
Okay, a hyena came and said, "What are you doing? You
found us meat! How nice of you!'"

The focus clause is used to code an affirmative denial of some-
body's wrong presupposition:

(36) had nok kd dzan-ä nok foi za
yes 1PL INF fmd-GO 1PL meat EE
'Yes, we found the meat for ourselves' (not for you).

The focus clause may be used with iterative constructions:

(37) an ndd ngdn kd täl a täl tal
3SG go 3SG INF walk 3SG walk walk
täl tal
walk walk
'She walked and walked and walked.'

In the present tense, the focus on the predicate is coded by dependent
habitual aspect:
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(38) ä zeßer md tük rä
3SG follow speech 2SG D.HAB
'By golly, he follows your word' (said in astonishment, about
the translator present at the recording)

Interestingly, in the process of elicitation when the speaker provides
isolated clauses, most clauses in the past tense are given with the form
kd. The explanation for this fact follows from the function of the con-
struction. Each individual, isolated sentence is conceived as expressing
something special, an unusual event.

7. Conclusions

Focus on the subject is coded by the relative clause. The subject re-
mains in its pragmatically neutral clause-initial position. Focus on the
object is coded through the position of the object before the verb, and
the use of a preposition to code the additional argument. Focus on the
predicate is coded through the deployment of the infinitival marker kd
after the subject. In all focus constructions only the dependent aspects
are used.





Chapter 19
Topicalization

1. Introduction

This chapter deals with the problems of establishing the discourse topic,
changing the discourse topic, and topicalization within the sentence. The
issues of establishing the discourse topic are very much linked with the
problem of reference, since one of the markers of topicalization is iden-
tical with the entity deixis marker.

One may find scattered approaches in the literature whereby the
subject of a clause is automatically treated also as the topic of the clause
if there is no other topic. The natural discourse data in Mina clearly indi-
cate that the subject must be topicalized first in order to serve as the
topic of paragraph.

2. Establishing the topic of a story or narrative

The discourse topic is typically established at the beginning of the dis-
course. Nouns that are marked as discourse topics have not been men-
tioned before in discourse. The topic noun phrase is followed by the
entity deictic \va or \vacin. Here is the first line of a story:

(1) hld-yil wä i tata mäkacC
man-PL DEM 3PL 3PL three
'There were three men.'

Once the topic has been established, further reference to the same refer-
ent is coded by subject pronouns:
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(2) / ndb ko ber-e cikicf buhu nta
3PL go INF sell-GO sesame bag (F.) one
'They were going to sell one bag of sesame seeds.'

The forms \va and wacin are free variants in establishing the discourse
topic. Here is the first line of another story:

(3) hide wecin i tdtd nfacf
man DEM 3PL 3PL four
'There were four men.'

(4) ngätämbdr wäciy ngäldmbar kwayärj
story DEM story GEN squirrel
'This story is the story of the squirrel.'

3. Establishing the topic within a discourse

The main topicalizing means is the use of the demonstrative wa or its
phrase final form wacin following the noun. In addition to the marker
wa, the topicalization may also involve the use of the full noun followed
by a subject pronoun coding the number of the noun. The following
example contains both means of topicalization: wehin in the matrix
clause and the subject noun followed by the subject pronoun in the em-
bedded clause:

(5) hidi wehitj a za van a n ko
man DEM 3SG COMPrain 3SG PREP INF
da a gar kd nd-d-k kdsom
fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG body
skit
NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"

Once the discourse topic has been established, the establishing of the
topic of the first paragraph, which may be different from the discourse
topic, may follow. If the new topic happens to be the subject, it has to be
topicalized. Consider the following beginning of a story. The first clause
introduces the story:
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(6) wäciy mdnddvdr)
DEM rabbit
'This one [is about] a rabbit.'

The second clause introduces the topic of the first paragraph of the story,
which is also the subject. The identity of the topicalized noun as subject
is assured by the absence of any other subjects in the story:

(7) mällum waciy gar a ndd jaaygal
marabout DEM leave 3SG go voyage (F.)
'This marabout left to go on a trip.'

The marabout is the subject of the next four clauses in the story.
In the following fragment, each sentence has a new subject and a

new topic. Each new topic is marked by the form wacin. Once the sub-
ject has been topicalized, it must be overtly coded again by the pronoun
preceding the main verb of the clause:

(8) kwayärj wäciy a ndd kd n kd
squirrel DEM 3SG go INF PREP INF
märä-ha a damü ndd dzay a dzay
graze-GO PRED bush go find 3SG find
läkaf
baboon
'The squirrel went to graze in the bush and found a baboon.'

(9) läkaf wäciy ha nd-
baboon DEM 3SG COMP 2SG go-GO
kimi
why
'The baboon said, "Why did you come?"'

Proper names, even when coded by ordinary nouns, as well as titles
and the name for God, cannot be followed by the deictic wa. In such a
case, the only marker of topicalization is the third-person pronoun pre-
ceding the verb. The following example illustrates such a case in the
main and the embedded clause:
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(10) mimer) ä za ämma bifeav ä
leopard 3SG COMP truly God 3SG
mbal-a-kü nd- foi gwacf a
like-GO-lSG go-GO meat plenty PRED
birj närj
room 1SG
'The leopard said, "God truly loves me, as there is a lot of meat
in my room.'"

4. Borrowed markers of topicalization

Topicalization of the subject is also coded by the marker kam, borrowed
from Fula. Pronominal and deictic or anaphoric subjects occur in the
full, rather than the phrase-internal, form. The topicalized element is still
in clause-initial position:

(11) sey bay za wäcirj kam damä
so chief COMP DEM TOP (F.) good
'The chief said, "That, at least, is good.'"

The form kam may follow the deictic topicalizer \va:

(12) sey wal wo kam kd näz tal
the woman DEM TOP INF stop walk
da skü dap
exist NEG only
'Then, that woman did not stop taking her walks.'

5. Topicalization of pronominal subjects

Topicalization of pronominal subjects can be coded through several
means. For the third-person plural subject, topicalization is coded by the
independent pronoun tdta realized as tdtd in phrase-internal position:

(13) tdtd gwacf a birj a mäcirj
3PL plenty PRED room PRED DEM
'As far as they are concerned, they are numerous in that room
over there.'
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Compare the use of the subject pronoun in a non-topicalized function:

(14) gwad a biy a maciy
3PL plenty PRED room PRED DEM
'They are numerous in that room over there.'

The pronominal subject may also be topicalized by the deduced refer-
ence marker t a. Just as after a topicalized noun, the subject pronoun
must be used again before the verb:

(15) t3tb nfacC tay i mbal
3PL four DED 3PL like
\val toy k£ vl-a-y zi no vi
woman DED INF give-GO-3SG then PREP who
vi a rnbal-u vi a mbal-ü
who 3SG like-3SG who 3SG like-3SG
'The four of them liked the woman. Who to give her to? Every-
one liked her. Everyone liked her.'

(16) ha toy tuwär a nd falä
2SG DED suffer PRED PREP among 3PL
zly wä gdZdcC totay vü
time DEM work good Q
'You suffer a lot among them, is it then a good work?'

The subject may also be topicalized through the forms borrowed
from Fula kam and bo:

(17) S3 bo sd n ki miy s fata
1SG also 1SG PREP INF stay 1SG alone
" also will stay alone.'"

(18) md zd baytd gombok-yn zä
REL EE large frog-PL COMP
syi hi kam fu tarj hi wan
COM 2PL TOP all DED 2PL sleep:IMPER
kä mükädkadäy sulud sulud
POS upside down two two
'The largest of the frogs said, "You all lie down on your backs in
pairs.'"
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(19) sey a ta-t kam i ndi ngä
then PRED 3PL TOP (F.) 3PL HAB catch
tfi-yii zd ko nda kd da täy
meat-PL EE INF go INF cook DED
'"Then, as for them [the hyenas], they just catch the meat [and]
bring it for cooking.' (i.e. they have no shortage of meat)

(20) kwaykway za mbirj kam fei ti
hyena COMPANAPH TOP meat GEN
kinlrj mu nzä hi ka
2SG DEB stay 2PL here
'Hyenai said, that as for himi, your meat should remain with
you.'

If the new, but previously mentioned, subject is also the topic of the
clause, that is marked by the phrase-final form of the determiner:

(21) sey äjiya a nd-a rä
so messenger (F.) 3SG go-GO D.HAB
nd- dzay \val \vaciy
go-GO find woman DEM
So, when the messenger came, he found that woman.'

(22) \val waciy a za tsok-o
woman DEM 3SG COMP remove-GO
rüküt tok kä
clothes 2SG POS
'That woman said, "Take off all your clothes.'"

6. Non-propositional topics

As in some Southeast Asian languages, the topic does not have to be an
argument or an adjunct of the comment clause. The non-propositional
topicalized element occurs in clause-initial position and is followed by
demonstrative wa. The following sentence has two such topics preceding
the comment clause: "the male cow" and "the udder":
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(23) a foa wa §a (9 ngula Iwa
3SG say but cow GEN male udder
ä n ka da wä wa a tiki
3SG PREP INF fetch milk DEM PRED where
'He said, "The bull, regarding the udder, where will the milk
come out?'"

Here are other examples of non-propositional topics:

(24) nibighj wäciy wal-yii ndi ng-arj
mbiguin DEM woman-PL 3 PL HAB break
cicelem a n bay ka tar vay
firewood PRED PREP wood INF pray rain
'This mbiguin [a ritual], women go break wood for the chief to
pray for rain.'

(25) bal wayak wäciy ä tar ä da
bal wayak DEM 3SG pray 3SG prepare
masadaf-yu mal rjkwä p'a a n ma
spirit-PL seize goat give PRED PREP REL
da masadaf ka da tarj
prepare spirit INF prepare DED
'This Bui Wayak, one prays, one makes sacrifices to the spirits.
One takes a goat and gives it to the person who prepares the sac-
rifice, and he prepares it.'

7. Aspect in the comment on the topic

A general characteristic that distinguishes topicalization-of-subject from
focus-on-subject constructions is the use of aspect in the comment
clause. Unlike in the comment-on-focus clauses, the comment-on-topic
clauses have aspects from the independent set. Thus, the independent
habitual rather than the dependent habitual aspect is used in the com-
ment on the topic:

(26) wal \va ä ndi täl ngan dap
wife DEM 3SG HAB walk 3SG only

ndi täl ngan dap damü
3SG HAB walk 3SG still PRED bush
'The wife still took walks in the bush'
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Here is an example of the use of reduplication of the verb to code the
past tense:

(27) lu i lüw-a-ygii
say 3PL say-GO-3SG
Bombay wä mdl a mal-a-y td
stick DEM catch 3SG catch-GO-3SG 3PL
hdd tato meciy
hit 3PL there
'They said [it] to the stick, and the stick went on to hit them
there.'

The pragmatically dependent aspect can be used in the comment-on-
topic clause if the clause has to be interpreted with another clause for
some reason, e.g. clauses that have explicit reference to something that
was said before:

(28) sey wal wa giz-e-y kl mbiy
so woman DEM tell-GO-3SG like ANAPH
So, that woman told him like that.'

If the comment is itself a focus on the predicate clause, it has the marker

(29) wäl tükon kd mlsll za
woman 2SG INF steal EE
'Your wife, she has stolen.'

Cf.:
(30) wal tük kd mlsil za

woman 2SG INF steal EE
'Your wife has stolen.'

8. Topicalization of the object

Topicalization of the object may have two forms, depending on the po-
sition in which the object is first mentioned in the text and on the scope
of the topic. If the scope of the topic is limited to the clause in which the
object occurs, it is topicalized through clause-initial position and the
deictic wa or wäcin or wahin following it. The object role is deduced
from the fact that there is a subject in the clause. In the following exam-
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pies, the subject is the unspecified human coded by the third-person
plural /:

(31) no dar wehiy i dar ra
DEM dance DEM 3PL dance D:HAB
hida nta skit
man one NEG
'This dance, one does not dance it just by one person.' (One
needs many people for this dance.)

(32) mbiglrj wäcirj i dal ngäm mats
mbiguin DEM 3 PL do because sicknes
ka dal na häyak i hoyna tärj
INF do PREP village 3PL calm (F.) DED
'This mbiguin, they do it because there is sickness in the village.
They cure it.'

(33) mlnje foagam na wä kd Ifim zd ska vu
now speech ISO DEM INF get EE NEG Q
'Now, my words, he understood, didn't he?'

If the object is focused and topicalized, it occurs in clause-initial
position:

(34) hoi ta Bombay ngan fuu tan
limit GEN stick 3SG all DED
van kd mbalem da skit
rain INF touch exist NEG
'The area delimited by his stick, the rain did not touch it.'

(35) ft tatay fu täy ded
meat GEN:3PL all DED bring

deß ka n yam
3PL bring INF PREP water
'They brought all of their meat into the water.'

(36) wäl feim ma r sku
woman hear mouth D.HAB NEG.Q
ka gam ka
INF chase POS
'The woman who does not obey, should be chased away.'
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(37) rjkwd td livey hl kd stäm-a zä
goat GEN black 2PL INF buy-GO EE
hi fat ka a kayak
2PL skin POS PRED earth

black goat, when you buy it, you skin it on the ground.'

Topicalization of the object may also be coded by a comment clause
marked through the comment-clause marker syi:

(38) mimer) zä tüeßek syi ha 6am
leopard COMP fresh COMP2SG eat
ra skd vit
D.HAB NEG Q
The leopard asked, "You do not eat raw things?'"

(39) ka lü rd
3SG COMP 3PL INF say D.HAB
hidl gdnäk syl ha vü
man person COMP 2SG Q
'He said, "The one who they call man ~ is it you?'"

(40) tak tor lay to mitis mana wäcirj
in month time GEN hunger like DEM
'In a time of the famine like this...'

(41) stön näm dzarj stön syi ha diya gay
thing 1DU find thing COM 2SG put spoil
ka
POS
'The thing we found, you are ruining it.'

9. Topicalization of adjuncts

Topicalization of adjuncts is coded by the fronting of the phrase, by the
deictic form wacin, or by the borrowed marker kam.
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(42) gelße kam ho pats- nok mba nta
better TOP(F.) 2SG take I PL child one
ha da nokorj
2SG cook I PL
'"You better take one of your children and cook it for us.'"

(43) tly tly so tly kam mafcefoe dam
see see 1SG see TOP old days good
day ngam mafoefoe waciy ha kul
surpass because old days DEM 2SG can
kd dab ngamba tukorj
INF ask neighbor 2SG

realize that the old times were better, because in old times you
could ask your neighbor.'

Topicalization of an instrument may be coded by fronting and use of the
phrase-final form of the element. In the following sentence, the adjunct
kuli 'ceremonial clay pot' is in sentence-initial position, but there is no
overt marker of its role in subsequent clauses:

(44) kuli\vahin mana hldl tukwoy ma mats-i
kuli DEM like man GEN-2SG REL die-STAT
zä ha n ka terj kä
EE 2SG PREP INF represent POS
'These kulis, like when somebody in your family dies, you repre-
sent him [with those kulis].1

10. Conclusions

The main means of topicalization is the use of the demonstrative wa, or
its phrase-final form wäcin after the topicalized element. Topicalization
of the nominal subject may also be coded by subject pronouns preceding
the verb. The object may also be topicalized by the demonstrative wa.
The topicalized noun phrase does not have to be an argument or an ad-
junct of the comment clause. The comment-on-topic clause is charac-
terized by the use of the pragmatically independent aspects.

1. The custom of establishing ceremonial pots is done only for mother and father. The
representation is a small clay pot. For a period after the death of a parent, a portion
of each meal is set aside for the spirit of the parent.





Chapter 20
Parataxis

1. Introduction

The term "parataxis" is used for all types of constructions where two or
more clauses are part of the same sentence, but where each clause pre-
serves its independent status. There are several types of paratactic
clauses: clauses without a conjunction, asyndetic conjoining; sequential
clauses; and conjoined clauses, with several types of conjunctions.

2. Asyndetic conjoining

Several issues are relevant with respect to asyndetic conjoining. The
most important is a distinction between asyndetically conjoined clauses
and sentences in discourse that merely follow each other. In clauses that
follow each other in discourse, the subject is repeated, and the tense, if
any, is marked. In asyndetically conjoined clauses with the same subject
and tense, the subject and the tense markers are not repeated. Here is an
example of sentences that follow each other in discourse:

(1) minderj a ndi tewel Bombay
another 3SG HAB twirl stick
'Another twirls a stick.'

(2) minder) ä pddak njul
another 3SG split grass (a certain variety)
'Another splits a stalk of grass.'

(3) minderj ä ndi mblr
another 3SG HAB jump
'Another jumps.'
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(4) n zek yäw [zek]
3 PL make competition
'They had a competition.'

Here is an example of asyndetically conjoined clauses:

(5) gaw papal pay bak na yam
hunter detach wood throw PREP water
'The hunter detached the bark of a tree, threw it into water'

(6) ma lam My ra drls ngacC dris
REL build house dig mud mix mud
'The one who builds a house dug the mud, mixed the mud,'

lam birj foa hämas nd- hafo ka
build house cut straw go-GO thatch POS
wan ka na may
lie inside PREP LOC.ANAPH
'built a home, cut some straw, thatched the roof, and lay down
inside it.'

2.1 Same subjects

When the subjects of two asyndetically conjoined clauses are coreferen-
tial, no overt pronouns are present in the second clause, regardless of its
tense:

(7) 6at 6at Bombay ngan diyo. zed
get 3SG get stick 3SG put follow
tärj
DED
'He got his stick and went to follow her.'

(8) da klif wä z wüta täk täk wändäy
bring fish DEM EE house crush crush peanut
'He brought the fish home, he crushed peanuts.'
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(9) sey kacfam wä da da a
so calabash DEM cook cook 3SG
d-a-rj \vud mana wa mba pe ie ie U ie
cook-GO-3SGfood like DEM so much spread(x4)

a ma kabam ngarj
PRED DEM face 3SG
'So the calabash made a lot of food for her and spread it in front
of her.'

(10) sey ä ndi fötf-a-y ta tälän
so 3SG HAB shave-GO-3SG 3PL head
fdd fed fed lim-e te gwidiy
shave shave shave see-GO one only
ngä M 6a ka
break POS hide POS
'So, she shaved and shaved and shaved their heads. Each time
she killed just one and hid it'

(11) wäl ngan mädaräf 6 skay to
woman 3SG favorite take thing GEN
ngiil ngay kats tike a \vto
husband 3SG gather all PRED house
mamarj
mother. 3 SG
'His favorite wife took her husband's things and collected them
all at her mother's house.'

6äh Bäh tike ka
hide hide all POS
'She hid everything'

Here is an illustration with a third-person plural subject, which is un-
marked in the second clause:

(12) 6at 6at digicC tsäp tsäp fun ka
take 3PL take thorn close close all POS
'They took thorns and they closed everything.'
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Asyndetic conjunction can have the deontic mood in both clauses.
Interestingly, however, the mood in the first clause is imperative and in
the second, subjunctive:

(13) bay za täp- nd mpay wäcirj
chief COMP climb-GO PREP tree DEM
ha mbal-a-h kd dam
2SG pick-GO-2SG INF eat
'The chief said, "Climb that tree and pick something to eat.'"

2.2 Different subjects

When two clauses have different nominal subjects, each subject pre-
cedes the verb of its clause. Without any conjunction the sequentiality in
time or cause-and-effect relationship are not overtly coded:

(14) nd rä i nd rä värj
3PL walk D.HAB 3PL walk D.HAB rain
wa kd da
start INF draw water
'While they were walking, rain started to fall.'

3. Conjunction miff

The conjunction mid*has been found at the beginning of a sentence in
narratives and between clauses within the same sentence. In both syn-
tactic positions, its function is to conjoin propositions that are not de-
pendent on each other, that are not in cause-and-effect relationship or in
temporal relationship.

(15) mid zi minder) md tewel Bombay 6at
and then other REL twirl stick take
Bombay diy- tewel diy- tewel
stick start-GO twirl start-GO twirl
diy- tewel tälärj ngdn
start-GO twirl PRED head 3SG
'The other, the one who twirls the stick, took the stick and started
to twirl, started to twirl, started to twirl [it] above his head.'
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(16) täläy biy mid magudah palah
head room and tail outside
'The head is inside but the tail is outside' (a riddle—the answer
is 'fire')

4. Sequential events coding through the auxiliary nd 'go'

The temporal sequence of events is coded through the marker ndd, most
probably derived from the verb nd 'go'. The most important characteris-
tic of ndd as a sequential marker is that it can be followed by another
verb:

(17) hi nds lüw-ä-rj ms ndä-hä
2PL go say-GO-3SG DEB go-GO
'Go tell him to come here.'

nds yä i y-ü
go call 3PL call-3SG
' And they called him.'

(18) zaglyl til ndd 6dt i 6dtä-ha-\v
courtiers (F.) go go take 3PL take-GO-3SG
gad bd wäl wä toy
push ASSC woman DEM DED
'The courtiers went and brought the calabash with the woman.'

(19) nd- cfiya i cfi Bombay wa ko
go-GOput 3PL put stick DEM POS
n fädd to däp
PREP court (F.) DED just
They came and put the stick in the court of the chief.'

(20) wal wa rdz mabiy ndd tsap a mal
wife DEM open door go tsap 3SG catch
ku
POS
'The woman opened the door, went [in] and tsap caught [it].'
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This marker can be used when the subjects of both the antecedent and
the sequential clause are the same. Since the subject is the same, it is
coded only once, in the first clause of the sequence:

(21) hos ndb dew ka
arrive go stay POS
'He arrived and stayed.'

(22) dzarj a dzan-ά ma to gwidin
find 3SG fmd-GO REL GEN single
naka wehifj
REM DEM
'He found the one sesame seed of those [that were counted].

nd-ά ηάζ ά ηάζ kd n lay t rj
go-GOthrow 3SG throw POS PREP place DED
'He went and threw it into its place [in the bag].'

(23) ze zed a ze -ύ ηάθ dzay wal
follow follow 3SG follow-3SG go find wife
ngan nakah
3SG REM
'He followed [the footsteps] and found his wife'

The sequential clause is also used after a temporal protasis clause,
which indicates that the sequential clause has a temporal nature, coding
the event occurring after another event:

(24) ka nda zd fu tidy dzarj ζάνάη-y
INF go EE all (F.) go find guinea fowl-PL
/ m r ra
3PL graze D.HAB
'Each time she went she found guinea fowl grazing.'

The marker ndd may also code the effect clause in a cause-and-effect
relationship, where the subjects can be different. In such a case, the
marker ndd precedes the subject; if the subject occurs between the redu-
plicated parts of the verb, the marker precedes the predicate:
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(25) 6at a 6at kayya hi mal ka
start 3SG start INTERJ 2PL catch POS
'He started, "Yikes! stop (PL) it.'"

sey ndd mal wal wa mal ka
so go catch womanDEM catch POS
'So the woman stopped it.' (Although the order is given to plural
participants, only one person executes the order)

A piece of evidence that the form nda is not merely a verb of move-
ment is provided by clauses that rule out any movement interpretation
for nda:

(26) sey til damü nd9 dzdrj cirj
so leave PRED bush go find father.SSG

vay ndd wuta
3SG COMP daddy go house
'When he went into the bush, he found his father and said,
"Daddy, return home.'"

If one chooses ka instead of the ndd above, the clause would mean:
"He went for the purpose of finding his father," i.e. no implication that
the goal was accomplished.

The sequential marker is used to code the temporal sequence of
events in a discourse:

(27) wal wa a ndi täl ngan dap
wife DEM 3SG HAB walk 3SG only
a ndi täl ngan dop a damit
3SG HAB walk 3SG still PRED bush
'The wife still took walks in the bush'

sey ndd dzarj a dzan- kadäm
so go find 3SG find-GO calabash
a damü
PRED bush
'While walking, she found a calabash in the bush.'
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nda de6 a de6-u nd.3
go:GO bring 3SG bring-3SG go
lw-ά ngiil ngm
tell-GO husband 3SG
'She brought it and told her husband.'

(28) a tal- tal- nda dzarj a
3SG walk-PAST 3SG walk-PAST go find 3SG
dzan-ά Bombay lakwicflakwicflzkwicflakwicf
fmd-GO stick straight straight straight straight
'She walked and walked and she went to find (and found) a very
straight stick.'

The verb of movement ndd and the sequential marker nda differ in
that the former may be followed by possessive subject pronouns. Both
functions of ndd are illustrated in the following example:

(29) aba nd-ά ngan w ta
then go-GO 3SG village
Then she returned to her village'

nda ya ngid ngdn ά birj
go:GO call husband 3SG PRED room
'and called her husband into the room.'

(30) gombok-yu clde\v ά palah nd-ά
frog-PL all PRED outside go-GO
fat fat ί fat &z tdtarj
skin skin 3 PL skin meat 3PL
'All the frogs went out and skinned their meat.'

The sequential marker, unlike the verb "go" does not take aspectual
markers:
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(31) / nd ra i nd ra
3PL go D.HAB 3PL go D.HAB

nd ra ndy dzarj lakwat
3PL go D.HAB go find river
ma nd-a-y za
REL go-GO-STAT EE
'They were going, going, going, till they came to a river, which
filled up.'

If the events are not connected, the sequential marker nda does not
occur:

(32) bay 6at za ngan de6 Ida
chief get EE 3SG carry home
'The chief took it [the stick] and carried it home'.

a n kadam ngan 6at
3SG PREP calabash 3SG take
aba nd- ngdn wuta
ASSC go-GO 3SG village
'Then she carried her calabash, and returned home with it'

The form nda has acquired also the function of simply conjoining
two propositions, without the implication of temporal sequentiality, as
evidenced by the following example. Here the form nda precedes the
clause that complements the first clause, from which it is separated by
an intervening proposition:

(33) täläy ma mbuw-yi za syl ko i
head REL unite-STAT EE COM QUANT 3PL
ndb vay i nda tsuk tälärj
go where 3PL go isolate head
tats dap sks vu
3PL just NEG Q
'If they unite themselves, no matter where they go, they isolate
themselves.'
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4. The prepositional relator ko

The marker ko, which otherwise is a polarity marker, may also be used
as a prepositional relator, and its function as such may include counter-
expectation:

(34) hi ndd \vuta ko i foim r 9
2PL go home but 3PL hear D.HAB
sk
NEG
'Go home! But they will not listen.'

The form ko indicates that the conclusion surpasses the expectation:

(35) sey 6ot g decC diya 6al klif Bal 6al
so take arrow put kill fish kill kill
klif-yii gwacf ko kul kd
fish-PL plenty but able INF

al td sk
kill 3PL NEG
'So he took his arrow [and] started to kill fish. He killed very
many, but he could not kill them all.'

(36) / αϊ na ma kalkal ko
3PL put PREP mouth equal (F.) even (F.)
k sdn da sk
INF know exist NEG
'They put [something] in their mouth at the same time, and he
did not recognize them.'

The marker ko occurs in Fula and in other Chadic languages. It may
represent either a common Chadic retention or a widespread borrowing
in the area.

The marker amma denies a presupposition of a preceding statement,
including the immediately preceding clause:

(37) ha ζά άάά mbi sa nd ki
you COMP ah, ANAPH 1SG PREP INF
y n-ά lay amma S3 bd Ida
move-GO DED but 1SG ASSC house
'She said, "I would have moved but I have a house.'"
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As in other Chadic languages, the marker ammo is borrowed from
Arabic via either Hausa or Fula or both.

5. Conclusions

Paratactic constructions may be asyndetic, sequential, or conjoined.
Asyndetic constructions do not indicate any specific relationship among
clauses. Sequential clauses, marked by the verb nda 'go', code temporal
and cause-and-effect relationships between clauses. The markers ko and
ammo, both potential borrowings, deny speakers' possible presupposi-
tions.





Chapter 21
Complementation

1. Introduction

The chapter on complementation is organized as follows: We first de-
scribe complements of verbs of saying, since these complements repre-
sent the greatest variety of forms and functions. A number of issues that
emerge in the complementation of verbs of saying are also relevant in
the complementation of other verbs. We then describe complements of
volitional verbs; complements of verbs of perception; complements of
verbs of knowing; and finally the infinitival complements.

2. Complements of verbs of saying

Complementation of verbs of saying is important for several reasons.
They are the verbs that take complement clauses most often. Comple-
ment clauses after verbs of saying may have different modality values.
The complements of verbs of saying, more than complements of other
verbs, have to resolve the problem of coreferentiality and switch refer-
ence between the subject of the matrix clause and the subject of the em-
bedded clause and between the subject of the embedded clause and the
addressee of the embedded clause.

2.1 Verbs of saying and the complementizer

There are several verbs of saying, kd lu 'address somebody', kd giz 'say,
tell' and kd foa 'talk with' (which takes the preposition gam 'with' and
has the citation form kd fydgam). The first two verbs can have preposi-
tional or clausal complements. The verb £a can have only a preposi-
tional complement:
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(1) / lit kl mbey
3PL say like that
'They said like that.' (i.e., they all said the same thing.)

(2) day ka giz
too much INF tell
'It is too much to say.'

(3) a fra gorjga
3SG say truth
'He told the truth.'

2.2 The de dicto complementizer

The most frequently used verb of saying among older speakers is the
form £0. Younger speakers do not use the form $a and instead use the
complementizer za. The form za is not a verb as there is no infinitival
form *ka za. Moreover, younger speakers do not consider the form fea to
be a verb either; the citation form that they give is kd fcägam 'to speak'.

An explanation for the syntax of the forms foa and za and their per-
ception follows. The verb faa came to acquire the function of a gram-
matical marker meaning something like "here is what X said"; in other
words, it acquired the function of complementizer. As a grammatical
morpheme, it has undergone a phonetic simplification from a voiced
lateral continuant to a voiced alveolar continuant. Once the phonological
change set in, the connection between the form za and the verb of saying
ceased to exist.

The form za is used only with de dicto complements, i.e. comple-
ments of verbs of saying that represent a proposition. In the speech of
older speakers, instead of the form za, the form foa, segmentally identical
with one of the verbs of saying, but with high rather than low tone is
used. Younger speakers systematically substitute za for fea.

Older speakers do not use the complementizer za. Younger speakers,
however, use za as a complementizer after verbs of saying:

(4) a lii\v-a-h za ha nek skü ngä
3SG say-GO-2SG COMP2SG good NEG DUB Q
'Will he tell you that you are not good?' (I doubt he will).
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Consequently, we gloss za as COMP. The complementizer za may not
follow other verbs in the past tense, but in the future tense it may not be
used without a verb:

(5) ä lü za
3SG say COMP
'He will say ...'

The most important piece of evidence for the complementizer rather
than verb function of the form za is provided by the manner in which the
addressee is coded.

2.3 Coding of the addressee of the verbs of saying

If the speaker chooses the complementizer za instead of a verb of say-
ing, the nominal addressee may be coded by the preposition n. The pres-
ence of the preposition is justified by the following facts. The addressee
is conceived of as a locative complement, as evidenced by the presence
of the locative preposition n. The addressee is not inherently locative;
therefore, the preposition n is required. The locative predicator a is op-
tional, although it is possible that its presence is often masked by the
preceding complementizer which also has the vowel a with high tone.
Natural discourse most often has the third-person addressee coded by a
full noun. This results in many sentences having two full noun phrases:

(6) sey gaw add ngäz a za
so hunter remove leg 3SG COMP
a n kwayay 6dt-u
PRED PREP squirrel take-3SG
'Then, the hunter took off a leg [of a game animal], [and] he said
to the squirrel, "Take it.'"

(7) ä za a nd täkar ha gar
3SG COMP PRED PREP turtle 2SG want
kä da yam skü
INF draw water NEG
'He said to the turtle, "Don't draw any water!'"
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(8) kwayay ä za na täkar mäsaw
squirrel 3SG COMPPREP turtle fry
klier)
meantime
'The squirrel said to the turtle, "Fry it in the meantime.'"

(9) kwayay na wäda gämtok 6äh
squirrel 3SG COMPPREP food chicken hide
ka duwar) nvay
PREP back rock
'The squirrel said to the caterpillar, "Hide behind a rock.'"

(10) bäkälqf za na gombok ha kul ka
buffalo COM PREP frog 2SG able INF
V f 1 \si sku
run NEG
'The buffalo said to the frog, "You cannot run'"

The addressee may be omitted:

(11) sey bähamän wuria polah
then Bahaman leave(F.) out 3SG COMP
nda seytiina ba dap
go 'call' again
'Then Bahaman went out. She said to him, "Go make that call
again.'"

If instead of the complementizer za a verb of saying is used, the
nominal addressee is coded as indirect object, i.e., the verb has to have
the pronominal object suffix, and the addressee is coded only by the
preposition n:

(12) \väl wa lit lü a lüw-a-y y
wife DEM say say 3SG say-GO-3SG PREP
kadam wa ma da-rj gwarf
calabash DEM DEB cook-3SG food
'The woman told calabash to prepare her a lot of food.'
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2.4 Direct speech

Direct speech is characterized by the use of the first-person and second
person pronouns, referring respectively to the speaker and the hearer of
the ongoing conversation. Direct speech may follow the complementizer
za, or it may follow the verb of saying without a complementizer:

(13) ma ngiil ngül za kadam
DEM husband husband COMP calabash
vl-ä-k wiida gi
give-GO-lSG food POL
'So, her husband said, "Calabash, could you give me some
food?'"

(14) kwaykway-yii wa za anga ha mbäl-ü
hyena-PL DEM COMP if 2SG want-3SG
ha yän a kacirj
2SG move PRED here
'The hyenas said, "If you want you can move in here.'"

(15) kwaykwa-yn bo tuk Mm
hyena-PL ASSC 3PL COMP PRED 2GEN TOP(F.)
hi ndä-ha hi f u tar)
2PL go-GO 2PL all (F.) DED
'As for the hyenas, they said, "Come you all.'"

(16) koo vi za sa dey a
QUANT who COMP1SG also PRED
ki mberj
like ANAPH
'Each one of them said, "Same with me."'

(17) ä zä ha gar mi
3SG COMP2SG wish what
'He said, "What do you want?'"
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(18) sey vigin par dahä a fed hdfczm
so bird other exist 3SG say daughter
to bay bakahä nd- r
GEN chief today 3PL go-GO D.HAB
ka fat-a-h
INF skin-GO-2SG
'Then a certain bird told the daughter of the chief, "Today people
will come to kill you.'"

The direct speech may also consist of idiomatic expressions without a
subject:

(19) kwayay za a pat mbdrj
squirrel COMP PRED tomorrow cut
'The squirrel said, "Never again.'" (lit. 'tomorrow cut')

Here are examples of the direct speech following directly the verb of
saying, without the complementizer:

(20) a & to
3SG say okay
'He said, "Okay."'

(21) lii a lirw-a-y m kdddm waciy
say 3SG say-GO-3SG PREP calabash DEM
'She addressed this calabash.'

vl-a-k \vud gi
calabash give-GO-lSG food POL

Calabash, could you give me some food?''"

(22) ä fed rjkw3 to ma mdts-yiz a
3SG say goat DED REL die-STAT EE
'He said, "The goat is dead.'"

(23) ä fad no hidl \vaciy nok
3SG say PREP man DEM 1PL.INCL
gr- däbäray
search-GO plan (F.)
'He said to him, "Let's find a plan . . .'"
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(24) mällum ä % tan kam
marabout 3SG say 1SG:POSS TOP(F.)
sd sok zä a zu
1SG support EE let's go
'The marabout said, "As for me, I will bear it. Let's go.'"

2.5 Cross reference and disjoint reference coding

Disjoint reference between the third-person subject of the main clause
and the third-person subject of the embedded clause, if it is coded at all,
is marked by the use of the full noun in the embedded clause. The full
noun is used when it is topicalized, as evidenced by the use of the de-
monstrative wa:

(25) hid wä a wok rä
3SG COMP man DEM 3SG crazy D.HAB
'He said, "That man is crazy ...'"

The full noun is also used if, in the given setting, it is the first men-
tion of the referent:

(26) a fo- van nay a gar
3SG say father 1SG 3SG want
ka mbu
INF give birth
'He said, "My father will give birth.'"

If the full noun is not used in the embedded clause, there are two
possibilities. The use of the pronoun a leaves the interpretation of refer-
entiality to the listener's analysis, based on the circumstance of speech
and the discourse context. In the following sentences the third-person
singular subject marker a in the embedded clauses is coreferential with
the subject of the matrix clause:
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(27) sey wal wa
so woman DEM 3SG COMP3SG go
dam bäha ngul ngay za nd-a
bush again husband 3SG COMP go-GO
S3 dal-ah kräp no ngäz
1SG do-2SG shoe PREP foot
'Then, that woman said that she was going to the bush again. Her
husband said, "Let me make you some shoes .. ."'

(28) ä zä ä n ko 5al-a
3SG COMP 3SG PREP INF shoot-GO
gwafy yom
elephant also
'He said he will also kill the elephant.'

In the following sentences, the third-person singular subject a in the
embedded clause has a different reference from that of the subject of the
matrix clause. The evidence that a disjoint reference for the third person
pronoun is involved is provided by the use of the first-person object
pronoun in a clause with the third person subject pronoun:

(29) ä faa a kd bom
3SG say 3SG PREP front
kd m&dd-a-k zä
INF surpass-GO-lSG EE
'He [the buffalo] said, "He [the frog] is ahead, he surpasses
me.'"

Although the use of the third person pronoun in the embedded clause
may be ambiguous with respect to coreferentiality or disjoint reference
with the subject of the matrix clause, Mina has grammaticalized a means
of disambiguating between coreferential and non-coreferential third-
person subjects through the use of the first-person singular pronoun in
the embedded clause, i.e. through the use of direct speech. Such a pro-
noun codes coreferentiality with the third person singular subject of the
matrix clause:
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(30) kwayay ζά a n kd lit
squirrel COMP 3SG PREP INF say
S3 m3 cCal tiflll
ISO REL do calumny (F.)
'The squirreli said, that he{ will say that it's hei who made the
calumny.'

(31) gel e az t3mu α ζά
better go 1DU:POSS 3SG COMP
όό S3 ndd rd sku
no ISO go D.HAB NEG
'"We'd better go." He said, "No, I'm not going.'"

(32) a za s ndd t tar-ah a
3SG COMP1SG go INF ask-GO PRED
pat tar n rj
tomorrow collective work 1 SG
'He said, "I came to invite you for common work.'"1

(33) fea S3 g3r k3 tar sku
3SG say 1SG want INF ask NEG
nd-ά tar wdlay
go ask cat
He said, "I'm not going to invite [him]." He went and asked the
cat.'

(34) a za s ida
3SG COMP 1SG home
'He said, "I'm at home."'

(35) α ζά S3 mlsil-e i mis
3SG COMP 1SG steal-GO PREP steal
'He said, "Stealing, I stole by theft.'"

1. Common work involves the help of friends in work in the fields. One cannot de-
cline an invitation for common work unless one is sick. If the man in the house-
hold cannot come to the common work, he will send his wife or children.
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2.6 Deontic complements of verbs of saying

A direct order is coded by the imperative clause:

(36) ä za hi $dr) hid!
3SG COMP 2PL send person
'He said, "Send somebody.'"

(37) a za hi ndd luw-o-y
3SG COMP 2PL go say-GO-3SG
ms d-ähä-w
DEB bring-GO-3SG
'He said, "Go tell her to bring it here.'"

Polite imperatives in embedded clauses, just as in matrix clauses, are
coded by clause-final marker gi:

(38) a za foambay ycf-a-k gi
3SG COMP stick hit-GO-lSG POL
'She said, "Stick, beat me, please.'"

/•«^ /"\\ r f r\ r _/* _/» r r(39) zavan-yn za ßd-a na
guinea fowl-PL COMP shave-GO 1PL
tälän kd gi
head POS please
'The guinea fowl said, "Shave our heads, please.'"

Wishes with respect to the third-person are coded by the subjunctive
marker mo preceding the verb of the embedded clause:

(40) hi ndd lüw-a-y mo ndä-hä
2PL go say-GO-3SG DEB go-GO:IMPER
'Go tell him to come here.'

(41) a za hi ndd luw- -
3SG COMP 2PL go say-GO-3SG
mo da-ha-w
DEB bring-GO-3SG
'He said "Go (pi) tell her to bring it here.'"
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(42) wal wa lu lit a luw-a-rj
wife DEM say say 3SG say-GO-3SG
ή kaddm wa ma da-q gwacf
PREP calabash DEM DEB cook-3SG food
'The woman told the calabash to prepare her a lot of food.'

The form with gi may be used when a wish is expressed with respect
to the first person:

(43) sey lu ά l baka na gwacf
so say 3SG say today 1PL.EXCL satisfy
aba hlda w gi
ASSC man DEM POL
'So she said, "We have to sate ourselves with that man.'" (The
man is the one who is also going to be sated)

The mood of obligation may also be marked by a modal adverb that
precedes the imperative:

(44) kwoykwa-yii wa ζά baka $i da skii
hyena-PL DEM COMP today meat exist NEG
The hyenas said, "Today, there is no meat.'"

geWe kam ha pats a nok mba nta
better TOP 2SG take-GO 1PL child one
ha d-ά nokoy
2SG cook-GO 1PL
'"You'd better take one of your children and cook it for us.'

2.7 Interrogative complements of verbs of saying

Complex sentences with embedded interrogative clauses may have no
complementizer or one of several complementizers, including the com-
ment marker syi. This fact is justified by at least two factors: The main
clause verb is a verb of saying, and the embedded clause is also in the
domain of speech. There are significant differences between yes/no
questions and specific questions in the complex sentences.
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2.7.1 Polar questions

General interrogative clauses are formed by adding the general inter-
rogative marker vü at the end of the embedded clause.

(45)

(46)

a za \vun\vunacC kwayay nd-a
3SG COMP pigeon squirrel go-GO
rd vu
D.HABIT Q
'He [Turtle] asked Pigeon whether Squirrel would come' (writ-
ten sources)

ha lüw-a-y ngasi Bombay
2SG say-GO-3SG like that stick
n-di dal to vii
go do DED Q
'You say to it just like that, "Stick, do it"?'

2.7.2 Specific interrogatives in embedded clauses

Questions about a human participant in the event are marked by clause
final vi, as in the main interrogative clause. The embedded clause begins
with relative marker md, as in simple interrogative clauses with verbal
predicates.

(47) sey bay
so chief
kd a
POS PRED
td fad

GEN cow
^ v r j f \gize-he-u

tell-GO-3SG

6dt fa-yii
take cow-PL
palah ä faa
outside 3 SG say
wa vi hldl
DEM who man
aba mo ngdn
ASSC mouth 3SG

wähiy doh
DEM bring

Sd sku ko vi a

REL cut
td md
DEM REL
ko vi a
any one 3 SG

/ \za sd

düngür
hump

za
COMP
skü

1SG NEG anyone 3SG COMP1SG NEG
'The chief brought the cows outside. He said, "Who cut off the
hump of this cow? Let him reveal himself with his own mouth."
Everyone said, "Not me.'"
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(48) sey bay 6at hafcama a fca ma ka
so chief take daughter 3SG say REL INF
mal-ά klif bayt-yii vi syi
seize-GO fish large-PL who COM
ka val-a-y hofoam wa ζά
INF give-GO-3SG daughter DEM EE
'The chief took the daughter. He said, "Whoever catches big
fish, I will give him this daughter.'" (syi cannot be omitted)

2.7.3 Questions about nonhuman participant

Questions about nonhuman participants are coded by the embedded-
clause-final marker ml. Unlike in questions about human participants,
there is no relative clause marker ma at the beginning of the embedded
clause, again a situation identical to that of simple interrogative clauses:

(49) kwaykway da ί wan sulud sulud
hyena ask 3 PL sleep two two
wa ma dal-ά-Υ) tata mi
but REL make-GO-3SG 3PL what
'The hyena asked, "They sleep in pairs, but what happened to
them?'"

(50) city ζά ha gar mi
father.3SG COMP 2SG want what
'His father asked him, "What do you want?'"

2.7.4 Questions about possessor

Questions about possessor are coded by the locative predicator a fol-
lowed by the human interrogative marker vi followed by the genitive
marker t with the interrogative marker /:

(51) a za r k t-yn wacin a va ti
3SG COMP clothes-PL DEM PRED who GEN:Q
'He asked him whose clothes these are?'
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2. 7. 5 Questions about the topic

If the question is about a topic, equivalent to "ask about", the embedded
clause has the form of a relativized clause, ending with a demonstrative,
or anaphoric markers, such as wacin:

(52) a ddb-a-k (syl) stöy SB
3SG ask-GO-lSG COM thing ISO
n kd 6am-aha w
PREP INF eat-GO DEM
'He asked me about the thing I had eaten.'

(53) ä ddb- k ngambd-n na
3SG ask-GO-lSG friend- 1SG 1DU
kd bam- td mokdlo wäcin
INF meet-GO GEN Mokolo DEM
'He asked me about the friend I met in Mokolo.'

2. 7. 6 Questions about the place

The embedded question about place has the marker (a) tiki 'where', with
the locative predicator ä often omitted for Stative interrogatives, and väy
for directional interrogatives, as is the case in simple clause interroga-
tives. Both interrogative markers occur in clause-final position:

(54) gimi^lcC-yil nda
monkey-PL 3PL go-GO blindman
häz vd kay
dog where
'The monkeys came to ask the blind man, "Where is the dog?'"

3. Complements of volitional verbs

There are at least two volitional verbs: mbal 'love, like, want' and gar
'search, like'. There are different means to code same-subject and dif-
ferent-subject embedded clauses.
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3.1 Same subject

When the subjects of the main and of the embedded clause are identical,
the subject is not repeated in the embedded clause either as a full noun
or as a pronoun. Instead, sentential complements have the infinitival
marker ka. The verb gar is used in affirmative main clauses, and the verb
mbal 'want' in negative main clauses. Here are examples of affirmative
matrix clauses:

(55) gar kd dal-a-h mi
3SG want INF do-GO-2SG what
'What does he want to do to you?'

(56) S3 gar ka dal skan na
ISO want INF do thing 1SG
cfoha tsey ζά
exist finish EE
Ί would like to do one thing'

(57) / ndi gar ka da wafoof
3 PL HABIT search INF make God
aba mberj
ASSC 3SG
'They are looking to prepare kuli with it.'

(58) hldl wacig α mbal ί gar
man DEM 3SG like 3PL want
ka bad w l ngay sk
INF seduce wife 3SG NEG
'This guy, he didn't want anyone to seduce his wife.'

(59) ha mbal ka ze er νά-η sk
2SG like INF follow father-1SG NEG
'You don't want to follow my father.'

The negation of the matrix clause is coded through the negative
marker at the end of the embedded clause:
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(60) täkar ha mbal kd min-e-k
turtle 2SG like INF reserve-GO-lSG
kd skd vü
POS NEG Q
'Turtle, don't you want to leave something for me?'

(61) kwaykway mbal kd sd yam
hyena like INF drink water
skü gar ngdrj
NEG leave 3SG
'The hyena did not want to drink water. He left.'

(62) mallum giz-e-y klmberj a mbal
marabout tell-GO-3SG like that 3SG like
kd vdl-a-rj mlnjivek skü mar
INF give-GO-3SG medicine NEG control
ngiil abd koyddm
husband ASSC ease(F.)
'The marabout told her he didn't want to give her the medicine.
She controlled her husband easily.'

(63) / mbal kd vl-a-y wal skü
3PL like INF give-GO-3SG woman NEG
'They do not want to give him the woman.'

3.2 Different subjects

There are very few examples in our data of volitional verbs followed by
a complement with a different subject, because wishes with respect to
another person are coded by verbs of saying followed by the imperative
or the subjunctive mood. Nevertheless, we did find one example with
the verb mbal followed by a complement clause with a different subject:

(64) hidl wäcirj ä mbal gdr
man DEM 3SG like 3PL want
kd bad wal ngdrj skit
INF court wife 3SG NEG
'This guy, he didn't want anyone to court his wife.'
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4. Object-to-object raising

If the verb of the infinitival complement has an object, that object may
occur before or after the infinitival verb. The infinitival preposition kd
occurs before the verb, never before the fronted object. If the object of
the embedded clause is fronted, it becomes the object also of the main
clause. The evidence for this conclusion is provided by the fact that the
aspectual marker za of the main clause occurs after, rather than before,
the raised object of the embedded clause:

(65) a j}a S3 g r kam mpay-yn to
3SG say ISO want TOP tree-PL GEN
dam-yil w ciy sd gor πιέ 6dl cike
bush-PL DEM 1SG want DEB cut all
k
POS
'He said, "I want the trees in the bush to be all cut down.'"

(66) kd du fat za kd fea
INF begin meat EE INF cut
'He started to cut meat.'

(67) ku w Μη ζ kd Idm
INF start house EE INF build
'He started to build a house.'

5. Complements of verbs of perception
5.1 Verbs of perception and complementation without raising

The verbs tly 'look, see' and lim 'get, perceive' may be followed by
clausal complements. The verb llm is used most often for coding the
notion of perception. Our data do not contain evidence for the distinct
coding of direct and indirect perception. The following examples imply
direct perception:
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(68) ha ka ti \vmjicC ka nd-a
2SG INF see EE intestines INF go-GO
zä ha kd ti za bambaz ka
EE 2SG INF see EE blood INF
nd- zä mbi sa
go-GO EE ANAPH 1SG
ma mats-yi za
REL die-STAT EE
'If you see that the intestine has spilled out, if you see that the
blood has spilled out, that means I am dead.'

(69) mbu mal ngäz ta makwadäk 6at fir
child seize foot GEN vulture take fly
sey ii ti syi n fir tata rä
so 3PL see COM 3PL fly 3PL D.HAB
'The child grabbed the leg of the vulture, they flew away,
and the people saw them fly.'

The following examples may involve indirect perception, and yet it is
coded in the same way:

(70) ti ti gar ka zamba cirj
see 3SG see 3PL want INF devour father.3 SG
'He saw that they wanted to deprive his father of everything.'

(71) ha ti mbi ma gar skaaybl to
2SG see 3SG REL want fault (F.) GEN
ngül da skü
husband exist NEG
'You see that it was she who searched. It is not the husband's
fault.'

Verbs of perception can be followed by an infinitival clause to code
the whole event:

(72) sey i Hm ka 6at-a yam
so 3PL see INF take-GO water EE
ka mats kuhu
INF die fire
'They saw them fetch water to extinguish the fire.'
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The complement clause may precede the matrix clause:

(73) kwik kwalkwäl-yn bakahäkä nidi td pat
kwik leper-PL today INF seize 3 PL tomorrow
/ n ka reh-e i tiki nok
3PL PREP INF escape-GO PREP where 3PL
.*. etiyu
see:3SG
'Lepers. Today we will catch them. Tomorrow we will see
through where they will escape.'

The predicate of perception may be used as a hedging means:

(74) tiy tiy sa tiy kam
see see ISO see TOP (F.)
mafoefce dam day
old days good surpass
'In my view, the old times were better.'

5.2 Subject-to-object raising

Subject of the embedded clause may become the object of the main
clause. The morphological evidence for the raising of the subject is pro-
vided by clauses with pronominal subjects of the embedded clause.
When these subjects are raised, they have the form of object rather than
of subject pronouns. The subjects are also coded in the embedded
clauses. All examples with pronominal subjects of embedded clauses
have been elicited and should be taken with caution:

(75) S3 ka folm ta za
1SG INF hear 3PL EE

nd- rä
3PL go-GO D.HAB

heard them coming' or heard that they were coming'

(76) / ki falm-e-k za sä
3PL INF hear-GO-lSG EE 1SG
nd- rä
go-GO D.HAB
'They heard me coming' or 'they heard that I was coming'
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The non-raised variants have also been elicited:

(77) SB ko foim ζό ί nd-ά r
ISO INF hear EE 3PL go-GO D.HAB
Ί heard him coming' or Ί heard that he was coming'

(78) ί ki Ifim Z3 S3 nd-ά r
3PL INF hear EE ISO go-GO D.HAB
'They heard me coming' or 'they heard that I was coming'

The syntactic evidence for raising the subject to object is provided
by the fact that the subject of the embedded clause occurs before the
auxiliary za of the matrix clause, a position occupied by objects in sim-
ple sentences. In addition to the examples above with raised pronominal
subjects, compare the following with a raised nominal subject:

(79) S3 kd Ifim zrdmbd 23
1SG INF hear Zroumba EE

nd-ά r
3SG go-GO D.HAB
Ί heard Zroumba coming.' (elicited)

Here is a natural discourse example:

(80) tsey w l w kd tiy njl ri
so woman DEM INF see eyes D.HAB
a gdday bdddm lim mimerj kd
PRED under cavern 3SG see panther INF
kaw mbs ngdrj na r
grab child 3SG PREP hand
'So the woman looked in the cave. She saw the panther taking
her child in its paws.'

Given the paucity of natural discourse data we are unable to determine
the function of subject-to-object raising.

6. Complements of verbs of knowing

The verb san 'to know' may be followed by nominal or clausal comple-
ments. Clausal complements of the verb sdn 'to know' may follow the
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main clause directly or they may be preceded by a complementizer.
When the embedded clause follows the matrix clause directly, the sen-
tence codes the modality of certainty:

(81) bay za ha sdn ha misil
chief COMP 2SG know 2SG steal
'The chief said, "Do you know that you are a thief?'"

(82) SB tym kd skü syl hi n
ISO hear POS NEG COM 2PL PREP
kd sdn- wal wa md mdts-i zd
INF know woman DEM REL die-STAT EE
wä varjgay
DEM how
'If I didn't hear, how would you have known that that woman is
dead?'

The complement clause of the verb sm may be preceded by the de-
monstrative wa and by the comment marker syi, reduced to -s when
following the demonstrative wa. It appears that the function of the form
wa is to code indirect knowledge, at least as evidenced by the following
example:

(83) md tiy nje a za angd sd
REL see eye 3SG COMP if 1SG
tl nje kd skü syl hi n kd
see eye POS NEG COM 2PL PREP INF
sdn wä-s md mots wa
know DEM-COM REL die DEM
wäl wacirj wa vaygay
womanDEM DEM how
'The person who sees well said, "If I didn't see, how would you
know that the person who is dead is the woman there?'"

7. Infinitival complements

The complement clause may be marked by the infinitival marker kd.
Several verbs can take infinitival complements only. These verbs in-
clude wttkil 'fail' and kul 'be able'. The complements cannot be consid-
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ered adjuncts, because omitting them would result in ungrammatical
clauses.

(84) van wilkil ha nd-oha
rain fail INF go-GO
'The rain failed to come in.'

(85) mlnjee hldi kul kd gam-a-k
now man can INF chase-GO-lSG
na may za vii
PREP ANAPH EE Q
'Now, can anybody chase me away on that?'
(Nobody can prevent me from doing it.)

The complement clause of the verb ndd 'go' must also be marked by the
infinitival marker:

(86) / ndd kd ber-e clkid bühü nta
3PL go INF sell-GO sesame bag (F.) one
'They were going to sell one bag of sesame seeds.'

(87) \val ngdn a ndi ndd kd da tipicf
wife 3SG 3SG HAB go INF draw termites
'His wife had the habit of going to look for termites.'

The complement of the verb Gay 'to think' is also introduced by the
infinitival marker:

(88) sey 6ay Bay 6an-u ka
so think think 3SG think-3SG INF
foä mbü hakke kü woy aba \väl
cut child sin(F.) INF sleep ASSC woman
wähiy hakke ka sä mävu ä mbal skü
DEM sin INF drink beer 3SG like NEG
'He thought, thought. To kill a child is a sin; to sleep with a
woman is a sin; to drink beer, he does not like it.'
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7. Conclusions

Complements of verbs of saying are marked by the complementizer za.
The coding of the addressee of the verb of saying depends on whether
the verb of saying or only the complementizer is used. The most fre-
quent means of coding the identity of the subject of the embedded clause
with the subject of the matrix clause is through the use of the first-
person subject pronoun in the embedded clause.

There are two volitional verbs, mbal and gär, the former used in the
negative clause and the latter, in the affirmative matrix clause. The two
verbs are used only when the subjects of the matrix and embedded
clause are identical.

Complements of verbs of perception have the complement clause
without any marker, or it may be preceded by the comment-clause
marker syl

A number of verbs take infinitival complements.





Chapter 22
Temporal and conditional clauses

1. Introduction

In the present section we describe the coding of the temporal and the
conditional protasis and apodosis. There are two means used in such
coding: interplay of tenses and aspects from the dependent and inde-
pendent set, and morphological markers of specific time relationships.
Some of these are clause-initial temporal markers, and others are clause-
final demonstratives. The protasis clause always precedes the apodosis
clause.

2. Temporal protasis

In temporal clauses, the protasis clause may be marked either by de-
pendent aspects or tenses or by morphological markers specifically
coding the protasis. The two means of coding are in complementary
distribution. We begin with examples where the protasis is coded by
dependent aspects.

Here are examples of the temporal protasis coded by the infinitive
form kd and the end-of-event marker za:

(1) ciy ngdn kd td za mbd
father 3SG INF pay EE child
kd l$im nawdüm da sku
INF hear suffering exist NEG
'After his father paid, the child did not suffer.'
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(2) rjkw9 to llverj hi kd skam-a zä
goat GEN black 2PL INF buy-GO EE
hi fat ka a kayak
2PL skin POS PRED earth

black goat, when you buy it, you skin it on the ground.'2

(3) haza kd $im zä ii ncfe
dog INF hear EE 3PL go
rd kd S3 mavu
PREP INF drink beer
'If the dog understands, they will drink beer.'

The habitual aspect in the protasis clause is coded by the dependent ha-
bitual aspect marker r a:

(4) md mbir mbir van dd ra
REL jump jump rain draw D.HAB
diy-o mbir nd may
start-GO jump PREP ANAPH
cidek cldek cldek cldek cldek
ideophone
'The one who jumps, when the rain was falling, he started to
jump in it.'

One cannot omit the dependent habitual marker from the above sen-
tence. Nor can one use the independent habitual aspect marker ndi in-
stead of the dependent habitual marker ra.

Here are examples of the coding of the protasis clause through the de-
pendent future:

(5) hidi \vehirj ä zä van a
man DEM 3SG COMP rain 3SG
n ka da a gar
PREP INF fall 3SG want
kd nd-a-k kdsdm skii
INF touch-GO-lSG body NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"

2. Other goats are usually skinned on a piece of seko (material used in fences) or a
mat. A black goat or even a black chicken causes trouble.
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(6) dika manje wihiy Sd n
from DEM DEM ISO PREP
ka dzarj gombok za
INF find frog EE
S3 n kd ndrafc mbäd kd wirnßk
ISO PREP INF smash become PREP ashes
'From now on, if I find a frog, I will smash it into ashes.'

(7) ziy ngül-yii par sulucf tan
then man-PL other two DED
/ nd-ahä bäha
3 PL go-GO again
nd- mabär mbir bäha kd mdl tay
go-GO lion leap again INF seize DED
'Later, when the two men arrived, the lion jumped to catch them'

The protasis clause may also be coded by the use of one of the aux-
iliary verbs that together with their non-auxiliary counterparts form re-
duplicated verbs. However, the protasis is coded only by the auxiliary,
as in the following fragment, where the temporal protasis is in the sec-
ond sentence:

(8) tsay m9 tly tly nd-a
then REL look look go-GO
nasto nd ydm
enter (F.) PREP water
Then the one who was good at looking entered into water.'

/// a nd ydm td aba ddwarj mbi
go PRED PREP water DED ASSC back ANAPH
, \ , f , \ rti ti tiy-u
look look 3SG look-3SG
'Having entered into water he searched for it [the sesame seed].'

3. Temporal protasis coding through demonstratives

The clause-final demonstrative wäcin codes the temporal protasis:
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(9) ana pic mbe ko nd- wacin
PREP day close INF go-GO DEM
wäl wa baf a bäf-ahä ba nz>f dap
wife DEM leave 3SG leave-GO ASSC heart only
'When the day of their [the hyenas'] return was approaching, the
wife left abruptly with a lot of courage.'

The demonstrative marks the end of the protasis clause as evidenced
by the fact that it is used in the phrase-final form wacin, rather than the
phrase-internal form \va, even though it is followed by other material in
the sentence. However, this other material is the beginning of another
clause:

(10) sey wäl ngdn tarj a nd r z
so wife 3SG DED 3SG go D.HAB
wacin syi wirnjik diy-a bdk-ähä
DEM COM ash start-GO pour-GO
tide' tide' tide' tide' a kdtaf
pile pile pile pile PRED road
'When his wife was going, ashes poured out in small piles on the
road.'

(11) ah Bahamern. a tuk bakä syi tak
oh Bahaman PREP GEN.2SG today COM all
pie wahin syi
sun DEM COM
Oh, Bahaman, for you, with all this heat?'

(12) ä tuk ha bay rd sku wul
for you 2SG think D.HAB NEG neck
bei rä wa syi
break D.HAB DEM COM
'"You are not thinking, you are yelling with joy.'"

4. Temporal apodosis

In temporal clauses, the temporal apodosis uses aspects and tenses from
the independent set, as can be seen in the examples given above.

If the verb of the apodosis clause is intransitive, the simple rather
than the reduplicated form of the verb is used:
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(13) hld-yil \νά ϊ diy-ά feaq l kwat
man-PL DEM 3PL start-GO cross river
cikid to gwicfir) nddv ka [ndafj
sesame GEN single fall POS
'When the men started crossing the river, a single sesame seed
fell down.'

The apodosis clause may also have the marker sey or tsey, probably
borrowed from Hausa sai 'then':

(14) ί hok r3 waciy sey wal wa
3PL lift D.HAB DEM then wife DEM
6dt a dot forom naka bd venjeh
take 3SG take horn DEM ASSC pepper
cfiya a di kd nd ma
put 3SG put in PREP mouth
'When they were lifting the stones the wife took the horn which
contained pepper and put it in her mouth'

(15) kd k wal ζά sey mlcC k
INF give neck EE then wind give
'When he started to scream, the wind blew.'

5. Specific time relationships

When the protasis clause is coded through dependent aspectual markers
and the apodosis clause has no special markers, it indicates that there is
only a very general time relationship between the two clauses. A specific
time relationship between two events involves more precise time con-
cepts such as "before," "after," and simultaneity, "while." In all such
sentences, the protasis clause precedes the apodosis clause.

The succession of events in time may be coded by past tense in the
protasis clause and the end-of-event marker, followed by the verb diya
in the apodosis clause:
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(16) way a wan zo gügwa du kd zdm
sleep 3SG sleep EE first start INF eat

*za
food EE
'He slept first and then he ate.'

The notion 'after' is coded by the associative preposition ab preced-
ing the noun diiwon 'back'. If the apodosis clause has such a marker, the
protasis clause does not have to be marked as such in any way:

(17) wdziyn gan ngul-yn r a rä i
children even man-PL dig dig 3 PL
r jiß cimecC-ka
dig hole around (of them)
'Children and also men dug a hole.'

ab diiWdy mbi a n
ASSC back ANAPH 3SG PREP
nvay td tapa dot
stone GEN tobacco take
'Afterwards, they took the tobacco stone.'

The protasis clause may also be marked by the phrase ab düwm:

(18) sey ab duwm mbi kd
then ASSC after ANAPH 3PL PREP INF
n kd nda-hä kö hok nvay-yil
PREP INF go-GO INF lift stone-PL
r f* r rf· rif a ij-e
blow 3SG blow-GO
to n fordm wa dap
GEN PREP horn DEM only
'After they came to lift the stones, she blew that which was in the
horn.'

6. Conditional clauses

There are two means of coding the conditional protasis clause. One is
with tenses and aspects from the dependent sets, and the other is with
clause-initial particles.
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6.1 The use of the dependent aspect

The dependent aspect is the unmarked aspect, i.e. verb alone, or verb
preceded by the focus marker kd. For both of these situations, viz. verb
alone or verb with the focus marker, the condition is already likely to
exist, and the protasis clause means something like: If from the existing
set of possibilities, the possibility X is chosen, then Y.

Consider the following examples, which describe situations that are
actually occurring:

(19) mlnje mba ma marmar ka ηάζ-ά
now child REL shepherd INF abandon-GO
nkw-yil za no lay ha rj kd
goat-PL EE PREP field 2SG PREP INF
dal-a-rj law y mono mafoefoe kam
do-GO-3SG whip like the old days TOP (F.)
'Now, if a shepherd boy abandons the goats in the field, and you
whip him, like in the old days.'

(20) hidi ko nda za damn ma par kd
man INF go EE bush REL first PREP
bay ί η ka dul-a-rj ma
chief 3PL PREP INF do-GO-3SG mouth
'If anybody goes to the field before the chief, they will cause him
a lot of problems.'

(21) yo hidi a san fcagam ά
O.K. man 3SG know speak 3SG
gar ka gay-a-h naf sk
want INF spoil-GO-2SG heart NEG
'Well, someone who knows how to converse, he won't make you
mad.'

Here are examples of the coding of conditional sentence through the
dependent future in the apodosis clause. The independent future may not
be used in the apodosis clause:
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(22) ha ka ßk-a ka
2SG INF leave-GO 3PL PREP INF
bäs-a-h
laugh-GO-2SG
'If you leave that they will mock you.'

(23) ha mbal hafoam ngan a n ka
2SG like daughter 3SG.Q 3SG PREP INF
za so nda-r ka val skü
COMP 1SG go-D.HAB INF give NEG
ngäm kd r-a-k zä
because INF insult-GO-lSG EE
'If you love his daughter he will say, "I do not give [her], be-
cause he insulted me.'"

The dependent future is used to code conditions that do not yet exist.
They have the meaning: If there ever will occur X, then Y:

(24) ndlka manje wahiy sä n kd dzarj
better (F.) now DEM 1SG PREP INF find
gombok za sä n kd ndrafo
frog EE 1SG PREP INF smash
mbacf wirnjik
become ash
'"From now on, when I find a frog, I will smash it to ashes.'"

(25) hidi wehiy a za van a n
man DEM 3SG COMP rain 3SG PREP
kd da a gar ka nd-a-k
INF fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG
kasam skü
body NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"

6.2 Conditional protasis coding through the particle anga

The conditional protasis can be marked by the particle anga followed by
various tenses and aspects, all, however, drawn from the dependent sets.
The future describes a hypothetical situation:
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(26) anga hi ka dzagorjma a
if 2PL INF learn mouth PRED
na may skit mälla wir tag
PREP LOG NEG or else (F.) gravy DED

ka Id hldl tarj
3SG PREP INF give diarrhea man DED
ma zam ta naka \vacirj da sku ma
REL eat DED REM DEM exist NEG or(F.)
was feä hidi kä rjkii to liver} nek
knife cut man POS goat GEN black good
skü
NEG
'If you do not oppose it, then the gravy will give diarrhea to the
man who eats it, or else the knife will cut the person [skinning
the goat]. The black goat is no good.'

The unmarked aspect, i.e. the form that is used in dependent clauses,
can be used in both the protasis and the apodosis clause. The unmarked
aspect describes the situation that exists or is likely to exist and the re-
sults that one could expect were this condition to be met:

(27) kwaykway-yn \va za nga ho mbäl-ü
hyena-PL DEM COMP if 2SG want-3SG
ha yän a käciy
2SG move PRED here
'Those hyenas told her, "If you want, you can move in here.'"

(28) anga hi kindiy aba guzäk da skü
if 2PL fear ASSC maternal uncle exist NEG
kindly za aba vi
fear EE ASSC who
'If you do not fear your maternal uncle, who are you going to
fear?'
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(29) anga feefae ha gal a Ida
if past 2SG grow PRED house
guzak-ah tärj gra a Ida ceh
maternal uncle-2SG DED like PRED house father.2SG
ska vit
NEC Q
'In the past, if you grew up in the house of your maternal uncle,
that was like in the house of your father.'

(30) anga guzak-ah ma luw-a-h ka dal
if uncle-2SG REL say-GO-2SG INF do
gazatf ma ha dal za
work COMP(F.) 2SG do EE
tuk zldep
2SG:GEN now
'If it is your maternal uncle who told you to do the work, you can
do this work now'

The conditional particle anga is a necessary marker of all clauses
that do not have a verb, i.e. clauses that cannot use dependent tense and
aspects to code the conditional protasis:

(31) anga ko mavu a Ida
if even beer PRED house
'Even if there is beer in the house ... '

(32) anga rjkw-yngwad a Ida hidl tar)
if goat-PL plenty PRED house man DED
rjku ta llverj a na may kam
goat GEN black PRED PREP LOC.ANAPH TOP
ko ka mlsü rjku torj
even 3PL PREP INF steal goat DED
'If there are many goats at a compound, and there is one black
goat among them, this is the one that will be stolen.'

(33) anga mana horj sä n ka dzon-a
if like 2SG 1SG PREP INF fmd-GO
lay a tiki
field PRED where
'If I were like you, where would I find a field?'
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6.3 Conditional protasis coding through the particle ma

The conditional protasis may also be marked by the particle ma, bor-
rowed from Fula, occurring at the end of the protasis clause. The prota-
sis clause occurs in sentence initial position:

(34) ämma guzäku ma sey ha zlne tarj
but maternal uncleCOMP then 2SG return just (Fula)
'If it is your maternal uncle [that calls you], then you have to re-
turn.'

7. Conditional apodosis

The conditional apodosis clause may be unmarked, except for dependent
aspect, as in the examples above, or it may be preceded by the comment-
clause marker syl:

(35) änga hidi ä gar ko skom fjtek syi
if man 3SG want INF buy sheep COM
to kwedek ks mbad" tQ liverj za
GEN white INF surpass GEN black EE
'If someone wants to buy a sheep, the white ones are better than
the black ones.'

(36) angz ha sm bdts to syl ha
if 2SG know blow DED COM 2SG
ngafo-a-k a ro ngdn
accompany-GO-lSG PRED PREP 3SG
'If you know how to blow, we will go to him.'

It is important, however, to note that the marker syl is not narrowly a
marker of the conditional apodosis clause, but rather a marker of a
speaker's comment. This marker may occur in both the conditional pro-
tasis and the conditional apodosis clause:
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(37) sa skdn wa syi ha ho lüw-a-y
here thing DEM COM 2SG INF say-GO3SG EE
kdddm vl- nok wiidd gi syi
calabash give-GO 1PL food POL COM
a ndi do td dap
3SG HAB make DED only
'Here you have this thing. If you say to it, "Calabash make us
food, please," then it just cooks.'

The habitual aspect in the apodosis clause is coded by the dependent
habitual because the event has to be interpreted in conjunction with the
event of the protasis clause:

(38) häz kd feim zd i ndd r
dog INF hear EE 3PL go D.HAB
kd sa mavit
INF drink beer
'If the dog hears, they will go to drink beer.'

The hypothetical mood in the apodosis clause is coded by the dependent
future:

(39) wa angd wal tay kd lit wir täy
but if woman DED INF say sauce DED
ßäräy kwü tay ä n kd
little kuli DED 3SG PREP INF
mdl täy
seize DED
'But if the woman says that her gravy is too little, kuli will get
her'3

3. During the sacrificial meal, when the offerings are made to kuli, everybody gets his
portion to eat. One should not complain during this meal about not getting enough
to eat. Such a complaint is said to provoke the wrath of the kuli.
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(40) \vä angd ko mal-a-y zd syi a
but if INF seize-GO-3SGEE COM 3SG
n kd nd-ä kz> da td
PREP INF go-GO INF cook DED
ba ska
again NEG:Q
'But if hei caught it for himj, hej will come again to cook it,
won't he?

If the condition already exists or is likely to exist, the apodosis clause
has the unmarked aspect:

(41) wal kd vdl-a-h \vdda da skü
woman INF give-GO-2SG food exist NEG
ha mbal vü
2SG like Q
'If the woman does not give you food, will you love her?'

(42) ä fya bäkäläf ka def-e hind
3SG say buffalo INF call-GO 2PL
mu za gombok Mm hi
mouth COMPfrog TOP 2PL
ieie ohok
answer ohok (frogtalk)
'He said, "If the buffalo calls you frog, you answer yes.'"

8. Conclusions

The conditional protasis clause may be coded by a dependent aspect or
tense, by the conditional protasis marker angz, or by both. In verbless
clauses, where the dependent aspectual markers cannot be used, only the
particle anga is available as a coding means. Through the system of
aspectual and tense markers, Mina indicates whether the condition al-
ready exists and may be selected in a given situation, or whether the
condition does not exist yet. The conditional apodosis clause may also
have different tense and aspectual systems, again coding the same tem-
poral properties of the conditions.





Chapter 23
Purpose, reason, and conclusion clauses

1. Introduction

The present chapter we describe three types of functions coded by dif-
ferent means. The purpose and reason clauses serve as adjuncts of ma-
trix clauses. The conclusion clause does not function as adjunct, but
rather as a co-dependent clause.

2. Purpose clause

For sentences with a purpose clause, the order of clauses is matrix ad-
junct. The adjunct clause may be preceded by the infinitive marker kd or
by the locative preposition n:

(1) ha y-a-k kd dal mi
2SG call-GO-lSG INF do what
'Why do you call me?'

(2a) a nzd kd kd gar yarn kd sä
3SG stay POS INF search water INF drink
'She stayed to look for water to drink.'

(2b) a za S3 y-a-h wäciq
3SG COMP 1SG call-GO-2SG DEM
kd sd mav wäciy
INF drink beer DEM
'He said, "If I called you, it is to drink this beer.'"

The purpose clause may also be coded by the locative preposition n:
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(3) kwaykway ä ndd dap nv gr- noko
hyena 3SG go only PREP fmd-GO 1PL
'Let the hyena go to find it for us'

3. Reason clauses

The term "reason clause" is used for embedded clauses that describe the
actions, events, and states that are the motivations for the main clause. In
our data, the marker (n)gam borrowed from Fula is used to mark reason.
This marker may be used alone or be followed by m kd. This sequence
precedes the embedded clause. The complement clause may occur be-
fore or after the matrix clause. Here is an example of the reason clause
preceding the matrix clause:

(4) ngäm minje s kd nzd r
because now 1SG INF remain D.HAB
bäka wäciy van bd mo bd
today DEM father:ISO ASSC mouth ASSC
hldi tarj
man DED
'Because I am here now, my father had a problem with that
man.'

Here is an example of the reason clause following the matrix clause:

(5) sey md nda ngäm ä ddm-a-jj rä
so DEB go because 3 SG ache-GO-3SG PROG
'He should go because it hurts him.'

Another marker of the reason clause is the clause-final demonstrative
wacin:

(6) ha kd nd-a-k ngambu to ngiil
2SG INF kill-GO-lSG friend GEN husband
nd kd waciy ndd tdkorj
1SG POS DEM go 2SG:POSS
'As you have killed my husband's friend, go away.'
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4. Conclusion clause

We have recorded only one instantiation of a conclusion clause, but this
instantiation represents a type consistent with other co-dependent
clauses, such as temporal and conditional protases and apodoses. The
conclusion clause is coded by the clause-final determiner. The example
we have deploys the deduced reference marker tarj. The deduced refer-
ence marker is not an object of the verb, because the verb already has an
object, the second person singular h. The deduced reference marker can-
not have another object as its antecedent, as evidenced by the nature of
the verb bad1"seduce'. However, the clause marked by tay must be in-
terpreted in connection with the preceding clause. It constitutes a con-
clusion from the preceding proposition:

(7) sey a ζά ά nd w l
so 3SG say PRED PREP woman
waciy skdrj \vacirj kul kd nzar-ah
DEM thing DEM be able INF take care of-2SG
vii
Q
'So he said to the woman, is this thing able to take care of you?'

\ ι >· * S*. i r r
CO M'd W/TO ir/Tf W/7
Λ<7 Λ<7 {/̂ ^ ™* *M*

1SG INF hit POS IPL(excl)
n kd bacC-a-h t y
PREP INF seduce-2SG DED
I have killed it and I am going to seduce you.

5. Conclusions

Purpose clause is marked by the infinitive marker kd. Reason clauses
may be marked by the borrowed particle ng m. The matrix clause in
both types of sentences may end with the demonstrative w cin. Both
purpose and reason clauses are adjuncts, in that they both can be omitted
from the sentence.





Chapter 24
Comparative constructions

1. Introduction

The number of comparative constructions in our data is not very large,
and we had to supplement naturally occurring data with elicited exam-
ples. We describe first equal comparisons and then unequal compari-
sons.

2. Equal comparisons

Comparison of equal predicates can be realized by various means. One
is by the verb gra, most probably derived from grä "search, like" with
the goal-oriented marker. Given its use in comparative constructions, it
is glossed as "be like":

(1) bitsi gra kasama
Bitsi be like Kasuma
'Bitsi is like Kasuma.'

(2) sey wal ngan za ngid-yii \vacirj
so woman 3SG COMP husband-PL DEM
gra kwayärj
be like squirrel
'So his wife said, "My husband, this one is like a squirrel.'"
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(3) kwayäy fi syl ngef nakahä
squirrel see COM feather REM
\vacir) cfiya njif a
DEM put smell 3SG
nJif S™ & & gämtak
smell like meat GEN chicken
'Squirrel saw that the [burned] feather smelled like the meat of a
chicken.'

The form (a)ngd, identical with the one used in conditional protasis
clauses, can also be used in equal comparisons:

(4) bid nga kasdmä
Bitsi like Kasuma
'Bitsi is the same size as Kasuma.'

(5) ko va Z3 dddiye bogo nga san
INF spend time EE much Bogo like 1SG
'He spent much time in Bogo, just like me.'

(6) mimer) mbirj tsey mimerj
leopard 3SG COMPANAPH then leopard
cfiya dzä angd to rd
start sing like GEN PREP
\val naka waciy
woman REM DEM
'The leopard said, "That's it." Then the leopard started to sing
just like that woman.'

The comparative construction where the standard of comparison is a
deictic expression is marked by the forms md na 'like' and kl mbin 'like
that':

(7) sey du tdtd ka mdnä nakahä
so sit 3 PL POS like REM past
'So they remained, as in the past.'
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(8) ha tl tl mana sa wa ka Urn
2SG see see like ISO DEM INF see
mbd vu
child Q
'Do you think that a person like me can have a child?'

(9) koo νί ζά sa dey a
QUANT who COMP ISO also PRED
ki mbey
like ANAPH
'Each one of them said, "Same with me.'"

(10) turn a ndi dal kd mbey
always (F.) 3SG HAB do PREP ANAPH
'She always did like that.'

3. Unequal equational clause predicates

Unequal comparison of equational predicates involves the use of two
morphemes: z with baytarj 'big' to mean 'more' and zin withies 'small'
to mean 'less', both in a relative-clause-like construction:

(11) zrumb mbd ma nay ma z bay (ay
Zurmba son mother 1SG REL EE big
'Zurmba is my oldest brother from the same mother'
(z cannot be omitted if ma is used)

(12) zrumb mba ma nay ma zin fes
Zurmba son mother 1SG REL ? small
'Zurmba is my younger brother.'

The importance of these constructions, lies in the fact that the first pro-
vides evidence that z may actually be a copula 'be'. The second con-
struction is important because it poses a question about the identity of
the form zin, which remains obscure.
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4. Unequal comparison with verbal predicates

For clauses with verbal predicates, the comparative construction in-
volves the use of the verb day 'surpass' following the predicate of the
standard of comparison. There are two comparative constructions in-
volving the verbal predicate. In one, the target of comparison is marked
by the locative preposition kd\

(13) SB n kd si day kd horj
ISO PREP INF run surpass PREP 2SG

will run faster/more than you'

(14) $ kai a si day
3SG say INTERJ 3SG run surpass
kd say
PREP 1SG
'He said, hey, he runs faster than me'

(15) banay to ngül day kd
suffering GEN husband surpass PREP
to \vala
GEN woman
'The suffering of man is greater than that of woman.'

The verb day 'surpass' may be used as the final verb of the predica-
tion, its standard being put before the comparison clause:

(16) // Hverj kam ä hand kd dal
GEN black TOP 3SG suit(F.) INF do
mdsdddf-yu ma nä nakä wäcirj
devil-PL REL of REM DEM
ämma td kwedek syl dam day
but GEN white COM good surpass
'The black one is convenient as an offering for the devil, as in
the past, but the white one is better.'

For clauses with adjectival predicates the comparison is marked by
the preposition kd 'like'. The structure of the clause is: Noun phrase
Predicate kd Noun phrase:
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(17) bitsi fes kd kasamä
Bitsi small like Kasuma
'Bitsi is smaller than Kasuma.'

(18) bitsi 6ip ka kasamä
Bitsi fat like Kasuma
'Bitsi is fatter than Kasuma.'

Instead of the verb day one can also use the verb mbdd' surpass' to
code unequal predicates:

(19) mäfoefoe kam ma daganäk kd mbdd
past TOP REL black INF su ass
za foefoe \vacirj rüküt ma daganak kd
EE past DEM clothes REL black INF
mbdd to kwedekza
surpass GEN white EE
'In the past black clothes surpassed white clothes'

5. Conclusions

Equal predicates may be coded by the use of the verb gra 'search, like'
or the particle anga 'like'. The unequal comparisons use the verbs day or
mbacf, both meaning 'surpass'. The standard of comparison may be
marked by the locative preposition ka.
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Relative clause

1. Introduction

Since only certain types of relative clauses occur in natural discourse,
we elicited examples for the types of relativization that are not attested
in our corpus. The elicited examples should be used with extreme cau-
tion, because we do not know how natural they are.

The general structure of a relative clause is Head relative clause,
although we have noted one exception to this order.

If the head of the relative clause is the subject and subject only, it is
followed by the relative marker md. The third-person pronominal subject
is unmarked, and ma alone is used. The verb in the relative clause has
high rather than low tone:

(1) hldi md ti
man REL look
'the person who looked'

Cf:
(2) kd ti ζά

INF look EE
'He looked.'

The relative marker md is not used if the relative clause is marked
for focus. This may be a result of a constraint whereby md cannot be
followed by kd. The reason for this constraint could be that both of these
forms belong to the same functional domain:
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(3) an nda ngan kd täl a täl täl
3SG go 3SG INF walk 3SG walk walk
täl täl ndd dzarj kwaykwa-yn
walk walk go find hyena-PL 3 PL
ka nga fel za syi
INF break meat EE COM
'She walked and walked and walked. She went and found some
hyenas who had caught some meat.'

2. Clause-final demonstratives

If the head of the relative clause is non-referential, the relative clause
does not have clause-final demonstratives:

(4) hldl ma 6am makwadäk gar kd nza kd
man REL eat vulture search INF be like
ngamba-n sku
friend-ISO NEG
'The man who ate/eats vulture cannot be a friend of mine.'

Clause-final demonstratives code the existential status of the rela-
tivized head (cf. Frajzyngier 1996 for a comparative study of relative
clauses in Chadic). More specifically, they code the head of the relative
clause as referential. Referentiality means a specific entity, previously
described, or present in the environment of speech.

(5) hldl ma giz gonga \vaciy
man REL tell truth(F.) DEM
'the man who tells the truth'

(6)' sey hldl ma fca kasaf \vacirj
so man REL cut grass DEM

wäciy ta näy
3SG COMPDEM GEN 1SG
'The man who cuts grass said, "This is for me.'"
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sey a na va \vadrj aba bay
so PRED PREP year DEM ASSC chief REL
mots ma fcefce wäciy
die REL long time ago DEM
'except for the year with the chief who died a long time ago'

The clause-final demonstratives are not used with pronouns as heads
of the relative clause, because pronouns are inherently referential. Sub-
ject pronouns are followed by the relative marker ma:

(7) S3 ma dal tifill
1SG REL do calumny

am the one who spread the calumny.'

(8) ha ma dal tifili
2SG REL do calumny
'You are the one who spread the calumny.'

(9) mbi ma dal tifill
3SG REL do calumny
'It is he who spread the calumny.'

The third-person subject pronoun ä is unacceptable in this clause:

(10) *a ma dal tifill
3SG REL do calumny
'It is he who spread the calumny.'

Headless relative clauses do occur. Since their subjects cannot be
referential, such clauses do not end in a demonstrative:

(11) ma rn-a-k ko yta da
REL make love-GO-lSG even one exist
na may skü
PREP L.ANAPH NEG
'There is not even one among them who made love to me.'
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(12) ma nda
REL go
ζά ma
EE REL
hda
hif.GO
s ka
COM INF hit:GO EE
'Whoever wants to run away, he hits him.' (repeated three times)

The relative clause may have the independent habitual aspect marker
ndi, but it occurs as a means of modifying construction where the modi-
fier is a general characteristic, coded in the verb and its object:

(13) w hi wazi hi ma ndi dal
but 2PL children 2PL REL HAB do
m s l d sk syl lay gwacC
laziness NEG COM field plenty
a dam ska v
PRED bush NEG Q
'But you children, you are lazy. Aren't there plenty of fields in
the bush?'

The relativized subject of the verbless clause must be followed by
the form za. This is one of the few pieces of evidence that the form za
may actually be the verb 'to be':

(14) ma ζ νί nderj ma tewel Bombay 6at
REL EE who other REL twirl stick take
Bombay
stick
The other, the one who twirls the stick, took the stick . . . '

3. Relativization of the object

Relativization of the object appears to consist of placing the object at the
beginning of the relative clause. The relativized object may be coded
twice, once at the beginning of the clause as the head of the relative
clause, and the second time after the verb, in the position of object. The
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object role of the head of the relative clause is computed from the fact
that the relative clause has a subject and that it has a transitive verb:

(15) skan näm dzarj skan syi ha cfiya gay
thing 1DU find thing COM 2SG put spoil
ka
POS
'The thing we found, you are ruining it.'

In the future tense, as in the hypothetical mood, the relativized object
is represented in the relative clause by the definite object marker it:

(16) a foa hafyam \vacirj anga damä ha
3SG say daughter DEM if good 2SG
val-a-rj n hida ka
give-GO-3SG PREP man 3PL INF
zamb-u \vaciy
cheat-3SG DEM
'He said, "That girl, normally, you will give to the man who was
cheated.'"

(17) ä dab-ak ana davar sa nka
3SG ask-lSG PREP hoe 1SG INF
ber-ah-u
sell-GO-3SG
'He asked me about the hoe I sold.'

In our data, we have an example where the object of the relative
clause is preceded rather than followed by the relative clause:

(18) hidi mindl yam guzak-ah ka
man other also maternal uncle-2SG INF
val-a-h lay \vacin ka dal-a-h za
give-GO-2SG field DEM INF do-GO-2SG EE
ßarärj ha nda-häsa val-a-h na may
little 2SG go-GO 1SG give-GO-2SG PREP L.ANAPH
The other [said], "If the field that your maternal uncle gave you
is too small, I will give you more.'"
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4. Relativization of the dative

The dative role of the head of the relative clause is coded by object pro-
nouns added to the verb:

(19) hidd s kd vl-a-rj dalu \va
man ISO INF give-GO-3SG money DEM
kd zm-e da skit
INF return-GO exist NEG
'The man to whom I gave money never came back.'

(20) hidd (mo) s kd aal-a-rj gdzdcf \va
man REL 1SG INF do-GO-3SG work DEM
kd mecC kd vl-a-k dal da skü
INF never INF give-GO-lSG money exist NEG
'The man for whom I worked never gave me money'

5. Relativization of the instrumental

The instrumental role of the head of the relative clause is marked by a
construction consisting of optional preposition td, associative marker
abd, and anaphoric marker mbi, which is a resumptive pronoun for the
head of the relative clause. The relative clause ends with a demonstra-
tive, if the head of the relative clause is referential. The end -of-event
marker za follows the demonstrative:

(21) s kd Urn hiji ha kd bdl-a
1SG INF see sickle 2SG INF cut-GO
ndlr (td) bd mbi wä za
sorghum GEN ASSC ANAPH DEM EE

saw the sickle with which you cut the sorghum.'

(22) hlji so ha n kd n kd
sickle here 2SG PREP INF PREP INF cut
ndrl (td) abd mbirj
sorghum GEN ASSC ANAPH
'Here is the sickle with which you will cut sorghum.'
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6. Relativization of possessor

Relativization of the possessor involves the fronting of the possessor,
following it with the possessum, and then the relative clause:

(23) sey mbuu mdmdr) md mats mats wad?}
so child mother:3SG REL die die DEM
a za
3SG COMP
'So, the child whose mother is dead said:' (written sources)

7. Relativization of the topic of a verb of saying

The role of the head of the relative clause as the topic of a verb of saying
is computed from the meaning of the verb and from the presence of
other arguments in the clause, and from the fact that dependent rather
than independent aspects are used. Most interestingly, the head of the
relative clause may follow the relative clause. The structure is as fol-
lows: Subject Infinitive marker Verb Dependent habitual marker Head
Noun phrase:

(24) α ζά ί kd lu rd hldl
3SG COMP3PL INF say D.HAB man
gdnak syi ha vii
person COMP 2SG Q
'He said, "That person that they are talking about, is it you?'"

8. Relativization of locative and temporal adjuncts

The locative role of the head of the relative clause is marked by a loca-
tive anaphoric expression at the end of the clause:

(25) / kit go lay sd kd gar-r
3PL INF clean place 1SG INF stop-D.HAB
wa ka
DEM here
'They cleaned the place where I stopped.'
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(26) ί η kd gw-ά lay sa kd
3PL PREP INF clean-GO place ISO INF
gor-r kd ndd no ma
want-D.HAB INF go PREP L.ANAPH
'They will clean the place where I want to go.'

9. Conclusions

In most cases, the relative clause follows the head, but the reverse order
has also been recorded. Relativization of the subject differs from rela-
tivization of the object and adjuncts in that the subject must be followed
by the relative marker ma, and the other relativized heads may not be
followed by the marker ma. The referentiality of the head of the relative
clause or its previous mention in discourse is coded by the deictic
marker w cin occurring at the end of the relative clause.



Chapter 26
Elements of discourse structure

1. Introduction

The present chapter describes two elements of discourse structure: One
deals with the category of comment clause, a category that re-occurs in a
number of syntactic environments. The second, unrelated, category is
labeled here provisionally "change of scene."

2. Comment clause

Mina has grammaticalized a clausal category called here the 'comment
clause'. The comment clause may be a complement of another clause,
but it also may be a matrix clause. The comment clause is marked by syi,
the same marker that codes the emotive modality.

3. Comment on topic

The comment clause marker may occur after the topicalized element:

(1) so skan wä syi ha ko luw-a-rj zo
here thing DEM COM 2SG INF say-GO-3SG EE
kddam vl- nok wiidd gi syi
calabash give-GO 1PL food POL COM
a ndi do td dap
3SG HAB make DED only
'Here you have this thing. If you say to it, "Calabash make us
food, please," then it just cooks.'
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(2) skan nam dzarj skdn syi ha cfiyä gay
thing 1DU find thing COM 2SG put spoil
ka
POS
'The thing we found, you are ruining it.'

(3) sku syi ko zdtn skdn-yn wä bd
NEG COM INF eat thing-PL DEM ASSC
mi
what
Or else what will we eat those things with?'

4. Comment in parataxis

The comment clause may be used after another clause, where its rela-
tionship may be construed as taking place simultaneously with another
clause, or as being a consequence, causal or temporal, of the preceding
clause.

Here are examples of simultaneity of the events in two clauses:

(4) a nda syi tdtd fu tärj i
3SG go:GOCOM 3PL all DED 3PL REL
wan-i sulucf sülucC mukadkadarj
sleep-STAT two two upside down
'She came ~ all of them were sleeping on their backs in pairs.'
(about turtles)

(5) md ndd kd si vi syi ka nab za
REL go INF run who COM INF hit EE
md ndd kd si vi syi kd ndd zä
REL go INF run who COM INF hit EE
'The one who wants to run away, he hit him.' (repeated twice)

Here is an example of a causal relationship:

(6) Bombay yd-a-k gi syi a n
stick hit-GO-lSG POL COM 3SG PREP
kd dal- tärj
INF do-GO:2SG DED
'"Stick, hit me," and it will do it to you.'
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Here is an example of counterexpectation:

(7) diya seitin go wäciy syi
start Muezzin's call DEM COM
ko wal nd rd skit
but neck go D.HAB NEG
'He started to make the call, but the voice did not go out as be-
fore.'

Here are examples of temporal consequence:

(8) kwaykway ziy bd diiwan syi cike
hyena return ASSC back COM 3PL all

tsii tdtd nd ydm
3PL went 3PL PREP water
'The hyena returned after they all went into the water.'

(9) ndd dzarj kwaykwa-yii kd nga / za
go find hyena-PL 3 PL INF break meat EE
syi
COM
'And she found some hyenas who had caught some meat.'

kaya diyä walh td bd dd täy
INTERJ (F.) start help(F.) 3PL ASSC cook 3PL
'She started to help them cook.'

5. Comment with complementation

The marker syi is also used with complements of verbs of saying:

(10) bähaman za hi n kd lüw-a-y
Bahaman COMP2PL PREP INF say-GO-3SG
syi barkamä käcförn vl- nä
COM chief calabash give-GO 1PL.EXCL
wudd gi tsoy dap
food POL finish only
'Bahaman said, "You say to it, my chief, "Calabash give us
food." That is all.'"
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(11) ma zd bayta gombok-yil za syl
REL EE large frog-PL COMP COM
hi kam fu tar) hi wan kä
2PL TOP all DED 2PL sleeprlMPER POS
mükädkacCarj sülud sülucC
upside down two two
'The largest of the frogs said, "You all lie down on your backs in
pairs.'"

The comment marker may occur without the de dicto complemen-
tizer:

(12) kwaykway zirj ba diiwan syl cike
hyena return ASSC back COM 3PL all
/ tsu tata na yam
3PL went 3PL PREP water
a se i dzdk-a-ku
3SG then 3PL cheat-GO-lSG
'The hyena returned after they all had gone into the water and
said, "They cheated me.'"

6. Comment marker and emotive modality marker

Although, the phonological shape of the emotive modality marker and
the comment clause marker is the same, their specific functions, or the
scope is different. The comment clause marker occurs at the beginning
of the clause, while the emotive modality marker occurs at the end of the
clause. Because of this property, the two markers may occur in the same
sentence and even in the same clause, one at the beginning of the clause
and the other at the end:

(13) ndd fodgam syl mal mal-a-y ta
go talk COM hit 3SG hit-GO-3SG 3PL
hda tdtd ma ba syl
strike 3 PL there again COM
'They talked [to the stick]. It started beating them over there
again.'
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(14) / zzm r a i zvm ra
3PL eat D.HAB 3PL eat D.HAB
/ ΖΘΐη ra syl
3PL eat D.HAB COM
'They eat, they eat, they eat.'

sey ms ng l ngiil kd
then REL husband husband INF start
kecCerj ngan to zd ba dap
stupidity 3SG DED EE again just
'Then the man started again with his stupidity.'

7. Change of scene

It has been noted across languages that the associative preposition be-
comes a nominal and a clausal conjunction (Mithun 1988, Frajzyngier
1996). A superficial examination of Mina discourse may lead to a simi-
lar conclusion, because the associative does serve as nominal conjunc-
tion and from time to time one does indeed find forms that would be
translated as clausal conjunctions:

(15) 6dt a 6dt-a-y hdd n ζάνάη-yn
get 3SG get-GO-3SG beat PREP guinea fowl-PL
waciy
DEM
'He grabbed it [his stick] and beat those guinea fowl.'

kd Urn nta
INF see one
'He hit one.'

ζάνάη-yn ί-bd fir tbt y
guinea fowl-PL PL-ASSC flight 3PL:POSS
'And guinea fowl flew away.'

A careful examination of the discourse data points to a quite differ-
ent function of the associative preposition, a function that we believe has
not yet been noted in the literature. Recall that there are two forms of the
associative preposition: ά-bz, for singular subjects and ί-ba, for plural
subjects. The associative preposition forms a construction with the pre-
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ceding subject and the following verb, in that the preposition codes the
number of the subject, and it ends in the phrase-internal form, viz. the
consonant b, or the consonant followed by schwa, bd.

The function of the construction is to indicate that a participant has
moved from the place where it has been at the last mention in discourse.
The participant is represented by the subject of the clause

(16) say a tat kam i ndi ngä
then PRED 3PL TOP (F.) 3PL HAB catch
foi-yii zd kd nda kd da
meat-PL EE INF go INF cookrGO
toy
DED
'"Then, as for them [the hyenas], they just catch the meat [and]
bring it for cooking'

(17) ee hid-yu \va i-bd yarj tdtd
ah man-PL DEM PL-ASSC move 3PL:POSS
a madrj
PRED there
"Those people moved over there.'" (i.e., the woman with her
family)

If the subject is third person pronominal, only the associative preposition
with the third-person singular or plural pronoun is used:

(18) a n kddäm ngdn 6dt
3SG PREP calabash 3SG take
'She took her calabash.'

abd nd- ngdn \vuta
ASSC go-GO 3SG.POSS village
'She returned home.'

In the texts we gathered, the associative preposition following the
subject and preceding the predicate does not occur very often, which is
evidence that it is not a clausal conjunction. In each case when the
preposition is used in this specific syntactic environment, at least one of
the participants changes place. The following example, the eighteenth
sentence in a narrative, contains the first use of the associative preposi-
tion in this specific environment:
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(19) 6dt a 6dt ylm \va fok a fdk-a
take 3SG take water DEM throw 3SG throw-GO
ί-bd ndd tatay
3PL-ASSC go 3PL
'He took the water, threw it into the river, and they went away'.

The following fragment contains the first use of the associative
preposition after the subject and before the verb in a text that before this
fragment had about 25 sentences:

(20) 6dt a ddt-ά-η hdd n ζάνάη-yii
get 3SG get-GO-3SG beat PREP guinea fowl-PL
warty
DEM
'He grabbed it [his stick] and beat those guinea fowl.'

kd lim nta
INF see one
'He hit one.'

ζάνάη-yii ί-bd fir tdtay
guinea fowl-PL PL-ASSC flight 3PL.POSS
'The guinea fowl flew away.'

The next two clauses again have participants leaving the scene:

(21) w l ngan za au S3 dal-a-h
wife 3SG COMPINTERJ 1SG do-GO-2SG
mbna w mi
like DEM what
'His wife said, "What did I do to you?'

ί-bd nd tatd \vuta
PL-ASSC go 3PL.POSS village
'They went home.'

Since the category of change of scene is not one that is frequently
encountered in languages, it is important to provide convincing evidence
for the hypothesis. Such evidence would have two components: The first
is to show that all constructions of the type Subject Associative Verb
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involve the subject leaving the previously mentioned scene. The fol-
lowing examples represent all of those occurring in the Texts section:

(22) ndä daß a ddß- ndd Iw-a
go bring 3SG bring-3SG go tell-GO
ngul ngdn
husband 3SG
'She brought it and then she went to tell her husband.'

ya i-bd ndd tdtd biy
call PL-ASSC go 3PL.POSS room
'They went into the room.'

(23) sey lü- da da a d-a-y za
then ask cook cook 3SG cook-GO-3SGEE
syl
COM
'Then the woman asked. It [the calabash] cooked for her [the
woman].'

bähaman abd nda ngdn
Bahaman ASSC go 3SG.POSS
'Bahaman went home.'

(24) nddcf ka n slon ngdn 6dt
lay down PREP thing 3SG take
'She put it down [and] took her thing.'

abd nda ngdn wiita
ASSC go-GO 3SG village
'Then she returned to her village.' (She had been in the bush
with the stick.)

(25) ndd fczgam syl mal mdl- - ta
go talk COM hit 3SG hit-GO-3SG 3PL
hda tdtd ma ba syl
strike 3 PL there again COM
'They talked [to the stick]. It started beating them over there
again.'
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kayifl i-bd nd- tdtarj
strange (F.) PL-ASSC go-GO 3PL
'Never seen before [a stick hitting people on its own]. They left
[the court].'

(26) aa darna wal \va ba a
ah, good woman DEM again 3SG
luw-a-y täy
say-GO-3SG 3PL
'"It's good," the woman told them again.'

abd ndd ngdn n kilvicC-yn
ASSC go 3SG PREP trash heap-PL
'She went to the trash heaps.'

(27) // a if-e td n fordm wa däp
blow 3SG blow-GO GEN PREP horn DEM only
'She blew that which was in the horn.'

venjeh tul kwaykwa-yil tiy tiy tirj
pepper spread hyena-PL heap heap heap
mdts
dead
'The pepper spread, and the hyenas were lying around dead,'

sey matabii abd si ngdn
except last born ASSC flee 3SG
'except for the last born: he fled.'

If the subject is the same, the sequential clause is marked by the verb
nda 'go': The next example follows the preceding one in the narrative:

(28) ndd dzay a dzärj däkay t-yil damii
go find 3SG find other PL bush
'He went to search for others in the bush.'

(29) mbi ßk a ßkßk-a-rj ka abd
3SG discard3SG discard-GO-3SG POS ASSC
nd- ngdtj
go-GO 3SG
'He left it for him, and he returned.'
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The change of scene is not constrained by any temporal factor, as evi-
denced by the following example, where the subject leaves the scene
immediately after he has arrived:

(30) tsey mbi kurdk aba nd- ngdn
so 3SG descend ASSC go-GO 3SG
'When he came down, he returned.'

8. New action and its consequence

The verb diyä 'put' can function as an auxiliary verb. The evidence that
the verb diyä is the verb "to put" is provided by clauses where it is fol-
lowed by the object that is put down:

(31) nd- diyä i dl foambay \
go-GO put 3PL put stick DEM
kd n fadd to dap
POS PREP court (F.) DED only
'They came and put the stick in the court of the chief

As an auxiliary, the verb diyä is used under two simultaneous condi-
tions: when the activity is new for the subject and when the listener
should expect some follow-up on this activity. Since the proposed cate-
gory is not commonly encountered in linguistic literature, the following
discussion includes all the examples found in the "Texts" appended to
the grammar. The support for the proposed hypothesis consists of three
arguments: (1) All clauses where diyä is used are followed by another
clause that is logically linked with the clause with diyä. (2) The clause
with diyä is never used as the last clause of a narrative. (3) The clause
with diyä is never followed by the end-of-event marker za:

(32) sey, ab diiwäy mberj läkwat
then (H.) ASSC back ANAPH river REL
nd-a-y za
go-GO-STAT EE
'And afterwards a river came.'

hid-yil wa i diy- fyarj läkwat
man-PL DEM 3 PL start-GO cross river
'When the men started crossing the river,'
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cikid td gwicfirj nddv ka
sesame GEN single fall POS
'a single sesame seed fell down.'

Here are two fragments illustrating the logical linkage of the clause
marked by diy-ά. An action of the subject in the first clause brings
through consequences described in the second clause:

(33) md mbir mbir van dd ra diy-a
REL jump jump rain draw D.HABstart-GO
mbir nd morj
jump PREP ANAPH
cidek cidek cidek cidek cidek
ideophone
'The one who jumps, when the rain was falling, he started to
jump in it.'

van kd mbdlem da skii
rain INF touch exist NEG
'The rain did not touch him.'

(34) mid zl minderj ma tewel Bombay 6at
and then other REL twirl stick take
Bombay diy-ά tewel
stick start-GO twirl
diy-ά tewel diy-ά tewel
start-GO twirl start-GO twirl

ά t l rj ngdn
PRED head 3SG
'The other, the one who twirls the stick, took the stick and started
to twirl, started to twirl, started to twirl [it] above his head.'

hal to feambay ngdn fuu tan
limit GEN stick 3SG all DED
van kd mbdlem da sku
rain INF touch exist NEG
'The area delimited by his stick, the rain did not touch it.'

The clause with the auxiliary diya may have the same subject as the
preceding clause:
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(35) pats nta ηάζ ηάζ ηάζ ηάζ ά ηάζ
took one throw throw throw throw 3SG throw
t rj na yam w hirj
DED PRED PREP water DEM
'He took one [page] after another and threw them upon the wa-
ter.'

cfiy pats ng z nd man pats pats pats pats
start put foot PREP ANAPH put put put put put
pats pats fray tsam tsam derewol ngdn
put cross pickuppickup paper (F.) 3SG
ka ko md Id6-yi da sku
POS QUANT REL wet-STAT exist NEG
'He started to walk on them, walked, walked, until he crossed the
river; then he picked up his paper. Not even one page was wet.'

The clause following the clause with cfiy does not have to be a con-
sequence of the preceding clause. But the listener knows, that if diy is
used, something else must follow:

(36) md nda-y zd a Ida sey nd-a
REL go-GO-STAT EE PRED home then go-GO
da
cook
'When she returned home, she cooked.'

/ dlya
3PL put eat
'They started to eat.'

ng l ngdn za wal nan
husband 3SG COMP wife 1SG
'Her husband said, "My wife,'

The subject of the auxiliary diy does not have to be agentive:
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(37) sey wal ngan tay a nd r B
so wife 3SG DED 3SG go D.HAB
wacin syi \virnfik (ttyä bdk-ähä
DEM COM ash start pour-GO
cicfe' cide' cide' cide' a kztdf
pile pile pile pile PRED road
'When his wife was going, ashes poured out in small piles on the
road.'

sey md ngül ngül tly a tly- \val
so REL husband husband see 3SG see-3SG wife
tsu ZB damit
went EE bush
'So the husband saw that the wife went to the bush.'

The importance of the marker diya is that it is not predictable from any
other element of grammar or discourse.

(38) skan näm dzay skan syi ha diya gay
thing 1DU find thing COM 2SG put spoil
ha
POS
'The thing we found, you are ruining it.'

nam kd ti täy
1DU INF see DED
'We'll see about this.'

The auxiliary with diya may follow a clause with the inceptive
marker £ai 'take'.

(39) sey Bombay naka kd 6dt zd
so stick REM INF take EE
dap
immediately
'So the stick took off immediately.'
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"Wap "Wap "Wap diya gdld \väl wähin
bap bap bap put hit woman DEM
'Wap, wap, wap, it started to hit the woman' (nW=plosive with
lower lip curled far back behind the teeth. The articulation is ac-
companied by the voiced velar fricative.)

wal wa hat] hay ka dal värjgaya
woman DEM cry cry INF do how 3SG
sbn skd bä
know NEG again
'This woman cried, "What should I do?" She did not know!'"

The clause following diya may describe an event that is the opposite
of what one would have expected from the preceding clause but that is
nevertheless linked to the preceding clause:

(40) bahamän nd- gär
Bahaman go-GO stand
'Bahaman went and stood.'

diya seitin go waciy syi
start muezzin's call DEM COM
'He started to make the call,'

ko wdl nd rd skit
but neck go D.HAB NEG
'but the voice did not go out as before.'

The auxiliary diya may occur following another verb, but it still retains
its function of directing the listener's attention to the next clause:

(41) ndä diya da a Ida
go put cook PRED home
'Then she returned home to cook.'

sey ti a tl a kd mborj
so see 3SG see like that AN
a dal rd skü
3SG do D.HAB NEG
'Then she saw that one does not do it like that.'
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The clause following diyä may have a different subject than the clause
with diyä. The link between the two clauses is the unity of time:

(42) pa td ngul ngan
distribute in parts DED husband 3SG
'She gave a part [of the food] to her husband,'

äa \v3zi abd td ngm i diyä zäm
children-PL ASSC GEN 3SG 3PL put eat
'[and] to her children, and they started to eat.'

kwaykwa-yu mo nd-a-y za
hyena-PL 3PL REL go-GO-STAT EE
'The hyenas came.'

diyä lii tddap a \v3zi tuk-yn
put say continue PRED children 2S-PL
day day day a tan fls
a lot a lot a lot PRED 1SG little
'He kept on saying, "For your children its a lot, for me it is lit-
tle.'"

sey hldl \va fökat
then people DEM COMP INTERJ true (F.)
Then those people [the hyenas] said, "Ha, it is true.'"

9. Conclusions

The use of the comment-clause marker syi is motivated by the speaker's
relating the proposition to the expectation that one may have given the
discourse line. It reflects the speaker's attitude toward the proposition.
Like many other complementizers (cf. Frajzyngier 1995, 1996), even
when the marker occurs between two clauses within a sentence, it has a
modal function.

The change-of-scene construction consisting of the subject followed
by the associative marker ab or ib for plural subjects indicates that the
one of the participants in the event has moved to another place. Thus,
the existence of the construction indicates that the unity of place in nar-
ration is the norm, and the change of place must be overtly coded.
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The auxiliary diyä used before a verb alerts the listener that the
clause that follows is directly linked to the clause that has cfiyä.
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Text 1. The year of hunger

(1) tar lay to mltds
month time GEN hunger
The year of the hunger.'

(2) hid-yn wa4 ί tdtd mokad
man-PL DEM 3PL 3PL three
There were three men'

(3)

(4)

(5)

i ndd kd ber-e cikid b h nta
3PL go INF sell-GO sesame bag (F.) one
'They were going to sell one bag of sesame seeds.'

ngdd ngdd ί ngdd cike' z ka
count count 3PL count all EE POS
'They counted all [the sesame seeds].' (The form ka was first
given when the speaker repeated the recorded sentence.)

dza\v ί dzaw-ύ a
attach 3PL attach-3SG PRED back
madmgwarze
donkey
'They attached it to the back of the donkey.'

4. In a version of the same story recited by another speaker, instead of the demonstra-
tive Wii, the phrase final form \vecin was used.
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(6) nd-ra i nd-ra varj \va ko
3PL walk-D.HAB 3PL walk-D.HAB rain start INF
da
draw water
'While they were walking, rain started to fall.'

(7) da da a dB wane
draw:GO draw:GO 3SG draw alot(F.)
'It rained a lot.'

(8) sey, ab düwdy mberj läkwat
then (H.) ASSC back ANAPH river REL
nd-a-y za
go-GO-STAT EE
'And afterwards a river came.'

(9) hid-yii \ dly- fear) läkwat
man-PL DEM 3 PL start-GO cross river
'When the men started crossing the river,'

(10) cikid td gwidirj ndav ka [ndsfj
sesame GEN single fall POS
'a single sesame seed fell down.'

(11) md faim foim za cikid
REL listen listen COMP sesame REL
nddv-yi za
fall-STAT EE
'The one who was good at listening said, "A sesame seed fell
down.'"

(12) fray i %äy za
cross 3 PL cross EE
'They crossed [the river].'

5. In another version of this story, the noun phrase läkwatü wä 'the river' follows the
verb.
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(13) md ngdd ngdd pal ά pal b tak r
REL count count detach 3SG detach bag
ngdd ngdd
count count
'The one who was good at counting detached the bag and
counted [the seeds].'

(14) md to gwicfin da skit
REL GEN single exist NEG
One grain was missing.'

(15) pal minder) damdam
detach another normal
'He detached the other — [was] normal.'

(16) tsay md tiy tiy nd- nastd
then REL look look go-GO enter (F.)
nd ydm
PREP water
'Then the one who was good at looking entered the water.'

(17) til a nd yam td ab
go PRED PREP water DED ASSC back
mberj tiy tiy ά tly-u
ANAPH look look 3SG look-3SG
'He entered into water and he searched for it [the sesame seed].'

(18) dzay ά dzan-ά md td gwidinnaka
find 3SG fmd-GO REL GEN single REM
•wehirj
DEM
'He found the one sesame seed of those [that were counted].

(19) nd- ηάζ ά ηάζ kd nd lay t y
go-GO throw 3SG throw POS PREP place DED
'He went and threw it into its place [in the bag].'

(20) md mbdd vi
REL surpass who
'Who is superior?'
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Not on tape. After the tale is told, there may be a discussion, usually
concluded by the story teller. The preceding tale may end in the follow-
ing conclusion:

(21) md mbdd da sku
REL surpass exist NEG
'Nobody is superior!'

or

(22) / prak prak
3 PL equal equal
'They are all equal.'

Text 2. The four men

(1) hid-yil wecin i tdtd nfacf
man-PL DEM 3PL 3PL four
'There were four men:'

(2) minder) ä ndi Idm birj
another 3SG HAB build house
One builds a house.'

(3) minder) ä ndi tewel Bombay
another 3SG HAB twirl stick
'Another twirls a stick.'

(4) minder) ä pddak njül
another 3SG split grass (a certain variety)
'Another splits a stalk of grass.'

(5) minder) ä ndi mblr
another 3SG HAB jump
'Another jumps.'

(6) ii zek yaw [zek]
3 PL make competition
'They had a competition.'
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(7) hldl wehirj α ζά van a n kd
man DEM 3SG COMPrain 3SG PREP INF
da a gar ka nd-a-k t s m
fall 3SG want INF touch-GO-lSG body
sk
NEG
'This man said, "Rain, when it falls, will not touch me.'"

(8) koo νί ζά S3 dey ά kl
QUANT who COMP 1SG also PRED like
mberj
ANAPH
'Each one of them said, "Same with me.'"

(9) van da r mana a na
rain draw:GO D.HAB like PRED PREP
lumo
market
'It was raining from the direction of the market.'

(10) md lorn biy r a dns ngacf dris
REL build house dig mud mix mud
'The one who builds a house dug the mud, mixed the mud,'

lorn birj fca h mas nd- hdfe ka
build house cut straw go-GO thatch POS
wan kd nb may
lie inside PREP LOC.ANAPH
built a home, cut some straw, thatched the roof, and lay down in-
side it.'

(11) van \vukil kd nda-ha
rain fail INF go-GO
'The rain failed to come in.'
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(12) md mbir mbir van dd rä diy-
REL jump jump rain draw D.HAB start-GO
mbir nd mdrj
jump PREP ANAPH
cldek cidek cidek cidek cldek
ideophone
'The one who jumps, when the rain was falling, he started to
jump ink.'

(13) van kd mbdlem da skü
rain INF touch exist NEG
The rain did not touch him.'

(14) mid zi minder) md tewel Bombay 6dt
and then other REL twirl stick take
Bombay diy- tewel diy- tewel
Stick start-GO twirl start-GO twirl
diy-ä tewel a tälärj ngdn
start-GO twirl PRED head 3SG
'The other, the one who twirls the stick, took the stick and started
to twirl, started to twirl, started to twirl [it] above his head.'

(15) hal td foambay ngdn fuu tärj
limit GEN stick 3SG all DED
van ka mbolem da skü
rain INF touch exist NEG
'The area delimited by his stick, the rain did not touch it.'

(16) ma padak njul 6dt padak a pddak-a
REL split grass take split 3SG split-GO
nästd ngdn nd morj
enter (F.) 3SG PREP LOC.ANAPH
'The one who splits grass split a stalk of grass and entered it.'

(17) tsu ngdn kd nd man van ko
go 3SG inside PREP LOC.ANAPH rain INF
mbdlem da skü
touch exist NEG
'He entered it [the grass], and the rain did not touch him.'
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(18) md mbacf zl vi
REL surpass then who
'Who is superior?'

(19) da skü
exist NEG
"Nobody.'

(20) fuu täq i kalkal
all DED 3PL equal (F.)
'All are equal!' ('equal' in Mina isprakprak)

Text 3. The three men

(1) hldi-yii wehirj tdta makad
man-PL DEM 3PL 3PL three
'There were three men.'

(2) / nda ko 6ad-a wala
3 PL go FNF woe-GO woman
'They went to woo a woman.'

(3) mindi \vacin mällum
other DEM teacher
One is a teacher.'

(4) mindi wacin gaw
other DEM hunter
'Another is a hunter.'

(5) mindi wacin
other DEM thief
'Another is a thief.'

(6) / nd-ra i nd-ra i nd-ra
3PL go-D.HAB 3PL go-D.HAB 3PL go-D.HAB
ndd dzay lakwat md nd-a-y za
go find river REL go-GO-STAT EE
'They were going, going, going, till they came to a river, which
was filled up.'
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(7) ndk kd dal zl v rjgay kd
1PL INF do then how INF cross
l kwat wacin
river DEM
'"How are we going to cross this river?'" (zl phrase-internal, zen
phrase-final)

(8) m llum ζά ά tarj \vereh-nd
teacher COMPPRED GEN:1SG trick-ISO
dah
exist
'The teacher said, "As for me, I have my means.'"

(9) 6dt a 6dt deftd ngdn
take 3SG take Koran (F.) 3SG
'He took his Koran.'

(10) pats nta ηάζ ηάζ ηάζ ηάζ ά ηάζ
took one throw throw throw throw 3SG throw
tar) a na yarn wahiy
DED PRED PREP water DEM
'He took one [page] after another and threw them upon the wa-
ter.'

(11) cfiy p ts ng z nd man
start put foot PREP ANAPH
pats pats pats pats pats pats
put put put put put put
fear) tsam tsam derewol ngbn ka ko
cross pick uppick uppaper (F.) 3SG POS QUANT
md Ιθβ-ί da skit
REL wet-STAT exist NEG
'He started to walk on them, walked, walked, till he crossed the
river; then he picked up his paper. Not even one page was wet.'

(12) gaw ζά ά tat} dey sd n kd
hunter COMPPRED 1SG also 1SG PREP INF
fray tarj
cross DED
'The hunter said, "Me too, I will cross it.'"
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(13)

(14)

(16)

(17)

6at a 6at
take 3SG take
dal a na
shoot PRED PREP

gadecf ngan 6άΙ 6άΙ 6άΙ
arrow 3SG shoot shoot shoot
lakwat wa c V ra
river DEM straight (F.) D.HAB

a
3SG

'He took his arrows and shot them straight into the river.'

ngaz
foot

ana
PREP

man
L.ANAPH

ά nda-r bats an
3SG walk-PROG put PREP
bats an ngaz ana man fcdn ngan
put PREP foot PREP L.ANAPH cross 3SG
'As he was walking, he stepped on them, one after another, [and]
he crossed the river'

M
POS
ά s
PRED 1SG

(15) masil wa cCe ά nza
steal DEM remain 3SG stay
ά ζά ί fka-kw
3SG COMP3PL leave-GO-lSG
ζί v (u fronted)
then Q
'The thief remained there and said, "Is it me that they left
alone?'"

6an 6an ά 6an wecin skan wa
think think 3SG think DEM thing DEM
a nd-r kd mbatf-a-rj sembe
3SG go-PROG INF suφass-GO-lSG strength (F.)
'He thought and thought about it, "This thing is going to surpass
me.

sey
then

masil
steal
na
PREP

6at ά 6at masil ά
take 3SG take steal 3SG

wa ηάζ ά ηάζ ngan ka
DEM throw 3SG throw 3SG PREP
foan ά fcan ζά
cross 3SG cross EE
'Then he up and stole the water, threw it into his pocket, and
crossed [the river].'

yim
water
ji a
pocket
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(18) Bat ßbt ylm wa ßk ßk-
take 3 SO take water DEM throw 3SG throw-GO
i-bd ndd tdtarj
3PL-ASSC go 3PL
'He took the water, threw it into the river, and they went away.'

(19) ndd dzarj wal wehin vf f u a
went find woman DEM all all 3SG
giz-ii a giz to ngdn
say-3SG 3SG say GEN 3SG
a giz to ngdn
3SG say DED 3SG
'They went to find the woman. They were talking, and each of
them was telling his story.'

(20) sey wal wa wa so n kd
then woman DEM COMP but 1SG PREP INF
may wa zi vi hi fu lay hi
choose DEM then who 2PL all DED 2PL
kalkal
equal (F.)
'Then the woman said, "Who am I going to choose? You are all
equal.'"

Text 4. In the time of famine

Speaker Ahmadu Umaru
Text recorded and translated by Adrian Edwards, typed and first ana-
lyzed by Eric Johnston. Tonal transcription and present analysis by
Zygmunt Frajzyngier.
Language Assistant: Saibu

(1) tdr lay to mitis
month time GEN hunger
'In a time of famine:'

(2) hldl wäciy i-bd wäl ngdn
man DEM PL-ASSC wife 3SG
'This man with his wife'
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(3) mbü mbü i mbü \vdzi gwacC
give birth(x2) 3 PL give birth children many
'had many children.'

(4) wal ngdn a ndi ndd kd da tipid
wife 3SG 3SG HAB go INF draw termites
'His wife had the habit of going to look for termites.'
(da 'to fetch, to draw'. A clay pot filled with fresh cow dung, cut
sorghum stems and dead leaves put next to a termite hill over-
night. The next morning it is filled with termites which can be
drawn out like water from a well.)

kd ndd zd fu ndd dzarj zävan-yii
INF go EE always go find guinea fowl-PL

mär rä
3PL graze D.HAB
'Each time she went, she found guinea fowl grazing.'

(6) -yii ßd-a
guinea fowl-PL COMP shave-GO 1PL
tälän ka gi
head POS please
'The guinea fowl said "Shave our heads, please.'"

(7) sey ä ndi ßd-ä-q td tälän
so(H.)3SG HAB shave-GO-3SG 3PL head
ßd ßd ßd
shave shave shave
'So, she would shave their heads. Shave, shave, shave.'

(8) llm-e te gwicfiy ngä ka 6äh ka
see-GO one only break POS hide POS
'Each time she would kill just one and hide it.'

(9) turn ä ndi dal kd mberj
always (F.) 3SG HAB do PREP ANAPH
'She always did that.'
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(10) md nd- -y ζέ a Ida say
REL go-GO-STAT EE PRED home then
nd-ά da
go-GO cook
'When she returned home, she cooked [it].'

(11) / cfiy-ά Z3m
3 PL put-GO eat
'They started to eat.'

(12) ngul ngm za wal nan
husband 3SG COMP wife 1SG
'Her husband said, "My wife,'

(13) ha ndi dzan-ά nam skan mma w
2SG HAB find-GO 1DU thing like DEM
tiki
where
'where do you find us things like this?'"

(14) da so hHdl6-e-h kr p
wait 1SG sew-GO-2SG shoe
'"Wait, let me sew you some shoes.'"

(15) hiidl6 hiidld a hiidl -e-η krap \vahirj
sew sew 3SG sew-GO3SG shoe DEM
'He sewed and sewed and sewed the shoes for her.'

(16) bak bdk a bdk-a-rj 6d wirn kko
fill fill 3SG fill-GO-3SG ASSC ash POS

PREP LOC.ANAPH
'He filled them with ashes.'
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(17) sey wäl ngdn tarj a nd rd
so wife 3SG DEM 3SG go D.HAB
\vacin syl \virnjik diy-a bdk-aha
DEM COM ash start-GO pour-GO
cide' cide' cide' cide' a kataf
pile pile pile pile PRED road
'When his wife was going, ashes poured out in small piles on the
road.'

(18) sey rrid ngül ngül tly a tiy-ii
so REL husband see 3SG see-3SG
wäl tsu Z9 dämü
wife went EE bush
'So the husband saw that the wife went to the bush.'

(19) ßdt a 6dt fyambay ngdn dlyä zed
get 3SG get stick 3SG put follow
tarj
DED
'He got his stick and went to follow her.'

(20) ngäzü wo tu wäl närj ngazü \va tu voäl
foot DEM GEN wife 1SG foot DEM GEN wife
näy ngäzü wa tu wäl närj
1SG foot DEM GEN wife 1SG
'That is my wife's foot, that is my wife's foot, that is my wife's
foot.'

(21) ze6 zed a zeß-ü ndd dzarj wal
follow follow 3SG follow-3SG go find wife
ngdn nakaha
3SG REM
'He followed and followed and found his wife,'

(22) kd dd tlpid tsay zä
INF gather termites finish EE
'who had finished getting termites'
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(23) cC-a-rj t l n to
3SG shave-GO-3SG head GEN
ζάνάη-yil r b ha
guinea fowl-PL D.HAB again
'and was shaving the heads of the guinea fowl again.'

(24) sey a na Bombay ngan 6at
so 3SG PREP stick 3SG grab
'Then he grabbed his stick.'

(25) 6dt a 6at-o-y ydz n ζάνάη-yil
get 3SG get-GO-3SG beat PREP guinea fowl-PL
waciy
DEM
'He grabbed it [his stick] and beat those guinea fowl.'

(26) ko Urn nta
INF see one
'He hit one.'

(27) ζάνάη-yil ί-bd fir tatay
guinea fowl-PL PL-ASSC flight 3PL:POSS
'The guinea fowl flew away.'

(28) wal ngan za au sd dal-a-h
wife 3SG COMPINTERJ 1SG do-GO-2SG
mana wa mi
like DEM what
'His wife said,"What did I do to you?'"

(29) ibd nd tdtb wiita
ASSC:PL go 3PL.POSS village
'They went home.'

(30) nd zdm zam nak \v za
go eat eat REM DEM EE
'They returned and ate that one' (i.e. the guinea fowl that the
man killed).
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(31) wal wo ä ndi täl ngan äap
wife DEM 3SG HAB walk 3SG only
a ndi täl ngan dap a damü
3SG HAB walk 3SG still PRED bush
'The wife still took walks in the bush' (despite the fact that her
husband had killed the guinea fowl).

(32) sey nda dzay a dzarj- kadam
so go find 3SG find-GO calabash
a damü
PRED bush
'While walking, she found a calabash in the bush.'

(33) lu a litw-a-rj na kdddm waciy
say 3SG say-GO-3SG PREP calabash DEM
'She addressed this calabash.'

(34) kadam vl-ä-k wüd gi
calabash give-GO-lSG food POL
'"Calabash, could you give me some food?'"

(35) sey kadam \va da da a
so calabash DEM cook cook 3SG
d-a-y wild mana \va mba
cook-GO-3SGfood like DEM so
pe ie ie ie ie a
much spread(4 times) PRED
ma kabam ngarj
mouth face 3SG
'So the calabash made a lot of food for her [and] spread [it] in
front of her.'

(36) zam zam zam zam
eat eat eat 3SG eat EE
'She ate and ate and ate' (until she was satisfied).'

(37) kadam ngan Bat
3SG PREP calabash 3SG take
'She took her calabash.'
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(38) a n kadam ngan 6at
3SG PREP calabash 3SG take
'She took her calabash.'

(39) aba nd-ά ngan wiita
ASSC go-GO 3SG.POSS village
'She returned home.'

(40) nda da a da -ύ nda Iw-a
go bring 3SG bring-3SG go tell-GO
ngiil ngan
husband 3SG
'She brought it and then she went to tell her husband.'

(41) yd ί-ba nda tata biy
call PL-ASSC go 3PL.POSS room
'They went into the room.'

(42) ngul-yn s ka άζάη-ά nam skan ζά
husband-PL 1SG INF find-GO 1DU thing EE
'"My husband, I found us something.'"

(43) mhm kadam wady
mhm calabash DEM
'"Here is the calabash.'" (woman still talking)

(44) ha n ka luw-a-r) v ygay
2SG PREP INF tell-GO-3SG how
'"How do you talk to it?'" (man talking)

(45) ha n ka ζά lirw-ά-η mak
2SG PREP INF COMP tell-O-3SG what
'"What do you say to it?'" (error)

(46) kadam vl-a-k \vuda gi tsay dap
calabash give-GO-lSG food POL finish only
'"Calabash, could you give me some food?', just like that.'
(woman talking)
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(47) tsay dap
finish only
"That is all.'"

(48) md ngül ngiil za kdddm
DEM husband husband COMP calabash
vl-a-k wiidd gi
give-GO-lSG food POL
'So, her husband said, "Calabash, could you give me some
food?"'

(49) kaddm wa da da da da a
calabash DEM cook cook cook cook 3SG
d-a-rj witda mana wa kam
cook-GO-3SG food like DEM TOP
'The calabash made him a lot of food like that.'

(50) gwatf tsay za
fill finish EE
'filled completely'

(51) Z9m Z9m zdm a zdm za
eat eat eat 3SG eat EE
'He ate a lot.'

(52) pic wa ndz gar a gar kd dap
Sun DEM go stand 3SG stand POS only
'Under this sun he went out and stood.'

(53) kd ßk wal za
INF give neck EE
'He started to yell' (from joy).

(54) sey mid'
then wind give
'Then a wind blew.'
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(55) bay ngway tdr lay to mltis
chief COMPINTERJ month time GEN hunger
mdna waciy
like DEM
The chief said, "Oh, during the time of hunger like this,'

(56) syi bähaman ä dza wul wäciy syi
COM Bahama 3SG cry neck DEM COM
'"Bahaman is yelling over there.'"

(57) ä foim-e nok mi
3SG listen-GO 1PL what
'"What has he heard for us?'" (What kind of news does he have
for us?)

(58) hi ndd def-e-y mä
2PL go show-GO-3SG mouth
'"Go call him.'" [lit. 'show him mouth']

(59) ndd ya y-u
go call 3PL call-3SG
'And they called him.'

(60) Bahaman til a nd-a
Bahaman go 3SG go-GO
'Bahaman left' (immediately after he was called).

(61) ah Bahaman a tuk baka syi tak
oh Bahaman PRED GEN:2SG today COM all
pic wahin syi
sun DEM COM
"Oh, Bahaman, for you, with all this heat?'"

(62) ä tuk ha boy rd skü wul
for you 2SG think D.HAB NEG neck
bei rä wo syi
break D.HAB DEM COM
'"You are not thinking, you are yelling with joy.'"
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(63) ha llm-e nok mi
2SG see-GO 1PL.INCL what
'"What have you found for us?'"

(64) aa bark m wal na kd dzan-a
ah chief wife ISO INF fmd-GO
skan par zd aaha
thing strange EE exist
'"Ah, my chief, there is something my wife found.'"

(65) skan to nza vaygay
thing GEN be how
'"What is the form of this thing?'" ('What is this thing?')

(66) a a dzan-ά kadam
ah 3SG fmd-GO calabash
'"She found a calabash.'"

(67) aa nda 6at-a nok sku syl
ah go get-GO 1PL NEG COM
a vaygay
PRED how
'"Ah, go bring it to us, otherwise what can we do?'"

(68) α ζά hi k-ay hldl
3SG COMP 2PL send-3SG man
'He [the man] said, "Send somebody.'

(69) faay i foay hld-yii ndd 6dt ί
send 3PL send man-PL go get 3PL

dt-a-y kaddm w ciy da ί
get-GO-3SG calabash DEM bring 3PL
d -ha-w
bring-GO-3SG
'They sent people and they went and got the calabash for him
and brought it.'
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(70) \vä kd lifw-a-r) n kadam ta
but INF say-GO-3SG PREP calabash GEN
zi vaygay bähaman
then how Bahaman
'"What do you say to the calabash, Bahaman?'"

(71) bähaman hi n ka
Bahaman COMP 2PL PREP INF
liiw-a-y syi barkämä
say-GO-3SG COM chief
'Bahaman said, "You say to it, my chief,'

(72) kadam vl-ä na wiida gi
calabash give-GO 1PL.EXCL food POL
tsay dap
finish only
'calabash give us food." That is all.'

(73) sey bay za kaddm vl- na
so chief COMP calabash give-GO 1PL.EXCL
wüdd gi
food POL
'So the chief said, "Calabash, give us food.'"

(74) da a da d-a-rj ta wüdä
cook 3SG cook cook-GO-3SG 3PL food
wäciy syi
DEM COM
'Then it made food for them.'

(75) hid to nfad-yn zam zam fok-a
man GEN palace (F.)-PL eat eat leave -GO
'The men of the palace all ate and left the remains.'

(76) bay kaddm ngan 6at de6
chief PREP calabash SG take carry 3SG
deß M Ida
carry POS PRED home
'The chiefi took hisj calabash and carried it home.'
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(77) igä nakahä ko nda kd n kd
long time (F.) REM INF go PURP PREP INF
ddtä wacirj
take DEM

long time after, he went to take the calabash.'

(78) wal wa lu lii a lüw-a-y a
wife DEM say say 3SG say-GO-3SG PRED

kdddm wa mo dä-y gwad
PREP calabash DEM DEB cook-3SG a lot
The woman told the calabash to cook a lot for her.'

(79) da da a dä-y na wal
cook cook 3SG cook-3SG PREP woman
wä a n wüdd ngm dzdgod
DEM 3SG PREP food 3SG gather
dzdgdd 6ah ka
gather hide POS
'It [the calabash] cooked for the woman, and the woman gath-
ered the food and hid it.'

(80) sey bay de6 zd ngdn kd a Ida
then chief take EE 3SG POS PRED home
'Then the chief took the calabash home.'

(81) ndd - nd wal ngan mädaräf
go say-GO PREP wife 3SG favorite
'He went and said to his favorite wife,'

(82) sa skdn wä syl ha kd luw-a-rj zo
here thing DEM COM 2SG INF say-GO-3SG EE
kdddm vl- nok wudd gi
calabash give-GO 1PL food POL
syl a ndi do td dap
COM 3SG HAB make DED only
'"Here you have this thing. If you say to it,'Calabash make us
food, please,' then it just cooks,'"
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(83) sey lüä da da a d-ä-rj za
then ask cook cook 3SG cook-GO-3SGEE
syl
COM
'Then the woman asked. It [the calabash] cooked for her [the
woman].'

(84) bähaman aba nda ngan
Bahaman ASSC go 3SG.POSS
'Bahaman went home.'

(85) ngan damä bähaman ha yarn
wife 3SG COMPgood Bahaman 2SG also
ska vit
NEG Q
'His wife said, "Good, Bahaman, you also [can do it?].'"

(86) tak tar lay ta mltis mana wäciy ni
in month time GEN hunger like DEM EXCL (F.)
'"In the time of the famine like this,'"

(87) skan näm dzarj skan syl ha diyä gay
thing 1DU find thing COM 2SG put spoil
M
POS
'"the thing we found, you are ruining it.'"

(88) näm ka tly tarj
1DU INF see DED
'"We'll see about this."'

(89) ab dirwäy mbi ngan
ASSC back ANAPH 3SG walk 3SG.POSS
r dam ta dap
D.HAB bush DED still
'After that, she continued to walk in the same bush.'
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(90) a tal-a a tal- nda dzarj a
3SG walk-PAST 3SG walk-PAST go find 3SG
dzan- Bombay lakwidlakwitflakwicClakwid'
find-GO stick straight straight straight straight
'She walked and walked and she went to find (and found) a very
straight stick.'

(91) a zä Bombay rjd-a-k gi
3SG COMP stick beat-GO-lSG POL
'She said, "Stick, beat me, please.'"

(92) sey Bombay nakä ko 6at za
so stick REM INF take EE
dap
immediately
'So the stick took off immediately.'

(93) hWap hWap hWap diyä gald wal wahin
bap bap bap put hit woman DEM
'Wap, wap, wap, [it] started to hit the woman.' (nW plosive with
lower lip curled far back behind the teeth. Articulation is accom-
panied by the voiced velar fricative.)

(94) wal wa härj hay ka dal värjgay
womanDEM cry cry INF do how
'This woman cried, "What should I do?"

(95) a san ska ba
3SG know NEG again
'She did not know anymore!'

(96) sey cap a mal
then INTERJ 3SG stop stick
\ kd dap
DEM POS only
Then chap! she stopped the stick.'

(97) nddd ka n skan ngan 6at
lay down PREP thing 3SG take
'She put it down [and] took her thing.'
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(98) aba ngdn wüta
ASSC go-GO 3SG village
Then she returned to her village'

(99) nd- ya ngiil ngdn a birj
go-GO call husband 3SG PRED room
'and called her husband into the room.'

(100) de6 a deB-e-rj Bombay
bring 3SG bring-GO-3SG stick
wa biy
DEM room
'She brought him the stick in the room.'

ngül-yü Bombay
husband-PL stick

naka
REM

to
GEN

(101)
3SG COMP
maciy lüw-a-rj
DEM say-GO-3SG would you
'She said, "My husband, this stick, say to it,'"

(102) Bombay rjd-a-k gi syl ä
stick hit-GO-lSG POL COM 3SG
dal- tärj
do-GO:2SG DED
""stick, hit me,' and it will do it to you.'"

(103) ha n tsäf skü syl wäl-yil
2SG PREP lie NEG COM woman-PL
'"You're not lying, my woman.'"

(104) ha lü\v-a-q ngasl Bombay
2SG say-GO-3SG like that stick
to vii
DED Q
'"You say to it just like that, 'Stick, do it'?'"

(105) til a ndd zd biy
depart 3SG go EE room
ä n ml My dzay a dzay ka
3SG PREP mouth room close 3SG close POS
'He went to the room and closed the door.'

n kd
PREP INF

n-di dal
go do
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(106) bahamän lä a luw-a-y nd Bombay
Bahaman say 3SG say-GO-3SG PREP stick
nakä wa
REM DEM
'Bahaman spoke to the stick'

(107) Bombay wä mal mäl-a-y rida
stick DEM catch 3SG catch-GO-3SG beat
ngan biy maciy
3SG room DEM
'The stick started to beat him in the room.'

(108) hay hay hay a hay mana waciy
cry cry cry 3SG cry like that DEM
syi
COM
'He cried a lot like that.'

(109) tus y gätsä
right like that
'rightly like that' (tus 'right, well')

(110) wal wä raz mabiy nda t sap a mal
wife DEM open door go tsap 3SG catch
ka
POS
'the woman opened the door, went and tsäp caught [it].'

(111) sey bahamän wurtd palah a za
then Bahaman leave(F.) out 3SG COMP
ndd seytiinä ba dap
go 'call' again
'Then Bahaman went out. She said to him, "Go make that call
again.'" (seytiinä 'name in Fula of Muezzin's call in the morn-
ing')

(112) bahamän nd- gär
Bahaman go-GO stand
'Bahaman went and stood' (at the same place from which he had
yelled before).
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(113) cfiyä seytün go \vacirj syi
start muezzin's call ? DEM COM
'He started to make the call,'

(114) ko wal nd ra skü
even(F.) neck go D.HAB NEG
'but the voice did not go out as before.'

(115) bay za ngway bähamän bakä ba dzän-a
chief EE people Bahaman today still fmd-GO
nok mi
1PL what
'The chief said, "People, what else did Bahaman find us today?'
(ngway 'plural addressee')

(116) hi nda lüw-a-y mo ndä-hä
2PL go say-GO-3SG DEB go-GO
'"Go tell him to come here.'"

(117) nda yä i y-ü
go call 3PL call-3SG
One went to call him.'

(118) til a nd- a r bay tarj
go 3SG go-GO PRED PREP chief DED
'He went to the chiefs.'

(119) a värjgay bäha
PRED how still
'"How still?'" (i.e., What's new?)

(120) wäl na ka - skan par
ah wife 1SG INF fmd-GO thing another
za badap
EE again
'"Ah, my wife found another thing again.'"
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(121) kd dzan- nok skan par za
INF fmd-GO 1PL thing another EE
badap
again
'"She found us something else again?'"

(122) aa ka dzan-a nok za bärkämä
yes INF fmd-GO 1PL EE chief (F.)
'"Yes, she found us something, my chief.'"

(123) a za hi nda lüw-a-y ma
3SG COMP2PL go say-GO-3SG DEB
da-ha-\v
bring-GO-3SG
'He said, "Go tell her to bring it here.'"

(124) zägiy til nda 6at i 6at-oha-w
courtiers (F.) go go take 3PL take-GO-3SG
gad ba wäl \va tarj
push with woman DEM DED
'The courtiers went and brought the calabash with the woman.'

(125) nd- cfiya i dl Bombay wa
go-GO put 3PL put stick DEM
tä n fadd id dap
POS PREP court (F.) DED just
'They came and put the stick in the court of the chief.'

(126) ee, wä n ka lüw-a-rj vaygay
well, but PREP INF say-GO-3SG how
'"But what does one say to it?'"

Another language asistant does not accept the the prepostion win the
avove clause, and wants the sentence to be:

[ee, wä kd luw-a-y vaygay
well, but INF say-GO-3SG how
'"But what does one say?'"]
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(127) άα hi litw-a-r) mdk hi n kd
aa, 2PL tell-GO-3SG won't you 2PL PREP INF
ζά Bombay w tdl ha had hldl
say stick DEM try 2SG hit man
g*
POL
"Tell him, you will tell him, 'Try to hit someone.""

(128) lit i l w-a rjgu fcambay \va
say 3PL say-GO 3SG stick DEM
mdl a mdl-a-y td ndd tdtd
catch 3SG catch-GO-3SG 3PL hit 3PL
mecirj
there
'They said [it] to the stick, and the stick went on to hit them
there.'

(129) ma ndd kd si vi syi kd hdd ζά
REL go INF run who COM INF hit EE
md ndd kd si vi syi kd hdd ζά
REL go INF run who COM INF hit EE
'The one who wants to run away, he hit him.' (repeated twice)

(130) 6dt ά 6dt koyya hi mdl ka
start 3SG start INTERJ 2SG catch POS
'He started, "Yikes! Stop (PL) it!'"

(131) sey ndd mdl \val wa mdl ka
so go catch womanDEM catch POS
'So the woman went and stopped it.'

(132) bay 6dt zo ngdn ded kd Ida
chief get EE 3SG carry POS home
'The chief took it [the stick] and carried it home.'

(133) ndd lu-a tdtd sd slud bd
go say-GO 3PL PREP two ASSC
m dar f ngdn
favorite 3SG
'He went to speak, between the two of them (privately), with his
preferred wife.'
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(134) mdna kd 6dt kddäm bäha
how 3 PL INF take calabash again
'In the same way in which they took the calabash'

(135) ndd fcdgam syi mal mdl-a-y td
go talk COM hit 3SG hit-GO-3SG 3PL
ndd tdtd ma ba syi
strike 3PL there again COM
'They talked [to the stick]. It started beating them over there
again.'

(136) käyiß -bd nda tdtay
strange (F.) PL-ASSC go 3PL
'Never seen before [a stick hitting people on its own]. They left
[the court].'

(137) sey wäl \va kam kd näz tal da
the womanDEM TOP INF stop walk exist
sku dap
NEG only
'Then, that woman [the one who found the calabash] did not stop
taking her walks.'

(138) an ndd ngdn kd täl aa täl täl
3SG go 3SG INF walk 3SG walk walk
täl täl
walk walk
'She walked and walked and walked.'

(139) ndd dzay kwaykwa-yn i kd nga fei
go find hyena-PL 3PL INF break meat EE
syi
COM
'She went and found some hyenas who had caught some meat.'

(140) kayo. cfiya walla td bd dd
INTERJ(F.) start help (F.) 3PL ASSC cook
tärj
DED
'She started to help them cook.'
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(141) tsey ka dä-rj ta za syl a
so INF cook-GO-3SG3PL EE COM 3SG
nda ngan
go:GO 3SG
ra an Up sek ngdn foi nakahä
D.HAB ? ? ? 3SG meat REM
ngaara diyä a n kddam
break and carry in hand put PRED PREP calabash
'So when she finished cooking for them, she returned home, she
tore off a piece of that meat, carried it [home], and put it in a
calabash.'

(142) nda dlya da a Ida
go put cook PRED home
'Then she returned home to cook.'

(143) sey tly a tly a ka mbay a
so see 3SG see like that ANAPH 3SG
dal ra skü
do D.HAB NEG
Then she saw that one does not do it like that.'

(144) kwaykway-yn \va za nga ha
hyena-PL DEM COMP if 2SG
mbal-ii ha yan a kacirj
want-3SG 2SG move PRED here
'Those hyenas told her, "If you want, you can move in here.'"

(145) mbi sä n ki yan
3SG COMP ah, myself 1SG PREP INF move
a tar) ammo sa ba Ida
PRED DED but 1SG ASSC house
'She said, "I want to move but I have a house.'"

(146) ngU na dähä \vazi n-yil
husband 1SG exist children 1SG-PL
dahä
exist
" have a husband, I have children.'"
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(147) kwaykwa-yii bo tük
hyena-PL ASSC 3PL COMPPRED GEN.2SG
Mm hi nda-hahl fu tarj
TOP(F.) 2PL go-GO2PL all (F.) DED
'As for the hyenas, they said, "Come, all of you.'"

(148) tebey td ndir dahä
granary GEN sorgho exist
"There is a granary of sorghum'" (i.e., 'we have granary of sor-
ghum').

(149) tebey to täkds dahä
granary GEN beans exist
"There is a granary of beans.'"

(150) tebey to wandln dahä
granary GEN peanuts exist
"There is a granary of peanuts.'"

(151) tebey td cikid dahä
granary GEN sesame exist
"There is a granary of sesame.'"

(152) fu däfu a r tin wa cfaha
all kind(F.) PRED PREP 1PL DEM exist
'"We have all kinds of things.'"

(153) sey a td-t kam i ndi ngä
then PRED 3PL TOP (F.) 3PL HAB catch
fyi-yn zd kd nda tö da tay
meat-PL EE INF go INF cook DED
'Then, as for them [the hyenas], they just catch the meat [and]
bring it for cooking'

(154) ee hld-yil wa -bd yay
ah man-PL DEM 3PL:ASSC move 3PL:POSS
a maciy
PRED there
Those people moved over there.' (i.e., the woman with her fam-
ily)
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(155) / nz-ü i nz-ü i nz-ü i
3PL stay-PL 3PL stay-PL 3PL stay-PL 3PL
nz-ü
stay-PL
'They stayed there a long time.'

(156) kwaykwa-yu wa za baka fei da skü
hyena-PL DEM COMP today meat exist NEG
"The hyenas said, "today, there is no meat.'"

(157) gelße kam ha päts-a nok mba nta ha
better TOP(F.) 2SG take 1PL child one 2SG
da nokotj
cook 1PL
'"You better take one of your children and cook it for us.'"

(158) sku syl ka zam skan-yil wa ba
NEG COM INF eat thing-PL DEM ASSC
mi
what
"Or else what will we eat those things with?'"

(159) aa damä wäl wa bä a
ah good woman DEM again 3SG
luwa-y toy
say-GO-3SG 3PL
'"It's good," the woman told them again.'

(160) aba nda ngan n küvicf-yii
ASSC go 3SG PREP trash heap-PL
'She went to trash heaps.'

(161) nda tsäm tsäm tsäm a tsamä kiringft-yii
go gather gather gather 3SG gather bone-PL
'She went and gathered bones.'

(162) wdzi-yn gan ngul-yn ret ra
children-PL even man-PL dig dig
/· · /· * r r _/* I rr jib cimea ka
3PL dig hole around POS
'Children and also men dug a hole.'
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(163) ab duwärj mbi a n mvay
ASSC back ANAPH 3SG PRED stone
to tapa &dt
GEN tobacco take
'Afterwards, they took the tobacco stone'

kd nda kd pek mi ji6 naka bd
INF come INF cover mouth hole REM ASSC
bey
ANAPH
'to go and cover the entrance to the hole with it.'

(164) sey hid-yn \va md nda-y zä
then man-PL DEM REL go-STAT EE
'Then those people [the hyenas] came.'

(165) aa \vudd fkay a sä wüdd sa da
ah food where 3SG voici food voila bring
'"Ah, where is the food? Here is the food, here is the food, she
brought it.'"

(166) ee a nd mbdn te gwidlrj näz kd ji6
ah 3SG PREP child GEN one throw in hole
'Then [she took] one child [and] threw it into the hole.'

(167) torn a kd mbirj
always (F.) PRED like that
'[She] did like that each time.' (I.e., each time when she was
asked to cook one of her children, she did the same, she hid it in
the hole.)

(168) kd dal za syl a n mbd par
INF do EE COM 3SG PREP child another
naz kd jiß
throw PREP hole
'Each time she did that, she took one child and threw it into the
hole.'

(169) ndd tsam tsam kiringii ndä da
go gather gather bone go cook:GO
'She went to gather bones and cooked [them] there.'
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(170) kd dal sä häa ti pic
INF do EE 3SG until GEN day
'She did this until the day ...'

\v3zi tuwdd zä
children finish EE
'when there were no more children.'

(171) ii zä bäkä syi
they COMP today COM
ha n kd do tälän tükorj
2SG PREP INF cook head 2SG
'They said, "Today you will cook yourself.'"

(172) damä sd dd zä
3SG COMP3SG good 1SG cook EE
'She said "Good, I will cook.'"

(173) til a ndd zd ndd tsäm tsäm a
go 3SG go EE go collect collect 3SG
tsäm-ä kiringß-yil nd- tak clkid
collect-GO bone-PL go-GO crush sesame
dal dal a dal cike kä
do do 3SG do all POS
'She went and collected bones, returned, and crushed sesame;
she did all that.'

(174) da da a dd zd diy a
cook cook 3SG cook EE put 3SG
dlya-n tdtd ka
put-GO-3SG 3PL POS
'She cooked, cooked, and she put [it] for them [hyenas].'

(175) sey mine ngiil ngm zidep
then remain husband 3SG still
'Her husband was still left.'

(176) hld-yil \vä tay kd dd tälän ngan
man-PL DEM return INF cook head 3SG EE
'Those people returned, and she cooked herself,'
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(177) äskd tsu ngan bdr wüzii
? went 3SG side children
'but actually she went to be with her children.'

(178) baka S9i a td t-korj ngitl
today ah, GEN GEN-2SG husband
ha n kd dd tälän tdkorj
2SG PREP INF cook head 2SG
(wife talking) "Today, it is for you husband, you will cook
yourself."

(179) iyo dämä
yes, o.k.
"Well, o.k." (husband answers)

(180) kwaikwä-yn \va tsu ko talaa kä
hyena-PL DEM 3PL went INF walk INF
tälaa hku-ngm-yil syl has kuhu ku
walk goat-SG-PL COM lit fire when
kd töcCaw syl aw \va ngway
INF burn COM INTERJ PL.ADRSE
wal nd ndi d ksom ngdn vaygay
wife 1SG go cook body 3SG how
'When the hyenas went to tend their goats, the man lit the fire,
and when the fire was burning well, the man screamed, "How
did my wife cook herself?'"

(181) 1'heur to stän-yü wä mbe ka
time(Fr.) GEN thing-PL DEM close INF
nda-ha
come -GO
'When the time of their return was approaching,'

(182) dnd pic mbe kd nd- wacii[n]
PREP day close INF go-GO DEM
'When the day of their [the hyenas'] return was approaching,'

(183) wal wa baf a bäf-ahä bd nof dap
wife DEM leave 3SG leave-GO ASSC heart only
'the wife left abruptly with a lot of courage.'
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(184) nda da da da a dd \viru \νά
go cook cook cook 3SG cook gravy DEM
f z
food (F.) EE
'[She] came to cook the gravy for the food.'

(185) 6dt a 6ot venjeh hdz hdz hdz hdz tuk
take 3SG take pepper crush crush crush crush fill
foram
horn
'She took pepper and crushed, crushed, crushed [it], and filled
the horn.'

(186) he dal ί-bd ndd tdtz a ji6
? do PL-ASSC go 3PL PRED hole
'They went into the hole,'

a bdr wazi ngan-yil nakah
PRED side children 3SG-PL REM
'next to her children'

(187) pa to ng l ngan
distribute in parts GEN husband 3SG
'She gave a part [of the food] to her husband,'

a \vdzi bd td ngdn
[hesitation] children-PL ASSC GEN 3SG
ί diya zdm
3 PL put eat
'[and] to her children, and they started to eat.'

(188) kwaykwa-yn ί md nd-a-y za
hyena-PL 3PL REL go-GO-STAT EE
The hyenas came.'

(189) ί zdm r a i zam r ά ί
3PL eat D.HAB 3PL eat D.HAB 3PL
zdm ra syl
eat D.HAB COM
'They were eating, they were eating, they were eating.'
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(190) sey ma ngül ngul ka wä
then REL husband husband INF start
kecCerj ngan ta za ba dap
stupidity 3SG DED EE again only
'Then the man started again with his stupidity.'

(191) ngway a wäzi tuk-yii day
PL addressee PRED children 2SG-PL much
day tan fis
much PRED ISO small
'"Say, for your children it is a lot, for me it is little.'"

(192) wäzi täki day day day a tan
PREP children 2SG much much much PREP 1SG
y-% Vfas
little
'"For your children it is a lot, for me it is little.'"

(193) sey vaz, kwaykwa-yn wä i ka iim
then perhaps hyena-PL DEM 3 PL INF hear
za
EE
Then, the hyenas heard.'

(194) ngway skan-yn fcagam ra daha
'say' thing-PL talk D.HAB exist
(one of hyenas talking) '"There is something talking there.'

(195) diya lit tädap a
put say continue PRED children
tuk-yil day day day a tan fis
GEN.2SG-PL a lot a lot PRED 1SG little
'He kept on saying, "For your children it is a lot, for me it is lit-
tle.'"

/ f\ /"\ ' T ^ T ^ * ' ' /*> 1 r .(196) sey nidi wa za a jakat
then people DEM COMPINTERJ true(F.)
'Then those people [the hyenas] said, "Ha, it is true.'"
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(197) kwaykwa-yn wa lit zerj i zä
hyena-PL DEM say RECIPR 3PL COMP
hidi wä ka da dSpdap
people DEM here exist only
'The hyenas said to themselves, "There are some people in
here.'"

(198) mdl mdl- - ) gor tätäy
catch 3PL catch-GO-3SG search 3PL
'They started looking for them.'

(199) hok nv3tj hok nvdy hok nvdrj hok nv3rj
hok nvdY)
remove stone (X 5)
'They removed one stone, removed another, another, and an-
other.'

(200) i hok rd wacirj sey wal wä dzt
3PL lift D.HAB DEM then wife DEM take
a 6dt förom nakä bd venjeh diya a dl
3SG take horn REM ASSC pepper put 3SG put
kd no ma
in PREP mouth
'When they were lifting [the stones], the wife took the horn that
contained the pepper and put it in her mouth.'

(201) sey ab ditwon mbi kd n kd
then ASSC after that 3PL PREP INF PREP INF
nda-hä ko hok nvdy-yn
go-GO INF lift stone-PL
'After they came to lift the stones,'

// a if-e to n förom wä dap
blow 3SG blow-GO GEN PREP horn DEM only
'she blew that which was in the horn.'

(202) venjeh tul kwaykwa-yil tirj tirj tiy mdts
pepper spread hyena-PL heap heap heap dead
'The pepper spread, and the hyenas were lying around dead,'
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sey mdtabu abd si ngan
except last born ASSC flee 3SG
'except for the last born: he fled.'

(203) ndd dzay a dzay däkay t-yil damü
go find 3SG find other DEM-PL bush
'He went to search for others in the bush.'

(204) sey nastd ngdn tsakä parii
the enter (F.) 3SG inside (F.) others
'He went in with the others.'

(205) \väl nakä baf ngm palah gär
wife REM jump 3SG out stand up
kats a kdts aba wazi toy
gather 3SG gather ASSC children DED
abd ngiil tarj ndä dzarj
ASSC husband DED go find
kwaykway-yu nakä
hyena-PL REM
'The woman jumped out, stood up, gathered her children and her
husband, and went to find the hyenas.'

(206) kwaykway-yii nakä f u mo mbad-i
hyena-PL REM all (F.) REL transform-STAT
kd wir zldep ab teberj-yii nakahä
PREP gravy only ASSC granary-PL REM
'The hyenas became [meat for] her gravy, and also the granaries
[belong to her].'

Text 5. A frog and a buffalo

(1) gombok -bd bäkäläf l dal
frog PL-ASSC buffalo 3PL make
gaabä
conversation

frog and a buffalo had a conversation.'
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(2) b k l f ζά na gombok ha kul ka
buffalo COMPPREP frog 2SG able INF
si sk
run NEG
'The buffalo said to the frog, "You cannot run.'"

(3) turn ha tspadap ά nl yam
always 2SG remain crouched PRED PREP water
dap άζ tarn k si yamak
only go IGEN.DU INF run also
'"Every day you remain crouched in the water. Let's also run.'"

(4) gombok ζά ha r νί
frog COMP2SG insult who
'The frog said, "Who are you insulting?'"

s n k si day kohorj
1SG PREP INF run surpass 2SG
"Ί will run better than you.'" [buffalo talking]

(5) a faa ha ts f
3SG say 2SG lie
'He [the frog] said, "You are lying.'"

(6) to a foa s-tsaf kam
okay 3SG say ISG-lie TOP(F.) PRED
pat kafkafa az tarn
tomorrow morning go IGEN.DU
ka si tarj
INF run DED
"Okay, he said, "If I lie-tomorrow morning let's run.'"

(7) gombok ζά to
frog EE well (H.)
'The frog said, "Okay."'
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(8) abü tskoh mbey gombok tar
ASSC evening ANAPH frog ask
tar a tar a ngambü
ask 3SG ask PRED friend
ngan-yil
3SG-PL
'That evening, the frog asked for help from his friends.'

(9) dl di a di tata ka clke a
put put 3SG put 3PL POS all PRED
mafaam läkwat
shore river
'He put them all on the shore of the river.'

(10) ä fco bäkäläf ka def hind mu
3SG say buffalo INF show 2PL mouth
za gombok kam iele ohok
COMP frog TOP answer yes
'He said, "If the buffalo calls you frog, answer yes.'"

(11) / ^ to
3 PL say okay
'They said, "Okay."'

(12) gärä kafkaf ziy bäkäläf ma
during morning return buffalo REL
nda-y
go:GO-STAT EE
'The next morning, the buffalo returned.'

(13) 1$ tarn ka si tay
3SG say go 1GEN.DU INF run DED
'He said, "Let's run.'"

(14) ka to
3SG say well (H.)
'He said, "Okay."'

(15) bäkäläf seee se se se a si
buffalo run run run run 3SG run
'The buffalo ran and ran.'
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(16) gombok ohok
frog yes
'"Frog?" "Yes."'

(17) ä fra a kabdm kd mbdd-a-k za
3SG say 3SG ahead INF surpass-GO-lSG EE
'He [the buffalo] said, "Hefthe frog] is ahead. He surpasses
me."'

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

a si däp a si dap
3SG run only 3SG run only
'He runs, he runs.'

gombok ohok
frog yes
'"Frog?" "Yes."'

/· 7 ·\ r V> 7 >a si dap a si dap
3SG run only 3SG run only
'He runs, He runs.'

gombok ohok
frog yes
'"Frog?" "Yes."'

a foa kai a si
3SG say INTERJ 3SG run
kd say
PREP 1SG
'He said, "Hey, he runs faster than me.'"

a rämu ä rämu
3SG run fast 3SG run fast
'He runs fast, fast, fast.'

gombok
frog
'"Frog?"

ohok
yes
"Yes."'

day
surpass

a ramu
3SG run fast
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(25) bäkäläf däbäray ngarj da stä bd
buffalo strength 3SG exist NEG ASSC
v^ 7 rzidep
still
'The buffalo doesn't have strength anymore'

(26) ges kd bd pay ma mats-yi zä
lean PREP ASSC tree REL die-STAT EE
'He leans against a tree; he is dead.'

(27) gombok-yu cl6e\v a palah na fat föt i
frog-PL all PRED outside go skin skin 3PL

föt fal tdtdrj
skin meat GEN:3PL
'All the frogs went outside and skinned their meat.'

(28) to kwaykway kd nda ngay r
okay hyena INF come 3SG D.HAB
za hi dal mi hl n
COMP 2PL make what 2PL PREP
kd dzan- nok §/ za ya
INF fmd-GO 1PL meat EE isn't it
Okay, a hyena came and said, "What are you doing? You found
us meat; how nice of you!'"

(29) had nok ka dzan- nok fyi za
yes 1PL INF fmd-GO 1PL meat EE
'"Yes, we found the meat for ourselves.'"

(30) ha az tok kd 6am 12
so go GEN:1PL.INCL INF eat DED
zidep skd vu
at last NEG Q
'So, aren't we going to eat at last?'"

(31) / fed kdy
3PL say INTERJ
'They said, "Hey!"'
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(32) \ kd 6am bd mi Ie6ekle6ek wa kd
but INF eat ASSC what something raw but INF
6am vängay
eat how
'"But how can one eat it raw?'"

(33) to az tok kd grä
okay (H.) go GEN:1PL.INCL INF find
kuhu
fire
"Okay, let's find fire.'

(34) wa md ko ndd kd gacf- nok
but REL INF go INF take-GO 1PL
ku vi
fire who
'"but who will go to find us fire?'"

(35) kwaykway za hi ndä
hyena COMP 2PL go
The hyena said, "You go!'"

(36) kai foa na foi nlnärj
INTERJ 3PL say 1PL own meat 1PL
kd ndä
INF go
'"Look, they said, "We who own the meat, it is we who go?'"

(37) kwaykway ä ndd dap nd gr-a
hyena 3SG go only PREP fmd-GO
nokorj
1PL
'"Just the hyena goes to find it for us.'"

(38) kwaykway tay kd ndd kd grä kuhu
hyena DED INF go INF find fire
The hyena went to find fire.'
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(39) md zd baytd gombok-yn za syi
REL EE large frog-PL COMP COM
hi kam fu täy hi wan ka
2PL TOP all DED 2PL sleep:IMPER POS
mükädkadar) siilucf sülud
upside down two two
The largest of the frogs said, "You all lie down on your backs in
pairs.'"

(40) S3 bo S3 n ki mir) s tatä
ISO also ISO PREP INF stay ISO alone
" also will stay alone.'"

(41) S3 n kd foa bifcaf kd dzd dakalt-yii
ISO PREP INF say God INF kill other-PL
tsay za ä min s tatä
completely EE 3SG remain 1 SG alone

will say God killed all the others; I alone remain'

(42) to kwaykway täy z kd gäcf-
okay hyena go EE INF take-GO
kuhu
fire
Okay, the hyena went to get fire.'

(43) ä nda syi tdtd fu tärj i
3SG go:GOCOM 3PL all DED 3PL REL
\van-yi sülud sülud mükädkadarj
sleep-STAT two two upside down
'She came — all of them were sleeping on their backs in pairs.'

(44) kwaykway dd6 i wän sülud sülud
hyena ask 3 PL sleep two two
wo md dal-a-rj tdtd mi
but REL make-GO-3SG 3PL what
'The hyena asked, "They sleep in pairs, but what happened to
them?'"
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(45) a & blW kd dzd tdtd dke' kä a
3SG say God INF kill 3PL all POS 3SG
fin nämu nam kd tl täy
remain l DU 1DU INF see DED
'He said, "God has killed them all; there remains only us, we will
see."'

(46) kwaykway za med
hyena COMP swear
The hyena said, "Swear!"'

(47) a fca kay a fin nam tatä
3SG say INTERJ 3SG remain l DU alone
mbembe wa kd nda tarj
immediately but 3SG PREP INF go: GO DED
'He said, "Look, there remains only us, but very soon he [God]
will come."

(48) kwaykway zä mbiy kam fai tikimy
hyena COMPANAPH TOP meat GEN:2PL
mo nzä hin ka
REL stay you here
'The hyena said, "If it is like that, your meat should remain with
you.'"

(49) kd 6dt si zä gombok-yn wahiy
INF take run EE frog-PL DEM
abd duwdrj Jddah tdtarj
ASSC after wake up 3PL
'She took flight; those frogs then woke up.'

(50) £ tdtärj ß täy ded i deö kd
meat GEN:3PL all DED bring 3PL bring INF
n ydm
PREP water
'They brought all of their meat into the water.'
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(51) kwaykway zirj bd düwon syl cike
hyena return ASSC back COM 3PL all
/ tsii tdtd nd yam
3 PL went 3PL PREP water
'The hyena returned after they all had gone into the water.'

(52) ä se dzdk-a-ku
3SG then 3PL cheat-GO-lSG
'She said, "They cheated me.'"

(53) ndika mznje wähirj SB n kd dzay
better(F.) now DEM ISO PREP INF find
gombdk za
frog EE
so kd ndrafy mbad \vlrnjik
1SG PREP INF smash become ash
'"From now on, when I find a frog, I will smash it to ashes.'"
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unmarked tense/aspect, 192,

193, 194
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verb of existence, 262, 263,283, verbs of knowing, 381,400
338 verbs of perception, 381, 397,

verbal stem, 71 403
verbless clauses, 256,261, 273, volitional verbs, 381, 394, 396,

285 403
verbs of emotional states, 103, vowel fronting, 18, 19, 20
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